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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

When I review the twenty years that have passed

mice t!i is book was first published, I cannot (ail to

perceive that the wider problems of criminology are

to-day taking on a r.ew orientation. The problems

that were acute twenty years ago are no longer acute,

because there is now an approximation to general

agreement concerning them. Through the pioneering

energy and enthusiasm of what used to be called the

Italian school, the physical and psychic characteristics

of criminals, with their commonest anomalies, have

been exhaustively explored, while the significance of

these characteristics has been fully discussed. It is

becoming generally agreed by those who arc entitled

to speak with authority that the criminal tends to be

marked by a certain mental weakness that usually

affects less markedly the intelligence than what wc

often improperly term the ‘moral" character, that is to

say the instincts, feelings, will, and conduct. In «•

far as this is the case the criminal is a feeble-minded

or imbecile person, who differs from the general body

of his class in the fact that his intelligence is relatively,

or even in some cases it may be completely, unim-

paired. and so liable to become a dangerous instru-

ment in the hands of the weakened or perverted

psychic organism. Dr. H. D. Donkin, the Prison

Commissioner, estimates that from to to 20 per cent,

of the total number of persons committed to prison
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arc * demonstrably mentally defective;" this means
that in England alone some 20,om weak-minded

persons, at least, are annually sent to prison. The
nucleus of this large class is formed by the pro-

nounced "moral imbecile," sometimes called the “born

criminal
.

11 There are differences of opinion as to the

precise manner in which this general conclusion

should be formulated, or qualified, but the conclusion

in itself is r ow seldom disputed. 1 1 corresponds, I may
add, to the conception of the criminal which has from

the first been set forth in the present work.

With regard to the treatment of the criminal, also,

great progress has been made in all civilized countries.

Here, indeed, progress is necessarily slow, for it is

dependent on the development of enlightened and

humane conceptions among the general population,

and is also to some extent conditioned by the general

social state of the masses, for it is necessarily im-

practicable to raise the state of life inside a prison

to a high level when the conditions of life outside arc

at a low level. It is, however, now becoming more

and more widely recognised that the proper method
of treating criminals is not the method of simply

meting out to them “punishments” in the form of

a term of imprisonment roughly equivalent to what

social opinion and the judge consider to be the size

of the offence, a method which is merely a transfor-

mation of the old Ux talionis
.
We now feel—and this

is a highly important outcome of the labours of the

criminal anthropologists — that our treatment of

offenders must to so far as possible individualised,

and directed not so much towards the crime as towards

the criminal. The prison, as formerly established,

was based on the now exploded idea that crime is an
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abstract and uniform entity, the special characteristicsof

the criminal fiiir.sclf being a ncg^gcablc quantity
;
thus

the prison was not adapted foe the individualisation or

even the classification criminals. It is now becom-

ing recognised that the prison must have in it elements

borrowed from the hospital, the lunatic asylum, and

the technical school, while yet remaining completely

distinct and apart from ail of these. Even in HrgJand

attempt*—gradual and tentative in our English manner

—are now being made not only to avoid so far as

possible the necessity of sending offenders to prison,

but also to establish prisons (notably the Borstal

Institution) on modern and intelligent lines, although

it is admitted that these attempts are still in their

infancy. Thr Penal Reform League (founded in

1507 with Captain Arthur St. John as its energetic

Honorary Secretary) perforins good work in stimu-

lating and furthering theac attempts, and in educating

puplic opinion as to the necessity of "a curative and

educative system" for the treatment of criminals,

although as yet even the members of this League are

not unanimous * in relation to the indeterminate

sentence, which, for the individual’s benefit, is really

a* cardinal a principle in the treatment of prison

inmates as of hospital inmates while from the point

of view of social protection it is even more necessary.

In addition to the efforts now being made to re-

mould our prison system, it is also beginning to be

realised that the question of criminality must also be

approached in a broader mariner. Fern long ago in

his Sffdologia Criminate insisted on the necessity of

M
penal substitutive*” or non-penal methods cf com-

bating criminality. The general realisation of the fact

that criminality is largely based on congenital psychic
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weakness has indicated that an important “penal

substitutive" is tu be found in early and systematic

care for the feeble*minded as a class. In England a

Royal Commission on the Care and Control of the

Feeble-minded, appointed in 3904, issued four years

later a very able, comprehensive, and careful report,

which brings together an enormous mass nf infor-

mation and formulates an admirable scheme for deal-

ing with the mentally defective classes generally, to be

administered under a national centralised authority,

the Board of Control for the Mentally Defective, all

members of the defective classes being under the care

of the authority, though by no means necessarily in

confinement The Royal Commissioners were unani-

mous in their recommendations and it is probable that

their Report—the value and importance of which ha*

been generally recognised—will $oou form the basis

of legislation.

The care and control of the defective classes,

necessary as it is, cannot strike at the root of the

matter, it is not proposed, and it would not be

practicable, to shut off from social contact the whole

of the vast body of the feeble-minded, and so long as

they are not so shut off they are free to reproduce

their own kind. At this point we encounter the new
science of eugenics, which, growing out of the fruitful

investigation and research of Sir Francis Galton, has

during recent years been recognised as a factor in

actual social life. It is not enough to deal with the

actual living generation as we find it ; if our soda)

growth is to be real we rau-t learn to control future

generations. We must know what are those stocks

that are unlikely to produce the worthy citizen of the

future; we must know what are those stocks which
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deserve to be encouiagcd in breeding £nc men and

women; we ’must endeavour lo educate the public

conscience to feel and act in accordance with the

knowledge thus attained. This last task, 90 far as

our knowledge at present extends, is being attempted

in England by the Eugenics Education Society,

founded in 150$, under the Presidency of Sir Francis

Galton
;
the Suciety publishes the Emetics Rtvim.

Those who uphold the ideals of eugenics are

bound to proclaim the duty of all who arc probably

unfit to become the parents of a fine race to abstain

from procreation, and, in effect, ‘'make themselves

eunuchs for the Kingdom cf God's sake/* It is not.

however, necessarily a part of the cugenist's duty to

insist on the sterilisation of the unfit by actual

operation, whether voluntary or compulsory Per-

sonally 1 have in the past been definitely opposed to

castration f.»r this end. I am. indeed, still opposed to

actual c**t/atioii, especially if compulsory; there arc

serious objections to But sterilisation coming

short of actual castration can now easily be performed

in either sex ;
influential opinion in its favour is

growing in many countries, and the ease and success

with which it has been introduced in Switzerland,

with the consent of the law, the municipal authorities,

and the patients themselves, calls, I now think, fer

our very serious consideration.

It will be seen that the narrow and technical ques-

tions of criminal anthropology arc rightly becoming

subordinated to larger social questions. In an Intro-

duction to Alexander Winter's Study of t/u Elmira

Reformatory, published nearly twenty years ago in

the Social Science Series, 1 pointed out that we
needed to unite the current of purely scientific
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criminological investigation, chiefly carried on in

Europe, with the current of practical experiment,

mainly developed in America. Starting from this

idea, Mr. Maurice Parmclee, in his valuable work on

Criminal Procedure—neglecting the many penological

questions to which an exaggerated and dispropor-

tionate attention has always been devoted in England

and the United Stales—has discussed the influences

which criminal anthropology and sociology are tend-

ing to exert on the process of dealing with criminals

at the hands of the police, the magistrates and the

jury. It is, however, in Germany, and notably as

represented by Dr. Hans Gross, that this line of

advance is most potently active. Dr. Gross, though

he has no special concern with the medical or anato-

mical aspects of criminal anthropology, recognised the

immense service performed by Lombroso and his

disciples in revealing the tendency tn physical and

psychic abnormality among criminals, and the need

of individualisation in their care and treatment.

Gross's first important work was thus devoted to

criminal psychology,— for, as Dr. J. F. Sutherland

remarks, " every per.al reformer is nowadays more or

less of a psychologist,'
1—and his great work System

dir KrimiMalisttk—of which there is a modified

English edition, more especially for use in India,

under the title of Criminal Investigation—Is devoted

to an allied subject As Gross views the matter,

criminalistic science is allied with criminal psychology

to constitute criminal phenomenology, which is co-

ordinate with criminal anthropology and criminal

sociology, these studies being the three branches of

criminology. Criminalistic science deal* with "how

the crime happened, how it is to be investigated and
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made clear, what motive.' were in question, and what
aims were intended." It is thus a study which con-
cerns alike the medical, the legal, and the police
student of crime. It sreks to remove the proofs of
criminality from tne sphere of hearsay, of mere verbal
evidence, and to substitute the more reliable evidence
of facts. It is connected with the extensive literature

which is growing up concerning the nature and
fallacies of verbal evidence, and the Influences which
effect the credibility of witnesses. In Germany an
Etuykloptidit der Moderncn Kriniinalistik is now
being issued by Dr. Paul Langenscheidt, the first

work published in it being Dr. Erich Wulffen’s

PiythoJogit dts Vtrbnciitrt, a comprehensive and
impartial handbook by a lawyer who fully recognises

the importance of the medical and anthropological

aspects of his subject Valuable works on criminality

have also been published in Germany by writers who
approached the subject from the side of medical
psychology, like Da Asdiaffcnburg and Sommer;
and in England by Dr. J. F. Sutherland in his

Ruidivism, etc. (190S) In America, Professor Hugo
MUnsterberg, approaching the subject from the stand-

point of the experimental psychologist, in his book on
crime and responsibility snakes a contribution in the

spirit of Gross to criminalistic science by showing
how evidence may be tested and checked. All these

writers concur in addressing alike the legal, the

medical, and the educated lay reader.

These arc some of the ways in which criminological

science is now expanding. For the most part they

transcend the scope of the present book; but it may
be said that if they were r.ot all actually initiated by,

they have at all events become intimately allied with.
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the movement of criminal anthropology which is now

taking its duly coordinated place. ' For a time,

under the influence or the eager and vivid personality

of Lombroso. criminal anthropology acquired an ex-

aggerated importance; with Lombroso
1

* death the

polemics he aroused subside, and it becomes possible,

even for his opponents, to recognise the fruitful and

permanent elements in his activity. To-day. more

than ever, criminological progress demands the in-

timate co operation of the doctor and the lawyer, the

psychologist and the socio'ogist, Che police official and

the prison official, as well, it may be added, as the

support of an enlightened public opinion.

In this new edition of my book the body of the

work remains unchanged. All the additions, with

indication of the page to which they refer, have been

thrown together in a final appendix, and may thus

easily be found. No corrections have been made of

various minor statements fn the text which now need

slight mcdincations; for the most part these modi-

fications will be fairly obvious

HAVELOCK F.I.LIS.



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

It is now ten years since I wrote thi3 little book, and

I am gratified to find that it has had a circulation,

both in English and in translations, which I was far

from anticipating when I undertook, with some hesi-

tation, to summarise the results and tendencies; of a

study at that time scarcely even known by name in

this country. Wien I louk back I am astonished at

the temerity with which I undertook so difficult a

task with so slender an equipment of knowledge at

first hand, and I am scarcely less surprised to find

that notwithstanding the prolife researches and dis-

coveries of recent years there is very little to change

in the main propositions which 1 somewhat ten-

tatively sc: forth; while many of the practical reforms

which I advocated have already been accomplished,

and others brought within reach of realisation

It has been the good fortune, and to some extent

the bad fortune, of criminal anthropology that its

chief protagonist before the world lias been a man

whose personal energy, extraordinary wealth of ideas,

and marvellous power of opening out new lines of

research, at one time led a branch of science to be

unduty identified with a personality. There U no

" school
r

of criminal anthropology, as some have

b
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vainly imagined Even among the immediate friends

and pupils of Lombrpso there arc wide divergencies

of attitude and tendency, and many of the workers

who have imagined that they were overthrowing

Lombroso were simply helping to build up more

firmly that edifice of knowledge concerning criminals

which, as Lombroso is the first to declare, alone really

matters. There arc always critics who can see

nothing but the weaknesses of leaders whose inspira-

tion makes the progress of a new science possible

;

such critics would soeer at Columbus because he

thought he had discovered India. If Lombroso has

been the Columbus who led the way to a fresh

scientific region, let us be grateful; we may take it for

granted, ‘without more ado> that any petty surveyor

who follows him can more accurately map out the

land than its discoverer could.

When I first wrote this book I endeavoured to give

a fairly complete summary in a brief space of the

whole subject as it then stood. That is no longer

possible without re-writing the whole work and en-

larging it beyond recognition. As it is, however, the

volume has been very greatly changed and enlarged,

the first and last chapters alone remaining but

slightly modified. Over one hundred pages of new
matter have been added, and many new illustrations,

while at the same time I have omitted much material

that is now out of date. As may be supposed,

Chapters HI. and IV., which constitute the kernel of

the book, have grown most largely. In Chapter II.,

while I have more fully developed the early history of

criminal anthropology, I have now made no attempt

to deal with its present position in the various

countries of the world. Ten years ago it was very
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difficult, now
a
it may be said to be practically im-

possible, for one man to cope with the vast amount of

literature on criminal anthropology which it appear-

ing in all parts of the world, and to speak of a few cf

those who have done meritorious work would be

unjust to others whose work is doubtless no less

meritorious. 1 may, however, mention certain recent

contributions to criminal anthropology which *tand

out with special prominence Trie first place may
probably be given to Professor Fern's great mono-
graph, UQntitidio tulC A nlrapologia Criminate, an

exhaustive work on homicide under all its aspects,

the outcome of many years of labour and ob-

servation
;
Lombroao has published the third and

concluding volume of his famous work on criminal

man, L'Uano Delinquent*
t and, in conjunction with

Ferrerc, a deeply interesting though often de-

batable study of criminal woman, La Donna
Delinquents, la Prostitute c la Donna Normals

(1893), while, it may be noted, Lombroso also dealt

with 1 Criminal Anthropology*' in Twsntietk Century

Practice 0/Medicine, voL xii. ( 1 897) ;
Marro, who com-

pletes the trio of great Italian criminal anthropologists,

lias published no new work bearing mainly on criminals,

but his elaborate study of puberty and adolescence.

La Pubtrte (1898), has many points of contact with

criminal anthropology and is throughout inspired by

its method* In Germany, the work of an ex-

perienced prison surgeon, Von Baer's Dcr Vtrbrether

in Anihropologische Bssiehnng (1893), has attracted

much attention ;
it contains valuable contributions

to the study of the criminal, but is vitiated by a

tediously profuse polemical manner and lack of

critical discernment
;
the labours of the indefatigab'e
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Nikke have done much for the anthropometries!

aspects of psychology, and Kurclla’s Naturgsschicht*

des Vcrbrufurs (1893) is an admirably lucid and

concise summary of the delta of criminal anthro-

pology. In Germany, it may be added, the influence

of criminal anthropology has by no mean 9 been

confined to the study of criminals, and such fruitful

and important investigations as those undertaken by

Schwalbe, the distinguished head of the Stra-vsburg

school of anatomical anthropologists, have been

directly inspired by criminal anthropology
; indeed,

though Germany is leading the way in these new

developments, the same tendency is being felt every,

where
;
the growing precision of our knowledge con-

cerning criminals is enabling us to recognise how
imperfect is our knowledge of other group? of normal

and abnormal persons, and i* so leading us to obtain

that knowledge without which even the data of

criminal anthropology cannot safely be interpreted.

In France, Laurent's highly interesting book, Lts

Habitues da Prisons (1850), shows how much valuable

material may be collected by an intelligent clinical

observer who spends a few years in attending a prison

in the same open-eyed way as he would attend a

hospital
;
a book of very different character, Perrier

1*

La Crintimlt (1500), consisting almost entirely of

original facts and measurements, shows what can be
done by a painstaking prison surgeon who methodi-

cally records the data beneath his eyes* In Spain,

the series of books now being published by Rafael

Salilias forms the most valuable contribution yet

made to our knowledge of the Spanish criminal
;
so

far they arc mainly psychological. In the United

States, the Year-Bocks of the New York State
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Reformatory .at Elmira still constitute a valuable

treasury of detailed facts concerning the nature,

hygiene, and treatment of criminals; D r. Arthur
MacDonald, .of Washington, among other works, has

in his Crimirul-Typ? dans Quelques Formes Grows de

l* Criminality (1S94) published a minute study of

individual cases of juvenile criminality; while Dr.

Eugene Talbot, of Chicago, in his Eticitgy of Osseous

De/onnisics of the Head, etc (1 894), and in numerous

subsequent studies, has described the “stigmata of

degeneration* among American criminals. In Great

Britain, the growth of a new interest in these

subjects has been shown not only by the Report of

the Departmental Committee on Prisons, but by the

establishment of the Criminology Series, edited by

Mr Doug as Morrison, who has himself dealt with

criminality, more especially from the sociological

standpoint, in numerous books. At the same time it

must be acknowledged that Great Britain, notwith-

standing the interest beginning to be shown in this

matter by a few workers, still stands behind other

leading countries in the quality and quantity of

scientific work dealing with criminals It is also the

only European country of any standing which yet

possesses no journal devoted mainly to the interests

of criminal anthropology. Strange as it may seem,

moreover, even one or two of the early pioneers of

the study of the criminal in this country have now
commuted themselves to a comprehensive criticism of

such studies. I do not think it necessary to deal

with those criticisms, for any one who has carefully

read the present little volume can sufficiently answer

them by himself The critic whose objections arc

embodied in a patient and careful contribution of new
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facts will always command attention, and will aid in

scientific progress; the critic who regards the study

of criminals as neither more nor less than the art of

recognising crime on the countenance, can scarcely

now expect to arouse more than a smile. The day

when criminal anthropology needed to justify itself

has gone by, and it may well be hoped that this is

the last occasion on which it will be necessary to

point out that Great Britain has fallen short in

furnishing her quota to the scientific study of this

problem

Although the present edition of this book has been

enlarged and re-written to so considerable an extent,

1 have made no attempt to elucidate every new point

which has recently been brought before the criminal

anthropologist, nor have I even drawn largely on

iny own “ retrospects " of criminal anthropology con-

tributed to the Journal of Mental Science during the

past ten years. I have found it the less necessary to

attempt any exhaustive summaries since the general

conclusions set forth in my book seem to be unim-

paired by recent research. The great question which

the criminal anthropologist has to answer is this:

What is a criminal? Is he—according to the old

legal assumption on which our criminal law is still

mainly built up—a normal person who has wilfully

committed an abnormal act? Is he the victim of

acquired disease, such as some form of epilepsy? Is

he an atavistic reappearance of the savage in modern

society ? Is he a “ degenerate 1'? What is the "crimi-

nal type" ? In this book I attempted to answer these

questions with all the caution demanded by the

existence of conflicting view* and the imperfection of

our knowledge. 1 especially sought to emphasise the
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evidence, which more and mor? impressed itself on

me, tending to show a real relationship (not identity)

between a very large and characteristic group of

criminals and those congenitally abnormal groups

which we term imbecile and feeble-minded. Time
and further examination of the fact9 have only served

to deepen my conviction as to the real nature of that

relationship. The criminal, it seems to me, in some
of his most characteristic manifestations, is a con-

genitally weak-minded person whose abnormality,

while by no means leaving the mental aptitudes

absolutely unimpaired, chiefly affects the feelings and

volition, so influencing conduct and rendering him an

anti-social element in society. We may easily see

how such a conception is related to the various views,

usually ton absolutely and dogmatically stated,

generally current concerning criminals. The criminal

is, in a majority nf cases, certainly not insane,

but neither is he normal, and white not wholly in-

sensitive to the motives which influence the normal

man, he i9 not affected by them in the same way or

in the same degree as the normal man. The view

that the criminal is an epileptic has never teen widely

accepted, and as it only becomes tenable when we
give an extremely wide extension to the term epilepsy,

it is too arbitrary a definition to bo of much use.

That the criminal often acts like a savage who has

wandered into a foreign environment— it is scarcely

necessary to remark that a savage In his own proper

environment is not an anti-social being— is true. But

we must be cautious in arguing that this necessarily

mean* a real atavistic revival of savage ancestral traits.

The criminal acts like the savage, for the most psrt,

merely because a simple and incomplete creature must
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inevitably tend to adopt those simple and incomplete

modes of life which tire natural to the savage. It is

not a real atavism, but mainly, it la probable, only

a pseudo-atavism. That the criminal . is often a

"degenerate" might readily be granted were it not

that " degeneracy " has become so vague and meaning-

less a term of papular use that it means little or

nothing; Lombroso and others were undoubtedly

well inspired when they sought to give greater

definitiveness to the conception of the criminal by

dividing the vague “degenerate" class into groups and

seeking to discover criminal types. That we cannot

use the term “type" in this connection with the same

precision that we use it in racial anthropology is now
generally accepted.

Ifwe recognise that the average criminal, whatever in-

justice he may have suffered at the hand of society, is at

the same time often a more or less congenitally abnor-

mal person, endowed with an ill-adjusted organism

which fails to respond to the same social stimuli as

the organisms by which It is surrounded, we ought to

have little difficulty in discovering the proper method
of dealing with criminals. If we have any such

difficulty, our minds may be assisted by the recent

investigations which have been made by Steinmetz

and uther scholars into the origin of the conception of

punishment—investigations which seem to me to con-

stitute the most interesting recent contribution to the

studyofcriminology. These investigators, by revealing

the true nature of the idea of punishment, have utterly

destroyed it as a practical tool for dealing with

criminals in a civilised state The conception of

punishment is shown to belong to an archaic group of

animistic and other ideas which have long died out,
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and those who argue in favour of its preservation not

only show themselves blind to its practical futility—

which has often been demonstrated—but also show
that they an; tumble t*> discern even the elements of

a scientific criminology. True it is* certainly, that

to the primitive mind of the criminal himself, the

primitive idea of punishment—squaring his account

and giving him a licence to return to crime again

—

often seems reasonable; but it is unnecessary for the

criminologist to reduce himscif to the criminal's

mental level by accepting a notion which, by unto-

wardly surviving the circle of conception* to which it

rightly belongs, has led to such mischievous results.

In dealing with the criminal it is useless to approach

him with the antiquated blunderbuss of punishment;

we must apply to him the most carefully adjusted and

various measures to render him so far as possibie a

person who responds socially to the influences which

rule in a civilised society. To do that we need to

possess full knowledge of the individual criminal,

we need highly and specially trained persons to

entrust him to* and we need the absolute abolition

of the fixed term of imprisonment, an absolutely

indeterminate sentence. It is unreasonable—unjust

alike to society and to the criminal—to let loose an

anti-30cial person on society unless we have made it

probable that he will no longer be a source of misery

to individuals and rottenness to the community. The

antiquated traditions concerning 11 responsibility
”

which rule in our law courts make it necessary to

waste an extraordinary amount of time and energy,

and to pile up many metaphysical absurdities, in

deciding whether a criminal Ls or is not " responsible"

;

—a state of things long since satirised by the brilliant
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author of Brttuhon
.

It ia really all very ynnccea #
.ar>\

“ Responsible ” or u irresponsible," sane or insane, it is

still necessary, alike in the interests of society and of

the criminal himself, that the criminal, should be

brought into a condition in which he will no longer

be injurious to society, or, failing that, be secluded

from society. Doubtless it must remain the primary

business of law to ascertain the fact* of the crime.

But it must become the business of science to deal

with the criminal We used to chain our lunatics.

Our lunatic asylums during the past century have

become mental hospitals. Our prisons must now
really become what it was Jong ago said they ought

to be, moral hospitals

In preparing this new edition of my book I am
indebted to many friends and correspondents in

various parts of the world for much new material

I cannot here record all my obligations. Bragg's

Confusions of a Thief Part I., which I owe to the

kindness of Mr. Ardill of Sydney, New South Wales

(who has also, at my request, had the author of it

photographed), is a document of great psychological

interest, and virtually new, since though it was

printed in Sydney, all my efforts, with the help of

several residents in that city, to obuin Parts II. and

III. have hitherto been fruitless; 1 shall be greatly

obliged to any one who will enable me to see the

missing Parts. To Mr. Marshall Lyle, of Melbourne,

I owe a valuable series of photographs of Australian

criminals {belonging, however, not to Victoria but New
South Wales), a3 well as much other material which I

have not always been able to use. To Dr. Hamilton

Wey, the physician of the New York State Re-

formatory, I also owe many excellent photographs of
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criminals at Elmira. I am also indebted for infor-

mation. references, and other assistance tending to

make this edition of my book more accurate and

more complete, to Or. Kuiella, Dr. Niteke, M.

Alphonse Bertillon, Dr. Eugene Talbot, Dr. Edwin

Goodall, Sir F. Pollock, and the late Frederick Hill

Other sources of indcbwdneis axe mentioned in the

text
HAVELOCK ELLIS.

Cabins Water,
Lzlm*t, Cornwall,
Nmtmlrr 19CO.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

This little book is an attempt to present to the

English reader a critical summary of the results of

the science now commonly called criminal, anthro-

pology. In other words, it deals briefly with the

problems connected with the criminal a* he is in

himself and as he become; in contact with society

;

it also tries to indicate some of the practical social

bearings of such studies.

During the last fifteen year* these studies have

been carried on with great activity. It seemed,

therefore, that the time had come for a short and

comprehensive review of their present condition.

Such a review of a young and rapidly growing

science cannot be expected to reveal any final

conclusions; yet by bringing together very various

material from many lands, it serves to show us how

we 3tand. to indicate the progress already made, and

the nature of the path ahead. In these matters we

in England have of recent years fallen far behind
j

no boob, scarcely a solitary magazine article, dealing

with this matter has appeared among us. It seemed

worth while to arouse interest in problems which are

of personal concern to every citizen, problems which
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are indeed the concern of every person who cares;

about the reasonable organisation of social life.

I would willingly have given the task to abler

hands. But I found no one In England who was

acquainted with die present aspects of these

questions, and was compelled, therefore, after con-

siderable hesitation, to undertake a task which had

long appealed to me from various sides, medical,

anthropological, and social.

There is, I believe, nothing original in this book.

It simply represents a very large body of intelligent

opinion in many countries. I have to acknowledge

with gratitude the assistance, always ungrudgingly

rendered, which I have received from very many
directions* I would specially mention those medical

officers of prisons in Great Britain who answered my
Questions issued at the beginning of 1889, Dr.

Hamilton Wey of the Elmira Reformatory, Dr.

Vans Clark, formerly Governor of Woking Prison,

Professor Lombmso of Turin, Dr. Antonio Marro,

the Rev.
J. W. Horsley, Dr. Langdon Down, Dr.

Hack Tuke, Dr. Francis Warner, etc. It would,

however, be impossible to enumerate all those to

whom I am Indebted. In such a task as this the

writer himself has the smallest part
;
the chief shares

belong to an innumerable company of workers, known
anc unknown.

Ityo.

H. E.



THE CRIMINAL

CHAPTER L

INTRODUCTION

OF criminals, actual or nominal, there are many

kinds. T; is necessary, first of all, to enumerate the

chief varieties.

There is the peli/ienl criminal. By this term is

meant the victim of an attempt by a more or less

despotic Government to preserve its own stability.

The word “criminal" in this expression is usually

a euphemism to express the suppression of a small

minority by the majority. The aim* of the "political

criminal" may be anti-social, and in that case he

is simply an ordinary criminal, but he is not

necessarily guilty of any anti-social ofTcncc; he

simply tries to overturn a certain political order

which may itself be anti-sccial. Consequently the

“ political criminal " of our time or place may be the

hero, martyr, saint, of another land or age. The

political criminal is, as Lombroso calls him, “the

true precursor of the progressive movement of

humanity;" or, as Benedikt calls him, the home noliUs

of whom the highest type is Christ From any

scientific point of view the use of the word crime,
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to express a difference of national feeling or of

political opinion, is an abuse of language. Such a

conception may be necessary tn ensure the supremacy

of a Government, jus: as the conception of heresy

ia necessary to ensure the supremacy of a Church

;

the prison for political dissentients corresponds to

the stake for religious dissentients. A criminality

which is regulated partly by chronology, partly by
longitude, does not easily admit of scientific dis-

cussion.

We have, again, the criminal ly fatiitn. He is

usually a man of wholesome birth and of honest life,

possessed of keen, even exaggerated sensibilities, who,

under the stress of some great, unmerited wrong, has

wrought justice for himself. Stung to sudden mad-
ness by some gross insult to his wife or wrong to

his daughter, he makes an attempt on the life of the

offender. The criminal by passion never becomes

a recidivist; it is the social, not the anti-social,

instincts that arc strong within him
;

his crime is a

solitary event in his life. Therefore he cannot figure

as a serious clanger to society
;

in some respects he

serves even to quicken the social conscience and to

check anti-social instincts. At the same time it is

not to the advantage of society that a private

individual should in a moment of passion even wreak
justice

; and the criminal by passion cannot complain

that he in his turn becomes die victim of a social

reaction.

We have also the insane criminal; that is to 3ay, die

person who, being already in & condition of recognis-

able mental alienation, performs some flagrantly anti-

social act A very large number of crimes are

committed by persons who arc impelled by delusions,
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or svho have* before the commission of the crime,

been in a condition of mental alienation. Nearly
a hundred persons every year in this country arc

sent to prison to be found insane on admission. The
lunging of persons who are afterwards generally

regarded as insane has been, and is still, frequently

carried on. In Germany Dr. Richter has shown that

out of 144 lunatics who were, as was afterwards

shown, at the date of their crimes in the highest

degree insane, only 38 were recognised as insane

before the judge— fir., io5 madmen were, on account

of their madness, condemned to severe punishment
Out of 100 insane persons brought to the bar of justice

only 26 to 28 arc recognised as insane.1 The insane

criminal is clearly in a category of his own. He is

only a criminal in the same sense as an infant or an

animal who performs some noxious act The lunatic

may be influenced by the same motives that influence

the sane person, but lie is at the same time impelled

by other motives peculiar to himself, and to which wc
may have no means of access. To bring all the

solemn formalities of law to bear against a madman,
and to condemn him to severe punishment, is in a

civilised country unreasonable.

The political criminal may usually be recognised

without difficulty when we lay aside political pre-

judice
;

the criminal by passion car. he recognised at

once when wc know his history. There is not usually

much difficulty in ascertaining the insanity of the

criminal who is incine in the strict and perhaps the

only legitimate sense of the word

—

i\e„ intellectually

1 Sacdci *r«l Richter, Dit UsOctiunpn minks* GlilHvlitanf WM
VtrmiKm. 5r« I.milrTO, VUam Dtii*iutn/t, tol. iL. pan 3,

ch. i. far rr>ir.y facls nnd fgwres concerting criminal Insanity.
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insane But at this point we are no longer able to

proceed with quite the same clearness and certainty.

We arc approaching the criminal in the proper sense,

the criminal with whom we shall be- chiefly con-

cerned.

The uncertainty on this borderland may be illus-

trated by the following case. W. T. is a boy of

fifteen, a very small ugly-Iooking lad, with a small

head, low in the forehead, larger in the back, high

narrow palate, heavy sullen aspect, and slight external

squint of left eye His father and mother ate healthy

and sober people
;
one of the fathers uncles died In

an asylum, and one of his aunts committed suicide.

The boy had convulsions at tho age of eighteen

months, and was very backward in walking and

speaking
;

at the age of twelve he could not dress

himself. At school he was very dull, apt to strike his

companions if roused, solitary, fend of reading, but not

remembering what he had read. His schoolmaster,

an experienced teacher, had never known so peculiar

a boy. But he was not a bad or untruthful lad, and

had no vices. When he left school his falhcr tried to

teach him his own trade of shocmaking
;
but, though

he had no special distaste for the work, he could not

leant even the most elementary part of the trade.

Other boys made fun of him, and he complained of

his little sister, ten years of age, doing the same.
One day, when he had been left quietly sitting alone

with this sister, he took up his father's hammer, which
was at his feet, and struck her, smashing in her skull.

Then he locked the back door, as he always did on
leaving home, and went out, closing the front door
after him. He returned in an hour, wet from the rain

which had begun to fall. He was taken to prison.
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and from the first displayed no emotion
; he ate and

slept well, and was a good, docile boy. The judge
who tried him (L^rd Coleridge) was evidently in

favour of a verdict of manslaughter. The jury fell in

with this suggestion, although the authority of Dr.

Savage was in favour of insanity, and the boy was
condemned to ten years' penal servitude.

1 Such a
case shows very well the inaccuracy of our hard and
fast lines of demarcation. Merc was a person clearly

of abnormal or degenerate character, and liable to

sudden violent impulses; he would nowhere be

popularly recognised as insane, and possibly it is not

desirable that he should be so recognised. On the

other hand, he cannot correctly be termed an instinc-

tive criminal
;
lie is on the borderland between the two

groups, and a touch may send him in either direction.

Let us take another Illustration. Miss B
,
nineteen

years of age, the daughter of a captain in the army, is

described as a tall robust-looking girl of lively tem-

perament. When a few months old she had an

attack of meningitis. As a child she was always

wilful and troublesome. When she was eighteen

years old she developed new instincts of mischief.

She would sometimes take off her clothe*, stuff them
up the chimney, and set fire to them. When the

servants rushed in she would be sitting on the hearth

clapping her hands :
“ What a fine blaze !

’ She had

frequently destroyed furniture, clothing, and books
;

she liked to cut carefully the strings binding a book,

»o that it would fail to pieces in the hands of the

unsuspecting person who took it up. She drenched

a baby, and frequently her own room, with water,

1 JumtaltfMmUl &ima, October 1SS9. This cue mi/ b: said

to Blounts ike tuia of iiitiKtlUy common In ciimlaali.
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without any reason. She once attempted to throttle

the attendant in whose care ahe was put. She was

backward foi her age, though her education had not

been neglected
;
she could rot kc*p accounts, and

was fond of reading children's books, there was a

history of bud sexual habits, and she had a propensity

to fall in love with every man she saw. She was

perfectly coherent and rational, and accused others of

doing the mischievous act* attributed to her. After

being sent to a clergyman's bouse for some months

she eventually recovered. 1 Here there was, strictly

speaking, no insanity
;
there were vicious and criminal

instincts which would no doubt have developed had

the girl been .sent to prison instead of to a comfort-

able home, and there was (as there very frequently

is among instinctive criminals) a history of brain

mischief. How shall we classify her?

Let us take another example— this time from

France—in which the pathological element docs hot

clearly appear. A gentleman named X., the French

paper informs us, has been passing the summer at his

country house with his daughter, aged twenty-two,

and his son, aged twenty. From the moment of his

arrival devastations occurred everywhere on his

property. The shrubs were cut
;
garden plant* and

large branches of the birch trees removed
;
the dcors

and walls of the house were soiled. The grounds

and dwellings of other persons in the neighbourhcoc

were similarly treated. Windows were broken
;
the

emblems of religion were outrageously insulted
;
the

walls and doors of the church, the priest's house, and

even the altar, were soiled with ordure A drawing of

the priest administering the sacrament to a cow was

1 Dr- H. Sulb«liod. Wmt JZUtng AiyHu* M*u
%
rc\. ti
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found on the walla, and obscene letter*, containing

also menaccs’of death and incendiarism, were received

by M. X., the priest, and other*. Terror overspread the

parish, and no one dared to go out by night. At last

M. X.'s son and daughter were discovered in the act.

Alexis, the least guilty, having been drawn on by
bis sister, confessed his part in what had been done;

he was the accomplice and confidant of his sister.

She denied everything, even that she had aided her

brother. There was no motive for these acts* save

the pleasure of spreading terror through the country

;

they had had no intention of accomplishing their

threats The girl carried her impudence and im-

prudence so far as to send an insulting letter to the

magistrate who was investigating her misdeeds, and

tn break windows, unperccived, in his presence. 1

This is an example of moral perversity, showing

itself in malevolent and unsocial acts. Possibly, if

we possessed a scientific history of the case, wc might

find a pathological element in it, but as it stands it is

but an extravagant example of anti-social instincts,

on the borderland of crime, which in a minor degree

arc far from uncommon.

I will now give, in some detail, the history of a more

decisive and significant example of this same moral

io&cnsibility. It is in a child, and I take it from

German records. Marie Schneider, a school-girl,

twelve years of age, was brought before the Berlin

Criminal Court in 1886. She was well developed for

her age, of ordinary facial expression, not pretty, nor

yet ugly. Her head was round, the forehead receding

slightly, the nose rather small, the eye* brown and

lively, the smooth, rather fair hair combed back.

1 Q’lacU by Ntmntt*
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With an intellectual dearness and precision very

remarkable for her age, she answered all- the searching

questions put by the President of the Court without

hesitation or shrinking. Thc-.e was.not the slightest

trace of any inner emotion or deep excitement. She
spoke in the same quiet equable tone in which a

school-girl speaks to her teacher or repeats her lesson.

And when the questions put to her became of so

serious a character that the judge himself involuntarily

altered his voice and tone, the little girl still remained

self-possessed, lucid, childlike. She was by no means
bold, but she knew that she had to answer as when her

teacher spoke to her, and what she said bore the

impress of perfect truth, and agreed at every point

with the evidence already placed before the court

Her statement was substantially as follows:—"My
name is Marie Schneider. I was bom on the ist of

May 1874, in Berlin. My father died long ago, I do
not know when

;
I never knew him. My mother is

still living
;
she is a machinist ! also have a younger

brother. I lost a sister a year ago. I did not much
like her, because she was better than I, and my mother

treated her better. My mother has several times

whipped me for naughtiness, and it is right that I

should take away the stick with which she beat me,

and to beat her. 1 have gone to school since I was
six year 9 old. I have beer, in the third class for two
years. I stayed there from idleness. I have been

taught reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, and
history, and also religion. I know the ten command-
ment*. I know the sixth

:
it is, ' Thou shalt not kill.'

I have some playfellows at school and in the neigh-
bourhood, and I am often with a young lady [believed

to be of immoral life] who is twenty years old and
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lives in the 9ame house. She has told me about her

childhood, and that she was just as naughty as 1 am.

and that 9he struck the teacher who was going to

punish her. Some time ago, in playing in the yard, I

came behind a child, held his eyes, and asked him

who I was. I pressed my thumbs deep in his eyes, so

that lie cried out and had inflamed eyes. I knew that

I hurt him, and, in spite of his crying. I did not let

go until I was made to. It did not give me special

pleasure, but 1 have not felt sorry. When I was a

little child I have stuck forks in the eyes of rabbits,

and afterwards slit open the belly. At least so my
mother has often said; I do not remember it I

know that Conrad murdered hi* wife and children,

and that his head was cat off 1 have heard my aunt

read the newspapers. I am very fond of sweets, and

have several times tried to get money to buy myself

sweets. I told people the money was for some

one else who had no small change. 1 know that

that was deceit I know too what theft is. Any one

who kills is a murderer, and I am a murderess.

Murder is punished with death
;

the murderer is

executed
;
his head is cut off My head will not be

cut off, because I am still too young. On the yth of

July my mother sent me on an errand. Then I met

little Margarete Dietrich, who was three and a half

years old, and whom I had known since March. I

said to her that she must come with me, and I took

her hand. I wanted to take away her ear-rings.

They were little gold car-rings with a coloured stone.

I did not want the ear-rings for myself, but to sell at

a second-hand shop in the neighbourhood, to get

money to buy some cakes. When 1 reached the

yard I wanted to go somewhere, and I called to my
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mother to throw me down the key. She did so, and

threw me down some money too, for the errand that

I was to go on. 1 left little Margarctc on the stairs,

and there I found her again. From the yard I saw

that the second-floor window was half open. 1 went

with her up the stairs to the second floor to take

away the car-rings, and then to throw her out of the

window. I wanted to kill her, because I was afraid

that she would betray me She could not talk very

well, but she could point to me
;
and if it came out, my

mother would have beaten me. I went with her to

the window, opened it wide, and set her on the ledge.

Then I heard some one coming down. I quickly put

the child on the ground and shut the window. The
man went by without noticing us. Then I opened

the window and put the child on the ledge, with her

feet hanging out, and her face turned away from mt
I did that because I did not want to look in her face,

and because I could push her easier. I pulled the

ear-rings out. Crete began to cry because I hurt her.

When I threatened to throw her out of the window

she became quiet I took the ear-rings and put them

in my pocket. Then I gave the child a shove, and

heard her strike the lamp and then the pavement

Then I quickly ran downstairs to go on the errand

my mother had sent me. I knew that I should kill

the child. 1 did not reflect that little Grete's parents

would be sorry. It did not hurt me
;

I was not sorry

;

1 was not sorry all the time I was in prison
;

I am not

sorry now. The next day a policeman came to us

and asked if l had thrown the child out of tie

window. I said no, I knew nothing about it Then
I threw away the ear-rings that I had kept hid

;
I

was afraid they would search my pockets and find
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them. Then there came another policeman, and I

told him the truth, because he said he would box :ny

cars if I did not tell the truth Then 1 was taken

away, and had to tell people how it hapixmed. 1 was

taken in a cab to the mortuary. I ate a piece of bread

they gave me with a good appetite. 1 saw little

Crete’s body, undressed, on a bed. 1 did not feel any

pain and was not sorry. They put me with four

women, and I told them the story. 1 laughed while I

was telling it because they asked me such curious

questions. 1 wrote to my mother from prison, and

asked her to send me some money to buy some

dripping, for we had dry bread." That was what

little Marie Schneider told the judge, without cither

hesitation or impudence, in a completely childlike

manner, like a school-girl at examination
;
and she

seemed to find a certain satisfaction in being able to

answer long questions so nicely. Only once her eyes

gleamed, and that was when she told how in the

prison they had given her dry bread to eat The

medical officer of the prison, who had watched her

carefully, declared that he could find nothing intel-

lectually wrong in her. She was intelligent beyond

her years, but had no sense of what she had done, and

was morally an idiot And this was the opinion of

the other medical men who were called to examine

her. The Court, bearing in mind that she was per-

fectly able to understand the nature of the action

she had committed, condemned Marie Schneider to

imprisonment for eight years The question of

heredity was not raised Nothing is known of the

father except that he is dead. 1

' fKtJrtJtNi BHtorfirgrid** 3*> 1- 1,6
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Marie Schneider differs from the previous cases,

not merely by her apparent freedom from pathological

elements, but by her rational motives and her intelli-

gence. The young French woman intended nothing

very serious by her brutal and unfeeling practical

jokes. Marie Schneider was as thorough and as

relentless in the satisfaction of her personal desires as

the Marquise dc Brinvilliers. But she was a child, and

she would very generally be described as an example

of "moral insanity." It is still necessary to take a

further step, although a very slight one, to reach what

every one would be willing to accept as an instinctive

criminal. The example I will select is an English-

man. Thomas Waiucwright, well known in hi* time

as an essayist, much better known a3 a forger and a

murderer. R. Griffiths, LL-D.. WaineWright's maternal

grandfather—to take hi* history as far back as

possible — was an energetic literary man and

journalist, whose daughter, Ann, bom of a young

second wife when he was well past middle life,
11
is

supposed to have understood the writings of Mr.

Locke as well as perhaps any person of either sex

now living’’ {said the GtnlUrnarii Magaxiut), and

who married one Thomas Wainewright, and died in

child-bed at the age of twenty-one, the last survivor,

even at that age, of the second family. Thomas

Wainewright, the father, himself died very soon after-

wards. Of him nothing is known, though there is

some reason to think that Dr. Griffiths regarded him

with dislike or suspicion.

The child seems then to have been born of a failing

and degenerating stock. He was clever, possessed of

some means, and grew up in a literary and artistic

circle; but he was vain and unstable, "ever to be
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wiled away,". as he nys himself •• by neiv and flashy
gauds." When still a lad, he went into the army for
a time. Then, after a while, being idle in town, - my
blessed Art touched her renegade

; by her pore and
high influences the noisome mists were purged," and
he wept tears of happiness and gratitude over Words-
worth's poems. " But this serene state was broken,"
he wrote, several years before his career of crime had
commenced, “like a vessel of clay, by acute ditea.se,

succeeded by a relaxation of the muscles and nerves,
which depressed me

—’lo*

At Ihtotgh the ahyntt c falen limit
Ttn litavimt plummet ol (c.^u ™,|d go,’—

hypochondriasis! ever shuddering on the horrible
abyss of mere insanity ! But two excellent secondary
agents—a kind and skilful physician, and a most
delicately affectionate and unwearied (though young
and fragile) nurse—brought me at length out of those
dead black waters, nearly exhausted with so tore

a struggle. Steady pursuit was debarred me, and
varied amusement deemed essentia! to my complete
revivification." Then he began to write his essays

and criticisms, dealing chiefly with the later Italian

and the French artists, under the name of Janus
Weathercock. He was a man of many senti-

mentalities and super-refinements
;

he hated all

vulgarity and “sordid instincts." His tastes were
sensual in every respect. Notwithstanding his means,
they were not sufficient to satisfy his desires for

luxurious foods and drinks, for fine perfumes, for

large jewels to wear. Me could not live without
luxuries, just as little Marie Schneider could not live

without sweeta At about the date that his chief
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literary activities cc*«cd, and when be was about

thirty years of age, he forged a power of attorney

with the names of his trustees, assigning to himself

the principal of £500Q of which he war. enjoying the

interest This was then a capital offence; it remained

undetected for twelve year*. He is described at this

time as "a smart, lively, clever, heartless, voluptuous

coxcomb." He was tall, stooping slightly, of dark

hair and complexion, deeply set eyes, stealthy but

fascinating, a large and massive head He married a

young lady who was poor, but a gay and brilliant

person, and she had a widowed mother and two half-

sisters. The young couple lived improvidently, and

an uncle, Mr. G. E. Griffiths, who was well off, offered

them a home in his own house. This welcome offer

was accepted A year after, Mr. G. £. Griffiths, after

a short illness, died very unexpectedly* leaving his

mansion and property to bis nephew and niece. This

money, however, also went rather fast
;
and now too

there were no longer any expectations from relatives.

1 he stepmother and her daughters, the Abercrombies,

were poor, and their schemes to make a living were

not successful The Abercrombies were obliged to

come and live with the Wainewrights in the large

mansion they had inheritod, and a very few months

after this Mrs Abercrombie died, like old Mr. Griffiths,

very suddenly, in a fit of convulsions. No benefits,

however, followed this death
;

affairs continued to

grow worse, and soon the bailiffs were in the house,

and there was a bill of sale on the furniture. The
Wainewrights and Abercrombies migrated to hand-

some lodgings in Conduit Street, near Regent Street

They frequently went to the play, anc one night, very

soon after their arrival, Helen Abercrombie, who wore
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the thin shoes that women- ll«n always wore, gut
her feet wet, Became ill, and was assiduously attended
by Wainewright and his wife, who held frequent con-
sultations as io her treatment by means of certain

powders; in a few days she was dead, with the
same symptoms as her mother, the ame symptoms
as Mr. Griffiths—“ brain mischief," the doctor called
it. She died on the very day on which the bill of
sale became due, and after her death it was found
that her life had, during the same year, been insured,
in various offices, for £1 8,000, Helen Abercrombie
was a beautiful and very healthy girl, and ha death
led to suspicions, and gave rise to laW-aulta, which on
the slighter but definite ground of misrepresentation
were in favour of the companies. In the meanwhile
Wainewright found it convenient to leave England 'he
had separated from his wife after the death of Helen
Abercrombie), and took refuge with a rather im-
pecunious gentleman who lived with' his daughter at
Boulogne, He persuaded this gentleman to obtain
money to effect a loan by insuring his life. One
night, alter the policy had been effected, this gentle-

man suddenly died. We next hear of Wainewright
travelling in France, doubtless for excellent reasons,
under an Assumed name. He fell into the hands of
the police, and not being able to give a good account
of himself, was imprisoned for six months. The
French police found that he carried about with him
a certain powder, at that time little known, called

strychnine; this was put down to English eccentricity.

At this time there was a warrant out against Waine-
wright for forgery

;
he was lured over to England by

a detective, with the aid of a woman, and arrested.

He was tried for forgery, and condemned to transport-
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ation for life. At the same time the suspicion! of the

doctor who attended Helen Abercrombie were roused,

ar.d Wainewright himsdf, after hi* condemnation,

admitted to visitors, with extraordinary vanity and

audacity, his achievements in poisoning, and eluci-

dated his methods. It is also said that he kept a

diary in which he recorded his operations with much
complacency. The one thing that hurt little Marie

Schneider was the dry bread
;

the one thing that

moved Wainewright was being placed in irons in the

hold of the ship.
41 They think me a desperado l Me

!

the companion of poets, philosophers, artists, and

musicians, a desperado ! You will smile at this—no,

I think you will feel for the mao, educated and reared

a* a gentleman
;
now the mate of vulgar ruffians and

country bumpkins/ At Hobart Town on two

occasions he endeavoured to remove by poison

persons who had excited his animosity. He is

described at this time by one who knew him well as

u
a man with a massive head, in which the animal

propensities were largely developed. His eyes were

deeply set in his head
;
he had a square solid jaw

;

he wore his hair long, stooped somewhat, and had a

sr.akc-likc expression which was at once repulsive

and fascinating. He rarely looked you in the face.

His conversation and manner were winning in the

extreme ;
he was never intemperate, but nevertheless

of grossly sensual habits, and an opium-eater. As to

moral character, he was a man of the very lowest

stamp. He seemed to be possessed by an ingrained

malignity of disposition which kept him constantly

on the very confine* of murder, and he took a

perverse pleasure in traducing persons who had

befriended him. He was a marked man in Hobart
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Town—dreaded, disliked, and shunned by everybody.

His sole living companion was a cat, for which

he evinced an extraordinary affection.'* He died of

apoplexy in 1852, at the age of fifty-eight1 Wainc-
wright presents to us a perfect picture of the instinc-

tive criminal in his most highly developed shape,

fortunately a rare phenomenon. It is this instinctive

propensity to crime which is sometimes called * moral

insanity." This is, however, by no means a happy
phrase, since it leads to much fruitless disputation.

It is wiser at present to apply to such an individual

the* more simple term, instinctwe criminal? There
is, however, distinct interest in noting that at one

period of his life JVainewright was on the verge of

insanity, if not, as is more likely, actually insane; it

is extremely probable that he never recovered from

the effects of that illness. It may well be that if

we possessed a full knowledge of every instinctive

criminal we should always be abc to put our hands

on some definite organically morbid spot.

The instinctive criminal, in his fully developed

form, is a moral monster, In him the absence of

guiding or inhibiting social instincts is accompanied

by unusual development of the sensual and self-

seeking impulses. The occasional criminal, as he is

usually called, is a much commoner and more

normally constituted person. In him the sensual

instincts need not be stronger than usual, and the

social elements, though weaker than usual, need not

1 Sea Introduction by W. C Utslltt to W'alneirigfct's Estop aW
CriMrmt, 1 S80

* Lwnbroso *nd *onn ollwr outboril!** pr*frr ih« terra 11 \kt\

criminal, " or “corffeeahnl ccinftnd" lw.w*'#X The term " instinctive

criminal * tecai to to infer, as it it not alvtijs potato to esimotc the

congenial eUmwU
1
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be absent Weakness is the chief characteristic of

the occasional criminal
;
when circumstances aTc not

quite favourable he succumbs to temptation. Occa-

sional crime is one of the commonest forms of crime

;

it is also that for whose existence and development

society is most directiy responsible; very often it

might equally well be called social crime. Here is

an example. Two lads of honest life, the sons of

agricultural labourers, being unable to obtain a scanty

subsistence at home, start one day in a fit of despera-

tion for a distant town in search of work. Without

food or shelter, sleeping under a hedge, they reach a

farm-house. Looking through a window they see a

plum-pudding
;

they open the window, seize the

pudding, and go a few yards off to devour it. In a

few hours they arc on the way to the lock-up, to

receive, later on, a sentence of six months* imprison-

ment 44 At the close of it they were provided with

an outfit and an introduction to an employer of

labour in Canada
;
and when we last heard of them

they were doing extremely well, with excellent

prospects before them* 1 This sequel (which would

have been better had it come before the seizure of

the plum-pudding) proves that we are not dealing

with instinctive criminals. Take another case men-

tioned by the same writer. A woman with a drunken

husband who spends his last penny in the public-

house, is driven by actual starvation to commit her

first crime. She steals a small piece of meat to feed

her hungry children. She is sent to prison. 41We
heard of her afterwards leading a most consistent

and almost saintly life.*' These peispna, it is clear,

were not the criminals but the victims
;
society was

1 Santifwi a Siivd WsrU. By a Ptfiou V*tor. tS$9
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the criminal. Now and then, m in the cates jus!

cited, it happens that the occasional criminal who is

thus recklessly flung into prison is assisted to live a
human life. In the great majority of cases he is

ruined for life, familiarised with the prison, introduced

to bad company. We have, as well as we are able,

manufactured him into what is called the habitual

criminal.

The steps by which the occasional criminal, aided

on the one hand by neglect, on the other by the
hot-bed of the prison, develops into the habitual

criminal are slow and subtle; that is one of the

tragedies of life. M. Joly has recorded the experi-

ences of the police concerning the thefts that take

place at the great Parisian shops, the Louvre, and the

Bon-Maicht " This is the beginning. From a gallery

one sees a woman—rich or well-to-do—who buys a

certain number of objects and pays for them
;

but

without asking permission she takes some little,

almost insignificant object—a little ribbon to fatten

a parcel, a more commodious paper-bag. No one will

say that she is stealing; no one will think of speaking

to her or disturbing her. But she is observed and

even watched, far one expects to see her again some

time after taking, as she walks along, say, a flower

worth twenty-five centimes, A little later she will

appropriate an article of greater value, and hence-

forth she will take for the pleasure of taking. The
inclination, which at the beginning had in it nothing

instinctive or fatal, will grow as all habits grow.

Another time a woman who had no intention of

stealing, but .whose conscience is probably elastic,

grows impatient at the delay in attending to her

wants. It is. let us suppose, a pur-e worth ninety-
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five centimes, and the shopman is buiy with pur-

chasers of more expensive objects. Suddenly the

woman nervously yield** to a swift temptation; she

dees not wish to wait longer, but instead of replacing

the purse on the counter she slips it into her pocket

and turns on her heels without paying. '.From that

moment.’ said the inspector, 'i/u is lost; she will

come back to steal, but she will steal intentionally

and deliberately ."’ 1

The world and the criminal's friends arc startled

some day by a great crime, but that crime is linked

on to a chain of slight, occasional, sporadic vices and

offences. Sometimes we can trace out these links.

Barrd and Lebie? were two young French criminals

who attracted attention some years ago. They were

both of good family, both very intelligent, the former

about to enter on a commercial life, the latter on the

eve of becoming a doctor of medicine. At this point

they murdered an old woman to rob her, and rut up

the body to dispose of it The crime was deliberate

and carefully prepared
;
there was nothing romantic

cr obviously morbid about it, and a few days after

die crime Lebic2 delivered an able and eloquent

lecture on Darwinism and the Church. In each of

these young men there were, M. Joly observes, nine

stages in the path of crime. Let us first note those of

Barti His employer is obliged to dismiss him on

account of misconduct with a servant girl. a. He

writes untruthful letters to hi* family, describing

habits of work which do not exist 3- He acquires

an extravagant taste for ipeculation on the Stock

Exchange. So far his course, though not exemplary,

was one that has often enough been traversed by

' H. Joly. U Crim, 188S, p.
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persons who have never reached the scaffold 4. He
speculates with the savings which two girls had
entrusted to him for investment 5. To obtain money
from his father, to whom he talks of establishing him-
self, he forges letters. 6. He embezzles various sums
of money by an aggravated form of the same process.

7. He steals a watch from a prostitute's rooms. 8.

He steals eight francs from the same. 9. He decides

on the murder of the old milk-wornan with whom he

has had business relations* and whose savings, as he

knows, are considerable. Lcbicz went through the

following stages: ~ I. 0Hi$ violent language to his

mother is remarked. 2. He is, notwithstanding very

small means, known to be living with a mistress, and

he procures obscene photographs. 3. On account of

irregularity he is sent away from an institution where

he gave lessons. 4. He speculates on the Stock

Exchange, which, being poor, he could only do by
accepting profit and refusing to meet loss. 5. He
steals books from his friends and sells them. 6. He
several times leaves his lodgings clandestinely, with-

out paying the rent. 7. He participates in the theft

of the watch by Barrd 8. He shares the profits

of the second theft, 9. They decide on the murder

together. Such are the slow 3teps by which the

occasional criminal becomes the habitual criminal or

the professional criminal. It must be remembered

that the lines which separate these from each other,

and both from the instinctive criminal, are often faint

or imperceptible. "Natural groups/’ as Mr. Gallon

remarks, “have nuclei but no outlines." In the

habitual crimioal, who is usually unintelligent, the

conservative forces of habit predominate
;

the pro-

fessional criminal, who is usually intelligent, is guided
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by rational motives* and voluntarily takes the chances

of his mode of life . while in the instinctive criminal

the impulses usually appear so strong, and the moral

element so conspicuously absent, that we feel we arc

in the presence of a natural monster. It is r.ot,

however, always possible to make these distinc-

tions.

The professional criminal, though not of modern

development, adapts himself to modern conditions.

In intelligence, and in anthropological rank generally,

he represents the criminal aristocracy. He has

deliberately chosen a certain method of earning his

living. It is a profession which requires great skill,

and in which, though the risks are great, the prizes

arc equally great. 1

Lacenairc, a famous criminal of the beginning of

the century, has sometimes been regarded as the type

of the professional criminal, and to complete this

class!ficatury outline it may be well to sketch his

career. He was bom at Lyons about the beginning

of the century, received a good average education, and

.vas very intelligent, though not distinguishing himself

at college. He was ambitious and, at the same time,

incapable-of sustained work. He came to Paris to

study law
;
but his fathers resources were inadequate,

and he became a clerk, frequently changing his situa-

tion, growing tired of work at length, and engaging as

a soldier. So far no offence is recorded. When he

returned to France his father, become bankrupt, had

1 Whoomr «abu to Mndy iht modern piolfMicnul ciitrdncl and hU
racliccj should <omt.Ii Inspector Byrne*' Prvfiiiintl Crimaa/i ef

I: is not a scientific vock, and bu no reference to anthro-

pologic Let U coauks a very large and viluible series of

photographs of mtemporary erimlaaU ct aett, wish a ikcich of llic

career of each.
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fled. Some friends came to the young man's help,

and gave him 560 franca He hastened to Paris and
spent it in enjoyment Then he entered the literary

Bohemia, and wrote verses and political articles, fight-

ing a duel with a nephew of Benjamin Constant and
killing him. He said, later on, that the sight of his
victim's agony had caused him 110 emotion. Soon his

love of enjoyment outran his means of getting money,
though these might have been considerable had he
eared to work steadily, and he obtained money by
theft and swindling. Condemned to prison, he soon
formed connections with professional criminals, and
associated them in his schemes and joined them in

their orgies. He adopted false names, multiplied

forgeries and disguises, and preyed actively on
society. After an orgy at this time he committed
a murder, and he attempted to murder a man who
had won a large sum from him in gambling. The
crime and- the attempt both remained unpunished.

Gifted with intelligence, and still more with vanity

and audacity, Laccnaire continued his career of

systematic crime until finally he met the guillotine.

He was a professional criminal, but also, it will be
seen, lie was something of an habitual, something of

an instinctive criminal 1

We have glanced briefly at the circles of crime-
circles that extend from heaven to very murky depths

of hell, and that yet are not far from any one of us.

It is still necessary to touch on the various ways in

which the causes and nature of this vast field of crime

may be approached.

1 Thr clusificodon of r.lmlnib Mcf t«i! In Oil. chs|a.. cctmpon*.
(utaUBiaUj niili dial of 1'iofettor Enrico Fur. br hia rerojnind u
pmideml.
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There arc, first, the cosmic causes of* crime
;
that Is

to say, all the Influences of the externa! inorganic

world, the influence of temperature on crime, the

increase of crimes of violence in hot weather, the

periodicity of other kinds of crime, the influence of

climate, the influence of diet

Then there is the biological factor. Under this

head we include the consideration of all the personal

peculiarities of the individual, anatomical, physio-

logical, psychological These peculiarities may be

atavistic* atypic, or morbid.

Lastly, there is the social factor in crime. Criminal

sociology deals with the production of crime by social

influcnccs,and by economic perturbations. Infanticide

is nearly always related to the social factor
;
and the

study of the various social influences which promote

or hinder infanticide is extremely instructive. The
relations between crimes against the person and the

price of alcohol, and between crimes against property

and the price of wheat, also belong to this department

of the study of crime. Society prepares crimes, os

Quctclet said
;

the criminal is the instrument that

executes them. "The social environment,” Lacassagnc

has well said, 41
is the cultivation medium of crimi-

nality
;
the criminal is the microbe, an element which

only becomes important when it finds the medium
which causes it to ferment : every society has the

criminals that it deserves."

It is impossible to over-estimate the importance of

the social factor in crime. To some extent it even
embraces the others, and can' be made to regulate

and neutralise them. But we cannot deal wisely with

the social factor of crime, nor estimate the vast

importance of social influences in the production or
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prevention of crime, unless we know something of

the biology of crime, of the criminal's anatomical,

physiological, and psychological nature. This

book is concerned with the auujy of the criminal

man.



CHAPTER II.

THE STUDY OF THE CRIMINAL-

When Homer described Thersites as ugly and de-

formed, with harsh or scanty hair, and a pointed

head, like a pot that had collapsed to a peak In the

baking

—

£«X1€tm U iriy iri'IW V#"-
hr, xiA4i Orw r<&>. ni 3i u.

iifrA, #rl or«o< atioxtxht. sM<t

&{h ft* MJlo'V, $if*b 6 /ru>rrf« X*xn

—he furnished evidence as to the existence of a

criminal type of man. These physical characters of

Thersites are among those which in these last days

have been submitted to scientific observation, and

to statistics, and have been largely justified. The

epigrammatic utterances in which primitive peoples

crystallise ami pass on their philosophy and science,

include many sayings w hich prove the remote period

at which men began to perceive the organic peculi-

arities which separate the criminal man from the

average man. There are some proverbs of this

character, such as those indicating the widespread

dislike of the red-haired, for which no solid justi-

fication has yet been found; but among various

races, and in many countries, numerous proverbs

indicate a certain degree of truthful observation : A
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vnltH vitium, the old Roman saying
; An vis [visage]

U vict, the old French saying
;

•' Salute from afar the

beardless man and the bearded woman;" “Distrust

the woman with a man's voice;” “A pale face la

worse than the itch/' Such are a few that might be

easily increased.

At a very early period such popular generalisations

as these were embodied in that empirical science of

physiognomy, which found many professors among

the Greeks and Roman a According to the well-

known story, a Greek physiognomist who examined

Socrates' face judged that the philosopher was

brutal, sensuous, and inclined to drunkenness; and

Socrates declared to his disciples that such, although

he had overcome it, was his natural disposition. He
was himself a physiognomist; he disliked a certain

man who was of pale and dark complexion, such

signs, he said, indicating envy and murder; the

peculiar dark and pallid complexion of the instinc-

tive criminal has of late years been frequently

noted.

Aristotle, that great master of all the sciences,

clearly recognised not merely the physiognomic signs

of habits, vices, and crimes, including many signs that

arc in accordance with modern scientific observation,

but he also observed a connection between the shape

of the head and the mental disposition, ar.d he

recognised the hereditary character of vicious and

criminal instincts. Galen, who inaugurated the ex-

perimental study of the brain, adopted the views of

Aristotle, and pointed out the influence of the abuse

of alcohol in the production of crime
;
he was of

opinion, al&o, anticipating a modern doctrine, that

when the criminal is a criminal by nature he ought to
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be destroyed, not in revenge, but for -the same reason

that scorpions and vipers are destroyed. 1

Although these feeble beginnings of criminal

anthropology received the sanction of the highest

scientific authorities, as well as of the people, and

later on a mediarval law declared that if two persons

fell under suspicion of crime the uglier or more

deformed was to be regarded as more probably

guilty, they were not universally admitted, and some,

like Phny, regarded it as absurd that the outward

form could indicate the inward disposition. What-

ever art or science there wa3 in the matter was left,

then and long after, to the physiognomists, of whom
Polemon may be taken as a distinguished example,

and these were ready to supply the most elaborate

physical signs to correspond to any vicious or criminal

disposition. Polemon wrote of the criminal that he

was of pallid complexion, with long hair, large

ears, and small eyes, and he proceeded to ’give the

characteristics of various classes of criminals, his

observations often showing keen insight This

pseudo-scicncc was parsed on from physiognomist to

physiognomist, usually with added absurdities, until

in the seventeenth century we reach the .Neapolitan

Dalla Porta, at once the greatest (and except Lavater

1 S«nrci »Ieo advocated* in a similar way, the removal without

vengeance of noxicus u^mbsrs of the social b>iy: 44 A: orerlgt

ncqjcunt* nihikjoe la UUi Ut4 out *pei bora capax «l?—TolUntir •

Corfu KOftalhm forum r*j<x* qurc oemtin^unt rf quo uno raodo

posveut, (tainirl esse mill; *cd hoc line cdVa. Nam quU membra
fm tunc odfa cum nbcdtlll? Non at i!!a cm, xcd caratio.

Ribidcs dflamt ana, rf trnomi ntqnv snmsninctum bovem
orcklirtmi, et moibxlibus pecoribni, ne gicgcm polluxnt, fstnim

dimittimus. Nec ira *&1 nUo at, a muU inu'iui Mcvrnv?*.''— r>t

Tr*
%
lib. 1. cap. 15.
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the last) of the physiognomists of the old school and

the first of the new. He treated judicial astrology

with contempt, and at the same time wrote a treatise

of celestial physiognomy; he gathered up all that his

predecessors had done, and at the same time laid

the foundations of a more scientific treatment. He
made a systematic attempt to show a correlation,

between the nature of a man and the conforma-

tion of his body; he accredited the conception

that crime is the inevitable consequence of certain

abnormal organisms, aided by special external con-

ditions, fatally commanding the individual's actions. 1

It may also be noted in passing that at an earlier

period a great scholar who was not a physiog-

nomist, Regiomontanus the humanist, had declared

that there arc men who, though condemned by

lawyers, arc by their very organisation destined to

crime
;

while at a still earlier period St. Thomas
Aquinas, in his Sumnut, had more vaguely formu-

lated the same doctrine

Attention has lately been called to Fuchsiu5,a Ger-

man, who about the same time as Porta published a

volume on physiognomy which contained many acute

observations. He noted that precocious wrinkles arc

associated with what was later termed dcgcneresccncc,

occurring in those born of enfeebled parents (•’generati

de semine genitomm finitorum”), and he anticipated

Lombroso in associating criminality and epilepsy.

Gratarol, also, in the middle of the sixteenth century,

was in many points an acute precursor of Lombroso,

1 A series of ortichi on Ddln Foitxs rrintioi to criminal rithro-

will be fotryJ in L'AMnia.'*, 18^-97. Antonlnl. I a*y
r erratic, liu ttt.Ucn a took on tl«u pceem of criminal nnihroj

/ FrKNntri df LmSwe, t£X»
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connecting numerous hereditary malformations and
anomalies (long laces, large cars, thick hair, pro-

jecting canines, etc.), with a tendency to criminality

and insanity.

Passing by Lavater, with his fire intuition and

genial humanity, which formed, however, no epoch

in the scientific study of criminal anthropology, at

the beginning of the present century we reach Gall,

H very great figure in the history of science, and the

representative of the most important moment in the

development of our knowledge of the brain.

Gail thrust aside for ever the credulous fancies of

the physiognomists
;
and lie has been described, not

altogether without reason, as the founder of the

modern science of criminal anthropology. He was
certainly its most brilliant pioneer. Lavater believed

in the homogeneity of the human organism, but he

was not a man of science, and he had been content

to study the surface of the body; Gall, with true

scientific instinct, tried to get to the root of the

matter; following the great English anatomist, Willis,

who had made some attempt at cerebral localisation,

he studied the brain, sought to differentiate the

functions of its various parts, and the effects of its

varying development on the skull.

For Gall the varying development of the brain

was the cause of the divergent menial and moral
qualities of the individual ; he was firmly convinced

that all the facts of psychical life are rooted in the
physical organisation; he wished to write the natural

history of every primitive moral and intellectual force,

in health as well as in disease. To the best of his

ability He carried out thi3 programme in detail, by
an unceasing study of all the varieties’ of the brain
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nnd.of the living head that he could find; he pursued
his studies throughout Europe, in lunatic asylums and
in prisons, as well as among the ordinary population,

and he foresaw the- extent of the applications of the

science he was opening up to medicine and to law, to
morality and to education. While his work extended
far beyond the borders of what we should now call

criminal anthropology,1 he devoted much attention

to the problems of the criminal organisation, and
even to its varieties, many of his observations accord-

ing well with the results of recent investigation. More
than this, following Galen and Diderot (who had

written, fifty years earlier, ‘'The evil-doer is one
whom we must destroy, not punish"), he clearly advo-
cated a method of dealing with the criminal which is

now widely regarded as the only right and reasonable

method. " There can be no question," he said, “ of

culpability or of justice in the severe sense; the

question is of the necessity of society preventing

crime. The measure of culpability and the measure

of punishment cannot be determined by a study of

the illegal act. but only by a study of the individual

committing it" In his great work, Lts Fonctiom du

Cervtau (1822), Gall has suininei: up his conclusions.

It has been the misfortune of this great and tro'.y

scientific investigator to give origin to an empiric ait

1 ThU U the term now generally used to signify live Klcnte of iht

criminal, tl I*, however, open to ahjeolnn. " Crlmlnit PflydieUgy
“

has been lUgRerted, lot it tuniwhtf imrrwv. Piofown Lisst lot

proposed '* Criminal Biology,” nnd ai an International Coogrtss

erf Criminal Aoihictxtagy. Topinaid *igg«ed “Criminology."

“Criminal Anthropoid." however, is widely used UurLli
»!»>

ventured to iatnxbm any tut*HUB. Tie tender muu

criminal anthropology, altheagh talaied to g*nmG^B*dtc©«i**a$
mnoly » hrssch 0/ that arlenrc
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of phrenology which took the place of the old art of

physiognomy he had done so much to dcsttoy. He
has consequently, until -recent years, been popularly

known chiefly by his mistakes especially perhaps by

his localisation of the sexual instinct in the ccre-

fccllum—a localisation, however, which he supported

by a large body of evidence.

In Gall's time the study of criminals was already

beginning to be recognised a9 coming within the

province of the alienist. A German alienist, Groh-

mann, of Hamburg, seems to me to deserve one of

the first places among the founders of criminal anthro-

pology. Basing his classification on a psychology

of the will, he held that there are three varieties of

disorganisation in affections of the will
:
(1) inborn

moral obtusity {Stump/sinn), (2) inborn brutality of

the will, (3) moral idiocy, especially shown in transi-

tory or periodic attacks of “ moral cretinism."' Groh-

rnann thus virtually established a definition of the

instinctive criminal which, although lost sight of for

a long subsequent period. Is still valid. He also

anticipated many cf the conclusions relative to facial

and cranial characteristics reached by modern criminal

anthropologists. Thus, in 1820, he wrote:—" I have

often been impressed in criminals, and especially In

those of defective development, by the prominent

cars, the shape of the cranium, the projecting cheek-

bones, tbc Urge lower jaws, the deeply-placed eyes,

the shifty, animal-like gaze.”

It has sometimes been held that Prichard, by his

formulation of the doctrine of moral insanity, should

be regarded as one of the founders of criminal anthro-

pology. In his Tr/atUe en Insanity (1833), Prichard

' Nuw ,

»Z'.//yr*. Attn. 1819.
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defined
44 moral insanity "as « a morbid perversion of

the natural feelings, affections, inclinations, temper,

habits, moral disposition*, and natural impulses,

without any remarkable disorder or defect of the

intellect or knowing and reasoning faculties, and
particularly without any insane illusion or hallucina-

tion” The cases which Prichard brought forward

in illustration of this condition were, however, clearly

insane in far more than “ moral” respects, and would
now undoubtedly be considered insane without resort

to that conception. Prichard was following in the

steps of Esquirol and other French alienists, who
were seeking to educate public opinion a3 regards

the recognition of morbid impulsions as consti-

tuting insanity, and he rightly revolted against the

conception cf insanity then ruling among English

lawyers, by whom it was regarded as a purely intel-

lectual matter. From the practical and clinical point

of view he was making a real advance; but he was
not happily inspired in accepting the term -moral

insanity/' which has led to much fruitless and

unhappy discussion, besides leading to the abandon-

ment of the far more satisfactory term 44 moral im-
becility." The latter was, however, preserved by a

contemporary of Prichard, Laycock, who in this, as

in so many other fields, interested himself in matters

to which later generations have devoted attention
;

in

one of his las: papers Laycock remarked, regarding

the dangerous classes, “that many or the majority

of these criminals are moral imbeciles is certain."

Prichard seems to have possessed less grasp of the

problem of criminality than Grohmann (with whose
writings he appears to have been unacquainted), and

he never occupied himself with criminals. That,
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however, there a*c no clear lines of demarcation

between the insane and the criminal he expressly

recognised, arid he argued that i\hcn capital punish-

ment was abolished this difficulty in the adminis-

tration of justice would be of comparatively minor

importance.

Mayo, whose views, with some fluctuations, re-

sembled those of Grohmann, was really much more

on the line of progress than Prichard, In an Essay

on the Rotation of the Theory of Morals to Insanity
,
and

subsequently in Elements of the Pathology of Mind

(1838) T. Mayo accepted what he called “brutality

*

(in which faculty of moral choice is non-existent)

—

a condition, he considered, only previously described

by Aristotle—as a form of insanity, and in his later

work as, distinct from insanity, * a primary mental

disease/’ in which theie is an original deficiency of

moral sense, fie did not attempt to decide how
far the laws should be modified in order to treat
41 brutality” as insanity is treated, but thought that

something between a school and a mad-house was

required.

Most of those who studied the criminal at that

period were much under the influence of the artificial

system of phrenology founded by Gall. The in-

fluence of dubious phrenological doctrines hardened

into a system somewhat impairs the value of Lau-

vergne's Lts Formats (1841), which seems to have

been the first book of any importance devoted entirely

to the study of convict nature, physical, moral, and

intellectual. I .Auvergne, who was the chief medical

officer to the hospital for convicts at Toulon, appears

to have been a man of humanitarian instincts, whose

wit and bonhomie enabled him to maintain friendly
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relations with the criminals he was studying; he had
little capacity for scientific analysis, but he wrote
fully of what he had seen aod known, ar.d his bcok
contains many keen observations which have been

since verified. He fully recognises also the im-
portance of the social factor in the production of
criminals.

Lauvergne had observed how many of his subjects

were insane or diseased; the students of the criminal

who followed him all insisted on the pathological

element Dally maintained that the criminal and the

lunatic are identical, and both equally irresponsible.

Prosper Lucas, in his valuable Trait/ philosofhiqut de

I'hMditd (1847), showed how deeply rooted in the

organism are the morb:d tendencies of crime Ltfut

compared the length and breadth of head in criminals.

Voisin noted their defects in cerebral organisation. It

was, however, Morel who, in his D/s D/g/rt/rcsst nr.es

(1857), chiefly developed this aspect of criminality,

and his influence is still strong among French

students of the criminal. Morel regarded crime as

one of the forms taken on by degeneration in the

Individual or the family; and degeneration he defined

as “a morbid deviation from the normal type of

humanity." The causes of degeneration which be
recognised were intoxications, famines, social environ-

ment, industries, unhealthy occupations, poverty,

heredity, pathological transformations, moral causes.

" My principal aim," he says, “ has been the study of

these causes, and of the influences which they exer-

cise, firstly on the constitution of individuals, and

afterwards on that of their descendants” Among
these cause* he gives a chief place to the manifold

effects on the children of alcoholism in the parents-
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In his pamphlet Dt la Formation dtt- Type darts les

vari/t/s dfgi<Uris (i86.|), Morel proposed to give

the name of morbid anthropology to " that part of

the natural science of man, the aim of which is to

study the characters due to certain special diseased

influences, as well as to hereditary transmissions of

bad nature.'
1

Despine, by his great work, Psyshclogie Nature!//

(tfifiS), made a new and important step in criminology.

Leaving aside the study of the criminal’s physical

nature, he sought to make an exhaustive study of his

mental nature. Xo one has done more than Dcspinc

to prove that what we should now call the instinctive

criminal is, on the psychological side, a natural

anomaly, a mental monstrosity. He brought into

clear relief the unforcseeing imprudence, the entire

lack of moral sensibility and of remorse, which char-

acterise the instinctive criminal. He recognised that

the criminal is not necessarily an insane or diseased

person, and he showed that his abnormality is not

of the kind that intellectual education can remedy.
“ No physiologist," he said, * has yet occupied himself

with the insanity of the sane;" he considered the

criminal as “ morally mad," and therefore irresponsible.

Maudsley, from an opposite philosophic standpoint,

came to very similar conclusions. Without bringing

any fresh contribution of importance, he re-affirmed

emphatically the conclusions already reached. Speak-

ing in his Responsibility in Mental Disease (1S72)

of instinctive criminals, he remarks, " It is a matter

of observation that this criminal class constitutes a

degenerate or morbid variety of mankind, marked by
peculiarly low physical and mental characteristics.”

Like Dcspinc, he drew from tins the conclusion, since
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widely accepted, that the criminal, being morally

insane and usually incurable, should be treated in the

same way as the intellectually insane person. “If
the matter be considered deeply, it may appear that

it would, perhaps, in the end make little difference

whether the offender were sentenced in anger and
sent to the seclusion of prison, or were * sentenced

more in sorrow than in anger, and consigned to the

same sort of seclusion under the name of an asylum.

The change would probably not lead to an increase

or to a decrease in the number of crimes committed

in a year.” An artist as much as a man of science,

master of a sombre arid weighty style, illumined

by vivid flashes of imagination, Maudslcy by his

numerous works popularised the new ideas, and i%

justly regarded abroad as a pioneer of criminal

anthropology.

Broca, who, by initiating the Anthropological Society

of Paris in 1859. has been regarded as the founder of

the modern science of anthropology, gave attention

also to the special science of criminal anthropology

by noting the peculiarities of the skulls and brains of

criminals. At the Exeter meeting of the British

Association in 1869, Dr. G. Wilson read a paper on

“The Moral Imbecility of Habitual Criminals as

exemplified by cranial measurementa” He had

measured 464 heads of criminals, and feund that

habitual thieves presented well-marked signs cf in-

sufficient cranial development, specially anteriorly.

“The cranial deficiency," he observed, associated

with real physical deterioration. Forty per cent, of

all the convicts are invalids, more or less; and that

percentage is largely increased in the professional

thief class." lie argued that a prisoner must be
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treated on reforming; principles, and not allowed un-

restricted liberty until there was reasonable evidence

to show that he would not prove dangerous to

society. About the same time, also (in 1870), J-

Bruce Thomson. Resident-Surgeon to the General

Prison for Scotland at Perth, published in the

Journal of Menial Scienct a summary of hi 9

observations on over 5000 prisoners. From the

decisiveness of his utterances and the large number

of prisoners of whom he was able to speak, this

summary gave a stimulus to the study of the

criminal throughout Europe. Thomson enumerated

some of the physical characteristics of the instinc-

tive criminal now generally recognised, pointed out

the semi-imbecility prevalent among the juvenile

criminals under his observation, the frequency of

accumulated morbid appearances at fost-jnerUm

examinations, and the large proportion of cases at

Perth needing treatment for mental diseases soon

after admission, "apparently from congenital causes/'

Thomson's facts and opinions were too curtly and.

probably, too emphatically stated. Dr. Nicolsnn,

writing also in the same journal from X S73 to 1875,

dealt with the morbid psychology of the criminal,

the unstable, emotional element in him, his proneness

to delusions, his insensibility, and his weak-minded-

ness. Nicolson's papers still constitute one of the

best contributions to criminal psychology made in

this country, and one of the earliest made anywhere

The latest and chief inspiration in the study of

criminals has come from Italy. In this respect Italy

remains true to traditions that arc two thousand

years old; in the sixteenth century Italy was still the

centre of studies in penal law, and, to keep to modem
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limes, it is enough to mention the great name? of

Becca-ia and, still moie recently, Romagnosi. It

was under the auspices of Beitrani-Scalia, well known
in connection with prison reform, that the earlier

Italian studies in criminal anthropology were pub-

lished, from 1870 downwards, in the Riviiia dtlU

discipline carceranie

,

a journal which long continued

to publish valuable monographs. In this journal

Lombroso published, in 1872, the results of some
investigations which he had made on prisoners at

l’adua.

Professor Cesare Lombroso, of Turin, occupies a

position of such importance in the development of

criminal anthropology that it is necessary to have a

clear idea of his aims and methods and the nature

of his achievement Born in 1836, of Venetian

parentage, the various and restless activities of

Lombrcao's career are characteristic of the man
who has been all his life opening up new paths of

investigation and enlarging the horizon of human
knowledge. At the age of eleven he compared
romances, pcems, and tragedies in the manner of

Alfieii; at twelve he developed a passion for classical

antiquity, and published two small works on Roman
archeology. At thirteen he was attracted to the

study of sociology from a linguistic point of view

(chiefly, wc are told, with relation to Greek, Hebrew,

Chinese, and Coptic); at the same time he was drawn
to natural science, being interested especially in the

formation of crystals, and before entering the

University he had published two books of a some-

what evolutionary character. While a student he

was led, by the combined study of ancient religion 1

ar.d of medicine, to the subject of mental disease*.
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lie began with studies on cretinism* in Lombardy
and Liguria, his conclusions being afterwards adopted

by Virchow and others. In the eventful year of 1859
he became first a soldier, and afterwards a military

surgeon. In 1S62 be was in charge of the depart-

ment of mental diseases at Pavia University, and

he initiated there an institution for the insane, a

psychiatric museum, and a series of researches in the

application of exact methods to the study of insanity.

This last attempt was at the time received with

general derision; it was said that he was studying

madness with a yard measure; but his methods
gradually made progress, and slowly met with

general adoption. After thi3 he made some im-

portant investigations into the causes of pellagra.

Called to direct the asylum at Pesaro, he reformed it,

and established a journal, written and managed by

the insane. He then returned to Pavia, where he

continued his psychiatric work, investigated the

influence of atmospheric conditions on the mind,

invented 6n instrument to measure pain, and engaged

in a great number of studies, marked by extra-

ordinary ingenuity, patience, and insight Even as

a youth Loxnbroso possessed the art of divining

fruitful ideas, which at the time appeared ahsurd to

scientific men as well as to the public. Every line of

investigation he took up was at the time apparently

opposed to the tendency of thought, and only received

general attention at a later date. This was true, to

some extent, even of the great achievement of his

life.

In the year 18 59—perhaps the most memorable of

the century- -Broca, who had a decided influence on

Lombroso, had inaugurated the naturalist method
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of treating man with the Anthropological Society
of Paris. The 'illuminating genius of Virchow, and
hi9 prodigious energy, which has done so much for

anthropology and the methods of anthropology, also

had its influence on the Italian, in some respects

a kindred spirit And Darwin's Origin of Spirits,

published in 1859. supplied, for the first time, an
indispensable biological basis, and furnished that

atavistic Icey of which Lombroso was tempted to

make at first so much use, sometimes, it must be

added, so much abuse. These circumstances com-

bined to render possible, for the first time, the
complete scientific treatment of the criminal man
as a human variety, while Loinbroso's own manifold

studies and various faculties had given him the best

preparation for approaching this great task. It was

in 1R59 that he first conceived this task; L'Uooto

DtlmqutnU was not, however, finally published until

1876, while the third volume only appeared in 1897.

The influence ofL'Uovto Driinquentt in 1 taly,France,

and Germany seems to have teen immediate, and
almost recalls that of Jht Origin of Sf tries. Despine's

Psyehdogic Nalurdlt, the greatest work on the

criminal that had appeared before Lombroso, was

partial; the criminal was therein regarded purely as

a psychological anomaly, Lombroso first perceived

the criminal as, anatomically and physiologically, an

organic anomaly. He set about weighing him and

measuring him, according to the methods of anthro-

pology. Even on the psycholcgical side he gained

new and more exact results. He went back to the

origins of crime among plants and animals, among
savages and children. He endeavoured to ascertain

the place of the criminal in nature, his causes, and
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his treatment. Lombroso’s work ts by no means

free from faults. His style is abrupt; he :s too

impetuous, arriving too rapidly at conclusion?, lacking

In critical faculty and in balance Thus he was led

at the beginning to over-estimate the atavistic element

in the criminal, and at a later date he has pressed

too strongly the epileptic affinities of crime. His

weaknesses have never been spared rough handling

from friendly or unfriendly hands. Thus Mantegazza,

while recognising his ingtgno pountmtnle apoiiohco t

gtnialt, denies that Lombroso possesses any ot the

qualities of a scientific investigator, and Dr. Napolconc

Colajanni. who, from the socialistic Iclt of the move-

ment, has, in his Sodo/ogia Crivunak (1889-90) and

elsewhere, bestowed much elaborate ami often valu-

able criticism on the centre, compares Lombroso’*

indiscriminate collection of facts to the Abbot’s

famous order at the sacking of Beziers: "Kill them

all; Gcd will know His own' But his work has

been so rich, so laborious, so various; it has opened

up so many new lines of investigation, and has

suggested so many more, that it has everywhere been

received as marking a new epoch. He was, as he

has himself expressed it, the pollen-conveying insect,

and the new science which he fecundated has grown

with extraordinary rapidity. A continuous stream

of studies—from books of the most comprehensive

character down to investigations into minute points

of criminal anatomy or phyaiolcgy— is constantly

pouring forth. It is still impossible to gather up

this mass or investigation, often necessarily discordant,

into more than a tentative whole, but its existence is

sufficient to prove the vitality, of the new science.

It has of course met with fierce antagonism, and
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Lombroso himself has declared that perhaps not one

stone will remain upon another, but that if this is to

be the fate of his work, a better edifice will arise in

its place.

Lombroso had the good fortune to be aided in his

work by several distinguished fellow-countrymen, both

on the medical and the legal side Among these

special mention may be made of Ferri, who is now

specially interested in the social aspects of criminality,

and who reveals a breadth of view and comprehensive-

ness of grasp not always displayed by Lombroso;

while Marro, avoiding all theories, has devoted him-

self to the patient and careful study of the anatomical

and physiological characters of criminals, especially

on the anthropomctrical side, and Garofalo has shown

how the conception of criminal anthropology can be

practically applied in law. Thus Lombroso has had

the good fortune to be aided by fellow-workers whose

abilities were in many respects complementary to his

own, and who have shown themselves strong on sides

where lie has been lacking. Nevertheless, it is to

Lombroso that the honour of founding the scientific

study of the criminal must ever chiefly belong.

Whether or not any of his theories will ultimately be

retained, it remains true that his inspiration and

enthusiasm have rendered the criminal a proper object

of scientific study everywhere, and have indirectly

given a powerful stimulus to the scientific study of

man generally, while they have alto furnished a basis

for the scientific treatment of the criminal.

4



CHAPTER III.

CRIMINAL ANTHROPOLOGY (PHYSICAL).

§ I. Cranial and Cerebral Charathristict
.

CONSIDERABLY greater importance was formerly

attributed to the shape and measurement! of the

head than we can now accord to them, although the

subject still retains much interest A vast quantity

of data has accumulated concerning the heads of

criminals; some of the results are contradictory, but

certain definite conclusions clearly emerge.

The average sine of criminals' heads is probably

about the same as that of ordinary people's heads;

but both small and large heads are found in greater

proportion, the medium-sized heads being deficient

The same is true, as Tigges and others have shown,

of the insane, though among these the larger pre-

ponderate to a greater extent. Thieves mote

frequently have small heads; the large heads are

usually found among murderers.

Nothing very definite can be said of the cephalic

indices save that they are frequently an exaggeration

of those of the race to which the criminal belongs;

those of long-headed race being sometimes very

long, and those of broad-headed race sometimes very

broad ;
the Corsican criminal being often very dolicho-

cephalic, and the Breton criminal often very brachy-
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cephalic. This* exaggeration of the racial cephalic

type has not oh ly been found by Corre and Laurent

in France, but also by Ljdston, among criminal

negrce3, Indians, and half-breeds in America; ahd

Talbot, m an examination of seme 1,500 criminals

at Elmira and Pontiac, found a marked tendency

to dolichoccphaly, although the subjects belonged to

a more or less mcsoccphalic population. 1

There is a generally recognised tendency to the

pointed (oxycephalic) or sugar-loaf form of head.

Though this form Is probably, as Benedikt points out,

an effort at compensation, it is an effort that testifies

to defective organisation. The opposite defect of low

or fiat-roofed skull is also found among criminals, and

is characteristic of degeneration. Lauvergne, in his

old book on criminals, has a vivid and picturesque

sketch of a variety of oxycephalic head, which he

called the satanic type, and which he found among
many of the worst criminals: “Such arc the heads

which painters throw into their pictures, and call

‘heads of the other world/ I have recognised them

in mediaeval pictures, and in all the museums in which

the products of early art arc preserved. You will see

them on old cathedrals, in which devils play a part,

1 LydKon, Eissyi *nj AMrttw. :S>2, pp. 6*9* (tewintal from

AHiMitt Qwi Nturd&qUt. Oct. 28911: E. Tolfcr.t, fJUUfy tf Otmz
D&m&Ut At «ic, 1S94, chap containing dwuiptkoi
ctf extrrm tty tarainlogiea] rTUT.Tn*l *k*ll*j rA, “ A Study of tbs Sdf-

miti of Democracy the American Criminal Yooth,M/«tr. A*.
Aftd. Ass.. «*h April, iS?S; a^c Debiene's vc*y esuHkm atudy, cor

Ulotog \ht iciulii oS oUervotlons of atrcial hundred crania, Ia CnUt
Am CrittrimU, 1895- FHard, again, hm tercfttgited a « cries cf skulk

cd French crimttn)*, in ocaapftrinn with acrid of norma! -skulls, and

abouk thil the iirztt possessed cbiiaaeti dUilrgctsfclnc thret fieri

normal 4 kuil»
;

K. PJtruil, "A pro d'un wirie i!« 51 crines it

cxisuntfc," ArASm An /cL fAji, a naf. rf# Gtnfri, p. ya
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or wherever the artist has received 'Some diabolical

inspiration, as in the Campo Santo at Pisa. One

cannot, indeed, better represent the genius of evil,

Satan, the fallen angel, than by giving him such a

head. . . . Behind the frontal bones the head seems

to have been tied with a baud to compress it around

and to force the swelling of the hemispheres upwards

and backwards. It is the head vulgarly called sugar-

load When it is complete, that is to say, when it

presents a prominent base supporting an inclined

pyramid, more or less truncated, this head announces

the monstrous alliance of the most eminent faculty of

man, genius, with the most pronounced impulses to

rape, murder, and theft" Bcnedikt regards the bila-

teral elevation of the sagittal suture as, though rare,

"significant of profound perversity of brain function."

He also regards disproportionate development of the

occipital part of the skull as a characteristic mark of

degeneration. 1

Bordier, Corre, H4ger, Dallemagne, Fcrri, Debicrrc,

and indeed most investigators, have fpund that in the

skuils of murderers the frontal curve is relatively less,

and the parietal curve relatively greater; while at

Elmira and Pontiac Talbot found a tendency to

occipital projection, and Pitard found frontal decrease

among French criminals. Nicke found among the

insane that the anterior portion of the head tends to

be smaller in relation to the hinder portion than

among the sane,* while Crochley Clapham, on measure-

ment of 4000 heads, found the anterior segment of

the head slightly smaller among the insane than

' Tnii, rod <t the edict opisicoa ct Pf 0(-«a Jknedilcl qnoLd
tn ihiiMellon, ntefioiu KraaitMtru nrrl Ki/hahmHrit, Vienna, iBB>

* Nfcke, V,rtrvXmW It him ffWfc, 1894. o. 1:2
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among the sane, and still smaller In idiots.' At the

same time the elaborate investigations of Professor

C. Winkler of Utrecht and Dr. J. D. Van cler l'laats

indicated that in 50 murderers, as compared with 50

recruits, there was a larger facial development and

a smaller anterior cranial development, while Dr.

P. A. G. Bercnds has shown that in these respects

imbeciles, epileptics, and paranoiacs resemble mur-

derers.* No doubt it is hardly yet possible to

speak with much certainly as to the facts, and

in regard to the significance of the facts it must

be remembered not only that the occipital lobe is

a character of increasing importance as we ascend

the zoological scale, but that we must not too hastily

assume that there is always a very exact relation-

ship between the external measurements of the skull

and the proportions of the brain,

The orbital capacity has beer, noted by Lombroso

and others to be frequently larger than normal {as

among some savagesl, especially among thieves.

There is sometimes also marked exaggeration of

the orbital arches and frontal sinuses which may

be related, at all events in the esses of individuals

living in the country, with energy of the respirator)'

system.

Receding foreheads, very commonly observed inning

criminals, have always been regarded as evidence

of low mental and moral organisation, not without

reason, though it must be remembered, as Ten-Kate

and Bcnedikt point out, that the breadth, vaulting,

and general size of the head must be taken into

* Jeter. Me*/. ScUmt. April, 1698

C. Winkler, G*muhe»Mgf Bladen, Nor. 5 soil 6, 1S95
;

Beieids,

fienig, SiitdlAnaUH wo /fonUm, Meere/utaan. etc., 1 396.
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considemtion- Many men of marked intellectual

power have had receding foreheads.

Tenchini has pointed uut (and the observation ha3

since been confirmed) that the frontal crest js often

stronger and more prominent in criminals. In

normal skulls he found it 3-4 millimetres 211 length;

in criminals frequently 5-6 mm. It is also larger

in the insane and lower races, and relatively larger in

orang-utans. It may signify precocious union of

the two parts of the frontal bone with consequent

arrest of brain development

The presence of a median occipital fossa has been

specially noted by Lombroso, sometimes in connec-

tion with hypertrophy of the vermis of the cerebellum,

as among the lower apes io the human fetus between

tlx: third and fourth months, and in some lower races.

Benedikt holds that this fossa is related to the

venous system rather than to the cerebellum-

The frequent presence in the apes and lemurs (is.,

in the other Primates) of such anomalies found in

criminals as these first mentioned (as well as receding

forehead, prognathism, prominent superciliary ridges,

large frontal bosses, large orbits, large lower jaw, etc)

has led Kurella to class together all such anomalies

as " primaLoid.”

Lack of cranial symmetry is one of the most

marked features of the criminal skull, although it has

not often at present been subjected to exact measure-

ment 1 Dr. Lydston, in his studies of criminal’s skulls

a Tbs erolutioony ten&ney cf the ftmon* the higher ter.ebrarei

M«m« to he ftem the uymmeuici.1 to lbs sycsrostrical, while ih«

tendency cf A- huin u bcui the aymmcuicii to the cjyramotKcil

See M. O. fr-wU.I: <’ Klim 8!«i ScMdel Asymmetrle und

SlirrmeM." Hture/tginiu Cfti’attlaU, Auc'U i, 18SS.
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In America, has found asymmetry to be the chief

characteristic. It must be remembered that every

skull, criminal or non-crimin*l, is deficient in strict

symmetry (and, indeed, every part of the body like-

wise), and that statistics therefore are here of little

value; it is simply a question of the amount of asym-

metry; and two observers going over the same series

of skulls would almost certainly come to different

conclusions. They would probably, however, both

find the proportion of asymmetrical heads greater in

the criminal than in the ordinary series.

In describing a large series of Bolognese criminal

skulls, preserved in the Musco Anatomico at Bologna,

Professor Pellac&ni 1 remarks that before the anatomi-

cal study of the criminal had begun, the distinguished

anthropologist, Calori, had been profoundly impressed

by the extraordinary series of atavistic and patho-

logical characters presented by these skulls. Ranke

in 1883 remarked that the average weight of criminal

skulls was much the same as that of normal indi-

viduals, but that the range of variation was greater.

Kurella, sumraatiog the observations made by good

observers on S30 skulls of criminals guilty of serious

offences, found that 77 per cent showed more than

three anomalies, and 43 per cent more than five

anomalies.

Among cranial anomalies which have been found

with special frequency in criminals may be noted

wormian bones (small bones in the lambdoid suture

which have ossified separately),2 scaphocephaly, a

• P. Tdlwani, " Cmnu di firissatcet omlcidi/’AM XI Cm-
£r*tio Mtdke InUrutoim*t<% 1894, vc4 .

v.

1 The frequency of wormiin Ikuir in xhv *k«lU of alaiaab was

first obiirr+d by Larabic*o, and lubvcqMiitly confirmed by aber
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keel-shaped head (due to the premature union of the

sagittal suture), trigonocephaly, a triangular-shaped

head, with the forehead forming an angle (due to

premature synostosis of the metbpic suture of the

frontal bone), and especially plagiocephaly, an asym-

metry of the two sides of the skull (attributed to various

causes^ All these anomalies may be found with

undue frequency not only in criminals, but in the

subjects of other forms of degeneracy.

1

All these cranial abnormalities are found occa-

sionally in ordinary persons; very rarely are they

found combined in normal persons to the extent that

they are found among instinctive criminals. Thus
Lombroso, when he examined the skull of Gasparonc

a famous brigand of the beginning of the century,

whose name still lives in legends and poems, found

microcephaly of the frontal region, a wormian bone,

eurignathism, increase in the orbital capacity, oxy-

cephaly, and extreme dolichocephnly. Mingmini

found that out of thirty criminals eight presented

brains and skulls of a weight and capacity only found

in submicrocephalic subjects; that several of these

showed, either In brain or skull, or both, the union of

several anomalies; and that in the skulls of other six

obwiven. Tim. Ml.',mo ml Gkd\oh [Arthivit fir

1SS9). in 114 *»'!» of Italian alabinls. fonnd ihit anoauly ?S lime,

01 In st per cent. om, while »twiib the ixdlnuj population 0 ( the

wrath of Italy, whew it if, ho~ocr, iron frinwot than in toy uthrr

put of th. country, they foand it only in 13 per cent.

Sec, e.f., GiuSUo-Rnzpri I" Suit* Dfeolti Morfoioeic* del

wpu detli Dejenerativi."AM d>!U Soc, fitouna Antnf., 1,97),

who mad. iht reiulu of eimuimtioa of »ome 4SO degenerates of beth

tzta tl the Provincial Alylnrn In Some. In on eiomiaitico of 50.0m

school chlldien. Warner ftrand that 15 j** com. presented notalie

craoal defect ur ul«y<u<a!cy. cf.eo uoxieted <nth ether stigmata of

degeneracy. (An/. MbLJmk, g*h Sept., i&}4 !
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the abnormal appearances were so manifold as to

present an aspect which might be called “ completely

teratologic."' Most of these anomalies arc found

much more frequently in tnc male than in the female

skull, according to Lombroso, Nacke, however,

found the skulls of women he examined highly

abnormal, and, among degenerates generally, Giuflnda-

Ruggeri even finds that the stigmata of degeneracy

are more common in women.

In Plates IV.- IX. will be found a senes of convicts'

heads—concerning which information may be found

in Appendix A—illustrating in a very remarkable

manner many of the peculiarities noted in this and

subsequent sections. They are reproduced fr«n

sketches made by Dr. Vans Clarke, formerly governor

of Woking Prison. The thirty-six here reproduced

I have selected from II i of a similar character in

Dr. Clarke’s note-books. They arc, as Dr. Clarke

remarks, exceptional rather than typical heads; but

as he discontinued making the sketches after he had

seen about a thousand men, the specimens given are

evidently by no means very exceptional. They

represent at tlie least 10 per cent of the criminals

examined. “My sketches." he writes, "were taken

at the ‘ model prison ' of Pcntonvillc, where the duty

of filling up the medical history-sheet of every con-

vict on his arrival devolved upon me, and I was

prompted to use my sketch-book during the physical

examination, on the observation of remarkable

peculiarities in many of the heads and faces of the

criminals. The portraits were necessarily taken in

haste, but they were true, and were considered to b?

successful as likenesses I may ray that I was com*

' Anlivit ii ft.Vi.WxVi, iSSS. Fok. *L
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pelled to make a selection rather from want of time

than the lack of material. In a less marked degree

the instances of misshapen heads ar.d repulsive facial

characters were very common ." Some or the cranial

and facial characteristics noted by criminal anthro-

pologists are brought out in these sketches in so

well-marked a form that it may be as well to say

that they were taken some years before the publica-

tion of Lombroso’s work, and it was therefore

impossible for Dr. Clarke to have been unconsciously

influenced by any preconceived notions on the

subject.

It would be passible to deal very much mote at

length with the various anomalies which have been

found on the skulls of criminals, and with the question

of their significance.' The subject is, however, full of

difficulty and doubt. The skull is a highly complex

structure, and we still know very little In regard to

the anomalies which may occur in normal subjects.

It is only rarely that the skulls of really normal and

average people are available for examination
;

it has

frequently happened that skulls regarded as “ normal
"

really belong to the very lowest and most degenerate

social classes, and it has sometimes happened that

the use of such “normal
1

skulls for comparison with

those of criminals has served to confuse the issue and

led to misleading conclusions. It must also always

be remembered that a certain number of anomalies—

of " stigmata of degeneracy "—may be found even in

the most normal persona What we must expect to

find in the degenerate is not the mere presence of

such anomalies, but their presence in a more marked
1 A vny foil nr (ho mUn will be fonnd in KnrelU,

NatHrg&ckifkU ia Vtrbrs^Ketz
%
is wdl u in LomUoso's great
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form and in greater frequency, and what we may
finally hope to prove is the special prevalence of

special stigmata in criminals.

Talbot, when investigating; the prevalence of stig-

mata of head and face in the living subject among
the criminals at Elmira and Pontiac, and comparing

them with a series of respectable citizens taken at

random, found that the criminals showed nearly twice

as many stigmata as the respectable citizens; while

the average among the latter was only eight, the

American-born inmates of Elmira showed an average

of sixteen stigmata, and those of Pontiac fourteen.

Ottolcnghi, in a careful study of 265 criminals, and

taking count mainly of cranial abnormalities, regarded

less than three anomalies as normal, and more than

three as furnishing an incomplete criminal type, and

more than five the complete degenerative type. In

his study of 100 general paralytics, as compared with

80 normal persons, Nackc found twice a* many

cranial anomalies among the former.

Another serious difficulty at present is the varying

attitude- the personal equation—of different investi-

gators when observing so complex an object as the

skulL This was admirably illustrated a few years

ago, when three distinguished authorities belonging

to different countries all reached differing conclusions

regarding the same skull, which they had all carefully

studied. The skull in question was that of Charlotte

Corday. This skull was exhibited at the Paris Inter-

national Congress of Criminal Anthropology in 1S89,

and Lombroso maintained that, being platycephalic,

asymmetric, exhibiting the rare median occipital

fossa, etc., it was thoroughly abnormal. Shortly

afterward*, Topisiard published in LAnthropologic a

5
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very lengthy and. detailed study ofj the same skull,

with numerous illustrations ; he attached no import-

ance to the abnormalities, and held that the skull was

quite normal. Then Bcncdikt.'in the AnArves ds

rAmhrofflegit CrimimlU (May, 1890), brought for-

ward another most elaborate study of the skull,

accompanied by tables and complicated diagrams;

his position was intermediate between that of the

other two experts
;
he found that some portions of

the skull were somewhat masculine in character, and

that there were certain unquestionable deviations

from the normal; therein lie differed from Topinard;

but, on the other hand, he considered that these

numerous anatomical peculiarities, while not corre-

sponding to typical perfection, were not sufficient to

warrant us in classing the skull as either pathological

or atypical
;
therein he differed from Lombroso. All

three of these eminent observers had completely

realised the character of this skull, but while one

of them regarded it as thoroughly and significantly

abnormal, another regarded it as quite fairly normal,

and the third, while admitting its anomalies, believed

that they were of no significance whatever. While

such discrepancies in the observation of facts, and in

the inference to be drawn from these facts, arc pos-

sible even among the most competent experts, it

seems to me that it is still premature to attach great

importance to the study of the skull in criminal

anthropology. We meet with the same difficulty in

an even greater degree when we turn to the brain.

As far back as 1836 Ldlut weighed ten brains of

criminals, and his results show an average of 1,330

grammes, a result below that of the normal. Bischoff

in rSSo, published the results of an important series
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of observations he had made on the weight of the

brain in criminals. He weighed the brains of 137
criminals. He found that amaH-sized brains (/>.,

between icoo and 1,300 grammes) formed 31 per

cent of the whole, while among normal brains

(according to Schwalbe's results) they only con-

stitute 25.5 percent; large-sized brains were defective

in number. Tenchini. among 130 brains of criminals,

found that no leas than 39.9 per cent were beneath

1,300 grammes; and Ming&zzini, in a smaller series of

30 brains, found that those below 1,300 gramme*
were in a ratio of 83.2 to the whole number.

Benedikt’s results are nearly similar. Giacomini,

Penta, Topinard, Debierre, etc, have also found that

the average weight of the brain in criminals is

decidedly less than among normal persons. There

will perhaps be found some reason to believe that

in a considerable number of cases the brains of

criminals tend to approach the microcephaloid type. 1

There is more evidence in favour of attaching seme
importance to the shape of the brain, to its relative

development, to the condition and relations of its

convolutions. Broca, Topinard, and many other

eminent anthropologists and anatomists have attri-

buted great value to these relations. Gall was per-

haps the first to suspect their significance. Benedikt,

in l 879> published some interesting generalisations

on the brains of criminals which he had examined

1 On the tigitflcftDCft of ti* micrcetpNiWd type ic hereditary «5e-

sunimtive line, ut Villr. " Dials-Fum la iclailoa co Mental

Slaira.” /r»rr.vii -fIW Sritnn, July, ity; md oo ihc Uavittfc

drngM in Ihs microcqtaSc liralo. •« Cu«l*«»iuu. "The Si^flaKe
of Asatomicel Variation,” Brit. jlM /.•>'., 101H 5*pL 18981 p. &)>:

Ini s full general ducimlon of the iignilicinee of ntenrephaly, Min*

euwei. n CmilU, pp.
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He found special frequency of confluent fissures
;
that

Is to say, according to his own description, if we

imagine the fissures of the brain to be channels of

water, a swimmer might with ease pass through all

these channels. Benedikt also found in the brains of

his criminals that the frontal lobe frequently presented

four convolutions; the investigations of Hanot and

Bouchard confirmed these results. Giacominl, Corre,

Fallot, and Fer4 have shown that these peculiarities

are not very rare in ordinary subjects, but their

subjects frequently belonged to the lowest and

therefore degenerate class. Giacomini found that

confluent convolutions were commoner in criminals

than confluent fissures. The question of confluent

fissures had before this time attracted the attention

of Broca, and his conclusions may probably still be

accepted :—* One or more of these communications,"

he said, "do not prevent a brain from being at once

very intelligent and vciy well balanced, but when

they are numerous, and when they affect important

parts, they indicate defective development. They

are often seen in the small brains of the weak-minded

and idiots, very frequently also in the brains of

murderers, with this difference, that in the first case

they are related to the smallness of the convolutions

and of the brain generally; while in the second case

they coincide with convolutions for the most part

ample in sire, and bear witness to irregularity in

cerebral development” Flesch studied the brains of

fifty criminals, and found that every one presented

some anomaly, sometimes of a remarkable character,

as incomplete covering of cerebellum by cerebrum.

He found two kinds of deviations common, one

characterised by less richness of convolution than is
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found usually in ordinary- brains, the other charac-

terised by much greater richness of convolution than

he had ever observed »n normal brains. On die

whole we may agree with Hervd, that "what the

brains of criminals present, not characteristically but

in common with those of other individuals badly

endowed though by no means criminals, is a frequent

totality of defective conditions from the point of view

of their regular functions, and which renders them
inferior.”

Benedikt himself no longer maintains his early

dextrine of a criminal cerebral type of confluent

fissures, as having been founded on too small an

amount of material, though still recognising the

fairly undoubted fact that certain confluences have

an atypical or degenerative significance. 1

More recently, Mondio, of the Institute di Ana-

tomico Umano at Messina, carefully studied nine

brains of criminals. 1 He followed the methods of

Giacomini, and found that there is frequent arrest of

development; he believes also that criminals have

smaller brains than non-criminals. Further (in agree-

ment with Tenchini and others), he holds that the

great and striking fact about the brains of criminals,

as compared %vith the ordinary population, is the

number of abnormalities, and the consequent fre-

quency of atypical brains. Mondio compared these

brains of criminals with the So normal brains which

reached the Institute Anatomico during 1^2-94, and

which showed no such anomalies. All, or nearly all,

1 Dteuufon a! Rome Intonntlonal Medical Cospcsi, 1891, AtH
%

tqI *i,p. 84
1
also “Op-jn Letter to Hiwlocfc J**r% AfM

Set., iSs>3.

* "Nov* CeivelU di Delinquead,® ArtAwe ftr i'AnSr*fv!*gU
%

1895, nnd A rrArtie di Pri/AiaJria^ 1890.
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the anomalies found in the criminals were charac-

teristic of inferiority and due to arrest of development

Mondio finds no criminal tvpc of brain, but lie thinks

that since the anomalies found were chiefly those of

arrested development, phylogenetic in character, “ the

hope is not unfounded that with the accurate study

of these persistent anomalies, guided by physiology

and clinical observation, we may some day be able to

construct the criminal type
”

At present, however, no criminal anthropologist

accepts any such type. Lombroso, for instance, has

emphatically affirmed (as at the International Medical

Congress at Rome) that all that can be asscrtdfl is a

greater frequency of anomalies. Mingazzir.i, again,

in his valuable study // Cervf/lo '(18Q5) came to the

conclusion, as the result of the examination of a con-

siderable number of brains of criminals, that there is

no special criminal type of brain, adding, as many
observers have already pointed out, that there is not

even a normal type of brain; he found, however, that

anastomatic bridges from one fissure to another are

less frequent than in normal brains, and that there is,

therefore, more reason to accept a type of confluent

convolutions than a type of confluent fissures. A
general consideration of the convolutions and fissures

leads, however, he concludes, to the result that the sur-

face of the brain in criminals and in normal persons is

fairly similar, the only decided difference being that

in criminals unusual arrangements are more common
than in normal brains, as well as anomalies having

either a phylogenetic significance or indicating arrest

of development Mingazzini also states that his

investigations lead him to agree with Lombroso and

Bcncdikt that a superficial position of the gyrus cun/i
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is relatively frequent in criminals. 1 Another important

study of the brains of criminals, carried on during

ten years, and published at intervals between 1885

and 1S95, is Professor lenchini's Ccnvtt: di Dilin

•

qiuniL Although Tenchini investigated the brains of

130 criminals, he considers that his observations arc

not yet sufficiently numerous to |)erinit of definite

conclusions. He finds, however, that variations in

both convolutions and fissures arc so numerous that

it is justifiable to regard an atypical condition as

characteristic of the anatomy of the criminal brain.

Such complexity and irregularity t« regarded by
F6r( as the one established point in the morphology

of the cerebral convolutions of criminals, and though

not solely confined to criminals, he considers that,

in conjunction with other relationships of criminality,

it constitutes a strong presumption in favour of a

pathological or toratological theory of crime.*

Although a very considerable mass of evidence is

now accumulating, we thus know even less of the

brains of criminals than of their skulls. This is in

large measure due to the fact that there is at present

insufficient evidence regarding the condition of the

normal anti healthy brain, and unless controlled by
careful series of observations on normal persons,

observations on criminal brains cannot be inter-

preted.

Considering that we know mo little concerning the

» .b x cccogcBed ?ign d wfwiorily; •*>: < *«. XlfckW, Av. ti

jv 563. K«6etcncc aay rant* in Mir^wxini'* rrnk fn r tMiuli

regarding *hc vukm cerebral ^nomilit* in crimlmk mil ibeir fre-

quency i a trt*fnl table |.rediting; ibe remit* oU.iino! \j virion*

Investigators is ri<xn by Kurclln, N+turz<Khifkt* dts IVrMvArrr,

t«93, JL 103
4 ?6iL U PvHilh AYvr,j*t*'\i/u. iv\ eel . \$r£. ? 37
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macroscopic characters of the brain in criminals, it is

not surprising that—owing to the same ignorance

regarding normal brains—we know even less con-

cerning their microscopic characters.

Dr. Roncoroni, an .assistant In I-ombroso's labora-

tory at Turin, has published a study on this sub-

ject 1 In obtaining his material he was assisted

by Tamburini, Giacomini, Bianchi, and other well-

known workers. He investigated on an average three

points in the frontal lobes of the brains of 10

normal persons, 2 new-born children, 25 epileptics,

n recidivist ("congenital *') criminals, 8 occasional

criminals, 10 insane persons, and 14 animals. The
sections were prepared in accordance with a speciaf

method. Of the 25 epileptic brains 5 were normal;

of the 1 1 recidivists 6 were normal, or only slightly

abnormal; of the 8 occasional criminals 5 were quite

normal and the remainder only slightly abnormaL

The decreasing order of normality was thus :—Occa-

sional criminals recidivists, epileptics. The chief

anomalies noted were (l) absence or great reduction

of deep granular layer, (2) unusual prevalence of

large pyramidal and polymorphic cells, (3) frequency

of cells in white matter. Roncoroni then proceeds to

discuss the significance of these anomalies. Ana-
lysing the factors in epilepsy, he concludes that

these anatomical phenomena represent the hereditary

element. "The morphological anomaly reveals to

us the disordered development of the nervous system,

a development which predisposes to chemical altera-

tions, if indeed the same cause does not produce

both these disturbances,* although the morphological

1 “ La Fine Morfologu del Grille de^li Ejdlcttki c del Del In-

qucul. " Ank. di PtitliUtia, Fft«. L-il, vol. xW».. 189$.
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anomaly id not essential. The changes in the

criminal brain 3 aic the same in kind though less in

degree, and Roncoroni regards them all as morbid

changes due to atavism or arrest of development

duiing fretal life. These conclusions await confirma-

tion or disproval by other investigators.

The important matter of the vascular supply of

the brain in criminals has yet received little attention,

but a variety of pathological feature* have keen found

in the cerebral substance and membranes—pigmenta-

tion, degenerating capillaries, cysts, thickened and
adherent membranes, the vestiges of old hypencmia

and hemorrhages. Some of these conditions are

found with great frequency, in the opinion of some
investigators much oflcner than in the insane;

meningitis, for instance, being found, according to

Lombroso’s experience, in 50 per cent, of the cases

examined; while Flcsch has obtained very similar

results. The frequency of meningitis Was noticed in

some of the answers to my Questions, especially by

one prison surgeon who wrote of " well-organised

adhesions between the dura mater and vault of

cranium, localised but more extensive than one would

expect to find.” Unfortunately, he was unable to

supply exact figures as to the frequency of such

signs. It must be added, as a point of considerable

impoitance, that in very few cases have these patho-

logical lesions produced any traceable symptoms

during life.

§ 2. TJu Fate.

Prognathism has frequently been noted as a pro-

minent characteristic of the criminal face, both in men
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and women. Lombroso, Orchanski, Ten -Kate, Paw-

lovsky, Corre, Roussel, and Debierre may be men-

tioned among those who insist on the tendency of

criminals to prognathism
;
while the measurements of

Orchanski, Francottc, and Ferri have shown that a

large jaw is a prominent chaiactcristic of criminals,

perhaps more especially of criminals guilty of offences

of violence.1 The squareness and prominence of the

jaw are obvious to the eye, and this is verified by

weighing after death, as has been shown by Manouv-

ricr. The average weight of the Parisian criminal

skull is, if anything, below that of the ordinary

Parisian, but while the average weight of the lower

jaw in the latter is about So grammes, it is about

94 grammes among murderers. In this respect the

criminal resembles the savage and the prehistoric

man; among the insane the jaw weighs rather less

than the normal average. A type of receding chin

is also found especially among petty criminals, the

occasional or habitual, who are criminals by weakness;

such heads Lauvergne called tiUs mcutcnntj
. This

condition frequently constitutes mandibular progna-

thism, and appears to be usually due to arrest of the

growth of the bedy ofjaw Talbot found this anomaly

in 50 per cent of the criminals at Elmira.

Recent investigations have fully confirmed the

conclusions of Mar.ouvricr. Thus Debierre found

Ml i* a Wily Util catalysed fact that the fewerjaw p* more massive

in the tn r«rior thnn in the H^hrr human meet. Fent has shown that

the same U true of sccixl classes, and thxi the lower social clxwre have
ii*fccr >wa thnn the better social He mowired, be Usance,

the breadth cf jtw In «tu4<r.tt and n 'ante nnmbcr ofsoMers. and

foimd tbnt while the students showed r decidedly greater aUcIut*

drcum fere nee of head, they also showed absolutely a.oeh Ira diameter

ofjaw*. {L'0*Sti<L*, 166-178.)
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that while the average weight of the lower jaw in

non-criminals was 69 grammes, in criminals it was as

much as 95 grammes.

1

Gurrieri has made a syste-

matic investigation. 5 He selected 25 skulls of normal

individuals, 25 of insane, 25 of criminals, all males,

and weighed them—(t) in the complete condition,

(2) without jaw, (3) the jaw alone. The results are

set forth in his paper, and show that while (as pre-

vious observers have found) the jaw in criminals is

much larger than in normal persons, much more so,

proportionally, than the skull, the insane occupy an

Am'li ol Lawn Ji» (

intermediate position. It should be added that the

four heaviest skulls belonged to insane persons

Progenlsm—that is to say, an abnormally prominent

position of the lower jaw, so that the lower teeth

either meet the upper teeth edge to edge (the "half

progenism " of Nrickc), or else project beyond them—
has also been noted as comparatively frequent among

criminals. Thus Peli found it only among 1 and 2

per cent of normal people, 1 5 and 28 per cent, insane,

1 Detferr*, It Cr/hu Jti C'haimh, l8?5, »>p- 142-146

» “Snl Tew del Cmiiio e della MaodiUfti Mi Nwmall, r*l fozii e

nel Delinquent),’" An». ii MtMUria, 1S95. F"c. lit.
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and in ihe high proportion of 21 and 3S per cent

among criminals (the lower figure in each case being

the percentage among women). 1 According to other

observers progenism is less prevalent among criminals

than among the insane and various other classes of

degenerates. This is at all events indicated by the

investigations of Naeke, while Cnmuset and others

have found it prevalent among the insane, and Fire

very prevalent among epileptics. Progenism appears

to be an anomaly which is inherited with great per-

sistency; it has characterised the house of Hapsburg

Allot of Upjcr Jaw 17iW

for many centuries. Among some races a tendency

to progenism appears to be almost normal; it is so,

according to Virchow, among the Frisians; Turner,

also, has pointed out that among the Australian

aborigines the upper teeth fit accurately upon the

edges of the lower. As this is the case also among

the higher apes, it may fairly be considered an atavis-

tic character. At the same time it may also in some

‘ Ant. di ft'MUri*, 181& Giiiftriilfi'Rugccii, "Uebti <lle

Anonulien do DoterVwfrn,” Cmlra/Hntl f<ir hflft. 4,

|S» fil.o 1 btt&cgroiihy of tfcn rabjfft
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cases (as Niicke has pointed out) be regarded as

pathological, as when it occurs in acromegaly.

In some case3
,
as Talbot has pointed out, 1 the large

and protruding lower jaw is apparent only, being

really due to arrest of development of the upper jaw;

in such eases there is marked depression of the akc

of the nose, producing the impression of a hollowing

out beneath the orbits; the facial angle is the real

criterion in such cases.

The jaws, palate, and teeth appear to be extremely

sensitive to any nervous or nutritional disturbance

during the period of growth, and arc moreover in

close association with the cranium; it is r.ot. there-

fore, surprising that anomalies of all kinds have been

noted as excessively frequent in criminals. At

Pontiac, Talbot found that abnormalities of the jaw

generally existed among 63 per cent of the prisoners,

and at Elmira 60 per cent

The position of the wisdom tooth among criminals

has been investigated in considerable detail by Dr.

Carrara. 2 He examined nearly 4CO criminals of the

age of 19 and upward, all belonging to Piedmont, as

compared with 57 normal individuals. Comparing

normal and criminal persons of the same age, Carrara

found the wisdom tooth much more frequently

present among normal persons. The percentage

number of criminals showing no last molars is nearly

quadniplc that of normal individuals, according to

Carrara's figures. Among normal persons, Mante-

gagxa and Amadci place the frequency of absence of

‘ Z. £. Tftlbx. /HferutfwmJ XW«/ /*»**', Petrauy, March,

April, l»97 -

• " Stile Svituppd <ld Terxu Dcn'.c MccaU nri CdsUniii,~ AnA. ti

MMtfrir, 1895. Kaie. t-U.
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Ihird molars as between 18 and 23 percent Carrara,

among his criminals, finds it 33 per cent It may be

worth mentioning that Talbot, of Chicago, has found

that out of 670 persons the percentage of missing

third molara is still higher, it- 46 per cent., but

Talbot thinks that this large percentage is due to

the high proportion of neurotic and degenerate

persons in his practice needing special treatment.

The question, however, is not yet settled, for .Ascoli

subsequently criticised Carrara's result* and brought

forward new results of his own.' He points out that

Carrara’s subjects were mostly petty criminals who

usually show few hereditary degenerative characters,

and that they belonged to Piedmont, where the brachy-

ccphalic type of skull predominates and affect* the

form of Ihe jaw. He has himself examined, in the

prison at Ancona, 170 criminals, who -belonged to

all parts of Italy, and were mostly guilty of grave

offerees. He found that for ages above 30 only 88

per cent were absolutely without the third molar, as

against Carrara's 22 per cent, and Mantegazza’s 42

per cent, for normal persons in Italy generally. The
average was 12 per cent, as against Carrara’s 33 per

cent. Maltese, again, in examining a series of

criminals’ crania, has found anomalies of all kinds,

including large lower jaws and the frequent occur-

rence of excessive large canine teeth.* It is evident

that we cannot at present hope to find that any

definite groups of anomalies of the jaw characterise

' Ani. di PiiMatrta, 1S9G, lass iii,

! Ani. 1It Plkktatrie, voL x»ii. Flic. It., 1S96. Karclls hi* nuteil

CX'i hvpnnry nf anootaliu In the iicih of oliukntb, e^edoU, very

Urge esninra, ibicMi of lit* t||i*f extecnnl inriwi", nnJ ijnira lie-

iweco inriv.es.
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criminals generally, though we may possibly find tha:

special groups of criminals are mare specially char-

acterised, that, for instance, the abnormally massive

jaws arc chiefly found among criminals inclined to

deeds of violence, and the abnormally defective jaws

among those inclined to petty criminality. Concern-

ing the great prevalence of such anomalies generally

there can, however, be no manner of doubt, and this

prevalence extends to all varieties of degenerates.

The extraordinary frequency of dental as well a«

palatal anomalies in Idiots was pointed out in England

in tSfio by Ballard and Laogdon Down, and they

have been carefully studied of recent years by Dr.

Clouston, of Edinburgh, Dr. Talbot, of Chicago, and

by Dr. Alice So'.lier at the BicJtrc in Paris. It is

worth noting, in reference to the undeveloped teeth

si frequently found by Dr. Tarnowskaia among
women thieves, that Dr. Sol her found abnormally

small teeth in 13 per cent, of her idiots. Among the

insane dental anomalies arc comparatively rare.

There seems reason to believe that the prevalence

of these anomalies of degeneracy widely varies in

different countries. This is thcconclusion reached by

Talbot, who has examined the jaws and teeth in meat

of the countries of Europe. He visited various insti-

tutions for the defective classes—prisons, asylums,

schools for idiots, reformatories, etc.—in Athens, Con-

stantinople, Vienna, Moscow, Stockholm, Hamburg,

Amsterdam, Paris, and England. The result was to

show a gradual increase in degeneracy from Greece

to England, deformities being, moreover, more nume-

rous in the private institutions for the better class

than in public institutions. Previous investigations

made by Talbot in Spain, Italy, and Switzerland had
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shown a very small percentage of deformities of jaws

and teeth in these countries. 1

A great deal of attention has of recent years been

devoted to anomalies of the palate, both in criminals

and in other varieties of degenerates. Such anomalies

arc very common, and they appear also to be very

significant of slight nervous disturbances in develop-

ment; they are constantly associated with other

anomalies.1

The most important anomalies of the palate are

those in which the superior dental arch is either

saddle-shaped or V-shaped. There are, however,

various modifications of these two forms, and the

palate may be unduly high, round, or narrow. It

has been claimed that some of these forms are

atavistic, and the anthropoid apes show an approxi-

mation to the saddle-shape.

Clouston, who was one of the first in recent years

to compare criminals with other classes of degenerates

in this respect, regards palate deformity as "one

of the morphological indications of a tendency to

developmental neurotic diseases." He found that

while among the ordinary population 40J per cent

palates may be described as normal and typical, in

acquired insanity there were only 23 per cent normal

palates, among criminals in Edinburgh 22 per cent.,

and among idiots only n\ per cent.
;
while he found

deformed palate fr.e., V-shaped or saddle-shaped) in

19 per cent of the general population, in 33 per cent

oftheinaane. 55 per cent ofthe criminals, and in 61 per

1 E S. TilLa, "A Suit/ of (he Defiraitite o! (he J»i*» im«j
(he Degerenta CUum o ( Europe,” Jmr. Amt; iM, Ain., Fob.

1S9B-

* Feiiy Z* PamOk HbrifitiAlfiu, 1S9S, ^ syi.



cent, of the idiots. 1 It has been argmxl that Clouaton

formed somewhat too narrow and strict an estimate of

the normal, and most observer* have not found so high

a proportion of abnormal palates. Talbot, however,

a very competent investigator, found that a: Elmira

V-shaped and saddle-shaped arches, complete or

partial, existed among 60 per cent of the inmates,

and at Pontiac among 63 per cent*

Since Sticda's monograph in the Virchow M Fest-

schrift*' the torus palatinus (or the central longitud-

inal bony ridge sometimes found on the palate) has

attracted considerable attention. Stieda concluded

that the frequency of the torus was largely influenced

by ritce. Niickc, fiom an examination of it 7 women
and ‘270 men (sane and insane), believes that it

may be regarded as a sign of degeneration.3 He
finds the torus in 22 per cent of the subjects

examined, and more commonly in women than in

men. The frequency increases in going from the

sane to the insane, and fiom the insane to die criminal

insane; in this there is a resemblance to the other

signs of degeneration. It was especially frequent in

association with broad Mongoloid faces with broad

palates. There was no reason to suppose any con-

nection with syphilis, but considerable ground for

concluding that there is a connection with rickets

and similar disturbances of nutrition. Niickc is not

able to throw any light on the question of heredity.

Kuiclla also made an examination of the tom*

palatinus. Among 153 insane criminals of Slavic and
• Cluwtee. Ntnrtmtf 1S91.

• E. S. Talbot, “A Studf of the StiguiAla uf XX^etKiae)-," J*ur.

AMtr.M Am, April <y. h. i$*S.

• P. K*ck«, *' Goumeuwolst (Ten* FlUtinm}, oln Dc-

C«ncfAili«mch*n," tftwrMgiului Cui/ni/Mrf, *V<x 1». iS$J.

6
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German race ho-found it 26 time*, or in 17 per cent.

He lias found it among Polish aristocratic families,

apparently of Tartar descent, and regards it as an

arrest of development, producing an approximation to

many Mongoloid races, especially the northern Finns,

among whom it is very common, and to the anthro-

poid apes. 1

Even non-reientific observers have noted the fre-

QuUMndiny ton (Elmira),

qucncy among criminals of projecting or of long and
voluminous ears. In the answers to my Questions
issued to medical officers of prisons I found that the

1 Fu. lira ccenl J^mni 0 f I),, sljnlSeuee of piluc d.rrmiii«,
*“ W. Clunniog. "Tie SijjoiScaoee of r«bral Dcfcrmllin,'/m r.

.W, Jon. 1S97. and Talbot's vitaUt vr.de on Tht Rt,*te,, 40un
“\ Ilia/,n!Fan. SIccaUo E. Coodall.

"Ac E.ocl U Rorwilliv. DrfMmhiet of tho tlnrd Piluc"
/*'•• *«

,

On. i8?7



prominent ears of criminals were more generally

recognised than any other abnormality. Thus Dr.

V. Clarke says—'* The largely developed external ear

Ls a common feature;" others speak of 41 cars often

latge and outstanding," etc In 1862 Mitchell had

noticed such ears as common among idiots in Scot-

land. 1 Lombroso finds the ear cui ansa
x
as he calls

it—the handle-shaped ear—in 28 per cent of his

criminals; Knccht in 22 per cent.; Marro not more

frequently than among ordinary people. Ottolenghi,

who has recently examined the

ears of nearly 600 criminals and

of 2CO normal persons, finds that

while among the latter it is found

in 20 per cent., among the former

it is found in 39 percent, the per-

centage varying from 35 among
thieves to 42 among those con-

victed of assault and wounding.

This observation is indeed by no

means of recent date. In read-

ing lately that curious treatise l D*r«mut u.i

ofmediaeval physiology. Michael

Scott’s De Stentis A’atu.tr, 1

found that a very bad character is given to those

persons whose cars are uncommonly long, or ample

transversely; they are bold, vain, foolish, incapable of

work. To come down to comparatively recent time;,

Grohmann in i820noted the prominent carasa marked

' J/oiW Tima, 156 a, tol. I.. |>. 3»9- The ooMUndio( ...

nft rui ;n lndkenle turn! of derrV^untni. Il U nuimil in lafiJKj

mul «»>>- titihlhocd, and a chief!)- dur, p.illiwjrc reoinrka UAtrM/xt-

rial » Dixnrt, *f l»/a*<y, p. j6|. lo ll* imperfecllr deielopol too-

dilico ol the tymi*inic and •pumOM tyeoniuic pxriaucf lh« Inaponl

W*« it. Infcncj-.
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characteristic of the criminal Morel studied the abnor-

malities of the ear, especially in relation to heredity;

Foville, as Dr. Barne's informs pc, was accustomed

to point out their significance in the insane; and in

England Laycock fully appreciated their value as

indications of degeneration. 1 Dr. Langdon Down,

working on the same lines as Laycock, points out in

Mental Diseases of Childhood the frequency of con-

genital ear deformities in idiots and the feeble-

minded, associated often with

webbod toes and fingers; also

a A- an implantation of the ears far-

J ,

thcr 1>aclc tl,an 13 normal, giving

* / an exaKgcraCc<l facial dcvclop-

'>1^y ment. In France, Italy, and

\ \ MS* 8 Germany there has within the

last ten or twenty years sprung

/ * up a considerable literature on

a the subject, of which Frigerio's

. D.r.,nU. „U..W. t
>'"1C ***> ^0f‘UiC /f*™/
btude d'AnthropoUgis Crimtnelh

Ji Auj™
11 b6ulfc (Pari*. iSSS). is among the most

valuable. Dr. Frigerio, who has

devoted special attention to this feature both among
criminals and the insane, finds certain peculiarities very

common, and also notes various anomalies ofmovement

in the pinna and its partial hypciarmia, especially in

neurotic subjects. From the examination of several

hundred subjects, he concluded that the auriculo-tcm-

poral angle (a measurement, however, which, as has

since been shown, is not altogether precise) undergoes

a gradual progression from below 90’ in Ihe normal

1 " Laclwtt on Physkenomlral Dugium erf Di-io*,- tledka!

Times, i?6a

J. IfervtnUa t*

IL.U at Mm kxl*
(it* ctndx* inU \u

|. A Iiin
<fdni»uUHc 5 lu.)

•iistilliif

•I tiling
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person, above go° among criminals and the insane,

up to above ioo° among apes. He found the large
angle very marked in homicides, less so in thieve*.

The longest ear Frigerio has ever seen in man or

woman was in a woman convicted of complicity in

the murder of her husband; the left car was 7$ mm,
the right 8 1 mm. (the normal being 50-63 mm) in

length. Her father, her two sisters, and three cousins

all possessed excessively large cars, and were all

convicts. The degenerative variations to which he

attributes most importance are the Darwinian tubercle

— a pointed projection in the outer margin of the

car—frequent among the insane and criminal*, the

doubling of the posterior branch of the fork of the

antihelix, and a conical tragus (very frequent in child-

hood and among apes) often found among the insane

and criminals. F6d and S^glas*1 who examined over

t,2CO subjects—healthy, insane, Idiot, and epileptic-
found anomalies frequent among epileptics, and
especially so among idiots; but not notably mere
frequent among the insane than among the sane

They especially noted the number of abnormalities

frequently found in the same subject; and also a

connection between defects in the car and sexual

abnormalities. The committee appointed by the

British Medical Association to investigate the

development and condition of brain function among
the children in primary schools, found that ear -defect*

were especially frequent in connection with nerve-

dcfects and mental weakness. 1

1 “CcamfajtiiHi* i de quelqsei VWt& Mocplioleine* dt

l'Oreille Htimiine,” Kewu SAitfAro/v/tpe, 15th April, 1&S6.
1 Dr. F. Wniocr, ••Farm U Ear ** t $ip\ of IWociirc Dcrckp»

mant," Ijamcti, 15th Krfx zS^c.
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The most common (so-called) atavistic abnor-

malities of the car—it., those most frequently and

prominently seen among the anthropoid and other

apes—arc the Darwinian tubercle,1 absence of one

of the branches of the fork, absence of helix, efface*

ment of antihelix, exaggerated development of root

of helix, absence of lobule. Adherent lobule may

frequently be observed in well-developed individuals;

it is not found among apes, and appears to have no

special significance.

The projecting car has usually been considered as

an atavistic character, and with considerable reason,

as it is fotind in many apes, in some of the lower

races, and it corresponds to the usual disposition of

the ear in the fcctus. Marro prefers to regard it as a

morbid character because it is so frequently united

with true degenerative abnormalities, and because

it is not always found in the lowest human races

;

Hartmann, for instance, having found it frequently

among the European peasants, and in Africa more

frequently among Turks, Greeks, and Maltese than

among the indigenous fellaheen, Berbers, and negroes

of the Soudan. Among so low a race as the

Australians the ear is often, I have noticed, very

well shaped. At the same time the projecting car

frequently accompanies dcaf-mutism, Dr. Albcrtotti

having found it in sixteen out of thirty-three deaf-

mutes.

The car, it is well known, is very sensitive to

vasomotor changes, slight changes serving to affect

1 Schwalbe, who distingnishee fire principal forms of tfee D:.n»L^ta

tibecck, regard* it is normal. end believes that with a llule practice it

might be dkoomtd in nearly all ex?*. Th» way veil Ur, but in itn

illfrtinrilT in&rcnl fcem it it arruinly not nccincl.
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tlie circulation visibly; so that in pale, nervous people

a trilling emotion will cause the ears tn blush. Gallon
tells us of a schoolmistress who judge* of the fatigue

of her pupils by tHe condition of their ears If the

cars are white, flabby, and pendept, she concludes that

the children are very fatigued; if they arc relaxed bat

red, that they arc suffering, not from overwork, but

from a struggle with their nervous systems, rarely

under control at the age of fourteen or fifteen. If

this kind of sensitiveness is not common among
criminals, a few of neurotic temperament, as well as

sonic lunatics, possess the power,

rare among normal persons, of

moving the ear.
1 Frigerio notes /

movement* of the superior and / /

posterior muscles, especially when

touched
;

in apes the transverse

muscle also acts. Frigerio con- v
*

necu this power of movement with

perpetual fear, always on the look-

out; many of the criminals with

this peculiarity were recidivists,

and three of the lunatics had de- r*«

luflons of persecution.

Recent investigations have served

to show the extreme frequency of anomalies of the

car among all classes of the population, and yet

have on the whole made clearer the significance of

such anomalies* The external ear is an organ

which, though it still seems to be not wholly without

' Gallon, " Menial Paiipe,V«r- Xart. /«#., tSfo. l> IJ9-

1 Far n rerent brief iena/ lJ larciligiike*, i« Fiti, La Armil/i

MatyatU/ui, mil ot, iS>S, pp. aSt-Zfyi ii- Talba. ZJqoumij

(Caueiupcecij Scieoca SitiraJ, 1S9H, pp "W-iiS
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use, 1 is undergoing retrogressive dissolution. It is thus

very sensitive to the slightest nervous disturbance, and

such nervous disturbances occur frequently in persons

whom we must regard as fairly normal. But they occur

much more frequently ns ;t rule among the abnormal

clfuses of society.7 Thus Gradenigo, a very competent

observer, having a full knowledge of the fallacies in-

volved in over-hasty conclusions, examined several

thousand persons of both sexes both among the ordi-

nary population ar.d among insane and criminal men
and women. He found that the percentage of regular

cars among men of the ordinary population was 56,

among women 66, among insane men 36, among
insane women 46, among criminal men 28, among
criminal women 54. Thus while women always

possess more regular cars than men, both criminals

and insane show a smaller proportion of regular cars

than the Ordinary population, ar.d criminals come out

below the insane. Gradenigo also pointed out the

important fact, not always sufficiently emphasised,

that the car anomalies of the criminal and insane

are not only greater in number but of greater gravity

than those found in the ordinary population 1 Thus

while no one would follow the scornful advice of a

foolish critic of criminal anthropology to call a man
a criminal because of the shape of his car, yet the

shape of the ear still has real significance.

3 Sore* experiments of F&d's Indicate that nulfo'iuntrae of the ear

n«»k*rlly mortify xtrfitfc* in some [Cav/fifa Rfrfuj S*C. 4t
BiaUgit, fch June, 1856).

* Talbot <•• The I>-^tr>erate Kai," Jtur. a* at. An., rith amt

sSch Jan. i&>5
|
finds thru some on oiamatics uecai more frft^mlly fa

oormil persons than in :U dcgroccftl* dum. 0= the whole, how-
ever, \h* Kfctcmcfct In the text may be accepted

• Graknign, AnU tfPrkhidtris, iS$c, Fosc 1 S92, ft*:.
1 ,
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The criminal nose has been measured and studied

with great care and enthusiasm by Ottolenghi. 1 He
finds that the criminal nose in general is rectilinear,

more rarely undulating, with horizontal base, of

medium length, rather large and frequently deviating

to one side, and he describes several varieties. Thus
the typical thiefs nose is rectilinear, often incurved,

short, large, and often twisted, with lifted base The
sexual offender presents the most rectilinear nose,

though he shows the undulating profile of nose more
frequently than any other group of criminals, of

medium length and rather large. Ottolenghi believes

that his observations help to show, both in the

skeleton and in life, an anatomical relationship

between criminals against the person and epileptics

and monomaniacs; also a relationship between thieves

and sexual offenders and cietins. His observations

are full and Interesting, but the matter needs further

investigation
;
the anthropological importance of the

nose has scarcely yet been fully realised.

Most writers on criminals speak of the pallor of

the skin; this has been noted at a very remote period

by Polemon, I'lngcgncn, and other early physiog-

nomists. Marro has found it in 14 per cent of

his criminals, a9 against 3 per cent, among the

ordinary population, lie considers that it is related

to habitual cerebral congestion Pallor is also caused

(as Colajanni points out, and testifies to from personal

1 Ste hU r«r".
“ Lo Scsd'lro 0 li form «W m»n ui cilmlituH,

ml pud, negli epilKlki 1 mri cr«lni," in ilia ArMritdi
for iSSS, Pnic. I—Professor Hfgn, in a c'<=mnnicilion to tha

Social^ d'Aadtfopolaflc U Bussed, remarii lhr.t he is aUa In oo-

firm oun>- of Dr. Ouclenijhl'i owiditaxs wki reference to thr rami

opeiture in tba cranium, onmlmdon of lie ikulb <f Belgian

Miderers
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experience) by^prolongcd imprisonment, even undCi4

favourable circumstance* It is probable that the

influence of this cause has not yet been eliminated

with stiff]dent care.

Ottolenghi has investigated the wrinkles on the

faces of 200 criminals as compared with 200

normal persons. He finds that they are much
more frequent and much more marked in the

criminal than in the non-criminal person, and this

must have struck many persons who have seen a

large number of criminals or photographs of criminals.

The relative frequency is especially marked in

zygomatic and gcnio-mcnUl wrinkles, while the

foreheads, even of youthful criminals, and when the

face is in a state of repc^e, sometimes present

a curiously marked and scored appearance. The
precocity of these wrinkles is worthy of note.

"We found young criminals of fourteen/' Ottolenghi

remarks, “with wrinkles more evident and marked

than arc met with in many normal men above

thirty. It is these precocious wrinkles which give

to young criminals that aspect of premature senility

which Lombroso and Marro have already noticed."
u

It is worthy of note," he remarks also, *' that the

part of the face which, by the prevalence of wrinkles,

shows more active expression in criminals as in other

degenerated persons, is that corresponding to the

region of the nose and mouth—that is to say, the

less contemplative, more material, part, of the face;

and, in fact, we see that, with the exception of

some murderers, who have a surly look and cor-

rugated forehead, the typical delinquent presents

habitually in the more rational and contemplative

part of his face the Jca*t degree of active expres-
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sion, this corresponding to his limited psychical

sensibility."

§ y Anomalies ofthe Hair.

The beard in criminals is usually scanty. As

against i.5 per cent eases ol absence of beard in

normal persons, Macro found 13.9 per cent in

criminals, and a very large proportion having scanty

beard. The largest proportion of full beards among

criminals was found by Marro in sexual offenders.

On the head the hair is usually, on the contrary,

abundant Marro has observed a notable proportion

of ivoolly-haircd persons, a character very rarely found

in normal individuals. The same character has

been noted among idiots. In contrast with what

is found among the insane, baldness is very rare

Among criminal women remarkable abundance of

hair is frequently noted, and it has sometimes

formed their moat characteristic physical feature,

accompanied by an unusual development of fine

hair on the face and body. Salsotto, who has

given special attention to criminal women, finds a

considerable distribution of hair between the pubes

and the umbilicus (as in men} in to per cent, of the

forty women he examined as to this character; such

distribution among normal women only occurring

(according to Schulze) in 5 per cent eases. Salsotto

also found abundant hair in seven out of the forty

around the anus, a part in normal women rarely

supplied with hair, The excess of down on the face

is found with special frequency in women guilty of

infanticide. It is worth while pointing out lint

(as Dr. Langdon Down notes) there are frequent
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anomalies in thy: development of hair among idiots.

Some arc hirsute over the entire body; it per cent,

have continuous eyebrows*

This abundance of hair seems to be correlated

with the animal vigour which is often so noticeable

among criminals. It may at the same time be to

some extent explained by arrest of development or

atavism leading to the deficiency of beard which in

its fully developed form marks, with few exceptions,

only the highest human races. Strong sexual

instincts are but the effervescence of this animal

vigour; hence, perhaps, the connection between the

presence of an unusual amount of hair and infanticide.

In the case selected by Bucknill and Tuke as a typical

example of insanity in women due to repressed

sexual instinct, the chief physical characteristic noted

was the amount of hair on the body; and in a ease

recorded by Dr. H. Sutherland (IVest Riding Asylum

Reports, vol. vi.) of a girl whose illness and subsequent

death were in his opinion due to " unsatisfied sexual

desire," the long fair hair, which she delighted in

letting flow down to her knees, was specially noted.

It was observed of the French writer, Rcstif dc

la Bretonne, of whose extraordinary and abnormal

sexual proclivities, even at an early age, he has himself

left ample evidence in his autobiographical book,

Monsieur Nicolas
,

that his body was remarkably

hairy.

In regard to colours, the proportion of dark-haired

person** is considered greater among criminals than

among the ordinary population in England, Italy,

and Germany. An exception to this general rule

in the ease of sexual offenders (rape and p;edcxasty)

appears to be well marked in Italy; though, so far
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as I have been able to ascertain, |t has not been

frequently observed in England. Marro associates

the fair hair of sexual offenders with the precocious

puberty of fair haired women, as shown by the

investigations of Professor Pagliani. The researches

of Marro and Ottolenghl over a very considerable

field give the following results for North Italy:—

CbMam llstr. ftsr.

Kunoil pcmio* |s<«>J 907S p«c cent. 9. ss (*1 con:.

Criminals (t6*)| 9*83 „ 617,, —
Sennl offcedea (ico) 8185 16.67 i.«8 per «nL

Ottolenghl notes that the prevailing fair colour is

reddish. 1

Grey hair was found by Ottolcnghi to be vastly

more frequent at an early age among ordinary

working men and peasants than among the 2CO
male criminals he examined: thus, between the Bgcs

of 30 to 33 it was 60 per cent, for the former, only

12 per cent, for the latter. This docs not hold true

for criminal women, who become grey more quickly

than ordinary women. The male criminal In this

respect resembles the epileptic, and especially the

cretin, in whom grey hair is seldom seen. Baldness,

Ottolenghl shows, is very rare (as Baer also found) in

the criminal, in relation not only to the normal man
1 Almost is well narked si this lomlncj to fair hair among Dalian

**»Ml aKtoOett-uhl* joTOlily rroy bo » qiotloa of rate— it it*

(odamlimna of Mu* sysi, OilcfengU. nho oontido. it hi one ul

III* most roaiUnt rimroctm o! the clia. give* the following fffi'M —
Bis* Brv.iv CntoMl

Normal pitions 99.04 pci c«nt. 63.91 I*' tent. 7.05 p« miu.
Crimirals 35.80 „ 5950 „ 4 To „
&xn*l c&ndos 4960 „ 45.76 4 6| #t,

lftfhiomaii.10 (in.gul.ir cokruingl n[ the ba it aU> found «Sih
uoiwal fltqnoKy in this dots of etieoden.
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but even to the epileptic and the cretin. In this

respect the criminal differs greatly from the ordinary

professional man, in whom baldness is frequently

found. 1

To the existing statistics of the colour of hair

among criminals, taken as a whole, it is not possible

at present to attach much value. There is no uniform

system of description and nomenclature; it is difficult

to make full allowance for ethnic divergence, and

there rarely exists an adequate standard of com-

parison for the normal persons of corresponding race.

Of 129 persons ‘'wanted" at Scotland Yard, I find

that 45 have “ dark brown " hair, and of these 17

are described as ‘‘dangerous,’’ “desperate,” "expert”

or “ notorious ”
;
46 have “ brown*' hair, and of these

14 arc “dangerous,” etc.; it are “ dark” or "black,"

and of these 3 are ‘‘dangerous”; 27 arc Tight

brown,” "fair,
1' “auburn” (only l), "red” (only iX

and of these 9 are "dangerous,” etc. These figures

are too small to show much, though they may be said

to confirm the statement of Baer and others as to the

rarity of red hair among criminals They give, in-

deed, a proportion of red-haired persons about the

same, according to my observations, as is found

among middle-class men in the city, but considciably

lower than is found,, according to Dr. Beddoe, the

chiefauthority on this subject (in his Races ef Britain)
among the lower classes in London

—

i.e., about 4 per

cent This is the class from which the criminals in

question were chiefly drawn, but they do not exclu-

sively belong to London
;
many come from the

northern towns, and in many of these, Leeds, for

1 OUoUngtiL, “la eaniiie. U mlvlile s le ro^hc nei crimlnill,*

A'tA n't ii /V,Alania, 1889, Fik. I
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instance, according to my observations, the propor-

tion of icd-haired persons is decidedly larger than in

London, and certainly not smaller.

Of recent years Dr. Beddoe 1 has re-investigated tlie

question of hair colour among the British population,

with special reference to the data furnished by a

series of Police Gazettes. For the various groups he

calculates his index of nigrescence, which shows the

proportion of dark-haired people by a formula thus

constituted: (2 black + dark brown) -(red + fair) -

index. The final report of the Anthropometric

Committee of the British Association showed among

3000 English criminals an excess of 10 per cent, of

dark hair with dark eyes over the general popu-

lation, while among lunatics it showed an excels of

fair eyes and hair; it further showed the following

differences in hair and eye colour between the normal

and abnormal classes of the population :

—

i—
Crucial popaVitieo . • * l.o 66 a

ClimUni. in piluin - - * i.J ... S6*
Lonalici in aiylmi - .45.1 66.9

These figures indicate, as so many ether comparative

investigations show, that criminals are more abnormal

even than the insane. Beddec incidentally shows

that the love of horses and cattle is associated with

very fair complexion, the index of nigrescence of 303

English grooms being -5.30, and ot 72 butchers

-6.90, while English tailors and shoemakers arc

very dark, 425 having an index of nigrescence of

+ 13.4. lie finds that deserters from the army—
a drunken, unstable, insubordinate class—arc largely

1

J. Beddoe. “Svteclmn in Han,” torn Prtptu, Jan. 1637.
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blonde and of adl statute, while the typical violent

criminal is dark, and the typical sexual offender,

again, is fair.

So far as exact evidence on the colour of the hair

goes, it point3 chiefly to a relative deficiency of red-

haired persons among criminals. This may perhaps

be accounted for. There seems to be a lessened

power of resistance to disease among persons of

brilliant pigmentation. The extensive anthropological

statistics of the American War showed a very marked

inferiority on the part of fair persons. These statistics

have been criticised by De Candolle, who believes,

however, that even with deductions they may prob-

ably still be accepted. These red-haired people, with

their “sanguine' temperament of body, arc pecu-

liarly susceptible to zymotic disease ; they take

scarlet fever, tor instance, very easily, and suffer from

it severely. Among the manifold risks of a criminal

life the brightly pigmented person, with his sensitive

vascular system, seems to be soon eliminated.

§ 4 Criminal Physiognomy.

The science of physiognomy is still in a vague and

rudimentary condition, although the art has long been

practised with more or less success. There arc, for

instance, a large number of proverbs in which some of

the most recent results reached by the criminal an-

thropologists of to-day were long ages back crystal-

lised by the popular intelligence. Such are the

Roman saying, "Little beard and little colour, there

is nothing worse under heaven;" the French, "God
preserve me from the beardless man;" the Tuscan,

“ Salute from afar the beardless man and the bearded
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woman;" the Venetian, “Trust not Uic woman with
a man's voice."

Many of the old physiognomists, especially the two
greatest, Dalla Porta and Lavater, tell us how they

immediately recognised criminals, although they

sometimes ludicrously failed; and Lavater once mis-

took the portrait of an executed assassin for Herder's.

A criminal anthropologist of to-day. Professor Enrico

Ferrf, declares that out of several hundred soldiers

whom he examined, he found one, and one only,

whom his face declared to be a murderer; he was
told that this man had, in feet, been found guilty of

murder.’ Garofalo, the Neapolitan jurist, observes

that he is scarcely deceived twice out of ten times.

Nor is this acuteness of perception by any means
confined to skilled observers. It is very commonly
found among women. Many persons, on first meet-

ing an individual, are conscious of an unfavourable

impression which they succeed in out-living, but

which is subsequenUy justified. Sometimes the

revealing glance is found, perhaps with a shock of

horror, in a face already familiar. It is a mistake

to attempt to stifle such instinctive impressions as

irrational They arc part of the organised experi-

ences of the race, and, subject to intellectual control,

they arc legitimate guides to cpixiuct

Professor Lombroso tells us that his mother, who

1 More r«cc.t]y {Omid&v, 1895, P* *JO], Fieri Hm recorded that

••hen going with a group of student* of the University of Rim* 10

examine a oimbcr of ftrenik tty offwdeci wclodtd for »>ciUcd

" pazeacol correction/’ he was rtrueV hy the appeamne* of co? whj

had large canine teeth, and pointed him oit to the student* 0* prelect-

ing the type of the “ born murderer.” He aAeruncdi nrcertained that

ihti toy had actually murdered hio little brothir, and trai only pro-

visionally comined with the other yeulhe.

7
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lud always lived far from ilic world, was twice

able to discover the criminal character of young

people whom as yet no one had suspected. A more

curious example, he geos on to remark, occurred in

connection with the murderer Franccsconi. There

was nothing remarkable about him. nothing to

indicate ferocity or a temper unlike that of other

people; his beard was abundant and forehead high;

one just perceived a slight degree of prognathism and

some prominence of the frontal eminences. Yet

years before his crime, a young girl of sixteen (after-

wards the Countess dcfla Rocca), who had never

quitted the paternal home, and had no experience of

life, refused to speak to him when every one wel-

comed him on account of his wit When asked why

she treated him as though he were a scoundrel, she

replied: “ If he is not a murderer he will become

one." When Lotnbroso afterwards asked her by

what sign she was guided to this too speedily verified

prophecy, she replied: "By his eyes.” Lombroso

once asked an intelligent schoolmistress to submit to

thirty-two young girls twenty portraits of thieves and

twenty of great men. Eighty per cent of these

children recognised the first as bad people, the second

as goed. On another occasion he showed two

hundred photographs of youths to three medical men,

and- they all selected one as of the criminal type; a

little girl of twelve also selected the same. This

youth had never appeared in a court of justice, but be

had cruelly betrayed those who had assisted him to

obtain a goed position in life He was not legally a

criminal, but, as Lombroso remarks, he was so anthro-

pologically.

Beautiful faces, it is well known, arc rarely found
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among criminals. The prejudice against the ugly

and also against the deformed is rot without sound

foundation. What Hepworth Dixon wrote in t8$o

on this point is still of general application in all

civilised countries:—•* The population nf Millbank is

always numerous and always changing; but its

character remains substantially the sama Year after

year the visitor might drop in and sec no difference

There is a certain monotony and family likeness in

the criminal countenance which is at once repulsive

and interesting. No person can be long in the habit

of seeing masses of criminals together without being

struck with the sameness of their appearance. A
handsome face h a thing rarely seen in a prison; and

never in a person who has Ixxn a law-breaker from

childhood. Well-formed heads, round and massive,

denoting intellectual power, may be seen occasionally,

but a pleasing, well-formed face, never."

In looking through the large number of photographs

in Lombroso’s great work, L'Uomo Dilinqtuntt
,
very

few pleasant feces can be found The two or three

attractive ones axe those of women in whom the glow

of youth, plumpness, and abundant hair serve as a

disguise to features that will scarcely bear examina-

tion. The proportion of good-looking faces among

the excellent photographs in Inspector Bryncs
1

Pro •

/asiona! Criminals of Atn*ricn
x,
is much larger.* As

the former chief of the Detective Department of New
York, who, however, distinctly recognises a criminal

type of face, remarked to a visitor:
41 Look through

the pictures in the Rogues* Gallery and sec how many

rascals you find there who resemble the best people

in the country. Why, you can find some of them, I

daresay, sufficiently like personal acquaintances to
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adroit of mbtaiing the one for the other." Those,

however, belong to the aristocracy of crime; they are

criminals by calculatiop; they have achieved a

certain amount of success, and a passable face is

part of their stock-in-trade Yet even among these

the proportion of faces that will bear examination is

by no means large.

£milc Gautier, who was with Prince Krapotkinc

in the Lyons prison, remarks that he is not acquainted

with the anatomical peculiarities of criminals, but

that he knows that prisoners arc not like the rest of

the world. "Their cringing and timid ways, the

mobility and cunning of their locks, a something

feline about them, something cowardly, humble,

suppliant, and crushed, makes them a class apart

One would say, dogs who had been whipped
;
hardly,

here and there, a few energetic and brutal hcad3 of

rebels."

A curious fixed look of the eye has often been con-

sidered a characteristic mark of, more especially, the

instinctive criminal, a mark which cannot be disguised.

"I do not need to see the whole of a criminal’s

face," said Vidocq, M to recognise him as such; it is

enough for me to catch his eye." Lombroso finds

that the eyes of assassins resemble those of the

feline animals at the moment of ambush or struggle;

he has often observed it when the man lias been

making a muscular effort, as in compressing a dyna-

mometer. Sometimes this feline and ferocious

glance alternates with a gentle, almost feminine gate;

this combination giving diem a strange power of

fascination which has often been exercised on women.
Insistence on the feline aspect is very frequent

among those who describe criminals. Thus, for
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instance, Professor Seigi:—" I have- had occasion

lately to observe a homicide, aged fifteen, who three

months before committing this murder had attempted

another, and at another time showed his ferocious

nature by attacking a cow with a bill-hook and

wounding it in several places. He has been con-

demned to eleven years' imprisonment, is well

developed for his age, and apparently has no

morphological abnormalities, but he i9 prognathous,

his nose is depressed, and all the lower part of the

face, from the upper jaw down, has a savage cast

What most distinguishes him is his lcok; his eye

is cruel and feline in the true sense of the word.

Reserved, taciturn, even when he was free, now

that he is in prison he has the appearance of a

wild beast, the glance of a tiger."

An interesting point in connection with the

criminal physiognomy is that it is to a large extent

independent of nationality. The German criminal

is not very unlike the Italian, nor is the French

unlike the English criminal. M. Joly remarks, "
I

should say that in M A. Bertillon's office I was

shown nearly sixty photographs of Irish, English,

and American thieves. It would have been difficult

in many cases to discern the Anglo-Saxon rather

than any other physiognomy."

There is, in the opinion of many of the Italian

criminal anthropologists, a special physiognomy for

different crimes, though this statement is qualified by

the well-known fact that quite different crimes may
be committed by the same person. Dr. Marro, in his

CaraUtri dti De/infuen/i, describes no fewer than

eleven different classes of criminals, though the dis-

tinctions are not all physiognomical. • Professor
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Lombroso's descriptions are however the most

vigorous and picturesque, though it is scarcely possible

to receive them without qualification. 1 Thieve* he

describes as frequently remarkable for the mobility

of their features and ol their hands; the eyes are

small and restless. In those guilty of sexual offences

Lombroso finds the eyes nearly always bright; the

voice either rough or cracked; the face generally

delicate, except in the development of the jaws, and

the lips and eyelids swollen; occasionally they arc

hump-backed or otherwise deformed. Sometimes in

incendiaries Lombroso has noted a peculiar delicacy

of the skin, an infantile aspect, and abundance of hair,

occasionally resembling a woman’s. The eye of the

habitual homicide Is glassy, cold, and fixed
;
his nose

is often aquiline, beaked, reminding one of a bird of

prey, always voluminous; the jaws are strong; the

ears long; the cheek bones large; the hair dark,

curling, abundant; the beard often thin; the canine

teeth much developed; the lips thin; nystagmus

frequent; also spasmodic contractions on one side of

the face, by which the canine teeth are exposed. The
forger and sharper, on the other hand, has frequently a

singular air of bonhomie, a kind of clerical appearance,

which is indeed necessary in his business, because it

inspires confidence Some have angelic faces
;
others

are small, pale, and haggard. The poisoner also

frequently has a peculiarly benevolent aspect " In

general,” Lombroso concludes, “born criminals have

projecting cars, thick ha:r, a thin beard, projecting

frontal eminences, enormous jaws, a square and pro-

' Nick*. after vailin* ibe Neapolitan pikra, marks Out he under-

tfood for the first the emphasis laic by Lomlxoio cc physiognomy;

wch Kreegty marked criminal type* me rare ctttvMc Italy.
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jccting chin, large cheek-bones, and frequent gesti-

culation. It is, in short, a type resembling the

Mongolian, or sometimes the Negroid."

It is very interesting to compare this concluding

remark with some observations made by Dr. Langdon

Down, who has carefully studied and endeavoured to

classify the facial characteristics of idiots. Dr. Down
finds a resemblance between feeble-minded children

and the various ethnic types of the human family;

he specially refers both to a Mongolian and a

Negroid type Just as Professor Lombroso finds the

Mongolian type most common among hi3 criminate,

so Dr. Down finds it most common among his idiots:

••more than IO per cent of congenital feeble-minded

children arc typical Mongols. Their resemblance is

infinitely greater to one another than to the members
of their own families." Their characteristics arc very

marked : the hair is brownish (not black, as in the

Mongol), straight, and sparse, the face flat and broad,

the checks rounded and widened laterally, the eyes

obliquely placed, and the fissure between the eyelids

very narrow, the forehead wrinkled transversely, the

lips large and thick, the nose small, the skin tawny.

In Dr. Downs Negroid type of idiot there arc

characteristic cheek-bones, prominent eyes, puffy lips,

retreating chins, woolly but not black hair, and no

pigmentation of skin. These points of resemblance

are of considerable interest if we are of opinion that

the instinctive criminal is best defined as a moral

idiot

As to the causes and indelibility of the criminal

expression there is much divergence of opinion.

Certain writers have spoken tco incautiously on

this point Thus Professor Sergi, in the description
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of the homicida lad, already quoted in part, goes on

to remark: "In him nothing is acquired, everything

is congenital" And Maudaley, in n sombre and

powerful description of the criminal physiognomy

which has often been quoted, speaks of it as branded

by the hand of nature. " Es'Ciything is congenital,'’

says Professor Sergi; yet we rarely hear of a baby

who looks round from its mother's breast with fierce

and feline air. We have to distinguish between

the anatomical physiognomy and the expression or

mimitpit. To the ordinary observer the latter is far

more striking; he notices at once if a countenance is

sad or merry, angry or good-tempered, cowed or

elate; he does not so readily observe the shape of

the jaws, or the cut of the ears, or the lines of the

forehead, yet such marks as these arc alone strictly

organic and can safely be called congenital.

M. Joly cites some interesting examples of dis-

crepancy in the descriptions of the same criminal

under varying conditions, even when the descriptions

are the work of good observers. Some years ago a

youth of nineteen, named Menesclou, was executed

for having violated and killed a little girl, whom he

afterwards cut up and burnt A journalist on the

staff of the Figaro, whose reports arc considered veiy

exact, thus described him at the trial
n Imagine a

sort of abortion, bent and wrinkled, with earthy com-

plexion, stealthy eyes, a face gnawed by scrofula, of

cunning, dissipated, and cruel aspect The forehead

is low, the beard sparse and slovenly
;
the hair, black

and thrown backwards, reaches to the shoulders; it

is a head absolutely repulsive." On the other hand,

the chaplain of the prison, the AbW Crozc9, thus

wrote:—" Mcncsclou by no means resembles the
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portrait* which the journalist* have drawn of him.

Far from being repulsive, hideous, repugnant, he had

a sympathetic and prepossessing physiognomy, the

air of a young man who has been well brought up, a

gentle, honest, naive face; he looked, to me, like a

page in a good house/'

In another example the varying descriptions have

the advantage of being written by the same person,

the Abbd ?*foreau, successor to the Abb<? Crozes as

chaplain to the Roquette Prison, and author of the

valuable and interesting bcok, Ls Monde dts Prison/.

" At the trial of Campi," he wrote, “
I had only per-

ceived a coarse demoniac, brutal, cynical, making
violent repartees. HU repellant head was photographed

on my memory
;
a slovenly beard framing a yellow,

bilious face, the muscles of a beast of prey. and.

lighting up the livid fcalurcs with sinister gleam, two
small piercing mubJle eyes, of a ferocity which I could

scarcely bear to see. Campi left on me the most
melancholy impression; hi* head had appeared to me
enormous; his shoulders of extraordinary breadth."

Here is another portrait by the same hand of Campi
ns he appeared in prison :

—
“ I had now before me a

young man of ordinary size, slim rather than broad,

with a calm face Lighted by a good-natured smile;

the eye* had lost their ferocity. He approached me
with a certain timidity, holding his cap in his hand

;

and waited respectfully until I spoke to him."

It la clear that several factors go to make up our

impressions of physiognomy. It is well known that

it is difficult to estimate the dimensions of an indi-

vidual seen alone at a distance, whether a criminal at

the bar or an actor on the stage. An actor off the

stage is as commonplace as a criminal in the streets.
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Add to this the horror of the spectator, to whose
mental vision the crime is present, and the probable

perturbation of the criminal whose fate is being
argued. Would the conscientious rcportci of the

Figaro have written such a description had he simply

net Menesclou as a stranger in the streets? And
would the worthy Abba's impression of Campi have

changed so greatly if the latter had not; when In

complete command of himself, chosen to appear in an
attitude of respectful humility ?

In the Middle Ages there was a law by which, when
two persons were suspected of a crime, the ugliest

was to be selected for punishment At the present

day judges are, consciously or unconsciously, in-

fluenced by physiognomy, and ordinary human
beings, who also in a humble way sit in judgment
on their fellows, are influenced in the same manner.
The modern criminal anthropologists, with all their

minute and patient investigations, have not yet, how-
ever, succeeded in making criminal physiognomy a

very exact science, and the more criminal amongst us

may still find consolation in the reflection that there

are no unfailing criteria by which our crimes may be

read upon our faces.

& 5. The Body and Viscera.

The Anthropometric Committee of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, examin-
ing over 3000 criminals, found them about 2 in. shorter

and 17 lb. lighter than the average English popula-
tion Baer found among some 4,500 adult Benin
criminals that the average height was 166 cm.

:
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according to the measurements of Daffnyr, Liiis i*

the average height of German boys between the ages

of 16 and 17.' Quetelet, R atari, and many others

have found that young offenders are below normal

height. Hamilton Wey found that at Elmira the

average height of 529 men of an average age between

21 and 20 was 5 It 54 in., the average weight was

133 lb, lung capacity 202 cub. in, strength of chest

69 lb, of back 270 lb., of legs 375 lb’- In all these

respects the average inmate of Elmira is far below

the average American man of the same age
;

in

height he is even below the average American

girl-student (Wellesley College), and in the other

measurements he is little if at all superior to the

girla

In Italy Lombroso and others have found a tendency

among criminals to be taller and often heavier than

the normal population; the same tendency has been

found among youthful Italian criminals. In most

countries, however, and certainly in England and the

United States, although a certain section of the

criminal population tends to be abnormally large and

heavy, the general tendency is in the opposite direc-

tion. The apparently conflicting evidence is clearly

due to the pathological deviations existing in both

directions. Thus a French army surgeon, Dr.
J.

Marty, has published the results of bis investigations

of criminality among 4,500 French soldiers, usually

only guilty of somewhat petty offences. He com-

pares his results throughout with the measurements

l Dafipyr, ll'.vtifimu da Maudim, p. 45. In BeMt-Lothrincco.

according to Schell*, the uvotge height ol the normal pejnblion U

exactly 166 cm.; the Pnmiani *.a, hoocrer, a tall rice.

K«r Aais. A'av Or* Stall fox 1895 ar-i iS?5.
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obtained amonfe lO.OCO non-criminal French. 1 As
regards height, he find* that there is an excess

among the criminals 'both of short statures and tall

statures, the medium statures being deficient. The
general average is a few millimetres below the norraaL

As regards weight, he confirms those observers

(Lombroso, Franchini, Bisehoff, etc.) who find that

criminals arc somewhat heavier. As regards chest

circumference/ the same result is reached as regards

height
;
large and small circumferences are unusually

frequent, medium circumferences unusually defective.

Somewhat the same* result is reached as regards

general health and constitution; “very good con-

stitutions” are only II per cent of the normal corps

as against 19 percent of the criminal battalion; the

"good" also arc 49 per cent of the first as against

62 of the second; while the •' fairly good,” on the

other hand, arc 30 per cent of the normal corps and

only 14 per cent of the criminal battalion, and the

feeblest das* arc 1.5 of the normal and 2.; of the

criminal men. The author endeavours to account for

this result by the theory that in the bad social con-

ditions which produce criminals only the strongest

can survive-

It may be noted that Bohannon, in a digested

report of over icoo exceptional American children,

found that while pathological eases occur among
exceptionally large children, it is the exceptionally

small children who form the most strongly patho-

logical class
;
among them there is a very marked

proportion of cases showing degeneration
;
they were

often delicate, or could not speak, or ugly, deformed,

1 •' Recfccrcha Stntiaiqie* *or Ic Dfrdoppcme&t I'fcpiq-oi da
Dtfltoptnu," Anktva CrimimtJU, iph March 1898.
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vicious, mean, spiteful, though when healthy they

were sometimes very exceptionally active bolh in

mind and body.1

Notwithstanding their agility and spasmodic acti-

vity, the muscular system of criminals is generally

feeble. Such few.observations as have yet been made
show that muscular anomalies are found with remark-

able frequency. Thus the investigations of Guerra

on the bodies of 12 normal ^persons and i$ criminal!,

showed il anomalous muscular conditions in the

latter as against
5

in the former. Tenchtni examined

the bodies of 41 criminals and of 39 ordinary persons

with reference to the presence of abnormalities in the

vertebra: and ribs
;
anomalies were only found in I of

the normal persons, but in 5 of the criminals; they

were of an atavistic character.2

Lacassagne some years ago pointed out the

remarkable length of the extended arms (la grande

etnxrgure). Although many observers refer to this

peculiarity, and In many isolated cases it is marked

and doubtless conncctcd.with the agility ol criminals,

as among some lower races and the apes, I am not

acquainted with any extended aeries of observations

in which criminals and normal persons are fairly

compared in this respect. Mine's series although

the normal persons are in too small number, as he

himself points out, is as reliable as any, and dees not

in the average show any preponderance of long-armed

individuals among criminals. There is, however,

reason to believe that individuals with exceptionally

long arras are more often met with among criminals.

1 BchnriKco, "The Study of toliu and E»ccp*»nntl OMimf
finiaptfe*! Srmuwy, October, 180S

* StJU vdfUri mxKftrulu mi! t#w, 18S?.
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“Among the inmates of the Elmira Reformatory,"

remarks Dr. H. Wey, “ the greatest physical deficiency

and least resistive power is found in the respiratory

apparatus. Pigeon - breasts, imperfectly developed

chests, and stooping shoulders abound- During a

period of eight years, with 26 deaths, 13, or 50 per

cent., were from diseases of the chest, not including

affections of the heart" The great frequency of

tuberculosis among criminals has everywhere been

observed
;

it is worth noting in this connection, that

no nervous disorder is so often associated with tuber-

culosis as idiocy; even in insanity it is not nearly so

common. It is not therefore surprising to find that

deformities of the thorax predisposing to lung disease

arc extremely common among criminals as well as

among other classes of degenerates.’

Gynecomasty is comparatively common among

criminals. In answer to iny Questions, a prison

surgeon wrote in * 883 : "Many men have large

nipples and large, well-marked aicolx. This is

often very remarkable" This is perhaps the earliest

observation of a condition since frequently noted

in criminals. Laurent, in the Paris hospitals, did

not meet with a single case in five yean. In a

prison he found five eases in the course of one year.*

Dr. Wey has repeatedly noticed gynecomasty at

Elmira at the period of adolescence, generally lateral,

sometimes bilateral, and “ranging from a rounded

development of bust and prominent nipples, sur-

1 Set,t.g., KuicUa, AWu>ftxAi<kt itii VtrlnArrx, l>. 95; nnd Firt,

l« FoaUU NtorepatMpu, 2nd «L, pp. 2J5 u
1 E. Lauctnl, Ui ffatifiui 4a Priam, p. 19* i

«*» <h= ‘“me

niiihorl tlitcftlt wndy. La Butnit Gyniaoxatfarl Btrvaf&n&tu,
««9 fi.
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rounded by a deeply pigmented areola, to well-

defined mammary glands that have periodic seasons

of congestion and attempt* at functional activity,"

sometime; accompanied by the secretion of an opaque

fluid and a sensation of fulness and weight in the

region of the nipple. 1

It may be added that gynecomasty, though men-

tioned by the ancients (Paulus .Egineta, Albucasia.

Aristotle, etc), has only begun to be carefully inves-

tigated during the last twenty years. It generally

begins at puberty, and may even be chiefly notable

at that period; it is sometimes, as Laurent pointed

out, associated with atrophy of the genital organs,

and a general tendency to feminism; this is, however,

by no means constant. It does not appear that there

is any real histolcgical resemblance to the female

secreting breast; Sticda considers that the condition

depends chiefly on a hyperplasia of the normal con-

nective tissues of the male breast* It is noteworthy

that in all trae negroes (in whom virile development

is otherwise marked) there is a considerable develop-

ment of the male breast, so that Johnston ha; fre-

quently asked himself, " Is it a man or a woman? 1’*

Scrgi has constructed an ilco-pelvie index, ob-

tained by multiplying the transverse diameter of the

pelvis by ico and dividing by the distance between

the iliac crests; this index is about 465 in normal

male European adults; it is lower in children and in

many savages, and higher in women. Tench in', who

examined 57 pelves of adult criminals, all well con-

• H. Wey, NniiovU FYaca Ameudoa, CindMaii. 1890; at*.,

Smv/mnh K«r Una »«i Stall Wmiao', i8«-

Rnimicmr XUa. Cilr., B<1. xlv.. Heh. >.

* Sir H- H. Jciriioo, Brititi CmtraJ Afrkt. p. 398.

S
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formed, found that in only three cases the index

reached 465. while in the great majority it was below

44; this is nearly the same index as that found

among children and boys, and 'indicates a tendency

to infantilism, which, Tcnchini remarks, is also sug-

gested by the observation of the entire skeletons. 1

Flat-foot has been found very common among

criminals Among over 500 men at Elmira, it was

found that the arch was unusually low in 19 per cent.,

while 23 per cent, were “ absolutely flat-footed, con-

genitally so and not through traumatism."*

Heart disease is sometimes said to be common
among criminals, though at Elmira Hamilton Wcy
finds that it is chiefly functional disease. Out of 54

examined by Flesch, 20 per cent, died of heart

disease, 50 per cent showed affection* of the heart.

Valvular insufficiency and cardiac atrophy seem to be

remarkably prevalent Penta found endarteritis and

atheroma in 82 of his 184 instinctive criminals, if. 44
per cent, although many of them were young. The
condition, he says, was diffused and pronounced

;
20

of these S2 showed aortic insufficiency. It may bo

noted that arterial anomalies are extremely frequent.

Thus Guerra found 14 arterial anomalies in his 18

criminals, as against 4 in his 12 normal persons.

Heart disease is also common among the insane. Its

tendency to produce mental alterations has often

been noted; pride, egotism, and an inclination to

violence are found, especially (according to Witkowski)

among those affected with ventricular hypertrophy;

1 Sat*, " L' lndica ]lw-|*lvfco," U CHnita Oiltlnta, rol. I

,

Farr. UL, iS5<j: Tenchint, “Sail' indlre ilea-pelvlco dal OM,'
A«k- di Ptitiiah-ia. 1894, 10L »r., ["me. iv.. v.

3 A.Wn. Ymr 1895.
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with aortic disease, neurotic and hysterical states;

with mitral disease, melancholy and attacks of

violence. This is not surprising when we icmembcr

the intimate connection that subsists normally be-

tween the heart and the brain, the vascular system

forming, as it were, the basis of the brain.

The sexual organs in women criminals very fre-

quently reveal pathological conditions, and Terms,

many years ago, told Tilt that menstruation is nearly

always irregular or suppressed in female prisoners.

Undesccnded testis has been frequently found by one

of the medical officers' who answered my Questions,

and unusual size of penis by another. The latter

condition has been found common both by Tcnchinl

and Bcncdikt Knecht found congenital phimosis

51 times and arrest of development 29 times in 1,216

criminals It is interesting to note in this connection

that Drs. Boirncvillc and SolHer found exaggerated

development of the glans penis extremely common
among the idiots at the Bicdtre, and that among

72S individuals examined they found no fewer than

262 presenting anomalies of the sexual organs, an

enormous proportion when compared with tho

ordinary population. 1 Laurent found hypospadias

and arrested development common among criminals.

Marro found anomalies of genital organs most

common in sexual offenders. Ottolcnghi believes

that " on the whole anomalies of the genital organs

have in sexual offenders no small diagnostic im-

portance. especially when united to other characters

which distinguish them from the hones: and from

criminals in general—as the greater frequency of fair

• 11 Dn AMBu!k» dm orernea ginilBr. d»ta iti Uioti *1 fc*

/vdepiqum," p*grtf Mt&taJ, No. 7. 188.
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ha»r, of malformed cars, of bichromatism of the irt*,

of blue eyes, ol twisted noses, of facial asymmetry>

of voluminous lower -jawss and of various neuroses,

especially epilepsy.
1

It may be noted here that Marro and Ottolenghi

have also studied metabolism in criminals. The
chief point that comes out is an augmented elimina-

tion of phosphoric acid in the urina The same has

been observed in chronic alcoholism- These researches

will, no doubt, be continued.*

§ 6. Heredity.

The detailed study of criminal heredity and of

criminal habit, or recidivism, scarcely forms part of

criminal anthropology. It is an important branch of

criminal sociology. But the facts of heredity form

part of the evidence in favour of the reality of the

criminal anthropologist’s conclusions, and it is not

possible to ignore them here entirely. Moreover, the

attitude of society towards the individual criminal and

his peculiarities must be to some extent determined

by our knowledge of criminal heredity.

The hereditary character of crime, and the organic

penalties of natural law, were recognised even in

remote antiquity. They were involved in the old

Hebrew conception, which seems to have played a

vital part in Hebrew life, of a God who visited the

sins of the parents upon the children unto the third

and fourth generation. We know also the story in

1 Ottolcfifhi,
11 Nuott RUerche ml rei ooattO II Lion a**uroc, M

A*Yiftv* A Pti<kx*trio
x

Flic- *».

2 Ottclexgii,
11

II Rxtmbio Motmole nei Ddin^;7cnti-2a^i,
,,

Artlivta di FrfiAiatrfa. sSi8, FMt iv.
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Aristotle of the man who, when his son dragged

him by his hair to the door, exclaimed—“ Enough,

enough, my son; I did not drag my father beyond

this." And Plutarch puts the doctrine of heredity in

a shape that is both ancient and modern—“ That
which is engendered is made of the very substance

of the generating being, so that lie bears in him

something which is very justly punished or recom-

pensed for him, for this something is he" Or again

—''There is between the generating being and the

generated a sort of hidden identity, capable of justly

committing the second to all the consequences of an

action committed by the first.
11

There are two factors, it must be remembered, in

criminal heredity, as we commonly use the expres-

sion. There is the element of innate disposition,

and there is the clement of contagion from social

environment 1 Both these factors clearly had their

part in Sbro . . who is regarded by Lombroio as

the classical type of “moral insanity.” His grand-

father had committed murder from jealousy; his

father, condemned for rape, had killed a woman to

test a gun. He in his turn killed his father and

his brother. Practically, it is not always possible

to disentangle these two factors; a bad home will

usually mean something bad in the heredity in the

1 See Autry, la GniAtfftu da Mtutrt. and H., 1896, clupt I. and

It. Ii mill be teaeroluroS thu »e ore aJwiys opt to over-

eilitrale l>< ccougico or »wi»l •enticement, tretw it ii t*»l rarely

that vr aa iwiirately study tbe aixMiy cf a auoinil Tbo “«• of

tbe muideiet Cnirara, who, os the ncomplic* ot her lic-brnd. «n wo-

t.o»4 to yenil rmiloSe for life, boi the grant crandthlld of General

RorOmt, -ho «ns tdekaimed RccUantJe-Crnfl by bio kIAbs At

we ire uunity ignaant of the ineeary it craunali, »* on kUSoe

trice the iKiUtlcsce through bfradity ofouh ©iRinic trails
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Strict sense. Frequently the one element alone,

whether the heredity or the contagion, is not suffi-

cient to determine the ehUd in the direction of crime.

A ease given by Prosper Luca3 seems to show this:

“In November l8»5 the Assize Court of the Seine

condemned three members out of five of a family

of thieves, the Robert family. This case presented

a circumstance worthy of remark. The father had

not found among all his children the disposition that

he would have desired; be had to use force with his

wife and the two younger children, who up to the

last were icbcliious to his infamous orders. The
eldest daughter, on the other hand, followed, as if

by instinct, her father’s example, and was as ardent

and violent as he in attempting to bend the family

to his odious tastes. But in one part of the family

the instinct was lacking; they inherited fiom their

mother."

The influence of heredity, even in the strict sense

of the word, in the production of criminals, does

not always lie in the passing 011 of developed pro-

divities. Sometimes a generation of criminals is

merely one stage in the progressive degeneration of

a family. Sometimes crime seems to be the method

by which the degenerating organism seeks to escape

from an insane taint in the parents. Of the inmates

of the Elmira Reformatory, nearly 13 per cent

have been of insane or epileptic heredity. Of 233

prisoners at Auburn, New York, 23.03 per cent, were

clearly of neurotic (insane, epileptic, etc) origin
;
in

reality many more. Virgilio found that 195 out of

266 criminals were affected by diseases that arc

usually hereditary. Rossi found 5 insane parents to

71 criminals, 6 insane brothers and sisters, and 14
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cases of insanity among more distant relatives.

Keek found morbid inheritance in 46 per cent, of

criminals. Marro, who has examined the matter

very carefully, found the proportion 77 per cent,

and by taking into consideration a laqje range of

abnormal characters in the parents, the proportion

of criminals with bad heredity rose to 90 per cent.

He found that an unusually large proportion of the

parents had died from ccrcbro-spinal diseases* and

from phthisis. Slchard, examining nearly 4COO

German criminals in the prison of which he is

Director, found an insane, epileptic, suicidal, and

alcoholic heredity in 36.8 per cent, incendiaries, 32.2

per cent thieves, 2S.7 per cent sexual offenders, 23.6

per cent sharpers* Penta found among the parents

of 1S4 criminals only 4 to 5 per cent, who were quite

healthy.

Even when well-marked disease is absent in the

parents, exhausting and debilitating influences, age at

time of conception, and overwork, may play a disas-

trous part Dr. Langdon Down {Menial Disxasts of

Childhood) has shown how the same influence play a

part in the production of idiocy; how, for instance,

a man may during periods of strain and overwork

conceive idiot children, and at other periods healthy

children. Marro has made some interesting investi-

gations into the ages of the father at the period of

conception of criminals, as compared with ordinary

persons and with the insane. He divided the fathers

into three groups, according to age at conception

:

the first included those in the period of immaturity,

which he reckoned as below 25 years of age; the

second was the period of maturity from 26 to 40

;

the third from 4 1 onwards, the period of decadence.
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Plate XI. represents in a graphic form the per-

centage of fathers belonging to each period in

various groups; the first column In each group

representing the proportion of fathers belonging to

the period of immaturity, the second those belonging

to the period of maturity, the third those belonging

to the period of decadence. It will be seen that the

largest proportion of immature parents is among the

class of thieves, although among the insane the pro-

portion is still larger. More remarkable is the

abnormally large proportion of criminals with parents

belonging to the period of decadence. It is most

marked among the murderers, 52.9 per cent, of whose

fathers hsd passed the period of maturity; but it is

very large also, exceeding the insane among those

convicted of assault and wounding (not represented

in the Plate), and among sharpers. Sexual offenders

have the largest proportion of mature fathers, the

smallest of youthful fathers. Suspecting that among

idiot* a very large proportion of elderly fathers would

be found, I applied to Dr. Langdon Down, who has

kindly gone through the notes of one thousand case*,

and confirmed this suspicion. He finds that in 23

per cent cases there has teen a disparity Of age of

more than ten years at the birth of the idiot child,

the father in nearly every case being the cider, and

that in many cases this disparity has reached more

than 25 years. It appears, then. Dr. Down adds, that

the disparity of age is a factor in the production of

idiocy. It may be added that the elderly parent, by

dying and leaving hi* children young and unpro-

tected, hat also a social influence in the creation of

criminals

It is interesting to compare these results with those
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of Korosi, Director of the Hungarian Statistical

Bureau, on the ordinary population. He has investi-

gated 24,000 eases, and found that the children of

fathers below 20 are of feeble constitution; that

fathers aged from 25 to 40 produce the strongest

children, and that above 40 fathers tend to beget

weak children. The most healthy children have a

mother below the age of 35; the children born

between 35 and 40 arc 8 per cent weaker; after 40,

10 per cent weaker. The children born of old fathers

and young mothers, It should, however, be added, arc

generally of strong constitution. If the parents are

of the same age the children are less robust

Such hereditary influences as these seem to have

played a part in the production of that typical

criminal by instinct, T. G. Wainewright, who appears

to have had no criminals or lunatics among his

ancestry. The often-quoted case of the criminal

family, first mentioned by Dcspinc in hi* Psydidogic

NaitirtiU, is interesting in this connection. Three

brothers, the sons of one Jean Chretien, had children

and grandchildren a* under—

Jeic-France*. thief.

Oftlrt, thief.

Mtric-Ken£c, thicl

Marie- Rose, tiitt

Victor. thlcC

,V>ctoriftf. Vie tee, nuidcrer.

Franco!*, munlomr.

Mania, murderer {sen, thief).

Pierre— Jeix- France** thief ».nd 3

Tlictnai

Nothing is told us of the man and his three sons

who produced this awful brood, save that they were

not themselves condemned criminals; but whatever
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tbc influence was, it existed In ail three of the

brothers, who each begat murderers and thieves. It

is by subtle hereditary influence aa well as by the

instinctive habits of 4 lifetime, that we must explain

the influence uf criminal contagion on men of honest

life and dean record. M. Emile Gautier, a political

prisoner with Prince Krapotkine and a number of

French working-men in the great prison of Clair-

vaux, has recorded an experience which is of interest

in this connection. “ Out of fifty political prisoners”

he writes in his interesting and thoughtful impressions

published in the Archives dt I*A nlhrcpolcgU CrimintlU

in 1888, “belonging to the average, or even the dtite,

of the working-class population of a large town like

Lyons, n good half-dozen will be fou rid who feel

themselves at home in prison, and go immediately

towards the criminal-law prisoners, summing at once,

in virtue of I do not know what equivocal pre-

destination, their language, their appearance, their

habits, their mental dispositions, even the same nega-

tive morality, savagery, treachery, artfulness, rapacity,

and unnatural vice/*

Alcoholism in either of the parents is one of the

most fruitful causes of crime in the child. To the

drunkenness of Jupiter when Vulcan was conceived

the Romans attributed the deformity of that god

;

in the words of the old Latin poet:

—

"Quit crtt&> difttfCutn ntctnre quoodan
Jaiulsbse Jovem Juncci ; tuque iade crcatnm

Vtii&nnra turpc&, cocliquc ei cr:e nieidnm?*'

There is to-day no doubt whatever that chronic

alcoholism as well as temporary intoxication at the

time of conception modifies profoundly the brain and

nervous system of both parent and offspring. Some
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of the most characteristic case* of instinctive crimi-

nality are solely or chiefly due to alcoholism in one

of the parents. When insanity and alcoholism are

combined in the parents, a rich and awful legacy

of degeneration is left to the offspring. Thus, one

among many instances, Morel quotes a case In winch

the father was alcoholic, the mother in3ar.e, and of

the five children one committed suicide, two became

convicts, one daughter was mad, and another semi-

imbecile. Carefully-drawn statistics of the 4000

criminals who have passed through Elmira, New York,

show drunkenness clearly existing in the parents in

about 38 per cent., and probably very many more.

Out of 71 criminals whose ancestry Rossi was

able to trace, in 20 the father was a drunkard, in

1 1 the mother. Marro found that o'n an aver-

age 41 per cent, of the criminals he examined liad

a drunken parent, as against 16 per cent, for nor-

mal persons.1 Dawson found that among 26 boys

and 26 girls in American reform schools one of the

parents was a hard drinker in the proportion of a

little over 80 per cent, of the boys, and 45 per cent, of

the girls; while in the proportion of 19 per cent of

the boys and 8 per cent, of the girls both parents

could so be described. Since such statistics, as

Dawson points out, are often obtained from the

parents themselves or their children, they are not

liable to err on the side of exaggeration. 8

• / C&ratcri iii ZMhtfwat/. The bom author to«h«* on lb* «vlt

rofluecct skbbollc uccstiy la La p. 239* iixl refer* to tbc

evidence showing that this fact was fun l liar to the ancients.

1 Geenge E. Drwwn, ‘'A Stixlyln Youthful Dcgenericy," /Va&-

Siwiuvjt December With rcferrttt to the wkUf
relttlocuhlfs of dcgts>iri!e heredity, the literature line* Monti te

tvteiifive. ticktme taay be node to the coddie and ccctprehenjive
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Nor is it necessary that the alcoholism should be

carried so far as to produce great obvious injury to

the parent. The action of the poison may be slow,

and carried on from generation to generation. The
fathers cat sour grapes; the childrens teeth arc set

on edge. 1

The relation of alcoholism to criminality is by no

means so simple as b sometimes thought; alcoholism

is an effect as well as a cause. It is part of a vicious

circle. For a well-conditioned person of who’esomc
heredity to become an inebriate is not altogether an

easy matter. It is facilitated by a predisposition, and

alcoholism becomes thus a symptom as well as a

cause of degeneration The conclusions of Dr.

Crothers, who has devoted considerable study to

this subject, arc worthy of attention- He believes

that we do not sufficiently study the origin of

inebriety. His conclusion* are—(r) that inebriety

is itself evidence of more or less unsoundness; (2) in

a large proportion of cases it is only a sign of slow

and insidious brain disease; (3) when crime is com-
mitted by inebriates* the probability of mental disease

19 very strong; (4) using spirits to procure ir.toxica-

wodi <4 TM, Lrx Fqm'uU AYp*t>Aa&ifui; *r» by Kiemto

|

M TiiT*ifcnration of Hereby,* XWrm, Sept. l3$7> cow.iir» :he

itocnC cC an utraoedinuU/ atsxrcal fin.il/; uitneaty will be band in

Tribe*’* T^uncy, chap, on Heredity."

1 I maybm vdm to * paper by Dr. \V. C. Sullivan on :h* tnflninc*

of material inrixiely on the offspring, with iTlniUnlive ease, J*urnnl

tf S<iit\<i
s Jdy 1899. Example* nrc here given cf the influence

on the cKiprlng <d cancejiticc Curing diuri^enneu. Bonrnmlic alio

room! that amun- :,y?J uSx, epiUptlc, Imbecile, i&i hyv.t*[ctl children

lathe Birftre, no! ion tlon t$t »rrrf rcncrivexl during the dnrnWn-
ncu of the father, while in 43 otheT cueo the father drunk at the

jxobthle momec* of oonce^iai {Fahireha C.W$w et Tfurfftortfua

J*r r/Z/ifyiit, rot *»*., C# 99, p. 202\
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lion for the purpose of committing crime i3 evidence

of the most dangerous form of reasoning mania.

The crime and the inebriety are only symptoms or

disease and degeneration, "whbae footprints can be

traced back from stage to stage.” 1 It may be added

that the danger of alcoholism, from the present point

of view, lies not in any mysterious prompting to crime

which it gives, but in the manner in which the poison

lets loose the individual's natural or morbid impulses,

whatever these may be.

If we set aside these slow and subtle causes and

symptoms of degeneration—causes which, while they

may have long teen recognised, arc only now begin-

ning to be understood - thorc is no doubt whatever

that the criminal parent tends to produce n criminal

child. There are, as Vidocq says, families in which

crime is transmitted from generation to generation,

and which .-eem to exist merely in order to prove the

truth of the old proverb: bin thitn chaste de race.

The investigations at Elmira shew that in nearly

50 per cent, the home was "positively bad,” and only

"good " in about 10 per cent. A large number of the

criminals investigated by Rossi {Studio sofm uua

Centuria di Criminal belonged to criminal families.

Two typical examples may be given:—N. N., con-

demned for fraud and violence; father, alcoholic,

convicted of fraud
j

mother, healthy
;

six brothers,

died young; one brother, a monster; another brother,

born with webbed fingers; another brother, highway-

robber; another brother, convicted of wounding; two

suiters, one insane, the other a prostitute. R. S., a

thief, camorrista, convicted of wounding, etc; father,

convicted of wounding; paternal uncle, a thief;

1 A oariiixa i/iJiie-LfjalJcurHti, Juc* l83S.
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mother, a drunkard, convicted for fraud and wounding;

maternal grandfather, insane; maternal unde*, caxr.or-

riata
;
one brother, pickpocket, who five times feigned

madness; another brother, camorrista, convicted of

fraud; another, thief; another, receiver; another,

carnorrista and thief
;

a sister, honest and healthy.

Allison, superintendent of the Matleawan State

Hospital, New York, is impressed by the frequency

with which very serious crime, especially murder

and violent assault, occurs in the same family. He
notes that at Mattcawan such cases as the following

were all confined at the same time (1898).—Two
brothers, one convicted of two assaults tn kill and
the other of robbery in the first degree; two brothers,

both accused of murder in the second degree; two

cousins, both charged with assault to kill; father and
son, father had committed four homicide* and the

son was indicted for assault to kill
;
two sisters, one

accused of assault to kill and the other of assault in

the thrd degree; two brothers, both convicted, one

of murder and the other of forgery; two brothers,

both committed murder in the first degree.

Morrison found that among the inmates of English

industrial schools, 51 per cent., or more than half, arc

cither illegitimate or have one or both parents dead,

or are the offspring of criminals and parents who
have abandoned them. Even when the parents are

alive, “in nine cases out of ten one or other of these

parents is distinctly disreputable." Morrison con-

cludes, concerning the parents, that “at the very least

eighty of them in every hundred arc addicted to

vicious, if not criminal, habits." 1

Magri, in Italy, has pointed out another tendency
1 W. D. Motihuu/iwurVr OftnJm, pfx U$, 150.
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in the heredity of criminals, though il has scarcely

yet been widely confirmed. He finds that criminals

very frequently bclqpg to large families. He has

found on questioning criminals that they belong

with remarkable frequency to large families. He

has found also that epilepsy, hysteria, and neuras-

thenia flourish in large families. This is in a line

with the fact that high evolution diminishes the

number of offspring. Magri finds a special cause for

degeneration in large families from the precocious

senility and organic exhaustion produced in women

by much child-bearing.
1

This conclusion is confirmed by the elaborate in-

vestigations of Marro* which show that the children

of young mothers Junder 21) are superior both as

regards conduct and intelligence, this tendency being

modified or counterbalanced by the fact that If the

father is very young or very oid the children tend to

turn out badly.

Sometimes the criminal tradition is carried on

through many generations and with great skill, a

kind of professional caste being formed. The John-

son family of counterfeiters in Amorica is an example

of this. The grandfather was a famous counterfeiter

in his day; the next generation were well known to

the police; in the third generation criminal audacity

and skill appear to have reached a very high degree

in seven brothers and sisters, qne of them, especially,

being considered one of the most expert counter-

feiters of the day; he has spent a large part of his

life In various prisons

» F. >!u£r!, **Le FraigUe qunl. .tUoeodono i deliaqntad,"

A'th. it Pd., tol ml. Fix v.-vi„ iStf,

* £a Pfbrdh, cip «. c»pe:iollj pp. JST-i'3
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The history and genealogical tree of a very remark-

able Brittany family of criminals through live genera-

tions has been published by Aubry. 1 The history

begins in the last century with Aimd Gabriel Kdraiigal

and his wife, who were both normal so far as U

known. The outcome through five generations has

been a family of eccentrics, of criminals, of friends of

criminals, and or prostitutes, but none cf them were

Insane, or at all events recognised as insane It Is

very interesting to find that one branch of the family

is free from crime, and includes a poet and a painter

of great talent who have both reached high social

position. Suicide, incest, and all sorts of reckless

licentiousness have flourished in this family. Their

impunity has been very remarkable, although besides

their proved crimes there have been various attempts

at crime and many merely suspicious occurrences.

Crime* of blood are laid to the charge of seven

person* in the genealogical tree; other offence* to

nine persons.

The so-called "Jukes" family of America is the

largest criminal family known, and Its history, which

has been carefully studied, is full of instruction 3 The

ancestral breeding-place of this family was in * rocky

inaccessible spot in the state of New York. Here

they lived in log or stone houses, sleeping indiscrimi-

nately round the hearth in winter, like so many radii,

with their feet to the fire. The ancestor of the

family, a descendant of early Dutch settlers, was born

here between 1720 and 1740. He is described as

• Autre, "Uee Ftmilla <le CrUiinej," Aon. U<J. Ptytk, N<v. -

Ore. 1S52; Ck /*., La CWflfi’M At A/mfrr. sui *1 , 1*0. FP 33

f nr-
• nr/uttr: A SMtfy >» Cnrn. AnWi'-, Diuau, eni HrrtAUy.

!v R. L. Dupilik. FUaint, tit* York. 1877.

9
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living the life of a backwoodsman, "a hunter and

fuher, a hard drinker, jolly and companionable, averse

to steady toil/' working by fits and starts This

intermittent work h characteristic of that primitive

mode of life led among savages by the men always^ if

not by the women, and it is the mode of life which

the instinctive criminal naturally adopts This man
lived to old age, when lie became blind, and he left a

numerous, more or less illegitimate, progeny. Two

of his sens married two out of five more or less

illegitimate sisters
;

these sisters were the "Jukes.”

The descendants of these five sisters have been traced

with varying completeness ihrough five subsequent

generation*. The number of individuals thu3 traced

reaches 709; the real aggregate is probably 1.2CQ.

This vast family, while it has included a certain

proportion of honest workers, has been on the whole

a family of criminals and prostitutes, of vagabonds

and paupers. Of all the men not twenty were skilled

workmen, and ten of these learnt their trade in prison;

180 received out-door relief to the extent of an

aggregate of fioo years; or, making allowances for

the omissions in the record, 2,300 years.' Of the 709
there were 76 criminals, committing it! offences.

The average of prostitution among the marriageable

women down to the sixth generation was 52.40 per

cent.; the normal average has been estimated at t.66

per cent. There is no more instructive study in

criminal heredity than that of the Jukes family.

1 The cost t€vr$, a: a rtrj moderate estimate. 47.om dollars foe a

ilnjjle family dating 75 yens. The toUl reel DugfUlt eatimutea xt x

mi12km and x yautr: dftttm during tVw period, withw: taking into

contidcmfon the enuilment c£ poopchAin tr>d eilmc gi wc:ceding
gena&txoA. The kercditoiy bUn rfce ai of one >*ni coil the tour.

3J yarnd Oul-doOf wll«f f;c two popple, a»d a toura btraL
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§ 7. Motor Activity.

Extraordinary and apelike agility has frequently

been noted among criminals. Every one is familiar

with the daring feats of agility by which prisoners

frequently escape scatheless from the hands of their

guardians. This characteristic appears to be some-

times favoured by unusual length of arm. A thief,

incendiary, violator, and murderer* examined by

Marandon dc Montyd, showod little abnormal or

criminal in his physical character, except an extra-

ordinary agility.

Attention has also been called to the prevalence

of the prehensile foot among criminal*. Stimulated

by Rcgnault*s investigations concerning the preva-

lence of the prehensile foot among Indians. Ottolenghi

and Carrara examined 100 normal men, 200 criminal

men, }i epileptics, 62 normal women, 50 prostitutes,

64 criminal women, and (so far as possible) 36 idiots;

all were over eighteen years of age. A drawing of

the foot and the space between the great and second

toes was taken, the subject standing erect and with the

toes in repose, and then another drawing was taken

after the subject had been requested to abduct the great

toe to the greatest possible extent; in both conditions

the space between the toes was measured at the base

and also at the periphery (/>., from the centre of

extremity of one toe to centre of extremity of the

other> The space was found to be smallest in

normal men; while a space over 3 mm. was found to be

three times more common in criminal than in normal

men. The epileptics closely resembled the criminals

in this reapecL The proportion of normal female

subjects showing a wide space was much greater than
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of normal men, but there was little difference between

the normal and the criminal women. Prostitutes

were much more abndrm*l in this respect, and ranked

with criminal men. The idiots were most abnormal

of all, though in their case it was not possible to take

drawings during forcible abduction. Two cases of

true prehensile power were met with.'

Left-handedness has. by instinct cr from accurate

observation, been regarded with disfavour in the

proverbial sayings of many nations. It is decidedly

common among criminals. Among the ordinary

population i in about 20 to 30* according to various

examinations, represent* the proportion of the left-

handed.' Fere considers that since right-handed-

ness is one of the most" ancient of human institutions
"

and indispensable to co-operation, left-handedness

may be regarded as " the mark of a tendency to the

dissolution of heredity.” 4 Among 90 thieves at

Elmira VVey found that 14 (or in the proportion of

15 per cent.) were left-handed, while 2 were ambi-

dextrous. Examining 8

1

normal persons, Marro

found the proportion of left-handed and ambidex-

trous persons was 6.2 per cent. Among criminals, on

1 Glctenchi Curar., ArciMt <U PHtliafr*1. i89», fate. ir..

v.; Penis, ufco has written nn ioUrMilnf study <X atavistic anomaliet

of the handi and feet In criminal*. claimt to have been the Cult «o print

oat the pranlmsca of thli character la criminals, Art* <U PtUk, 1895,

Fere. iv-r ; Jellies, who rloStd th* *>='- character in French prciti-

lutes, (bund it to he more matied c>cn than GloLogtU’a and Carrara'a

rranlu «hc«, aiul eaiatlng to a greater eatent in the left ttan is the

right foot. Art*.A Ptitk. , |R>7, Fait. i.

* See. *4., D. Wihco, Th Xi/h Hand: 1891.

For a very elnlxuate and eitendej study ol the prevalence of light-

lidednoa and ielt-ri-luloew in the body praually, ire Van Bien-ber,

Xtem PMiiopiljuf, t8>S.

• U Pamito Ahnpvkii*, 1898, p. 317.
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the other hand, with the single exception of highway-

men, the proportion of left-handed and ambidextrous

persons was in every case higher. Among 40

assassins in 1 7. 5 per cent.; among 7 incendiaries in

28.5 per cent.; among 44 burglars in l8t per cent.

This correspond* with a greater sensory obtuseness,

which ban also been observed on the right side

among criminals. It is also interesting to note the

ambidextrous tendency among children, savages, and

idiots.

With the dynamometer, alio, there appears to be a

slightly greater prevalence of excess of the left hand

over the right, judging from Mario's experiences- It

may be of interest to note here that among normal

persons the proportion in which the left hand is

stronger than the right is by no means small.

Thus at the International Exhibition in London in

Z8S4 observations made under Mr. Galton's super-

intendence on 4CO male adults—artisans, clerks,

professional men, etc.—between the ages of twenty-

three and twenty-six, showed that in 253 cases the

right hand was stronger than the left in squeezing

power; in 147 the left was stronger; in 28 both

hands were equal. If wc divide the individuals thus

examined according to occupation the results vary

curiously. Of 18 chemists, in 12 the right hand was

stronger, in 5
the left, in 1 both were equal. Of 9

carpenters and joiners, in 4 the right hand was

stronger. In 3 the left, in 2 both were equal. Of 87

clerks, in 52 the right hand was stronger, in 29 the

left, in 6 both were equal. OX 9 medical men, in 5

the right hand was stronger, in 4 the left Of 7

clergymen and ministers, in 3 the right hand was

stronger, in 3 the left, in 1 both were equal. The
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high proportion of right-handed squeezers among the

chemists is no doubt due to the effects of occupation,

to the constant praoticj of gripping heavy bottles

with the right hand. Occupation also, no doubt,

among the carpenters and joiners, favours squeezing

power In the left hand. The factor of occupation is

less obvious among clerks, but would no doubt favour

the right hand, and among these the proportion

keeps very close to the average among the 400

The doctors are almost as left-handed in this respect

as the carpenters, though the result can scarcely lie

influenced by occupation; while the clergymen, who

axe certainly most free from the influence of occupa-

tion in this respect, are the most left-handed of all,

although here the figure; are tco small to allow of

any very reliable results.

It seems that sufficient care has not yet been taken

to determine what constitutes left-handedness. The

relative strength of the two hands is not enough to

decide this, for mancinism, or Icft-sidedness, is a

matter of relative skill as well as of relative strength.

It is quite po99ib!c for a person to be left-handed in

seme respects, right-handed in others; thus (as

happens to be the case with the present writer) he

may be right-handed In regard to all those actions

which are exercised habitually and socially, or which

are the result of training, and left-handed in all other

respects. In such a case there appears to be a natural

tendency to left-sidedness, which is controlled and

concealed by training, but which takes every oppor-

tunity to assert itself .in more unguarded directions.

It appears to me that the act of throwing a stone, an

act requiring delicate nervous adjustment a3 well as

muscular force, and which is not subjected to the
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influence of artificial training, is for practical purposes

the most convenient and accurate lest for determining

left-handedness. This was the test adopted by Clap-

ham and Clarke; they found that 6 per cent of the

5C0 criminals examined were left-handed. 1

Ottolcnghi has also investigated the anatomical

mancinUm of criminals. At the suggestion of Lora-

broso, he him measured with Beriillon’s instillments,

which give the maximum of precision, the length of

the hands, the middle fingers, and the feet in 100

criminals and 50 normal persons. Difference* of less

than a millimetre he disregarded He found that

while the right hand was longer in 14 per cent, of the

normal persons, it was so in only 5 per cent of the

criminals generally, and in none of the thieves and

pickpockets. In 35 per cent of the pickpockets the

left hand was longer as against 1
1

per cent, in the

normal persons. Very similar results came out In

regard to the fingers. In 38 per cent, of the normal

persons the right foot was longer, in only 27 per cent

of the criminals; in this respect, however, the pick-

pockets (35 per cent) most nearly approach the

normal, while those convicted of wounding, who in

regard to the hand are nearest to the normal, arc in

this respect farthest from the normal. In 15 per

cent of the normal persons the left foot was longer,

in 35 per cent of the criminals, including 55 per cent,

of the cases for wounding, and in 56 per cent, of the

sexual offenders. It should be added that this ana-

tomical mancinism is not necessarily related with

motor mancinisvn.*

* Wui Kd nzAvtum R&rtu ro\. vi.

* 41 n Mnnonuma anetcmico =<i criminal!.' JrtAitvJ oY PikhJetria
%

1889, Fes:, vi.
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Anomalies of the tendon reflex of the knee

are very common among criminals; it is cither

exaggerated or, very frequently, absent Lombrcso

found feeble tendon reflexes" especially common
among thieves, and a very large proportion of

exaggerated tendon reflexes among sexual offenders.

Marro also found the highest proportion of exagger-

ated reflexes (the enormous proportion of 40 per

cent.) among sexual offenders. There was an alco-

holic or insane parentage among 79 per cent, of those

with exaggerated reflexes. It may be added that

among epileptics FM has found a remarkable ten-

dency to absence of the various cutaneous reflexes

—

pupillary, palmar, epigastric, abdominal, cremasteric,

gluteal, plantar, etc. 1

Muscular incoordinations and functional muscular

irregularities have been found to be unusually preva-

lent among criminals. Laurent has noted this as

regards incontinence of urine. 1 Baer investigated the

proportionof stammering among Berlin criminals and

found ic to be 2.5 per cent., a much larger proportion

than any statistics give for the ordinary population;

Laurent had previously noted the prevalence of

stammering among Parisian criminals. Abnormali-

ties in the handwriting oi criminals have been

investigated by Lomlxoso, Laurent, and Preycr*

Strabismus, or squinting, which h recognised as

common among the neurotic, was also found preva-

lent by Laurent, as it has by other investigators

among criminals elsewhere. Thus Case, examining

3 Thi, CtM/jfj rswford*. i* BMytA, im Oct. 1877-
w U erect, /MfMsdv Pniwi, 51 215.
* Set, #*, W. Pre>«r, "Die Ilandicfcrift tlct Valued**,• ZuV-

ukrijtju* Criminal AnlKnptUtU* Bd. I., Heft. r.
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the inmates of Elmira for eye-defects, found it rather

frequent and remarks :
" From the former manner of

living of many of these men, without home, exposed

to the inclemency the weather, and with insuffi-

cient and improper food, they arc subject to local

mal-funetion which affects the ocular muscles, causing

deviation. But the true came, I think, lies along the

line of degeneracy. There is lack of development

of the retinal elements in one eye of a congenital

nature, and in consequence the eye is low in visual

power, becoming crossed, as is the rule in such cases.

Unequal refraction of the two eyes compares in

frequency with other anomalous conditions found,

and is the causative factor in many of the strabismus

cases from the inability of the eyes to work together

at the fixation point, the poorer eye deviating in the

direction of the stronger muscle.” 1

§ 8. Physical StnstKHfy.

The extent to which tattooing is carried out among
criminals, sometimes not sparing parts so sensitive as

the sexual organs, which arc rarely touched even in

extensive tattooing among barbarous races, serves to

show the deficient sensibility of criminals to pain. 1

The physical insensibility of the criminal has indeed

been observed by every one who is familiar with

prisons. In this respect the instinctive criminal

resembles the idiot to whom, as Galton remarks,

1 TiuntiU.k Year ArtW Ytrh SttfC Htfrrmvery. *£35, JX 7&
* At Tahiti anil Vll tKas »?xcu) organ* were sometime! Inltocod.

A mare 142 tattooed criminal*, UmLnjio fooad 5 with deri^s 00 thw

penis; Lacc*Mgne’s very extend™r§***t&c< a imalJer pcc^or-

:loo (iicutcf 1.333^
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pain is "a welcome surprise.” He may even be

compared with many lower races, such as those

Maoris who did not hesitate to chop off a toe or two,

in order to be able to wear European boots. Dr.

l'elkin found the maximum distance at which two

points of a compass could be distinguished at the tip

of the tongue was in an average European M mm,
in a Soudanese 2.6 mm, in a negro 3 mm.

Lauvergnc mentions a convict, imprisoned for life,

who smiled with pleasure when, moxas having been

applied to him, he saw his skin burning and heard it

crack. Sbro . . . (who killed his brother and his

fatherX Lombroso's favourite typical case of "moral

insanity," was found by Tnmburini and Scppiiii to b:

without perception of pain when tested with a needle.

Other criminal* have been found very deficient in

sensibility to the electric current. Dr. Nicolton re-

marked : They arc comparatively free from that

agitation and trcmulousnes* which are so apt to arise

under circumstances involving suspense and painful

foreboding. The prisoner with the knowledge of a

probable flogging on the morrow, instead of giving

way to restlessness and anxiety, maintains a calm

and stolid behaviour." It is not uncommon to read

in the newspapers of criminals who hold out their

hands to be handcuffed without the slightest trem-

bling, and who cat heartily on the eve of execution, or

even while the jury above are still deliberating on

their fate

One of Rossi’s hundred criminals received when a

child his father’s blows as "caresses," and he was able

to walk with a dislocated foot from Genoa to Novi

(some thirty miles); another wounded himself severely

and declared that it gave him no pain. Dr. Pcnta,
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in the course of his elaborate researches, found that

the majority of his 1S4 instinctive criminals at Santo

Stefano were insensible to the pain of punctures,

burns, cuts, arid even grave surgical operations. " I

have extirpated tumours/’ he remarks," of consider-

able size, in the back and the neck, without the

necessity of producing anesthesia, and without causing

pain
;

in a case of feigned epilepsy ammonia to the

nose caused no reflex phenomenon, and deep puncture

and burning of the skin produced no painful con-

traction.”

This insensibility shows itself also in disvulner-

ability, or rapid recovery from wounds, first pointed

out by Benedikt, which appears to be a frequently

observed phenomenon among criminals; thus it had

bren noticed by several of the medical officers of

prisons who answered my Questions. 1
Irf this respect

the instinctive criminal resembles the lower animals

as well as the lower races of man
;
among the

Egyptians, Chinese, and AniuroJtes, and other races,

wounds heal much more rapidly than in Europe.

Thus Mr. Tregear remat ks:— " I have seen a Maori

speared with a big rafting-spear (an iron-shed pole

thicker than the wrist), the point driven through the

breast, just under the collar-bone, and coming out at

the back. In a week's time he walked fifteen miles,

crossing a mountain range, the wound being hcalod” 2

Benedikt speaks of a brigand who, in a revolt of

prisoners, had several vertebra broken; all his wounds

1 The dependence of disvmlneralxlity on initxmWIUy U *cU ibswn

in DtRKBcft eipetbamt : he mid; tvo cqozl and «ym*i*Ufcil weoad*

on th« right and left tbOAldm of 1 hypncUed nbject, and rnggttfed

insensibility cc ng‘v That side betted much more rapidly.

9 /on/na.’ Antkr^uoJ InuilHJt* Nov. i&fy.
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healed, ard the giant of former days became a dwarf,

but he could work at the forge with a heavy hammer

with all his old vigour. Lornbroso knew a thief

whose frontal bone was cloven laterally with a hatchet;

in fifteen days he was cured without any relapse.

He speaks also of a murderer who, when working as

a mason, was reproved for some fault; he threw him-

self from the third storey into the court; every one

supposed he was killed, hut he got up, smiling, and

asked to be allowed to continue work. A pregnant

woman performed on herself Cesarean section with

a kitchen knife, subsequently killing the child
;

she

recovered without dressings and without fever. We
hear also of a criminal with a fractured rib and

pleurisy who could hew wood and tiavcl in a cart

over rough mountain roads. M Individuals who possess

this quality,*' Lembroso remarks, ‘'consider them-

selves privileged, and treat with contempt those who
appear delicate and sensitive. It is a pleasure to

such men to torment others whom they regard as

inferior beings."

Though loud in their complaints of trivial ailments,

they arc often unconscious of severe illness. At
Chatham, in iSSS, a prisoner dropped down dead on

returning from labour; both lungs were found in an

early stage of pneumonia, and death was probably

due to syncope; he had made no complaints to any

one. Prisoners will inflict severe injuries on them-

selves in order to gain some very trifling object.

At Chatham, in 1871-72, 841 voluntary wounds or

contusions arc recorded; 27 prisoners voluntarily

fractured a limb, and 17 of them had to submit to

amputation; 62 tried to mutilate themselves, and 101

produced wounds by means of corrosive substances.
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Lomhroso found the general sensibility decreased

in 38 out of 66. Working with Du-Bois Rcymond’s

electrical apparatus, in conjunction with Mario, he

found the sensibility of the criminals much inferior

to that of the normal persona examined. Swindlers

possessed much greater sensibility than murderers

and thieves. Marro found sensibility, measured by

an othesiometer, most obtuse in murderers and

incendiaries. Similar results were obtained by

Ramlot, in reference to tactile sensibility; he

examined 103 criminals and 27 normal Fcrsons

and found obtusity in -14 per cent, of the former, and

in only 29 per ccnL of the latter.* It should be

noted that casos of excessive sensibility, due either

to extreme pusillanimity, or to some morbid condition

of the skin or brain, arc also found among criminals.

The eyesight of criminal* was found by Bono to be

superior to the normal. He examined 190 youthful

delinquents and compared them with over IOO youths

of similar age in an agricultural institute, the exami-

nation In all esses being made under the 9ame

conditions. The visual acuity of 49 per cent of the

criminals was superior to 1.5 Snellen
;
only 31 per cent,

of the honest youths possessed an equal acuteness.

Ottolenghi obtained similar result*.1 He examined

ICO criminals with Snellen’s type* in the open air.

uting various precautions to ensure uniformity and

accuracy. The results were—

Vam (irerae*) for 8» Itileres 8

„ „ it homlddttvu

lt
icocrirtirah =*.0

> Z/ul/ain it t* Soei/ii <tAulirtfeteiua Brandt, 1885.

1 <> L'oechfc. dri dtlioqj'nti," Anktoia di Pinife/ria. tSS6, Fair.
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In one of the homicides sight was exceedingly keen

'V - 3). He examined 1 5 warders, between the ages

of 27 and 45, under fhe.samc conditions, and found

vision -1.5. Further observations on this point are

needed, as previous observers (Bielakolf, for instance)

have found the sight of criminals inferior to the

normal. If Ottolenghi’s results arc confirmed by

extended observation, there is an interesting analogy

on this point between criminals and many lower

races. Thus examinations by Seggcl in 188 f yielded

the following results

—

IVsria de! Fotgiuii • - - V-5
NuUir* V=3
Gtciguu V-iJ

while among German and Russian soldiers the

average varied between and 095.

Ottolcnghi also found colour-blindness very rare;

he me! with one case (green-blindness) among 460

criminals tested with Holmgren's wools. This result

also corresponds with examinations of lower races,

such as Samoyeds, Lapps, Esquimaux, Nubians, etc

It should be added that this result also needs con-

firmation, as it does not correspond with other

observations. Titus Holmgren found that colour-

blindness existed in 5.60 per cent of 321 criminals,

while among 32,000 of the ordinary population the

proportion was scarcely 3 23 per cent. Narrowing
of the visual field has been found common, a fact

of significance, since this disorder is frequently con-

nected with disturbance of the nervous system.

The healthiness ofeye in criminals, ifconfirmed, may
be compared with a similar condition in imbeciles.

In a study of twenty ycung adult male imbeciles of
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a minor ficgrec than idiocy, Dr. Oliver found vision

normal and colour perception apparently normal, and

the eyes singularly free from the slight morbid

change* so common in the eye. This condition,

"which is shown by a proper balance of muscular

action, a persistence of congenital- hypermetropia,

and an abnormally healthy appearance of tlie eye-

groutid {presenting a picture that is almost identical

to the one seen during infantile existence), may be

considered as significant of a type of unused, healthy,

adult human eye."*

The hearing of criminals is relatively obtuse, and

they are prone to disease of the ear. Thus Dr.

Gradenigo, at the request of Lornbroao, undertook

a series of researches into the matter,’ in l to in-

stinctive and occasional criminals. Of the 82 criminal

men he examined, 55 (67.3 per cent.) proved to be

inferior to the normal. Of these 82, there were 40

who were instinctive criminals, mid of these 29 (73.5

per cent) had defective bearing. Of the 28 women,

5 (53-5 Pct cent.) possessed hearing inferior to the

normal Four of the women, however, possessed

hearing much superior to the normal average.* Gra-

denigo found that the defective hearing was due in the

great majority of cases to inflammatory affections ofthe

middle and internal car. He found no constant rela-

tion between defective hearing and obtusity of touch,

taste, and smell, frequently found among criminals.

' Churl.* Oliver, "The Eye of Ihe Adull ln-t*eU*y' Truuaetbnt

Jt&iAairiia* OfU>a!»ultpealSo/IO/, 18S7.

* XrfAtrno diA*41«frw, r* lll.-lr., 18^.

* h'ci ’.lie ulte ofcomplin*:®, GradrnigO(fees ihe reals o<nanin-

lion or 69 mes ard women belonging to lh« wiltaoiy pojwlitfao.

chiefly Ihr lo«r etna. Of these 44.6 per ernt. of Use ten, ltd 75 per

cent, cf the *mn, almwCil dhninlihed tearing.
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Ottolenghi has examined the olfactory acuteness

of go instinctive criminals (so men and 30 women)

and 50 normal persons of the middle and lower

classes. He constructed a land of osmometer con-

sisting of twelve aqueous solutions of essence of

doves, contained in similar bottles in similar quanti-

ties. The solutions were graduated from *„liro to

xao.' Beginning with the weakest solution, he noted

when olfactory sensation commenced; and he also

used the method of Nichols and Bailey, inviting the

subject to arrange the bottles in order of intensity.

The result, unlike what he had expected, was to show

distinctly that the olfactory sense is less developed in

the criminal than in the normal person, and slightly

less in the criminal women than in the criminal men.

Among normal persons (as Nichols arid Bailey had

previously found) the olfactory sense of women is lea

keen than that of men. Among the So criminals, 8

{6 men and 2 women) possessed no olfactory sensi-

bility; in 2 of these there was entire absence of

perception, in 6 absence of specific sensation.

Ottolcnghi has also investigated the sense of taste

in criminals* He examined 60 instinctive criminals,

20 occasional criminals 20 normal persons of the

lower class, 50 students and professional men, 20

criminal women and 20 normal women, all healthy

and robust, and for the most part between the ages of

twenty and fifty. The three test substances used

were sulphate of strychnia, saccharine, and common
salt; various precautions (attention to uniformity

of amount of solution used, temperature of solution,

cleanliness of mouth, etc) were adopted in order to

1 *' L'OUatto nei Criminal*," AnklnoJi Pmtiitrte. 1888. Ftse. v.

' Ankitltdi PiUUatria, t8»i Fast iii.-ir.
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make a series of experiments* full of practical

difficulties, as reliable as possible. From these

experiments, it appeared that the sense of taste is

snore developed in the normal man than in the

criminal, and more developed in the occasional

criminal than in the instinctive criminal He found

gustatory obtusenesi in 38.3 per cent of the instinc-

tive criminals, in 25 per cent, of the lower class men
examined, and in 14 per cent, of the professional men.

The criminal women also showed a larger proportion

of gustatory obtuscncss than the normal women. He
noted, however, that the women who parsed a3

normal, but who were given to vice and prostitution,

showed an even larger percentage of gustatory obtuse-

ncss than criminal women. The defect in gustatory

acuteness seemed to him generally to be rather of a

qualitative than quantitative character. The generic

excitation wa9 produced in a large number of cases

as soon as in the normal person, but the specific

sensation was very retarded. The subject was con-

scious of a taste, but could not tell of what kind

it was; that is to say, the defect was situated cen-

trally, in the cerebral cortex, rather than in the

sensorial apparatus.

It is worthy of note that criminals begin to use

tobacco at an early ag^. Thus among a population

which normally begins to smoke before the age of

thirty only in the proportion of 14 per cent (and

thr insane 7.2 per cent), 22 per cent, of criminals

smoke befoie the age of thirty, and nearly all

(279 out of 300 males and 33 out of 32 women)
before entering prison. Venturi 1 found tobacco used

by !4<3 P“ r cent of normal men, r.5 of normal

* Stodb /*/ trincc mi Jam s kH crimmU/.

10
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women; 45.8 of criminal men, 15.9 of criminal

women. Marambat* concluded that the love of

lobacco was the first passion that rooted itself in the

youthful criminal. Out of 603 juvenile delinquents,

between the ages of eight and fifteen, 51 per cent

had acquired the custom of using tobacco before their

detention. At Elmira Wey found that among 132

youths assigned to the physical training department

only 5 per cent were not addicted to smoking or

chewing tobacco, or both.

Lombroso notes that the sensibility of criminals to

the weather appears to be greater than that of the

ordinary population. He found it in 29 out of 112.

There were 9 who became quarrelsome shor tly before

storms, and one of these remarked that his com-

panions always foretold bad weather when he sought

to quarrel. DoatofefTsky observed that quarrels and

disturbances were particularly common among the

convicts in the spring. What is tntc of the Russian

prisoners in Siberia seems also to be true of American

prisoners at New York From some tables given by
Dr. Wey of Elmira it appears that marks for bad

conduct are Specially numerous in the spring, and

also, to some extent, in the autumn.*

The mere recent investigations into the data of

physical sensibility among criminals, while they have

frequently confirmed the results already reached,

have shown that such investigations arc beset with

many difficulties, and have also tended to show that

while there is une large class of criminals whose

• Haxu StimHfip*, 1SS9.
1 Fai a caeiat dSSMHtoi mtyejl. m u«<!/ of " Tlic Pheno-

mem of PeriMiriry,” H»»«1 nffc EHU, S/uJia in tit Pytltb/y <j
Stx, tcJ ii.. PhiUdclffcu. 190a
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sensibility is more obtuse than that of normal people,

there is another class who tend in many respects to

have more acute sensibility. There is nothing here

to surprise us, foe while, on the one hand, the relation-

ship of the criminal to the idiot piopaics us to expect

the sensory obtuseness so often found, the equally

undoubted neurotic relationships of criminality in a

certain proportion of eases should prepare us to find

in some eases a morbid degree of sensory acuteness.

Professor OttolenghJ, in his examination of 265

criminals, points nut that obtusity of genera' sensi-

bility is by no means necessarily parallel with obtusity

to pain. In his eases the physiological examination

showed that abnormal obtusity to pain, measured by

Du-Bois Rcymond’s electric apparatus, existed in 61

per cent of the 128 eases in which this pcint was

investigated. Obtusity of general sensibility was

found in *;t per cent The two sensibilities were

frequently not parallel; this was very clearly shown

in the later observations made with the more delicate

Edelmann apparatus. Tactile obtusity was found

in 35 per cent of 156 cases, and was found to he

fairly independent of general sensibility and sensi-

bility to pain. 1

Dr. Tfcmowsky has published an interesting study

of the sensory acuteness of female criminals and

prostitutes, which shows that the phenomena arc not

always harmonious.* The subjects examined all

belonged to the centre of Russia, and included 50

murderers, 50 recidivist thieves, 50 habitual prostitutes,

and 50 healthy and honest peasant women.

1 Arftfvcfi di PruhtotrU, voJ. xviii., 1897.

* 4, 5«j 19* Organ» d« Sets da Frame* CrimiaeUa et cm Fre*-

litfcies" ArcKmdi Pri(k**tria, vol. alt., 1S73, Fast L-U.
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III Idling taste sensibility, she found that about 30

per cent of the murderer*, prostitutes, and normal

individuals were able t« distinguish salt, sugar, acetic

acid, and quinine, and as many as 52 per cent of the

thieve*.

In testing the sense of smell, normal sensation was

found in 66 per cent of the murderers and the pros-

titutes, in 72 per cent of the thieves, ar.d 82 per

cent of the peasant women. Hearing, as determined

by a watch, was weakened in as many as 46 per cent

of the murderers, in 32 per cent of the thieves, in 24

per cent, of the prostitutes, and in only 14 per cent

of the peasant women.

Sensibility to pain, as measured by Du-Bois Rey-

mond’s instrument, was specially obtuse on the faces

of the prostitutes, although the palms of their hand*

were specially sensitive, and in 10 per cent of the

peasant women the palm was absolutely insensible to

pain. This is merely additional proof how idle it is

to select the palm of the hand for such observations,

no information is gained as to the sensibility of the

individual; the result depends entirely on the amount

of manual labour habitually performed. Taking the

body generally, the figures obtained by Mile. Tar-

nowsky were fairly uniform in murderers, thieves,

prostitutes, and honest women, and she is not able to

agree with those investigators who find that sensi-

bility to pain is markedly diminished in criminal

ivomcn. Dr. Gurrieii of Bologna, however, has

published a very careful and detailed study of

ordinary sensibility and sensibility to pain (examin-

ing various pare of the body) in 40 girls in an

orphanage, 15 normal women, and 60 young pros-

titutes
;
he found that in every respect prostitutes are
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markedly more obtuse than normal women with the

single exception of the hand. 1 Abnormalities of
various kinds have also hern found by Ardu and

others to he very numerous in prostitutes 1

Rosario Spina, again, studying sensibility to tactile

pain, electric, and thermic stimuli in over 2CO

criminals, prostitutes, and normal men and women,

found all kinds of sensibility diminished, but more so

in the criminals than in the prostitutes; as regards

tactile sensibility, the criminal women were less

sensitive than the criminal men; the prostitutes, on

the whole, occupied an intermediate position, nearer

to the normal than to the criminal women. 3

It is noteworthy that Dawson, In his study of 52

youthful American offenders, found that only a small

proportion of the boys, and not a much larger pro-

portion of the girts, showed less sensitiveness to pain

than normal children, while greater sensitiveness was

shown in the proportion of 92 per cent of the boys,

and 80 per cent, of the giils. Dawson accounts for

this by the neurotic character of many of the delin-

quent*. and the fact that their general health svas

below the normal standard. 4 It must be added that

* "Soaiiblfilie Aramaic Fillet* e Pskhlche orila Doent Nctmile

e nelli frcti-tuu." Ankivttdi PiitA&rU, Pate. W.-v., 1^2.
3 LorabfC40 und F«rmo <i«l Silly *\\h tht pxwtiuin, a* ««11 m

with crimhal ind nc.rnil women, in tbeii oluible ind svggaliv:

wor%, /.* JJnoid ZWIitfnfite, tf vhth ihoc are good Gumm end

rrenrfi Irambllcfli
; the English iranslallon (published undo lb: till:

ol 7i/ f<M*U 0/<*Ar} i\ tnfnrluoUlf, for loo iKOmpleir lo be cl

limit me.

' Xml/a funAtimU itflktbfU, re! i., 1S97 Mia F. A,

Kelior, inntiigMing trim.wl Ic. Chltapo, finds liseniibiUy

lo pain imam. This 3 ftcjofnlly Kcompsnied, she «ddi, by

•heo.mil leu 0
(
pun.

• Frias*#1*1 Suniuii>?, Dec :S<j6, pp. 232. 243.
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as regards sensibility to touch, as welt as regards

acuteness of sight and heating, these criminal children

were inferior to the normal average While a small

proportion of the boys showed delicate touch dis-

crimination, it was not found among one of the girls.

The investigations of the eye and eyesight among

criminals arc still not altogether in harmony with one

another. This Goudibcrt, in an examination of 362

youthful criminals in the reformatory at Aniane,

Hdrault, 1 could rot find that cye-disoidcrs and stig-

mata were more frequent than in normal subjects, but

is in agreement with those who find that the eye in

criminals, as in idiots, is abnormally healthy. Colour-

blindness was relatively rare; narrowing of visual

field was not found, nor strabismus
;

there was a

large proportion of keen-sighted individuals, and no

special excess of myopia, hypermetropia, or astig-

matism. These subjects were nearly all between the

ages of 10 and 20, and mostly the children oi

criminals and prostitutes Case, charged with the

examination of those suffering from eye-trouble at

Elmira, and therefore dealing with a more serious

class of criminals than those sent to a French re-

formatory, cannot give so favourable a report. "The
greater number of disease* of the visual apparatus,”

he remarks, "in the case of the Reformatory inmates

can be traced to accidents and the habits incident to

early life, and the general degeneracy of the indi-

vidual from inherited and acquired syphilis, alco-

holism, dissipation and vice, tobacco, privation, mal-

nutrition, etc. As errors of refraction depend largely

upon a disproportionate structure of the eye, a want

1 Cfulrihaimt A eii*4t <* Fml it * »>/<*« tkn in ir/mimh

OMwda MootpdBeiJ, :S^.
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of harmonious relation of the anatomy or the eye and

its refractive media, we expect to find refractive errors

occurring frequently In such individuals in whom lack

of symmetry is so common a characteristic. The

expression of many of the eyes is peculiar. As the

cranial and facial measurements are dsspioportionate

in many pases, it must follow* that the orbits arc

likewise. Hence we arc quite apt to find either too

narrow or too broad inter-pupillary distances. It has

happened to be Lhe latter in my experience at the

Reformatory. I have records of several instances in

which it was three inches—whereas the average is

about 2.38 inches among adults outside.

"As might be expected from anomalous physical

development, extremely high degree of refractive

error exists. Contrary to the generally accepted

view of ophthalmologists, myopia and myopic astig-

matism arc the most frequent focal errors found. It

Has been set down and adopted that these forms of

refractive error are the result of civilisation and educa-

tion, of high pressure and competitive examinations

in school, and prolonged application of the individual

to close work and study. The class of men found in

this institution should practically be exempt from

near-sightedness if this view be ccrrccL But the

opposite arc the exact conditions found. There is

little doubt but in many instances there is an inherited

tendency to near-sightedness transmitted through

many generations, and that unhygienic environment

and general deterioration of these subjects weakens

the coats of the eye and precipitates these conditions.

The other focal errors found do no: differ essentially

from those encountered in general practice save in

the prevalence of high degrees of the same. Disturb-
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ances of the equilibrium of exterior ocular muscles in

a tendency of the eye to turn in abnormal directions,

so-cailcd dynamic squint, were not noticed They

are not so common as in general society. Sequela; of

cornea! lesions arc of common occurrence. Opacities

both localised and diffused, with interstitial deposits

of corneal layers, are often seen and evidence former

traumatism. In some cases they indicate a previous

specific trouble. Diseases of the iris, crystalline lens,

and deeper structures of the eyes arc frequently seen

but arc not characterised by anything peculiar to

these individuals. In reviewing what has been said,

the conclusion is entertained that the physical make-

up of the adolescent criminal Is reflected as well in

his visual organs as in other portions of his body, and

the predisposition to eye trouble is inaugurated at

birth. The environment, personal habits, and mode

of living only serve to act as exciting causes upon an

already predisposed organism." 1

Vase-motor StnsiMity.— I nability to blush has

always been considered the accompaniment of crime

and shamelessness. Blushing is also very rare among

idiots ajid savages; the Spaniards used to say of the

South American Indians: " How can one trust men
who do not know how to blush?” From the investi-

gations of Amadei, Tonnini, and Bcrgesio, it appears

that if we compare lunatics and criminals, twice as

many of the latter are incapable of blushing. Pasini,

in his examinations of women, noted blushing in 21

per cent of murderers, 20 per cent, of poisoners, 18

per cent of infanticides, and only 10 per cenL of

thieves. It was not at the mention of their offences

that they blushed, but when questioned concerning

1 7mutisti IW AW\ iV-tu Ytrt Sltui RtfirnaUrj,
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their menstrual functions. Out of 1 30 criminal women

examined by Salsotto, 50 blushed when spoken to

concerning their offences. Dc Andronico of Messina

communicated to Lombroso some interesting, though

too general, observations concerning the prostitutes

and young female criminals in prison under his

charge. "Among the inscribed prostitutes,’ he

remarks, " none blushed when questioned concerning

their occupation. I have seen some of them blush

when reproached for unnatural practices. 1 have

noted that female homicides narrate their deeds

ingenuous!*' and without blushing; those who have

poisoned their husbands blush, but partially. Among
female prisoners condemned for theft, blushing shows

itself first on the ears, then on the race; those who

are condemned for excitation to prostitution do not

blush.”

In order to test the vaso-motor reactions of the

criminal to various thoughts and emotions, Lombroso

made a series of very interesting experiments, during

thq course of a year, with the sphygmograph and

with Mosso's ingenious and valuable instnuner.t, the

plcthysmograph. With the sphygmograph (or, rather,

the hydrosphygmograph) he observed the degree of

excitement produced on various individuals by the

sight of wine, cigars, food, money, and photographs

of nude women. The plcthysmograph is a delicate

instrument for measuring mental excitement, depend-

ing on the fact that the slightest emotion causes an

alteration in the amount of blood present in any part

of the body.' With the plethysmcgraph Lombroso

found that the strongest impressions (superior to the

' See Mcmo's own nrconst of live fa b» JlUKlircl*

tvilf.cn lOCflOK-spb os feu, Oufv V.
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normal) were produced -by cowardice, fear of the

judge, some favourite mode of excitement (wine or

women), but above all, by vanity. It is not, however,

easy to generalise from his observations.

AH these researches into the physical sensibilities

of the criminal are of the first importance, and it is

necessary that they should be greatly extended and

carefully checked. So far they nearly all converge

to show that the criminal is markedly deficient in

physical sensibility. This physical insensibility is

associated with that moral insensibility, or psychical

analgesia, as it has been called, which is, as we

shall sec, the criminal’s most fundamental mental

characteristic.



CHAPTER IV.

CRIMINAL ANTJIROPOLCOV (P$YCIIICAL>

§
i. Moral Insensibility.

The moral insensibility of the instinccivcand habitual

criminals his lack of forethought, his absence of

remorse, his cheerfulness, hail been noted long before

they were exhaustively studied by Despir.e. In the

argot of French criminals, conscience is la muetU, and

to induce any one to lead a dishonest life is Paffranckir.
This moral insensibility is, indeed, a commonplace of

observation with all who have come in close contact

with criminals. Gall remarked :
" If criminals have

remorse; it is that they have not committed more

crimes, or that they have let themselves be caught1 '

Dostoieffsky, speaking from his intimate and sym-

pathetic acquaintance with convicts in Siberia, said :

*4 During so many years 1 ought to have been able

to seize some indication, however fugitive, of regret, of

moral suffering. I have perceived positively nothing.

Seclusion and excessive work only develop among
those people a profound hatred, the thirst of forbidden

pleasures, and a terrible indifference.
0 He gees on to

tell of a parricide who remarked carelessly, in the

course ofconversation :
“ Take my father, for example,

he was never ill up to the day of his death.”
44 Scenes

of heartrending despair arc hardly ever witnessed

among prisoners," observes Dr. Wey of Elmira; 41 their
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sleep is disturbed by no uneasy dreams, but is easy and

sound
;
their appetites, also, arc excellent." 1 " It is a

most singular thing," remarks Mr. Davitt, “that 1

have met very few individuals in prison who gave

evidence in appearance or talk of being truly miser-

able, no matter what the length of their sentence,

amount of extra punishment, or contrast between their

previous and their convict life may have been." 1 Mr.

Davitt seems inclined to attribute this sinister con-

tentment to a sort of heroic fortitude providentially

implanted in the criminal breast He refers, however,

to one man who never smiled during the time he was

in Dartmoor. “ His existence seemed to be one

perpetual sorrow, and he formed altogether the most

striking exception to the rule of non-despairing

prisoners which came under my notice during my
long intercourse with Dartmoor’s criminal population."

Now this man was a Swansea stone-mason who had

come home one Saturday evening " a little fresh," but

not drunk, to 5nd his wife in tears, and on ’learning

that 9hc had been insulted by a man who lived on the

other side of the street, he rushed out; chisel in hand,

to the man's house and left him desperately wounded.

It is clear that thi3 man, who was sentenced to seven

years' penal servitude, was not an instinctive criminal,

or an habitual criminal at all
;

it wa; the strength of

his social, and not of his anti-social, instincts which

had caused his crime. He was merely a criminal by
passion, and his case forms, therefore, no exception to

the general rule.

On the whole we may conclude that the practice

of the instinctive and habitual criminal corresponds

1 PkytitnlW iHUtlHhtal TnMngofCrimimJr, p. jj.
1 tm.1 /raw a Priun Diary. D- 1:9.
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very closely with Ihc faith of that religious sect who
in Commonwealth days held "that heaven- and all

happiness consists in the acting ofc those things which

arc sin and wickedness," and '"that such men and

women arc most perfect and like to God or eternity

which do commit the greatest sins with least

remorse."

Despine, in his Psychologit NatunlU (1868), studied

this question on the largest scale in order to obtain

exact results. “ I addressed myself for this purpose,"

he tells us, “to the collection of the Gazette ties

Tribunatut, going back to 1825, and I soon acquired

certainty that this psychical peculiarity is an invariable

rule among these criminals. ... I acquired the cer-

tainty that those who premeditate and commit crime

in cold blood never experience moral remorse I

found also that there who manifest acute sorrow and
real remorse after a criminal act. have committed that

act either under the influence of a violent passion

which has momentarily stifled the moral sense, or by
accident, without intention." He concludes that the

two great psychical conditions for crime are moral

insensibility and perversity, with two accessory moral
anomalies, imprudence and lack of foresight.

“You premeditated your crime?" said the judge.
“ Yes, for eighteen months." " But that is monstrous."
* I know

;
I ought to have done it in April, but having

no money, 1 arranged it for January." A murderer,

after receiving sentence, was led out in the midst of a

crowd who hurled imprecations at him. He saw a

comrade and shouted to him, almost laughing

—

"Hallo! I've just been condemned to death." An
Albanian, after having killed a traveller to rob him,

lamented that the expense of the shot amounted to
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five paras; he had only found four paras on the

victim
;
that was his one regret An assassin after

his crime passed twg days eating and drinking with a

comrade
;
" he was as gay as i lark," said the latter.

"But," said the judge to the accused, "one fact

indicates remorse on your part
:
you were about to

cut your throat when arrested." “That was that 1

might not be taken to prison."

Wainewright unb’u shingly avowed his atrocities.

How could he kill such an innocent and trustful

creature as Helen Abercrombie, he was asked once.

After a moment’s reflection he replied, " Upon my
soul I don't know, unless it was because die had such

thick legs."

It would be e«y to give many similar stories

exhibiting the moral Insensibility of the instinctive

criminal, frequently manifested in brutal bravado.

They are, however, easily accessible and of sufficient

notoriety. It is enough to give one more. A
corporal at Paris Wiled an old woman, the landlady

of an inn, in order to rob her. He was condemned to

death without any hope that his penalty would be

commuted. He knew this, but was not disturbed,

and was proud of his calmness and sangfroid

;

he

talked to his warders on the most various subjects,

without reference, however, to his crime
;
read books

from the prison library, and finally devoted himself

to what he called the literary labours of his last hours.

He had a taste for verse, and wrote a drama concern-

ing his crime. " Death I " he often said to those

around him
;

" 1 cannot fear it either as a soldier or

as a philosopher. Yet it i* overtaking me in my
youth and strength. It is a terrible thing, but I am
prepared, and I shall go to my execution courage-
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ously and with head erect." The acts or this Socratic

criminal agreed with his words. He slept peacefully,

rose and dressed himself with a smile on hi3 lips,

glad, as he said, to find himself still in this world,

where :c is, after all, so pleasant to live. His appetite

was always good, and he joked with the warder who
attended him about the small amount of food supplied

to him. " Patience
!

" he exclaimed, “<i la guerre ammt
a laguerre."

An executioner told I.ombroso that all the high-

waymen and murderers went to their deaths joking.

It would, however, be a mistake to trace moral insen-

sibility in the trar.quil avocations and bon-molt of

mm who, whatever their crimes, are about to pay the

extreme forfeit fer them. One criminal occupied his

last hours with arranging his unpublished literary

works
;

another gave lessons in hygiene to the

warders ; a third remarked to those who sought to

hurry him to the place of execution,
" Do not be

disturbed; they will not begin without me.” Such

stories have, however, been recorded of the most

eminent political offenders in all countries.

Dr. Corrc, in his interesting work, Les Criminels,

has investigated the historic and judicial documents
relative to the last moments of 88 criminals con-

demned to death, of whom 64 were men and 24

women. Of the men 25 died in a cowardly manner,

already half-dead with fear, or else after a despairing

Struggle with the executioner. These were more

than two-fifths of the whole number, and included

many of the chief criminal celebrities, some of them

educated men, doctors and priests. Four accepted

their fate in a state of extreme nervous excitement,

accompanied by loquacity. Twelve maintained to
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the end a cynical and theatrical attitude
;

these

were vain individuals, often with some pretensions to

literary ability
;
Lacenaire is the type of them. Five

died with indifference, an impassivity which recalls

the insensibility of the bmte or the unconsciousness

of the madman. Eighteen went out of the world

with a calm and resigned courage, often repentant,

and prepared by the exhortations of the priest They
belonged to various social classes* Those of the

lower classes were generally more sincere, and publicly

avowed their guilt, holding themselves up as warnings

to others; those belonging to the middle classes,

anxious to leave behind a doubt as to their guilt,

declared themselves innocent ; Others were silent.

Of the 24 women, only
5

(about one- fifth) showed
cowardice. Only one, a poisoner, showed '

4

revolting

cynicism." The rest, iB in number, were self,

possessed and resigned, frequently repentant, and

generally consoled by religious administrations. In

this category is included the Marquise dc Brinvillicra,

who for a long quarter of an hour was exposed to an

immense crowd nearly naked—"mirodfe, ras^e, dress^c

ct redresses par le bourreau,” wrote Mme. de Sevignd

—with unshaken firmness. Three - fourths of . the

women, little more than one-fourth of the men, arc

among those who died with resigned self-possession.

The cynicism, cowardice, and brutal passivity of the

others alike testify to moral insensibility.

Out of more than 400 murderers 13rucc Thomson had

known, only three expressed remorse. Of the 4000
criminal* who have passed through Elmira, 36.2 per

cent, showed on admission positively no susceptibility

to moral impression*; only 23.4 per cent were
" ordinarily susceptible." Dr. Salsotto, in his recent
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study of no women condemned for premeditated

assassination or complicity in such assassination, 1

wa* only able to recognise genuine penitence in 3ix.

He is careful to point out that precise statistics on

this point ate of no great value, unless they arc

associated with a very intimate knowledge of

individual criminals
;

the assumed penitence is

seldom real, and the real penitence is not obtrusive.

Dostoicffsky, the most profound student of the

human heart who has ever studied criminals

intimately, has noted this fact—" In one prison there

were men whom I had known for several years,

whom I believed to be savage beasts, and for whom,

as such, I felt contempt
;
yet at the most unexpected

moment their souls would involuntarily expand at

the surface with such a wealth of sentiment and

cordiality, with such a vivid sense of their own and

ethers’ suffering, that scales seemed to fall from one’s

eyes
;

for an instant the stupefaction wa? so great that

one hesitated to believe what one had seen and

heard."

The moral insensibility of the instinctive criminal

is the cause of his cruelty, a cruelty which he fre-

quently displays from his childhood Rossi found

in ten of his ico criminals an exaggerated and

precocious cruelty
;
one of them, a* a child, used to

take young birds, pull out their feathers, and roa3t

them alive; another revenged himself on biids for

the punishments imposed on him by his parents A
certain amount of cruelty is, however, almost normal

in healthy children. The instinctive criminal is more

distinctively marked by his continuance of the same

practices throughout life. At Buenos Ayres a man

> JnWSt tU PiMatr/f, iSSa. P«c. i£-ir.
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killed his father in order to rob him, and not finding

the money, he placed his mother's feet on the (ire to

make her confess that of which she was ignorant

Another, after killing an entire family, played with

the corpses of the children by throwing them in the

air and catching them alternately. Another, men-

tioned by Lombrcco, when shown a photograph of

his wife whom he had muidcrcd, testified to the

identity without the tremor of an eyelid, tranquilly

adding that after inflicting the fatal wound he had

asked for forgiveness, which had not been granted.

A little nursemaid poisoned the twin children under

her care with the phosphorus from a box of matches,

in order to procure the excitement of going out to the

doctor's and the chemist's. 1

In India no motive for murder seems too unnatural

or tco far-fctched to be occasionally true. “A village

schoolmaster in Aligarh (1881) killed one of his

pupils; and a stepfather in the same district threw

his two stepsons into the Ganges because he was

tired of them. A man in Jhansi (1885) killed his

daughter because his neighbour had slandered her,

in order that the girl's blood might be upon the

neighbour’s head. A master murdered his' servant

(1881) and threw the body before his enemy's door,

solely in order to bring a false charge against the

latter. A similar case occurred in Azamgarh five

years later : a boy was murdered by his grandfather

and uncle; they threw the body into a sugar-cane

field, and then charged the owner with the crime.

A still stranger story comes from the Mutha District

:

Kandbir, a Jat, who had once been a thriving man
1 Ksaor <ne rxemplo ct the moral luenilbUity’ of citmlnili may U

found in I>r. Com’i book, I41 Crlniiafi (:88p|, p 157, « «,*.
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in Randbirpur. fell into the hands of the money-
lenders, lost his properly and his house, and became
for some crooked reason embittered against his old

fellow-villagers. He made up his mind to bring them
into trouble. Taking his chopper with him, he met a
little Chamar girl, whom he took into a temple in

Bahadurpur. There he cut her throat ar.d slightly

wounded himself, and then brought a charge of

dacoity and murder against the people of his old

village." 1

Such moral insensibility is, no doubt, intimately

related to the physical insensibility already noted,

and is of an equally morbid or atypical character

It passes far beyond that of the savage with which

the moral insousibility involved in deliberately killing

or injuring a fellow-creature may fairly be compared.
An Australian prison-official tells how two prisoners

were working together on a stone-heap: one had a
quid of tobacco In his mouth, when hi3 companion
asked him for it and was refused; he quietly waited

his chance, struck his companion violently nn the

head with a stone-hammer, instantly killing him, then

opened the jaws and transferred the tobacco to his

own mdutli1 " How you snore!” said one person to

another. * Do it again, and I kill you." An hour

afterwards he killed him. Lord Gifford mentions an

Australian woman of the Muliana tribe who admitted

having killed and eaten two of her own children, who
annoyed her by crying. (The Australian aborigines

are, however, usually very tender to their children.)

A Maori chief said to Mr. Tregcar—“If I go out for

a morning walk with my spear, and I see a man,

1 Kitts’s Strwrrr Crime in nn Indian Province, iSSg, pp. 14, 15.

* II A White. Wes Crime in AMfrvhv.
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and I push my spear through him, that isn’t murder

—that Is * killing' But if I invite him to my home,

give him food, tell him to sleep, and then kill him,

that is
1 murder

'

"

1 Such a clear-cut distinction as

this testifies to a considerable degree of moral insen-

sibility, It must be noted, however, that while in

this respect the criminal approximates to the savage,

he is at the same time related to those more or less

civilised persons who tolerate killing with equanimity

when it is called war.

§ 2. Dreaming in Criminals.

Various writers have briefly referred to the char-

acteristics of sleep and dreaming among criminals.

Despine referred to the calmness of their sleep.

Lombroso has pointed oat that It is often disturbed

by dreams. Dostoievsky described in detail the

peculiarities of sleep among criminals and the fre-

quency of talking and gesticulating in sleep. Fern

has pointed out the diagnostic significance of the

sleep of murderers; the sleep of the insane murderer

after his deed resembles that of the epileptic after an

attack, while that of the born murderer is a natural

sleep like that of a workman after a day’s labour*

More recently Dr. Santo de Sanctis, of Rome, a

psychologist and alienist who has devoted himself

with much skill and patience to the difficult task of

studying the phenomena of sleeping and dreaming

both in health and disease, has investigated the

1 “ Thf M»«!*ofNew Zealand.
1
' feurnt!AiVSn/atefiialIiutilMi,

No*. iSS*
* Fern, OnanSM, |>p. >49, fi<S 6 .
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matter among criminals. 1 He studied in ail 125

criminals, of which number 40 were men at the

Orvieto prison, 61 were mer of the worst type,

nearly all guilty of crimes of bicod, In the Regina

Cedi prison at Rome, and 24 were women. With

regard to the frequency of dreaming the results may
be stated as follows :

—

CrlirtwU
Oltrn Uin

drmm
Xca (Orvfclol - • 40 .. ... 23 .. .... 22 ... ... 5

Men (Rome) • - 61 9 - .... iS ... ... 1*

Women • • u .. ... 7 .. H - ... j

Total . * i*5 29 &4

There were a certain number of neurotic subjects,

even among the Orvieto criminals, and it is note*

worthy that, with the exception of these neurotic

subjects, there was general agreement in stating

that in freedom they dreamed much less than in

prison. De Sanctis suggests that the idleness of

prison life, the desire of liberty, and perhaps special

nutritive conditions, reinforce the mental activities of

3lccp. Three women murderers asserted that they

had never dreamed before entering prison- The
figures given show dearly that it is among the worst

criminals that the greatest proportion of non-dreamers

is found
;
the 24 men who never dream arc nearly all

sentenced for life, while of the three women who
never dream, one is a thief of the very worst conduct,

now in prison for ill-treating her own child, another

an old recidivist homicidal virago, and the third,

though young and beautiful, has committed murder.

De Sanctis further investigated the contents of the

1 S. de S*n:tis, "
l Segni aei Defoquenti," ArrA. Aj xnl xvi,

Fia. v.-rt, i8p$ : ice olio the same s/r.hor’s inter«t;n£ u»d viiwlile

week, / Turin, 1S59.
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dreams with special reference to their emotional or

unemotional character. The former class dealt with

quarrels, falls from * height, persecutions, fearful

visions, often of mystical character, and were fre-

quently concerned with the sexual sphere; while the

latter class merely repeated the unimportant events

of the day, or insignificant scenes from past lifa A
special inquiry was made in regard to dreams dealing

with the crime which had led to imprisonment; 22

acknowledged such dreams, 16 men and 6 women;

while, however, the majority of the men’s dreams con-

cerning their crime were emotional, the majority of

the women (4 out or 6} experienced no emotion in

dreaming of their crimes The rarity of emotional

dreams generally was very remarkable, only a third

of the criminal dreamers having often such dreams,

and many of those who dreamed of their crimes

without emotion were murderers.

The conclusion reached by Dc Sanctis is that the

criminal, or at all events the criminal guilty of crimes

of blood, during the nights following the deed and

during imprisonment, sleeps quietly and deeply,

unless special causes (such as disease, nervous con-

ditions egoistic preoccupation, or the state of the

weather) interfere with natural conditions. The
habitual sleep cf criminals resembles that which Dc
Sanctis has found usually among old epileptic cases

and imbeciles. Idiots have a similar dreamless sleep,

and Dc Sanctis points out a probable connection

between an unemotional dream-life and a general

anaesthesia of sensibility in the waking life. There
undoubtedly exists a small class of hyperaMthctic

and emotional criminals, who exhibit their charac-

teristics both waking and sleeping, but they form a
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very small proportion of criminal*. * On the whole,

the dream-life of criminals shows that they are insen-

sitive and unemotional, true imbeciles in feeling and

partly so in intelligence/'

§ 3 Intelligence.

The two most characteristic features in the intel-

ligence of the average criminal arc at first sight

inconsistent. On the one hand he is stupid, inexact,

lacking in forethought, astoundingly imprudent On
the other hand he is cunning, hypocritical, delighting

in falsehood, even for its own sake, abounding in

ruses. These characteristics arc fully illustrated in

the numerous anecdotal books which have been

written concerning crime and criminals.

Several attempts have been made to attain accurate

figures as to the relative intelligence of criminals* but

there must be a considerable element of guess-work

in such calculations. Dr. Marro, a retiable observer,

detected a notable defect of intelligence in 21 eases

out of 500. He found that incendiaries and then

murderers yielded the largest proportion of indi-

viduals with defective intelligence; then came vaga-

bonds, sexual offenders, those convicted of assault,

highwaymen, and those convicted of simple theft

The fraudulent class, as well as pickpockets and

burglars, showed no instances of defective intelli-

gence. That is to say that criminals agairot the

person show a much lower level of intelligence than

criminals against property.

It is difficult to speak with precision regarding the

intelligence of criminals, for it rarely happens that

the point is investigated by trained psychologists.
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There is therefore some interest in noting the results

reached by Dawson in his study of 52 inmates of

American Industrial Schools (26 boys with an

average age of 15 years.'and 26 'girls with an average

age of 16 years). 1 A variety of tests were applied to

these children, and for comparison two similar groups

of children in the public schools were examined, the

same conditions, so far as possible, bdng observed

The tests especially concerned attention, memory,

and association. It was found that among delinquent

children there is a very marked deficiency in atten-

tion
; 76 per cent, of the boys and 74 per cent, of the

girls were inferior to the normal average. Moreover,

this deficiency was not only shown in the results of

tbe tests but in the manner in which the children

responded to them ;
some of the boys especially

showed the same restlessness and irregularity of

application which or.e sees in very young children.

Two of the girls and or.e boy could not attend to the

tests long enough to make intelligent responses.

Dawson points out that this argues either an approxi-

mation to the infantile mind or to the instability that

characterises morbid mental conditions, and he refers

to the conspicuous inattentiveness of idiots and im-

beciles. The memory tests were less conclusive;

while, however, the average per cent., especially for

boys, was not much below the normal average, there

were yet a comparatively large number who were

very inferior; no such extreme cases were found

among tire normal children. This, again, seems to

indicate congenital defect, and recalls the unteach-

ableness of imbeciles; “it is altogether probable"

* G. E. Di***, "A Stud; in Youthful Degeneracy," fitdaeultal

Smmvy, Dec. >S$6.
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Dawson remarks, “that much of the incorrigibility

among both juvenile and adult offenders strikes its

rcots in a sort of congenital aoiocsia.” The tests of

association showed a marked inferiority on the port

of the boys, and an equally marked superiority

among the girls, who in this respect showed greater

mental alertness even than the best normal girls.

The author accounts for this by the slightly greater

age of the girls, and also by the fact that they

included several who were conspicuously* precocious

in development At the same, time the delinquent

groups included individuals whose inferiority was

extreme. Such minds indicate nothing but contra-

diction and confusion, and such an investigation

helps us to understand the mixture of stupidity and

cunning which mostly characterises the criminal.

The stupidity and the cunning of the criminal are

in reality closely related, and they approximate him

to savages and to the lower animals. Like the

savage, the criminal is lacking in curiosity, the

foundation of science, and one of the very highest

acquisitions of the highly-developed man. He is

constantly compared In this respect to animals.

?/lac£, a former chief of the Parisian poliu de

remarks: 11 In spite of the cunning and tricks, which

are too gratuitously credited to thieves, their stupidity

generally is scarcely credible: they nearly all resemble

the ostrich who, when his head is hidden behind a

leaf, thinks that he is not seen because he cannot

see” Dr. Corre remarks: “There is something feline

in the criminal: like the cat, indolent and capricious,

yet ardent in the pursuit of an aim, the anti-social

being knows only how to satisfy his impulsive

instincts.
1 The Rev. G. P. Merrick, when chaolain of
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Wormwood Scrubbs prison, in an examination of

prisoners for school purposes, found that only nine

out of eighty-four could say without much hesitation,

and a great deal of finger-reckoning, how many seven

times nine were. With the female prisoners matters

arc infinitely worse, it not being in the power of one

out of twenty to compute the cost of five eggs at

three half-pence each. Dr. Wey of Elmira says: " It

is a mistako to suppose that the criminal is naturally

blight. If bright, it is usually in a narrow line and

self-repeating. Like the cunning of the fox, his

smartness displays itself in furthering hi* schemes,

and personal gratification and comfort." 'Many
criminal illiterates." he remarks elsewhere, “arc so

densely stupid as to be unable to tel! the right hand

from the left." M. Joly, discussing the criminal’s

delight in ruse, adds: -Animals are of all living

things fondest of ruse when their special instincts

are in action. Idle and untrained children, resolved

to deceive their teachers and to amuse themselves at

all risks, are more rus

/

than their comrades at the

head of the class. Women make use of ruse much

more than men." I will quote, finally, on this point

some words of Dr. A. Krauts 1
:
—"The specialists say

that criminals are more astute than intelligent. Hut

what is this astuteness? It is an instinctive, innate

faculty, which does not depend on real intelligence,

and which is already found precociously perfected in

children, in the lowest savages, in women, and also in

imbeciles; although experience comes to its aid, it is

never capable of artificial culture. It is essentially a

1 ' Cesue Ivxabfmo’* Wfrt in winrni VorWUnli* Wi Gcjoiwir.

indZutrmfl do gnlcbtUcben Pqebopisholcgie," FrMvik'i H our-,

Ndnberg, lSJ8.
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faculty limited to the considciarion of concrete cases,

and which is chiefly concerned with the deception of

others. The mental inertia so often combined with

this faculty is recognised in tms, that a criminal, in

planning a crime, docs not calculate all the possible

eventualities, and immediately after the success of his

action he loses all caution, as if the energy of his

mind directed to the project and its execution was

exhausted at one stroke. Beside this instinctive

faculty, intelligence b a faculty of infinite variety

which matures slowly, and gradually affect* language

and questions of abstract culture. It needs to be

cultivated with diligence, and with the help of a

happy organisation of the nervous centres. It often

develops late even in highly-gifted men/’

At the same time men of undoubted intellectual

power are sometimes found among criminals. Villon,

one of the truest, if not one of the greatest of poets

was a criminal, a man perpetually in danger of the

gallows; Marcel Schwob’s iccent investigations even

indicate that he may have been what we should call

an instinctive criminal, Vidocq. a clever criminal who
became an equally successful police official, and wrote

his interesting and instructive Memoirs, may not have

been, as Lombroso claims, a man of genius, but he

was certainly a man of great ability. Eugene Aram
is now generally iccogniscd as a comparative philo-

logist who foresaw and to some extent inaugurated

some of the later advances of that science.

Jonathan Wild is an interesting example of a

criminal of great practical ability, a man whose

genius for organisation would have made him equal

tp any position in which he might luve been placed.

" In the republic of the thieves' guild"—
I
quote Mr.
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Pike's excellent summary of his career 1—"Jonathan

Wild became as it were a dictate*; but like many of

the great men of the middle ages, he owed h :
s great-

ness to double dealing. From small beginnings he

became, in London at least, the receiver-in-chief of

all stolen goods. He acquired and maintained this

position by the persistent application of two simple

principles: he did his best to aid the law in con-

victing all those misdeers who would not recognise

his authority, and he did his best to repair the losses

of all those who had been plundered and who took

him into their confidence. By degrees he set up an

office for the recovery of missing property, at which

the government must, for a time, have connived.

Here the robbed sought an audience ol the only man
who could promise them restitution; here the robbers

congregated like workmen at a workshop, to receive

the pay for the work they had done. Wild was, in

some respects, more autocratic than many kings, for

he had the power of life and death. If he could

reward the thief who submitted to him, he could hang

the robber who omitted to seek his protection. 1 f he

.

could, for a sufficient fee, discover what had been lost,

he could, when his claims were forgotten, make the

losers repent their want of worldly wisdom. He was

not above his position, and never allowed such a senti-

ment as generosity to interfere with the plain rules of

business. He carried a wand of office, made of silver,

which he asserted to be an indication of authority

given to him by the government. Valuable goods he

carefully stowed away in some of his numerous ware-

houses; and when there was no market for them in

England, through the apathy of the persons roblxd.
1 /filter? efCrime in Sni/Mi, vot. ii., pp. lj$ it uj.
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or the danger to dishonest purchasers, he despatched

them on hoard a ship of his own to Holland, where

he employed a trustworthy agent. Like barbarian

manarchs, he gave presents when he wished to express

a desire for friendship and assistance
;
and in order

that the recipients of these favours might not be

compromised, he rebinod a staff of skilled artisans,

who could so change the appearance of a snuff-box, a

ring, or a watch, that not even the real owner could

recognise it When satisfied with the good service of

any of his subordinates who might be in danger, be

gave them posts in his own household, with money
and clothing, and found employment for them in

clipping and counterfeiting coin. He did not even

restrict his operations to London, but, in imitation

of other great conquerors and pillagers, or perhaps

through the independent working of his own intellect,

he divided England into districts, and assigned a gang

to each; each had to account to him, as the counties

of old to the king, for the revenue collected. And os

a well-appointed army has its artillery, its cavalry,

and its infantry, so among Jonathan Will’s retainers

there was a special corps for robbing in church,

another for various festivities in London, and a third

with a peculiar aptitude for making the most of a

country fair. The body-guards of a sovereign arc

usually chosen for their appearance, or for tried valour

in the field. Wild's principle of selection was some-

what different He considered that fidelity to himself

was the first virtue in a follower, and that fidelity was

certain only when there was absolute inability to be

unfaithful. Iror this reason the greatest recommenda-

tion which any recruit could possess was that he had

been a convict, had been transported, and had relumed
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before the time of his sentence had expired. Such n

man as this not only had experience in his profession,

but was legally incapable of giving evidence against

his employer. Through his actions he was always in

the power of Wild, who, as the law stnod, could never

be in his power. Thus Wild's authority was in two

ways supreme. Nor was he the first man who ever

abused such authority. He did what political parties

had done in earlier times. He used without stint or

scruple all the means at his disposal, cither to ensure

his own safety, or to crush any one whom he

suspected. 1 1 was necessary, according to the public

opinion of his time, that a considerable number of

thieves and robbers should be hanged
;

lie satisfied

at once the popular notions of justice and his own

principles by bringing to the gallows all who con-

cealed their booty, or refused to share it with himself.

When required, he provided also a few additional

victims in the form of persons who had committed

no offence whatever. Sometimes he destroyed them
because they were unfortunately in possession of

evidence against himself, sometimes only because a

heavy reward had been offered for the conviction of

any one who might have perpetrated a great crime,

and because, with the gang at his back, it was quite

as easy to prove the case against the innocent as

against the guilty, and not leas convenient" Wild’s

greatness had a sudden fall He was arrested for com-

ing to the rescue of a highwayman near How, and his

enemies at once took courage. He was speedily over-

whelmed with evidence, and was hanged in 1725.'

1 His i»eletcn |os clsa Eugene Aram’i skull) is in ihe museum 0! the

Royal Qsllcge of Surgeons oJ England lOsteologliol Soria, No. jj«).

Ho -»i cf low flatus..
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A more recent example of a criminal who exhibited

mental qualities of a high order and capacities of

organisation, though under different condition* from

those under which Wild flourished, is furnished by

Edward Kelly, the Australian bushranger, the leader

of the Kelly gang.

Ned Kelly, as he is usually called, was bom in

1854 near Kilmorc. in Victoria, but his ancestors

came from Ireland, and on both sides the future outlaw

may be said to have had outlawry in his blood. His

maternal grandfather, James Quin, was a notorious

horse-stealer; his paternal grandfather took part in

the Irish insurrection of 1798; while his father, who

was transported for an agrarian outrage in Tipperary,

is described as a man who possessed all the virtues of

his race, but with something of the rebel in him that

would not harmonise with civilisation. At an early

age Kelly and his younger brother began to follow in

the steps of their ancestors, but went little beyond

horse-stealing until a fray occurred in which a con-

stable w?s wounded. This incident is still obscure;

it is said the constable made improper advances to

Kelly'* sister, but in any case Kelly was intensely

exasperated, especially as his mother, to whom he

was always devotedly attached, was sentenced to a

long term of imprisonment for wielding a frying-pan

in the fray. Thenceforth the Kellys took to the bush.

The Kelly Country, a* It is sometimes calied^eovers

about iCco square miles in the north-east of Victoria,

a wild and picturesque region of forest and valley and

mountain. All over this district, and beyond it, the

outlaws had friends and sympathisers; an army of

police, detectives, spies, and blacks were on their

track, but they were always warned in time, although

12
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a price of £Sox> was set on the heads of the four

chief outlaws. When an encounter occurred it was

the police who left their dead on the Held, and on one

occasion, indeod, the police preferred to hide under

the beds of their hotel rather than fight. Kelly’s

men were mostly of ferocious character, but he had

them under perfect control; while his sister Kate was

ready to leap into her saddle by day or by night to

carry messages or food, or to test the trustworthiness

of waverers The outlaws wore iron caps and breast-

plates fashioned from ploughshares, which withstood

the best modem rifles Kelly himself is described as

a fine and noble-looking man. tall and well-propor-

tioned, with a flowing brown beard. He never

permitted any unnecessary violence, was always

ready to respond to an appeal to sentiment, and

showed the greatest consideration for women and

children. His chief exploits consisted in “sticking

up” banks. The raid on the Euroa bank is a

wonderful example of his generalship and of that

fine economy of means in attaining a .startling

success which stamps the master-mind. It was

necessary to obtain a base for the operation; coming

down with his three men to a squatter’s station near

the town, he quietly explained what he wanted,

obtained refreshment, and even kept his victims in

good humour. In a few hours all hands on the

station. Including several gentlemen who were armed,

were left locked up In the store-room, within a few

yards of the railroad, in charge of one of the band.

On the same afternoon, in broad daylight, the outlaws

drove up in two carts to the bank in the centre of the

town. • A revolver was held at the head of the manager,

Mr. Scotland before he had time to seize his own from
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the table before him, all the gold and notes were secured

to the amount of nearly ^3<xo, and Kelly was socn

on terms of the “utmost good feeling and affability"

with Mrs. Scott. Then he harnessed the manager's

buggy, and the whole household was invited to

depart, Mrs. Scott driving the buggy. The raid was

arranged for bank-closing time, and the townspeople

supposed that the Scotts were starting on a pleasure

trip. The bank party were left at the squatter’s

station with the others, now over forty in number;

Kelly gave strict orders that no one was to leave the

house for three hours after the departure of the gang,

and so great was his moral authority that none dis-

obeyed him. An end came at last to the impunity

of the outlaws, and they were surrounded by over-

whelming numbers. Even then Kelly himselfescaped,

but returned to give himself up, seeing that hit men
were doomed; when the police In the early dawn saw

the tall figure, on which their.shots produced no effect,

we are told that snme thought they had seen a ghest

and were overcome with terror. Kelly was executed;

the other outlaws had committed suicide. There are

curious points of resemblance in Kelly's story to the

doubtless legendary story of the famous old English

criminal, Robin Hood, though, while the latter has

been idealised by the ballad-makers, Kelly's exploits

have been vulgarised by the reporter and 'he police-

court Yet both arc episodes in an imperfectly

evolved society, in which much of the virtue and

more of the skill are on the side of the rebels. 1

1 In the above Kttcuni U Kelly I fare largely quoted from an

ailWc of ny o*n (mainly h on H. A. Whit-'i Ttlti ifCrim Hi

Amitmt/a) la the Sifurdfy Jhvm
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§ 4. Vanity.

The vanity of criminals is at once an intellectual

and an emotional fact. It witnesses at once to their

false estimate of life and of themselves, and to their

egotistic delight in admiration. They share this

character with a large proportion of artists and

literary men, though, as I.ombroso remarks, they

decidedly excel them in this respect The vanity

of the artist and literary man marks the abnormal

element, the tendency in them to degeneration. It

reveals in them the weak points of a mental organ-

isation, which at other points is highly developed.

Vanity may exist in the well-developed ordinary

man, but it is unobtrusive; in it* extreme forms

it marks the abnormal man, the man of unbalanced

mental organisation, artist cr criminal

George Borrow, who was so keen a student of

men, has some remarks on the vanity of criminals

in regard to dress:—1"There is not a set of people

in the world more vain than robbers in general,

more fond of cutting a figure whenever they have

an opportunity, and of attracting the eyes of their

fellow-creatures by the gallantry of their appearance.

The famous Sheppard of olden times delighted in

sporting a suit of Genoese velvet, and when he

appeared In public generally wore a silver-hilled

sword at bis side; whilst Vaux and Hayward, heroes

of a later d=.y, were the best-dressed men on the

pavt of London. Many of the Italian bandits go

splendidly decorated, and the very gipsy robber

has a feeling for the charms of dress; the cap alone

of the Haram Pasha, a leader of the cannibal gipsy

band which infested Hungary towards the conclusion
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of the last century, was adorned with gold and jewels

to the value of four thousand guilders. Observe,

ye vain and frivolous, how vanity and crime har-

monise The Spanish robbers are as fond of this

species of display as their brethren of other lands,

and, whether in prison or out of it, arc never so

happy as when, decked out in a profusion of white
linen, they can loll in the sun, or walk jauntily up
and down." He then describes the principal features

of Spanish robber foppery. 1

More significant and even more widely spread is

the moral vanity of criminals. " In ordinary society,"

said Vldocq, “infamy is dreaded; among a body of

prisoners the only shame is not to be Infamous ; to

be an tuarfi/ (assassin) i» the highest praise." This
is universally true among every group of murderers
or of thieves ; the author of a large criminal trans-

action is regarded by all hi* fellows as a hero, and he

looks down upon the others with contempt; the man
who has had the misfortune to be imprisoned for a

small or, in the opinion of criminal society, disreput-

able offence, represents himself as the author of some
crime of magnitude.

A Russian youth of nineteen killed an entire

family. When he heard that all 5t Petersburg was
talking of him, he said: "Now, my schoolfellows will

sec how unfair it was of them to say that I should

never be heard o£" It is this same weak-minded
desire to excite interest and sympathy which leads

young men and women of ill-balanced mental organ-

isation to commit suicide in some public and startling

fashion. The same feeling, and also, doubtless, the

need for expression, leads to the frequency with which
1 Tft mii I. Sfisin, cfc.p. *t.
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criminals keep diaries. The Marquise de BrinviWien

wrote a minute account of her vices and crimes which

was brought up in evidence against her; 1 Waine-

wright appears to have kept a diary of this kind

which also fell into other hands; John Wilkes Booth,

the shallow-brained young actor who killed President

Lincoln, had, with his stagy patriotism, some of the

characteristics of the instinctive criminals, showing

themselves especially in his morbid vanity. The

chief suffering he felt after the deed was to his vanity.

He wrote in his diary: " I struck boldly, and not as

the papers say; I walked with a firm step through

thousands of his friends; was stopped, but pushed on.

A colonel was at his side I shouted Sic Sttnf/r

before I nred. In jumping broke my leg. I passed

all the pickets Rode sixty miles that night, with

the bone of ray leg tearing the flesh at every jump.”

And again he writes: "Alter being hunted like a dog

through swamps, woods, and last night chased by

gun-boats till I was forced to return, wet, cold, and

starving, with every man’s hand against me, I am
here in despair. And why? For doing what Brutus

was honoured for—what made Tell a hem" And
again: "

1 am abandoned, with the curse of Cain upon

ine, when, if the world knew- my heart, that one blow

would have made me great"

The excessive vanity of the criminal sometimes

leads him to commit the imprudence of talking about

his plans beforehand, and so courting detection.

Before killing three rich men, a murderer was heard

to say, “ I want to do something great: oh, I shall be

talked about!” We hear of WaincWright’s "insati-

1 Thu doeux^nt it rtpcodoced a Loabcc^y* i

455 *
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able and morbid self-esteem." He enjoyed the

respect paid to him in prison, and insisted upon

being treated as a gentleman. A prisoner concluded

a letter to her accomplice. Your Laerezla Borgia."

Sometimes the vanity of the criminal shows itself in

the artistic or dramatic representations which he

makes of hi* crime.

The Abbd Moreau has described the reception of a

great criminal by hi9 fellows at the prison of La
Grande Roquette, He is immediately surrounded,

though the curiosity remains respectful
;

" he is a

king in the midst of his subjects; envious looks are

cast at those privileged individuals who have suc-

ceeded In placing themselves near him
;
they listen

eagerly for his slightest word
; they do not speak

their admiration for fear of interrupting him, and he

knows that he dominates and fascinates them.'

§ 5. Emotional Instability.

The criminal everywhere ia incapable of prolonged
and sustained exertion; an amount of regular work
which would utterly exhaust the meat vigorous and
rebellious would be easily accomplished by an ordi-

nary workman. He is essentially idle; the whole art

of crime lies in the endeavour to avoid the necessity

of labour. This constitutional laziness is therefore
one of the chief organic bases of crime. Make idle-
ness impossible and you have done much to make
the criminal impossible. It is not without reason
that French criminals call themselves figres (frem
figritia), the idle. Lemaire, a notorious French
criminal of the beginning of the century, was speak-
ing for all hi* class when he said to his judges : "

I
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have always been lazy; it is a shame, 1 admit, but I

am not adapted for work; to work one needs an

effort, ar.d 1 am incapable of it; I only have energy

for evil; if one must work I do 'not care about life; I

would rather be condemned to death."

While he is essentially lazy, and exhibits this even

irf his general neglect of personal cleanliness (though

sometimes dressed outwardly as an ordinary man of

the world), the criminal is capable of moments of

violent activity. He cannot, indeed, live without

them; they are the chief events of his spiritual life.

Louis Desprez, an unfortunate littfrattur, im-

prisoned at Saint-Pdlagic for a literary offence,

"summed up the psychology of criminals," remarks

M. Emile Gautier, “ in one picturesque formula

:

They see the world under the aspect of an immense

gaol alternating with an immense brothel Ar.d this

is true. For them imprisonment is the normal con-

dition. Liberty is their holiday, an occasional

transitory holiday, during which they wallow in the

far nientt and debauch, like sailors who consume in

three days the earnings of eighteen months, but a

holiday which will have an end, a foreseen and

expected end."

The criminal craves for some powerful stimulus,

excitement, uproar, to lift him out of his habitual

Inertia. That is why the love of alcohol is in all

countries so strong among criminals. The man who
is organised as we have seen the criminal to be must

have some powerful stimulant to take him out of

himself, to give him a joy which is otherwise beyond

his grasp, and alcohol is the stimulant which comes

easiest to hand. When, as frequently happens, he is

the child of alcoholic parents, the craving for drink
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soon obtains morbid intensity. Crime and drink are

intimately bound together, although we must beware

of too unreservedly setting down drink as the cause

of crime. Both crime and drink arc the morbid

manifestations of organic defects which for the most

part precede birth. The abuse of alcohol is not, how-
ever, universal among criminals, at all events when

any intellectual ability 13 required. * It would not do

to drink in our business.' ' said a sharper to Lomoroso

The criminal finds another strong form of excite-

ment in gambling. The love of cards is even more

widely spread among criminals than the love of drink.

It frequently becomes a passion. Lauvergne tells of

a band of criminals who played for two days without

intermission. We hear of a French prisoner who
gambled away his meagre rations of bread and wine

and a: last died of starvation
;
of another who in

the excitement of the game forgot his approaching

execution.

To all forms of sexual excitement, natural and

unnatural, criminals of both sexes resort, often from a

very early age. The prison, in which the criminal is

confined alone, or with persons of the same sex, serves

to develop perverted sexual habits to a high degree

Prince Krapotkinc, speaking of the moral influence

of prisons on prisoners in France, writes:
—“The facts

which we came across during our prison life surpass all

that the most frenzied imagination could invent. One

must have been for long years in a prison, secluded

from all higher influences and abandoned to one's

own and that of a thousand convicts' imaginations, to

come to the incicdiblc state of mind which is wit-

nessed among some prisoners. And I suppose that I

shall say only what will be supported by all intclli-
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gent and frank governors of prisons, if I say that the

prisons arc the nurseries for the most revolting

category of breach^* of moral law." 1 There is un-

questionable evidence that the same practices exist,

notwithstanding all discipline, in English prisons.

Such practices grow up chiefly as a means of

excitement and diversion in vacuous Jives. Love,

in its highest and strongest forms, seems to be

extremely rare. This is true even when love is the

cause of the crime. The love, even when stiong,

remains rather brutal. When a man was asked if

he really loved the woman for whose sake he had

murdered her husband, he replied: "Oh, if you had

seen her naked l"

The craving for excitement, far intoxication, for

uproar, finds its chief satisfaction in the love of orgy,

which is now almost confined, at all events in its

extreme forms, to the criminal and his intimate ally,

the prostitute. The orgy is the criminal’s most sacred

festival
;

here he attains his highest experiences of

forgetful exhilaration. Vidccq, still a criminal at

heart, even after he had become a police official, has

described the orgy in his Mttneirs * Imagine a

rather large square hall, with walls, once white, now
blackened by exhalations of every kind: such is, in

all its simplicity, the aspect of a temple of Bacchus

and Terpsichore. At first by a very natural optical

illusion, one is only struck by the smallness of the

place, but when the eye succeeds in piercing the

1 In AWj* OMd Frtnek PnrtMs, pp. 535, So* alto Mr.
D-nitf* txvckV. SdUlLfc & vivid pitfurc of th« fearful «!cnt to

*hlch hx ual ptc vet lity rclw In Spirdih prince cipccidly ia ths

fee women Tee gorcmci of cce pnice leeenily aed all his

influeoee lo pot »a aA to thia Mate of thine*. Tee women Mnpdhd
him to f««inn.
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atmosphere, thick with a thousand vapours which arc

not inodorous, the size becomes manifest by the

details which escape from the chaos. This is the

moment of creation; everything clears up; the mist

dissipates, becomes peopled and animated
; there is

movement, agitation, not of empty shadows but of

substantial forms which cross and interlace in every
direction. What beatitude! What a joyous life I

Never for epicureans were so many felicities gathered
together as here for those who love to wallow in

mire. Around, rows of tables, on which, without their

ever being cleaned, disgusting libations arc renewed

a hundred times a day, serve to frame in a space

which is reserved for what are called the dancers.

At the end of tin's infectious den rises, supported by

four worm-eaten pillars, a kind of platform, its con-

struction hidden by two or three fragments of old

tapestry. On this hencoop the musicians are perched,

two clarinets, a fiddle, a loud trombone, and a

deafening drum ... In this receptacle one finds

none but prostitutes and their bullies, sharpers of all

kinds, swindlers of the lowest sort, and a good many
of those disturbers of the night whose lives are

divided into two parts, one consecrated to rowdyism,

the other to robbery*

More interesting than this resort to external sources

of stimulus, and more significant of emotional in*

stability, are the spontaneous outbursts of excitement

common among criminals, cuiious self-evolved intoxi-

cations springing from mysterious and incalculable

depths of the organism. Dostoievsky has studied

these outbursts and admirably described them. "A
prisoner has lived tranquilly/

1

he tells us
,

1 “for

x RectHfUics: sf (hiJkaJ lfcust, chip. y.
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several consecutive years, and hi« conduct has been

exemplary. All at once, to the great astonishment of

his guardians, he rautinie* and recoils before no crime,

even murder or rape. Every one is astonished. This

unexpected explosion is the anguished, convulsive

manifestation of personality, an instinctive melan-

choly, a desire to affirm the degraded ego, an emotion

which obscures the judgment. It is like a spasm, an

access of epilepsy; the man who is buried alive and

who suddenly awakes strikes in despair against his

coftin-!id; he strives to push it hack, to raise it; his

reason convinces him of the uselessness of all his

efforts, but reason has nothing to do with his convul-

sions. It must not be forgotten that nearly every

manifestation of the personality of the prisoner is

considered a crime; also that the queaticn whether

the manifestation is important or insignificant is per-

fectly indifferent to the prisoner. Risk for risk, 1; is

better to go to the extreme, even to murder. It is

only the first step that costs; little by little the man
is carried away and can no longer be held in," The
prison has much to answer for in the development of

these emotional outbreaks, and i: is only in prison

that there is opportunity of studying them. It

would, however, be rash to conclude that they arc

entirely due to prison conditions. They arc in har-

mony with all that we know of criminal psychology,

and it is not alone under prison condition* that they

are the causes of crime.

In Germany these periodic explosions (known as

Zvchlkatu-KnalC) have been described by Delbriick

and Kraffi-Ebing. In Italy they have been noted by
Lombroso, especially in very hot weather and at such

times as epileptic attacks are most frequent, and he
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regards them as fresh proof of a close relationship

between the instinctive criminal and :be epileptic.

In England they appear to be rare in men. but, on

the other hand, common in women who have, in

prison language, u broken out" This wild fit of

maniacal violence which from time to time seixes on

the women confined in prisons, and might almost be

regarded as an exaggerated or vicarious form of

orgy, has been studied with some care in England.

Here as well a3 abroad it is frequently supposed

to be a voluntary insubordination deserving punish-

ment.

A lady superintendent thus described the “ breaking

out" to Mayhew:—‘‘Sometimes they know when the

fit is coming on, and will themselves ask to be locked

up In the refractory wards. When they’re in these

fits they're terribly violent indeed; they tear up and

break everything they can lay their hands on. The
younger they arc the worse they behavo The most

violent age, I think, is from seventeen to two or three

and twenty indeed, they are like fiends at that age

very often/’ The medical officer told him that “4

per cent, of the whole of the prisoners, or 20 in 6007

were subject to such fits of violent passion, and these

were almost invariably from fifteen to twenty-five

years of age. “Women/' he added, “seldom injure

themselves or those around them, though they will

break their windows, and even occasionally tear their

own clothing to ribbons." 1

Miss Mary Carpenter, in her Female Lift in

Prison
,
reproduces what she tells us is a characteristic

dialogue:—

‘“Miss G., Vm going to break out to-night/

» H. Mi}tcv, CfisunaJJtizoni Zembv, l&SJ, j* liS.
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"
' Oh, nonsense; you won’t think of any such folly,

I'm sure.'

“
' I’m sure I shall'

-•What for?’

Well, I’ve made up my mind, that's what for, ' I

shall break out to-night—sec if I don'i'

Has any one offended you or said anything?

'

•"N-no. But I must break out It’s so dull here.

I'm sure to break out.'

?' And then you'll go to the "dark'' [cell].'

“'
I want to go to the “dark."'

“And the breaking out often occurs as promised;

the glass shatters out of the window frames; strips

of sheets and blankets are passed through or left in a

heap in the cell; the guards arc sent for, and there is

a scuffling and fighting and scratching and scream-

ing that Pandemonium might equal, nothing else.”

Dr. Nicolson has made an interesting observation

as to the periods when these “ brealrings-out “ are

most liable to occur. * At dates corresponding with

the menslrual period there is a greater likelihood of

their occurrence. Besides having verified this in

several cases myself, [ have the testimony of

experienced prison matrons to the same effect"

These maniacal outbursts of hysteria may be compared

to the somewhat similar effects observed especially at

the menstrual periods among the epileptic, the insane,

and the imbecile. Thus Dr. H. Sutherland (IVat
Riding Asylum Reports, vol ii.), from observations

on 5C0 inmates of the West Riding Asylum, remarks

that in epileptic insanity the fits arc generally

increased in number, and the patients generally be-

come excited at the catamenial period; while the

mania exacerbations usually occur at this time. He
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notes the frequency of excitement, violence, indecent

language, tearing up clothes, etc, among insane

women generally at this period In a girl with

congenital imbecility, who became violent, cruel, ami

capricious at puberty. Dr. Langdon Down noted

that the monthly period was always marked by in-

subordination, violent language, rude gestures, and

untruthfulnes*. In ordinary healthy young girls the

onset of the monthly period is often marked by a fit

of unusual boisterousness.

It must be mentioned that Nackc, who has made
some interesting observations regarding Zuchihaui -

Knall
%
is unable to confirm Nicolson's observation as

to the existence of any close connection between such

outbreaks and the menstrual period, and he quotes

GUnthcr, who found such a connection well marked

in a minority of eases but not in die majority. 1 There

can be little doubt, however, that the menstrual

period favours any general tendency to emotional

instability. This Is shown not only by the evidence

from prisons and asylums, but also by medico-legal

evidence. At the Paris Prefecture of Police, Legrand

du Saullc found among 105 women accused of theft

that 49 were undoubtedly insane, and that the other

56 belonged to a semi-pathological class; in this latter

class of approximately normal persons 35 were at the

menstrual period, while 5 were pregnant, and 10 had

either passed the climacteric or were suffering from

the debility of profuse haemorrhage.1 Among 80

women arrested for disorder or for wounding. Lorn-

broso found that only 9 were not menstruating.1

» NKekt, Virirttken aimi Wtknnun Mm WOr, l8$4> * Sa
• QdxcJ by lend. La LbxxM/dtrJa/t/ h PiHaLt Afeu ttnttiie, p 13*
1 La Dtnna Dtffafwitf, p. J7J- lc*»d. Ac. <rV., denis wrj folly

u
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The period of the year seems also to have some

influence on the emotional instability. Miss Carpenter

remarks that "the prisoner* are always the most

ill-behaved at Christmas time,’ perhaps because this

period has, even before the days of Christianity, been

associated with excesses. Among the men at Elmira,

judging from the charts given by Dr. Wey, there is

a tendency to insubordination in the autumn, and

also in the spring. In Spanish prisons, it appears

from Salillas’s Vida Penai cn Espaita, quarrels and

arrests are much more common in spring and sum-

mer than at any other season. Thus, to take one

record: March-May, 8; June-Aug., 9; Sept-Nov,

4; Dcc.-Feb., 3. Two suicides both occurred in

September.1

Very interesting is the instinctive and irresistible

character of criminal impulses, as shown by evidence

which there is no good reason to impeach. Casanova,

speaking of his clever schemes of fraud, says:

"When I put into execution a spontaneous idea

which I had no: premeditated, it seemed to me that

wilh lb* inRuerea of nraUimikc In retain to criminal otu. ami giva

many illailratiTe cuet| we alro Krsflt-Klxag, •' Die HedcalK* dtt

MautnutSoa fill dis ZuBardf4c<nm« grwig nafteio 7ua.xode,”

7*k,lu,u, /nr PijehlatrU, Bd. x.. i&pr; alia P. J. Kowilewild
" D?r Menilruilkmjuiland," S/. POentur^r MuL ItOcA., Sea. to

27, 1894; last-iamed three writeri nre emphatically of opinion that

the ftcicuce of aenUr&ttion, even in the abterce of insanity, should

cause wilHpttiun or |f*ru#liiicnt. Mc*i English and Gtman author it Jr*

hesitate to lay thii down ®b*ohtely. See, hourw, discr.wvcm at

Ipswich meting of British Medical Asocaiion, I$00; Wynn Wettccct

HAr ril at thii meeting that, in his cipcrier.ce at a cceoner, of

women couiailttfil sulcMle, the xni/x::y were at tlie change of life,

white the yost^er women adware* 1 to be menstruating. </-a»rttf, mh
August I'm)

1 Tot father evidence on these paints see Havelock Ellis, Srudhu i«

(hi cfStx, vol pp. IOI-IOJ
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I was following the lows of destiny, and yielding to

a supreme will.” Several pickpockets have said to

Lombroso: “ You see, in those moments of inspira-

tion (stc) we cannot restrain ourselves, we have to

steal" " 1 did try very hard, Miss," the women will

sometimes say to the matron, remarks Miss Carpenter,
" but it wasn’t to be. I was obliged to steal, oe to

watch some one there was a chance ot stealing from.

I did try my best, but it couldn’t be helped, and here

I am. it wasn’t my fault exactly, because I did try."

Joe Bragg {alias Albert Buurke) in his Confessions

well describes how, alter being reformed, lie relapsed.

He saw a man on his back asleep " Instead of going

right on I stopped and sat on the top rail of a fence

over against him. No one was about. I thought to

myself, 'There is a gift if I were "on the cross,” but I

am religious now, and cannot touch him.' I resolved,

however, to have a close look at him. When I got

close beside him I noticed a bulge in one of his

trousers pockets. ‘ That I may know what a chance

I am throwing away,' I said to myself,
' I'll just se-

what he has In that pocket’ I there found nine

pounds ten in gold. Taking a sovereign, I put the

rest back into his pocket I intended to take this

pound merely as a loan, and closely examined his

features that I might know him again, to return it to

him when I should be in better circumstances. When
I had reached Harris Street, which was only a short

distance from where he was lying, I looked back at

him. Pulling the catechism and prayer-bcok out of

my pocket, I looked at them. I cast my lamps [cyesj

over their pages and became sceptical. There was a

sink close at hand. Throwing them both into the

sink, I danced about and swore and blasphemed like
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a maniac. I then went back to the bug and got

the eight pounds ten. I ai 9C took a little silver he

had in his other trousers pocket, and his hoots,

which were new; and, only* I saw a man at a

distance coming towards us, I should have taken

his trouscri"

In some cases, as U obvious from many of the

descriptions already quoted, the emotional instability

of criminals shows itself in forms which recall the

phenomena of epilepsy. 1 Lombroso and some others,

especially in Italy, have insisted that there is a very-

close connection between criminality and epilepsy—

a connection seldom admitted in England, where, per-

haps on account of the prevalence of a more narrow

conception of epilepsy, the connection is only found

to exist in a comparatively small number of eases.

Otto|enghi, however, in a careful study of 265 eases,

as they came before the Italian courts during the

course of seven years, found not less than 80 epileptic

cases, or 30 per cent. There were 3 1 cases of motor

epilepsy, and 78 of " psychic epilepsy " (the two

groups overlapping); the various forms of psychic

epilepsy were as follows:—Vertiginous, 20 cases;

unconscious and automatic* without violence, 2;

ambulatory automatism (procursive epilepsy), 16;

so-called iracondia tnarlosa tpiUttica
% 25; violent

psychic attacks, leading to crimes of blood (raf/ux,

crepuscular state), 13; purely intellectual psychic

epilepsy, 2. Not every one would regard all these c.v.e*

as cpilcctic. The definition of epilepsy, suggested by

1 An excellent luminary cf some of these phenomena, without special

iffrunw 10 wlru ii iwnum, criminal., mny he fraud in Sir William

Gowen'f Ifcrar, on MUc* E,J1«pij • MtdUalJmmtl, Oh
Jan. \yn.
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Ottolenghi himself, is as follows:—" A functional

degenerative syndroma, characterised by eenvuhien,

which takes, more or 'e» intensely, one or other of

the following forms:—Motor, sensory, or psychic

(intellectual or emotional) convulsion, according to

the character of the individual in whom It is

manifested"

When wc put true epilepsy out of consideration,

we still find that the emotional instability of criminals

expresses itself in forms which have a close superficial

resemblance to epileptic attacks. As regards Italian

criminals at Naples, this has been clearly pointed out

by Penta, who is unable to accept the complete

identity of congenital criminality and epilepsy. He
is dealing with the simulation of insanity and epi-

lepsy, which is extremely common among Neapolitan

criminals, and after describing the phenomena wit-

nessed, he points out that there really is a borderland

between simulated and real mental maladies. " In

the great majority of cases, however, we have only

to do with vehement emotional crises, such as those

of the savage, the imbecile, the child, who are often

moved by an unsatisfied caprice to roll on the ground,

tear their clothes, scratch, wound, and bite those they

meet, destroy, tweak, or throw into the fire whatever

comes into their hands
;
these emotional crises in the

field of conduct arc like some farms of agitation in

the field of motility; they resemble but arc not

identical with either epileptic or hysterical con-

vulsions, yet having certain characters of both
;
an

important clement in these phenomena i* the moral

character of the criminal, weak, mobile, excessively

emotional, puerile, even hysterical, his excitable

nature lacking in high inhibitory impulses. Such
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crises are not epileptic, but they are always strange

and morbid."*

That such outbutfits as these may take the form of

crime, and that in such cases the crime is really

effected, more or less consciously, as a method of

therapeutic treatment* is indicated by a very signi-

ficant incident narrated by Captain Maconochic

Maconochic says of a convict at Norfolk Island:

"One of them at length showed strong indications of

approaching insanity. He became moody, and twice

attempted to destroy himself. I thought that pos-

sibly change of occupation and diet might benefit

him
;
and I brought him to my own garden in con-

sequence, and sought to feed him up. But he rather

got worse. I remonstrated with him. and bis answer

was a striking one :
' When I used to be in this way

before, 1 could get into trouble [commit an offence

and incur severe punishment] and that took it out of

me
;
but now that I try to behave myself, I think

that I am going mad altogether.”' A pickpocket

said to Marro: "When I see any one pass with a

watch in his pocket, even though I have no need of

money, I feel a real need to take it“ Dostoieffsky,

giving a minute account of one of the convicts who
was most feared, but who was sincerely devoted to

him, says :
" He sometimes stole from me, but it was

always involuntary; be scarcely ever borrowed from

me, so that what attracted him was not money or

other interested motive." Once it was a Bible, which

1 P. Pant, Rtoitfa Sfatr/le iii PikWafrh Fvmx, 189S, No 4,

p 119
* X( ik known (hot lao’.m ar.l/jiitx, even If oxJ»f*:d to sprtsih. have

a beoeficUl effort on th# ccgatiiim. S<*, A. V. Cfeutafetn,

7a# CUM, p. 170.
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he sold co obtain drink. " Probably he Tele a strong

desire for drink that day, and when he fete a strong

desire for anything it had to he satisfied. I en-

deavoured to reproach him as he deserved, for I

regretted my Bible. He listened to me without

irritation, very peacefully; he agreed with me that

the Bible is a very useful hook, and he sincerely

regretted that I no longer possessed it, but he felt

no repentance, not even for an instant, for having

stolen it; he looked at me with such assurance that

1 immediately ceased to scold him. He bore my
reproaches because he judged that it could not be

otherwise, that he deserved to be blamed for such an

action, and that I ought to abuse him, in order to

relieve myself, as a consolation for the loss ; bu:

privately he esteemed it a folly, a folly which a

serious man would have been ashamed to speak of.

I even think be regarded me as a child, an urchin who

docs not understand the simplest things in the world.*'

Precisely the same instinctive and involuntary

impulses, unaccompanied by shame, arc found among
various lower races. Of the natives of British New
Guinea, for instance, it has been .viid, "They arc

inveterate thieve*, but they experience no sense of

shame when they are discovered. They frequently

say that they can feel an irresistible power which

compels them to put out their hand and close it upon

some article which they covet, but which doe3 not

belong to them.” 1

§
6. Sentiment•

It may seem a curious contradiction of what has

already been set down concerning the criminal's

1 Rcpotl of Britkfc Spccul Ccounii :S$7.
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moral insensibility, bis cruelty, and bis incapacity

to experience remorse, when it is added that he

is frequently open to sentiment It is, however,

true. Whatever refinement or tenderness of feeling

criminals attain to reveals itself as what we should

call sentiment or sentimentality. Their cynicism

allies itself with sentiment in their literary produc-

tions. Their unnatural loves are often sentimental, as

revealed in the character of the tattoo marks. Two
interesting examples of criminal sentiment have

recently been recorded by Dr. Lindau. A German

criminal (it is perhaps as well to note that he was

a German) having murdered his sweetheart most

cruelly, went back to her house to let out a canary

which might suffer from want of food. Another,

after having killed a woman, stayed behind to feed

her child which was crying. Lacenaire, on the

same day that he committed a murder, risked his

own life to save that of a cat Eugene Aram was

very indulgent to animals. Wainewright was always

very fond of cats; in his last days "his sole com-

panion was a cat for which he evinced an extra-

ordinary affection.'
1 One of the chief characters of

Wainewright'* essays is their sentimentality. Him-

self, when in prison, he described as the possessor

of " a soul whose nutriment is love, and its offspring

art, music, divine song, ami still holier philosophy."

All prisoner; make pets of birds, or animals, or

Rowers, if they get the chance. This is simply the

result of solitude, and has no connection whatever

with criminal psychology. It is found, if anything,

more frequently among non-criminal prisoners. No
one has described better than Dostoicffdty, in his

RKoUtflicKi of tfo D/ad-Housr, the part that animals
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play in the lives of prisoners. He describe at

length the goat, the horse, the dogs, the ducka the

eagle. No one who ha* mice read it may forget the

history of the eagle. The eagle would not be

tamed; solitary- and inconsolable, he refused all food;

at last his mournful despair aroused the sympathy of

the convicts; they resolved to liberate him, bore him

to the ramparts on the cold and grey autumn after-

noon, and stood long and wistfully watching him as

he winged his way across the steppes, free.

Family affection is hy no means rare among

criminals. Often indeed, as is well known, it con-

stitutes the motive for the crime. It is wry rate to

find a prisoner who is not touched by an allusion to

his mother. Inspector Byrnes, of New York, says:

" Remember that nearly all the great criminals of the

country are men who lead double lives. Strange as

it may appear, it is the fact that some of the most un-

scrupulous rascals who ever cracked a safe, or turned

out a counterfeit, were at home model husbands and

fathers In a great many cases wive* have aided

their guilty partners in their villainy, rind the children

tco have taken a hand in it But in as many all

suggestions of the criminal's calling were left outside

the front dcor. There was George Engles, the

forger. His family lived quietly and respectably,

mingled with the kesi of people, and were liked by

all they met. George Leonidas Leslie, alias Howard,

who was found dead near Yonkers, probably made

away with by his pals, was a fine-looking man, with

cultured taste* and refined manners. Billy Porter and

Johnny Irving were no: so spruce, but they would

pass for artisans; and Irving is said, in all his villainy,

to have well provided for his old mother and his
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sister*. Johnny the Greek paid for his little girls’

tuition at a convent in Canada, and had them brought

up as ladies, without even a suspicion of their father’s

business reaching them. I know this same thing to

be done by some of the hardest cases .we have to

contend with."

Inspector Byrnes also mentions a celebrated burglar

and forger of America, called by the fraternity “the

Prince of Thieves," on account of his great liberality;

'it is a well-known fact that be has always contri-

buted to the support of the wives and families or his

associates when they were in trouble."

The criminal appreciates sympathy. Dostoievsky

tells how immediately the convicts responded to a

governor who was affable and good-natured, and

treated the prisoners as equals: “They did not love

him, they adored him. ... I do not remember that

they ever permitted themselves to be disrespectful

or familiar. On the contrary. When he met the

governor the convict’s face suddenly lighted up; he

smiled largely, cap in hand, even to see him approach."

Prince Krapotkine quotes and confirms the observa-

tions of Dr. Campbell, an experienced prison surgeon.

By mild treatment, says Dr. Campbell, "with as much
consideration as if they had been delicate ladies, the

greatest order was generally maintained in the

hospital." He was struck with that "estimable trait

in the character of prisoners—observable even among
the roughest criminals; I mean the great attention

they bestow on the sick. The most hardened

criminals," he adds, "arc not exempt from this

feeling."

Such sentiment as this—limited, imperfect, fantastic,

as it may sometimes seem— is the pleasantest spot in
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criminal psychology. It is also the most hopeful. In

the development of this tenderness lies a point of

departure for the morallsation of the criminal. What
a ruined fund of fine feeling, for Instance, was con-

cealed in the young thief, recorded by Lombroso, who
committed suicide by hanging, having first set his

shoes on the bed between two straw crosses, as though

to say, "I am going; pray for me'
1

"If one thinks

of it," adds Lombroso, " it is a pathetic poem."

§ 7. Rtligiin.

In all countries religion, or superstition, is closely

related to crime The Saiuya dacoits, In the High-

lands of Central India, would spill a little liquor on

the ground before starting on an expedition, in

order to propitiate Devi, “If any one sneezed, or

any ether very bad omen was observed, the start was

postponed. If they heard a jackal, or the bray of

the village donkey, their hearts were cheered; but a

funeral or a snake turned them back. They were

also very superstitious about their oil. The vessel

was not allowed to touch the ground until the oil had

been poured upon the torch, and then it was dashed

on the earth
;
and from that moment until the job

was finished no water touched their lips.”
1

Thieves have long believed, and to some extent

still believe, that a dead man's hand is useful in

burglary, any candle placed in it not being seen.

This belief exists in England, Germany, France, and

Spain. Corpse candles, made of human fat, arc

believed to have the same valuable property. In

F.ngland it is said that the professional bnrgter

* Kilts, Strum Criiat fa an fxJiteH Prtaimt, p. Xj
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always carries a small piece of coal in bis pocket for

luck. Sometimes he carries pieces of chalk, lucky-

stoncs, rings, or rusty horse-shoe nails for the same

purpose, parting with them reluctantly in prison and

stipulating for their return.
1

Among 200 Italian murderers Fcrri did not find

one who was irreligious. "A Russian peasant,"

remarks Mr. Kennan, “may be a highway robber

or a murderer, but he continues nevertheless to cross

himself and say his prayers.” Dostoievsky also notes

the religious ardour with which the convicts gave

candles and gifts to the church. All those who live

by unlawful methods, said Casanova, confide in the

help of God. Naples is the most criminal city in

Europe for crimes against the person
;

the number

of murderers there is about 16 in >00,000, while in

Italy generally it Is 8.12; and in Ireland (the least

•criminal land in Europe) it is about 5. Naples is

also the most religious city in Europe. "No other

city,' observes Garofalo,® “ can boast of such frequent

processions; no other, perhaps, is so zealous an

observer of the practice* of the church. Rut unfor-

tunately— as an illustrious historian [Sismondi],

speaking of the Italians of his day, wrote—'the mur-

derer, still stained with the blood lie has just shed,

devoutly fasts, even while he is meditating a fresh

assassination ; the prostitute places the image of the

Virgin near her bed, and recites her rosary devoutly

1 A coHscilon of ficii of ihtt tied will be fonnd In »n nrlicle on the

" Folk-lore of Criminal*, ** Mi .Vail &*«*, J&l. D.nmUr 189J.

An Inteinlin; article by Prefer*)! Fern, idtgirr* Icgelhn ninny (acts

conmnlrg the religion nilore of criminal*, li coi.uJned la the /font

i„ Rami, ( 51b Oeobo 1895. See «Uo Attrition Uil, " L* Religion

clti lei CmduBojt 4 B*hi»." Ani «An’t Grin.
,
Nov.

* '• LnCrimlnUlta «l!a jrovlncii di Napofi," VAk**xe/». Feb. 1BS9.
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before it; the priest, convicted of perjury, is never

inadvertently guilty of drinking a glass of water

before mass/ Those words of SbmoodiV* Garofalo

adds, "are as true to-day as when they were written/'

Of Marro's 500 criminals, 46 per cenL were regular

frequenters of church, 25 per cent went irregularly.

Among sexual offenders the proportion Qf frequenters

rose to 61 per cent. A man of sixty, known to

Mario, imprisoned for rape on a child of eight, was

much scandalised at the irreligious talk of somo of

his companions. "
1 do not imitate them," he said

;

" morning and evening I say my prayers."

Among women, die governor of Saint Larare re-

marked to M. Joly, it is especially the criminals

by passion who are superstitious, thieves very

slightly so; they arc practical women.

It must not be supposed that there is insincerity

or hypocrisy in the religion of criminals. For the

man of low culture the divine powers lend them-

selves easily to the succour of the individual, and it

is always as well to propitiate them. German mur-

derers believe they can do this crudely, according to

Casper, by leaving their excrement at the spot of the

crime. A rather higher grade of intelligence will

effect the same end by prayer. A wife who was

poisoning her husband wrote to her accomplice:

—

M He is not well ... if God wished it Oh, if Ged

would have pity on us, how I would bless Him!
When he complains [of the effects of the poison] 1

thank God in my heart/’ And he answers, " I will

pray to Heaven to aid us." And she again, " He
was ill yesterday. I thought that God was beginning

His work. I have wept 50 much that it is not

possible God should not haw pity on my tears.”
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Lombroso found 248 laltoocd prisoners out of 2,480

bearing religious symbols, while the slang of crimi-

nals witnesses to a faith in God, in the immortality

of the soul, and in tbc Church. When a woman who

had strangled and dismembered a child, in order to

spite its relations, heard her sentence of death pro-

nounced, she-turned to her advocates and said, " Death

is nothing. It is the tilvation of the soul that is every-

thing. When that is safe, the rest is of no account.”

It is clear how easily religious beliefs and religious

observances, especially in Catholic countries, lend

themselves to the practices of the Ignoiar.t criminal,

amt it very rarely happens that the criminal con-

demned to death fails to avail himself of the ministra-

tions of the chaplain (only once in more than thirty

years at La Roquctte), and frequently to respond

to them with gratifying eagerness In religion his

primitive emotional nature, with its instability and love

of sentiment, easily finds what it needs. A French

chaplain of experience and intelligence told M. Joly

that he had “ more satisfaction ” with his prisoners

than with people of the world. The Rev. E. Payson

Hammond, who has conducted -many missions to

prisoners, Suds very great aptitude for conversion

among them. Of the convicts of the State Prison of

Jefferson City, in the United States, for instauce, he

remarks: "Many hearts were melted to tears, and I

believe that a very latgc number were converted.”

“ Convicts at their last hour," wrote Lauveigne, '* nine

times out of ten die religiously. Whatever the

enormity of their crimes, they all leave durable recol-

lections in the heart of tbc priest who assists them.

He sees them long afterwards in his dreams, beautiful

and happy."
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When the criminal is not nupcrstitiously devout,

he ia usually stupidly or brutally indifferent. Maxims
du Camp, during a visit to th* prison of Maras* at

service time on Sunday, had the curiosity to look

into thirty-three cellules, to observe the effect of the
ceremony: three were reading the mass; one stood

up, with covered head, looking at the altar; one was

on his knees; one displayed a prayer-book, but was

reading a pamphlet; one wept with head buried in his

arms; twenty-six sat at their tables,working or reading.

It seems extremely rare to find intelligently irre-

ligious men in prison. The sublime criminals whom
we meet with in Elizabethan dramas, arguing

haughtily concerning Divine things and performing

unheArd-of atrocities, are not found in our prisons.

Frce-thinkcro arc rarely found. A trifle will induce

the prisoner to inscribe himself a* Protestant, instead

of Catholic, or vice versd, or lo change from one

side to the other; but out of 28,351 admissions to

three large metropolitan prisons, remarks the Rev.

J. W. Horsley, only fifty-seven described themselves

as atheists, and this number, he adds, must be

further reduced as containing some Chinese and

Mahommedana It should be noted that a profession

of atheism would deprive the prisoner of nn advantage

or privilege open to the others. Mr. Horsley once

resolved to keep notes of the first twelve consecutive

eases of those who on entrance described themselves

either positively as atheists or negatively as of no

religion. The results were interesting: I was n

thief, a rather ignorant person, whose chief reason for

being an infidel was that his parents had “crammed
religion down his throat.

1
* 2 an ex-soldier, a heavy

drinker, and when asked why he had described him-

14
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atIf as an atheist. " he said he only called himself

mad;" he was actually insane. 3 a burglar, who

said he meant tha* .

Le never attended church because

he had seen so much hypocrisy among professing

Christians; in a few days he gave up the designation

of atheist 4 was a swindler, a great liar, and

probably insane. 5 was a lad of nineteen, of very

little intellect who had deserted from the army;

his father had been "a follower of Uradlaugh." 6 a

German Jew, who frequented Christian churches

but not having been baptised, simply did not know

how to describe himself. ; an intemperate *chool-

mastei, charged with deserting his family; he meant

that he had ceased to attend religious worship be-

cause he was conscious that hi* religion was merely

formal; his 'atheism" was simply a form of peni-

tent self-abnegation. S a conceited lad ol seventeen

who had assaulted hi* guardian, and had adopted

atheism to justify his spirit of revenge. 9 a young

man who had robbed his employer; he was brought

up under religious influences, but having attracted

attention by objecting to revealed religions, became

a Secularist lecturer, to a prostitute and dipso-

maniac with 150 convictions; always called herself

an atheist when she was in a bad temper or drunk,

tt a young baker who had taken poison; called

himself an atheist under influence of laudanum
;
goes

regularly to a Congregational ChapeL 13 a girl of

fifteen; she meant that she rarely, if ever, attended

any place of worship. So that only in two or three,

nr at most four cases out of the twelve, was there pro

fession of atheism many legitimate sense of the word.

Like atheism, anarchism is also rare in prisons,

though at the first glance .we might expect this not
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to be the case. Even in France, however,•anarchism

15 rue among criminals. This has been dearly

shown by Dr. Perrier, the medical officer of

Ntmes prison, in his elaborate study of the criminals

under his care. The individuals regarded as anar-

chists have usually been condemned for crimes having

no connection with anarchy; in six cases out of

eight, he states, ttey arc not really anarchists at all,

although they may profess subversive ideas, either as

an affectation or in order to impose on the good faith

of convinced anarchists. Among the 8:9 prisoners

dealt with by Perrier there were only two real

anarchists, who were not without intelligence, fond of

study, very reserved, not seeking to make converts,

and by their fellow-prisoners regarded as always

honest and correct In this connection Peitier quotes

the opinion of a professional thief who stated that

with two exceptions the explosions in Paris during

1893 and 1894 were not the work of anarchists but

of ordinary criminals professing to lx; anarchist* in

order to frighten the authorities Explosive machines

were manufactured at a cafe which was a chief resort

of theirs, and at this centre threatening letters were

concocted amid much laughter* and sent to magis-

trates
;

great satisfaction was experienced when
these letters were taken seriously, and police posted

for weeks around the house of the threatened

citizens. 1

§ S. Tattooing.

The practice of tattooing is very common among
criminals, and is frequently carried to an extra-

ordinary extent, twenty or thirty designs being

1 C Pmier, La Crj*tttttfi, i$co, ^ ii.
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occasionally found on the same subject. Lombroso

was the first to point out the full biological and

psychical significt *** of this practice.

Alborghctti found 15 per cent, of the inmates of

the prison at Bergamo tattooed. Lombroso examined

. ICO children at the re-

/ 12 *? formatoryat Turin.and

I m $ \
Cil - * found 40 of them tat-

I 9 \ • M <°o*d. Among 335

' f 'W 1 °,llcr y°ulhful crimi *

I w <3 nals he found 32 per

)

*' gg idfei (Z* cent, tattooed. Among

[ty j L4V<1 the ordinaiy popula-

1
• W tion ,attcoed children

\ J V arc very rarely ’seen.

'1 ffj \

i?
tI Rossi found 23 tat-

i kJI I S tooed among the too
' .‘‘. “•T criminals whom he has

I ^ 30 farc(“"y »*“dled

f'Jl
Lacassagr.e among 8co

< 4^ vAi I
convicted French sol-

yS 1

1 /
diers found 40 per cent

'J tattooed. 1

Ann* ot .uiiiui "'.11. bid, mi The designs vary in
mu ar Uu tatticst.

character, but certain

emblems are frequently repeated. Tardieu out of 160

designs found 20 relating to love, 20 to war, 8 to

religion, 8 to occupation, 6 to obscene practices.

Dr. Greaves, the medical officer of Derby Prison,

has kindly noted details of the tattoo marks observed

on the prisoners received there during three months

1 Fee Itic Mice cl <om|xirU<m nidi thf noxrinho] poptilalinn, a
ntty lw mfniiannS that o««dg i.yy> soMten d ihe luliui isfanlr,

Sueffio famxl cml, 4: ItUooeJ—Ui»t ti, 1.50 pa cent



Out of 555 person)! admitted, 41 (40 men and one

woman) were tattooed
;

ie, 7.3 per cent The tat-

tooed individuals were chiefly soldiers, with a few

miners and sailors. The favourite devices were flags,

ships, anchors, female figures, bracelets, and Initials.

There were two inscriptions, "Love" and “Jesus

wept"; and among the las common devices were a

crucifix, Maltese crosses, a ballet girl, a mermaid, and

Chinese flower-pots. The most numerous and com-

plex figures were all found on soldiers.

The designs most frequently found by Rossi 3mong

his 23 tattooed criminals were—-portrait of mistress

or nude woman (8); initials, either of self, mistress, or
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friend (9); a transfixed heart, an emblem sometimes

of love, sometimes of vengeance (5); flowers, comets,

swords, serpents, etc.

Taltoced inscriptions, as noted by Lacassagne, who

has given special attention to this matter, are fre-

quently characteristic of the criminal's mental atti-

tude ;
here are a few of the commonest :

" Son of

misfortune,” "No luck,
1 "Death to unfaithful women,”

-Vengeance,” “Son of disgrace,” "Bom under an

unlucky star," - Child of joy” " The past has deceived

me."

The favourite position for tattooing, among the

ordinary population, is the front of the forearm
;
to

a less degree the shoulder.-, the chest (especially

sailors), or the fingers. rUl who arc tattooed oif the

back or the sexual organs (according to Lombroso)

have without exception cither been among the Pacific

islands or sojourned in a prison. The greater number

of tattooed criminals are naturally found among

recidivists and instinctive criminals, especially those

who have committed crimes against the person. The

fewest arc found among swindlers and forgers, the

most intelligent class of criminals. There is evidence

that criminals frequently refrain from tattooing them-

selves because they know these marks form an easy

method of recognition in the hands of the police. It

appears that, in Italy at all Cvents, the connection

between tattoo marks and crime has been of late

recognised by the common soldiers. In 1S4S the

soldiers of the Piedmontese army considered tattoo-

ing a mark of virility. Recently, when I.ombrowi

asked a soldier why he was not tattooed, he replied

:

" Because those are the things that lead to the

galleys;” and an army doctor assured Lombroso
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that tattooed ir.cn were considered a priori as bad

soldiers.

The causes that produce tattooing are doubtless of

a complex kind. Religion was formerly and is still

among some races a chief cause or the practice, which

was up to 16S8 practised at Ucthlchcm by the Chris-

tian pilgrims, and still survives at Loretto. Of 103

tattooed criminals, 3 1 bore religious emblems. Venge-

ance frequently leads to it among eriminals.and among

the feebler ones the spirit of imitation. Idleness

often explains it among prisoners, shepherds, and

sailors. 1 Vanity is almost as powerful a cause among
criminals as among savages. “The more one is

tattooed," said a Neapolitan soldier to Rossi, " the

more one is esteemed and feared by one’s com
panions, because it shows greater progress in the

path of crime." Higher' emotions always play a

considerable part j
and recollections of childhood and

the memory of loved friends are thu9 recorded.

Lacassagne attributes considerable importance to

tattooing as a species cf heraldry used by unedu-

cated people, analogous to the banners and seals of

corporations Erotic passion is a very frequent—

probably the most frequent—cause of tattooing. All

sorts of symbols of love, from the initials of the loved

1 ThU curse derail lift* phyi ihe di'wf pn« In up Che jnellee

or muK&t^ aa*:r.g the wealthy and well-to-do* A lxxxka prc&jwr

of the art, whm* by a representative of the Pali J/aU Gut#* to

what dui cf toeiKy h* ctJrtfeaartt chic fly lietaxged, replied: " Mostly

officer in the array, \mi dtDinni (w I hive tatu»x»J Many rofcJt-

men, mad itoo se-rcra! Indie*. T>< litter in ritiely for oinamnU-

tion on the wrift or calf, oc hate a garter worked <e jos* below the

Uaee." 11 On what put efthe body ait most c( yxi clients tflttQosd^
,,

*• Mostly oo the chrit or am; btf ait alt*ML completely cm tied,

imltntu being vroeked «j tieiT ligs oad lick mi w*n. TUj 4» not

cue to h»ro juiicin. whese they weald be seen in everyday U5c.

^
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one to the grossest emblems of unnatural passion, are

very common. The tattoo designs among prostitutes

arc usually of this character; and such emblems arc

common among paederasts and tribadcs. Among
savages nudity is of course one of the predisposing

causes, and the same cause acts among sailors and

prostitutes. Lombroso attaches prime importance to

atavism. In the strict sense of the word, however,

I doubt very much whether we can legitimately

accept the atavistic explanation. The criminal is

exposed to many of the influences which lead the

savage to adopt the practice, the chief of which

have been already enumerated
;
this is a sufficient

explanation of the similarity of habit, and it seems

scarcely accurate to describe it as atavism. It

is better described as a survival " I regard it/

Lacassagnc well says in his instructive work, Lis

Tatcuoges, “as the uninterrupted and successive

transformation of an instinct The construction and

material expression of metaphor and emblematic

language were first adopted by the most elevated

classes, who had no other means of communicating

or materialising their thoughts Little by little this

method took refuge with those lower classes who
have as yet no better means of expressing what they

feel and experience. It is in these classes also that

vanity, or the need of approbation, predominates, and
this has a marked influence in maintaining the

custom."

Tattooing J9 exceedingly rare among women. Out
of 300 women criminals at Turin, Gamba found only

five tattooed. Soresina, who examined 1000 prosti-

tutes at Milan, did not find one tattooed Lombroso,

out of 200 criminal women, found only one tattooed

;
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she came from Chioggia, was an adultrcss who had

killed her lover from jealousy, and she had associated

much with sailors. 1

Among the insane tattooing does not scent always

to be uncommon. In the lunatic asylum at Ancona,

we learn from Dr. Riva,® out of 184 men and 147

women no fewer than 16 30 per cent, of the former,

and 6.So of the latter, were tattooed. It is worthy of

note that it was chiefly among the more severe and

incurable cases of mental degeneration (dementia,

alcoholism, epilepsy, congenital mental weakness)

that these signs were found. In character and

position they differed from those usually found

among criminals, by being exclusively worked on

the arms and hands, and consisting only of religious

symbols, especially the Madonna of Loretto 1

Of recent years the psychological significance of

1 " Aowng swage woacn |*Uh Ike ereeptioo of the XabyVes and

ike Ana) Ihe caMOB,” remark! I-»nbrt*>, “ J very infierjKr. 1. [I

sanely eret goes beyond fee arms or «fc»«kt. Slia lets e>o eoe toy

list il his keen idopted by ihe honest women of Europe, even of (he

?x<e* clue, eac«j>! inw rare vaUeys cf Venetin where the peanut

women (nee n cron on their mins Parcnt-Duckaiela foind that

prostitutes <i the lowest order tattooed their irm», rhouldris, simpcs,

or pol»« with the mitalt or raroe of their lover, if ycong, or thrir

triU.de, if cid. ihoTcing lane »>£«. even thirty timts (with the aid o(

Beetle arid), retorting 15 Ibeie caprico chaiged. Anvaig the prorli-

totes Ol Vcroru, as I hire learnt from n pxice official, some iestarees

of tattcoing Iran Uen toted (hearts, initials, etc ), bit only atote

those who had alressly teen in prison.”
' *’ II Tattuggio tel Maniceoiio d’ Anronn,* Crnwra rU tlaatiama

rf'.firroM, No.-. I&S8 .

* For a 1tody of lattnoleij among the insane at Marseilles, see

Mirandcc de Monlyel, ^>vA<tvi d< I'Arthn/. C.r.i , 1853 1 at Vffle.

Evrard (the public asyluraof the Seine), arming yo Insane prisons. 15 per

cint wire foiml Uilcoc.t. For a brief general study of tit tour,g In !U

anihropt.'^veil r«lilionitil|*,SM Buchan. /f«wfn\W<rt«srS rfrrZw.Vr«rV,

Bd. vli . t&jS
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tattooing among criminals has become more and more

widely recognised, and a number of very detailed

studies have been pvb'ished in various parts of the

world, more especially in France. 1 In Italy, Otto-

Icnghi has investigated tattooing and its significance

among the youthful criminals, all under twenty-one,

in the reformatories or Italy. 1 Among 1,399 subjects

195 were tattooed, or 1 3.4 per cent
,
a large proportion

when it is remembered that considerably more than

half the number of youths in these reformatories arc

placed there simply on the motion of their parents.

The frequency of a large number of tattooings on one

individual are noted; the total number of tattooing?

was not less than 1,287, and r.o part of the body was

spared. The favourite designs were initials, hearts,

crosses, and chains; lines, points, and geometrical

figures were very frequent; no really artistic designs

were found. It was ascertained that 9 per cent, of the

tattooed subjects were under ten years of age There

was a very dose relationship between the number of

tattooings and conduct
;
the great majority of those

who were much tattooed (56.7 per cent.) were of bad

conduct, while few of those of good conduct were

much tattooed.*

' See. for inmiKe, an elaborate tendjbj Tr.t'« tming the crimimli

v the Itturn Central* •> Mina. Arei, tTAuii. Criet.. Sept. 1*97.

Bum. -coin. “ umy pugfc*, Jus published a paper of omUdertlle

length m intoning at it »•*• in France ind Algeria, aid la* E»>

iimToriwiI usme of tie rtaro riwcra itudia to tie sutjrc’, Art*.

At fAiUtnf. Cri*i.Jan. iSjj.

1
S. Otol-nghi, " It Tuunsio no Minorenni coirietodl," Arti.H

PA., t-J. xx., tut i-ii.. ids?.

In Japan alto U hi* bem fooad tbu laliooing It tneu pccraUnt

incog ciinimh of the wxil type. The point h.i been ituditd in wait

lain by a Japireir protect 0 ! paychialr, it Tokjo {FritArtii BIMtr

fur CwiOU JA4, 1 B98. Haft. J). Aranf i.ijo cit-faah guilt, of
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In the United States Hamilton Wey finds that at

Elmira tattooing exists in over 34 per cent of the

criminals there, the most common devices being

initial*, dancing and nude female figures, ships'

anchors, wristlets, hearts, transfixed hearts, emblems

of the turf, genital organs, and traceries of various

kinds; and the chief motives being apparently vanity,

occupation, and sexual emotion. 1 Even those writers

who profess a certain hostility to the methodical

study of the criminal acknowledge the extreme

importance of tattooing, and Baer, in his extensive

work on Berlin criminals, devotes much attention to

this question; he found that among over IOCO

criminals nearly 25 per cent were tattooed, being just

double the proportion found by Lombroso among

Italian criminals. It is not the mere occuiTer.ee of

tattooing among criminals to which significance

attaches, but its extreme frequency, the extent and

unusual position in which the designs are found, and

above all, the nature of these designs. While

exceptionally (as among sailors) it has little psycho-

logical significance, it usually serves as an indication

of mental abnormality, of indiscipline, of tendency to

vice.* It may not be strictly atavistic, but it

9*r»i»<&uu, llie pcoporlkn of Ulloxd MtyecK was 3 1. 5
per ceot,

ami along iIkao guilty of pceaeditated murder Is this £«cp the pro-

pterion r»f ;o S&i 1*1 call. Axong mio* aiming In Miolhor

prawn U nai oaly 97 per cnil. Amor* lnwr.e men « was 7.9 f"
cot. Among >;*mtae women tnl twine »«/ rare. OUejot

riraigns neie iltaosi iine foatvl, led in no (are were (he wiml rapra

ullowiL Up to tie enii "I tl«i »i«teenlii eenlmy it not common

a-ieog lie ordinary population in ipito of 1dou directed agilr.C it.

la Chira it hu lieen regarded is inamenn fiwn the (ourlauuh century.

1 IiUim ftor-Awfe Ice IS?3 anti 18*5

a Minovlci, cd Hiclu list, in a study oi tattooing » Bcumnnii, cime

to tbe coteUaion tint of every ten people Utloccil eight are aiminiis,
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represents the persistency of a custom which is only

normal among savages, and which can scarcely lai! to

indicate the presenet of a primitive psychic condition

The psychological significance of tattooing has

been studied by Professor Bertd in Sicily, where,

especially in Catania (a fanatical and superstitious

district), it is common.1 It usually coincides with

sexual development; no one is ever tattcocd after

20-2S years of age It is among maritime occupa-

tions that tattooing chiefly flourishes. The impulse

to tattooing, Bert<5 considers, is always a momentary

whim
(
'bitsarria •notnenlan'a), favoured by imitation

and the prolonged idleness of the sea, the barracks,

the prison, and the hospital. The impulse seems to

become almost irresistible, as tattooing is often

prohibited and sometimes punished by official

superiors. Bert^ compares it to sexual aberrations,

which the subject only confesses to with shame,

and as belonging to a remote past. The men always

seemed rather ashamed of being tattooed, and

wondered why the professor wished to study 11
these

stupidities." " The psychological cradle of tattooing,”

BerKi considers, "is constituted by a certain degree

of general nervous excitability. In the cases studied

An*mi rfo Maw itUualu, Noi. : and a, 1899; 1M1 Mudy a
Utceraicd by lag figures. Minovici found Ullmto ran among

j
mt-

tliuteij araeng 700 registered peostit liter in Bucharest, a 1897, he

feuai only 4 tattooed* In Copenhagen, however, a lea-put, 10 p.:r

<*nt. cX ihe lowtr-chtt piuilltulo* have been found tattooed. Madia

(// TsftH&u mils R, Morin* ItolUtto, t$$6) thorn that even in the

rnvy three/c4j:ihs of those tattooed are men of indifferent or tad con-

duct; It is levs fie^aeot la the Italian lion in the French navy, and
toady alstjR, he believe*, lftdlCaUe n morbid tendency to pcychic

wmkneea and icteOrclual deficiency.

1 •• II Tatroggio in Sirilin in Ropfceto alia Kcttiectt Mehta,"
Attktotofrr vol. xxii., Fue. :».
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by me lhe phenomenon appears in intimate and con-

stant relation with the psychic resistance of the

individual, in the sense that tU more excitable the

tattooed person, re, the less his psychic resistance,

the greater were the number and variety^ his tattoo-

marks." Individuals rich in tattoo-marks were always

found to be restless and neurotic when their charactei

and history became known. In the Italian army,

I may mention, tattooed men Etc found to be

frequently insubordinate. The tattooed criminals

examined were usually individuals with exaggerated

excitability, although the mere instinct of imitation

is sometimes sufficient both in criminals and in non-

criminals the phenomenon is the same and may be

explained by feeble psychic resistance.

§ 9. Thltvtt Slang.

Every profession, every isolated group of persons,

almost every family possesses a more or less extended

set of words and phrases which are unintelligible to

strangers. This dialect is termed in English slang,

in French argot. In Italian gtrgo. The most highly

developed and the most widely extended slang of

this kind is that used by habitual criminals. Every

country has its own thieves’ slang, but within the

bounds of that country the slang is gcncra'Iy intelli-

gible; the Lombard thief, Lombroso remarks, can

understand the Calabrian ; Parisian argnl is intelli-

gible at Marseilles. The use of criminals’ slang

marks the recidivist. "When a man talks argot"

said the AbW Cruxes, "he is registered in the army

of evildoers"
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" 1 was jogging down a blooming slum in the

Chapel, when I butted a reeler, who was sporting

a red slang. I brake off hia_ jerry, and boned the

clock, which was a red one. but l was spotted by a

copper, who claimed me 1 was lugged before the

beak, who gave me six doss in the Steel. The week
after I was chucked up I did a snatch near Sl Paul’s,

was collared, lagged, ar.d got this bit of seven

stretch.” Thai is a pickpocket’s history of his arrest

as narrated to Mr. Davitt. Here is the translation

"As I was walking down a narrow alley in White-

chapel, I ran up against a drunken man, who had a

gold watch-guard. I stole his watch, which was gold,

but was seen by a policeman, who caught me and

took me before the magistrate, who gave me six

months in the Bastille [the old House of Correction,

Coldbath Fields] When I was released I attempted

to steal a watch near St Paul's, but was taken again,

convicted, and sentenced to seven years’ penal servi-

tude."

Mr. Horaicy has an interesting passage on English

thieves’ slang, which I will transcribe at length

" Of multifold origin, it is yet mainly derived from

Romany or gipsy talk, and thereby contains a large

Eastern element, in which old Sanskrit roots may
readily be traced. Many of these words would be

unintelligible to ordinary folk, but some have passed

into common speech. For instance, the words bam-

boozle, pal (companion, a friend), mull (to make a

mull or mess of a thing), bosh (from the Persian), arc

pure gipsy words, but have found some lodging, if

not a home, in our vernacular. Then there arc sur-

vivals (not always of the fittest) from the tongue of

our Teutonic ancestors, so that Dr. Latham, the
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philologist, S3ys—'The thieves of London' (and ho

might still more have said the professional tramps}

'are the conservators of Anglo iaxonisms.' Next

there arc the cosmopolitan absorptions from many a

tongue. From the French bouilli tve probably get

the prison slang term 'bull' for a ration of meat*

• Chat,' thieves’ term for house, is obviously thiUau

'Steel,' the familiar name for Coldbath Fields Prison,

is an appropriation and abbreviation of Bastille; and

he who ‘does a tray' (serves three months' im-

prisonment) therein, borrows his word from our Gal-

ilean neighbours So from the Italian we get tasa

for house, filly Jgtia) for daughter, dontiy {donna)

for woman, and omec (rwho) for man. The Spanish

gives us don, which the universities have not despised

aa a useful term. From the German we get durry-

nacker, for a female hawker, from dor/, a village, and

nachgjun, to run after. From Scotland wc borrow

duds for clothes, and from the Hebrew shoful for base

coin. Purely of native manufacture, however, and

entirely artificial, are the two classes of rhyming and

back-slang which mingle with cant to make a whole.

By the former, any word that rhymes with the one

you mean to use is put in its place, and gradually

becomes accepted. This has the merit of unintelligi-

bility when it Is desired rot to let chance passers-by

know of what we are speaking, which naturally

occurs not seldom in the days of detectives and

plain-clothes. constables. Suppose I have 'touched'

(»!*., been successful in some robbery), and feel

inclined for some relaxation in company with my
sweetheart (or one of them), I might address her

thus—' Come, cows and kisses, put the battle of the

Nile on your Barnet Fair, and a rogue and villain in

15
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your sky-rocket
;
call a flounder and dab with a tidy

Charing Cross, and we'll go for a Bushey Park along

the frog and toad -.hto the lire eels’ This would

apparently be but a pendant to the celebrated bit of

nonsense extemporised by Foote, but. a* a matter of

fact, to a master or ‘mistress of rhyming slang it

would at once be understood as—'Come, missus, put

a tile (hat) on your hair, and a shilling in your

pocket; call a cab with a tidy horse, and we’ll go

for a lark along the road into the fields.’ And the

second class of manufactured slang is that largely

patronised by costermongers. It is called back-slang,

and simply consists of spelling (more or less ac-

curately) words backward*. Thus—'Hi, yob! kool

that enif clrig with the nacl ckom. Sap her a top o’

rceb and a tib of occabot/ is only, ' Hi, boy I look at

that fine girt with the lean moke (donkey^ Pats her

a pot of beer and a bit of tobacco.' The ail or merit

of this form of *!ang consists in the rapidity, often

remarkable, with which such words can be reversed.

Thus a gentleman, wishing to test the skill of a pro-

fessor of the art with a word not in common use in

the market, asked hi* coster friend what was the

back-slang for hippopotamus. At once he answered,

'Summatopeppy,' they being euphoniously put for

ik’ x Mr. Davitt thus describes a form of slang

(“thieves' Latin") commonly used by professional

burglars ar.d the superior order of thieves Its

chief peculiarity consists in reversing the position of

the syllables of a word containing more than one

syllable, and making two syllables of all words

having only one in ordinary pronunciation, by
adding a vowel or liquid consonant to the first or

1 JaMne’ />••*Jul. PP *>*•
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second part of such word. Bv the application of this

simple rule to slang words, the ‘lingo’ becomes too
complicated for any but the initi icd to understand.

For instance, if two thieves were hunting for game,

and one were to see a policeman, he would shout to

his comrade—' Islcma! Ogda the opperca! ’ which in

slang is—• Mislcl Dog the copper!' Otherwise—
' Vanish I Sec the policeman l”* 1 Very similar prac-

tices prevail in the thieves' slang of France, Italy,

Spain, and India. It is doubtless, indeed, universal

Closely allied is the hind of slang called largcngi, by

which, for cample, macaroni becomes lauironmiqnc,

and tvickt, laihevane.

The chief interest of the slang of habitual criminals

:s psychological. It furnishes us with a curious in-

sight into the mental processes of those who invent

and use it; it is itself an embodiment of criminal

tendencies; in Victor Hugo's vigorous phrase,
" C'est le verbe devenu format." It is full cf meta-
phorical expressions, of objects named after their

attributes. Nearly everything is degraded, sometimes

with coarse and fantastic wit “While the imagina-

tion of the poet gives a soul to animate objects.”

remarks M. Joly. “the imagination of the criminal

transforms living forms into things, assimilates man
to animal*." Thus the skin for them is leather, the

face uk mufle, the mouth nu free, the arm un niitron.

The body is called the corpse, and to eat is to put
something in one’s corpse. The woman who sup-

ports a bully is called his saucepan (marmite), a

friend un fioteau; nt pas fire mfehant means to

be a fool. Everything is thus vulgarised. The
criminal instinctively depreciates the precious

1 f.fa7*rfhw a Prixn Diary, p. ioS.
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coinage of language, jus! as to his imagination

money is at Paris -zinc." and in the Argentine

Republic " iron."

The soul in French argot is significantly called la

fattsif, and the conscience la mtutU; shame is

simply la rouge. In English slang, as Mr. Horsley

remarks, 'the delicate expression 'fingersmitb' is

descriptive of a trace which a blunt world might call

that of a pickpocket. Or. again, to get three months’

hard labour is more pleasantly described as getting

thiitecn clean shirts, one being served out in prison

each week. The tread-wbeel again is more politely

called the everlasting staircase, or the wheel of life, or

the vertical care-grinder. Penal servitude is dignified

with the appellation of serving H« Majesty for

nothing, and an attempt is even made to lighten the

horror of the climax of a criminal career by speaking

of dying in a horse’s night-cap—is., a halter." So

that while the better things of life arc degraded,

there is a tendency to elevate those that truly indicate

degradation.

The criminal slang of France and Italy fca9 been

studied in its psychological beatings much more

thoroughly than the English, by Mayor, Lombroso.

and others. Lombroso considers that the most

marked and most curious characteristic of criminal

slang is that already noted by which a thing is

designated by its most salient qualities from the

criminal point of view. Thus the advocate becomes

the blanthisseur or imbiancalort (washerman); the

j'agt dmstnc/ioii, the curieux or the fere sondtur;

the sermon, I'ennuyeuse or tidiosa; the purse is la

santa; the court, lajuste. ‘‘The guillotine," remarks

M. Joly. "is designated without imprecation, without
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contempt, without hatred, but with a weal* of

expressions and with a resignation, or.c might almost

say a fatalistic humour, which is not reassuring for

them—or for others. The executioner himself is

called the jtsge dt la pair"

Elrangltr un ftmqutt is to drink a glass of

absinth, the allusion being to the colour (green),

and also, it is said, to the sensation in swallowing

the absinth, and to other minute points. A prostitute

is the hitcl du btsoin, a Louis-qubtse, and also the

bourre-dt-soie, in allusion, it is said, to murmured often

and a silk dress; the brothel is le cloaque. In Venetian

slang a promise is called a shadow. In Bavarian cant

a playing card is karierw/g—the road to prison

Very strange, remote, and bizarre are some of these

slang synonyms, full of coarse ironies and jests.

Paradoure -parades {douxs instead of dix) ;
laueisse-

moi (by way of mois-aussf) ;
erottard-trettoir;

blanchir du foit-\o intend betrayal (play on /oi)\

perdreau =federal1/ (pedra-plderb); herbs sainte<*ai~

sinl/u; tire dans tinfantine - to he pregnant (m-

/anUr) ;
moulin ,i vent - dtrriirr; papt-verre dt mum

{Ronte)\ veronique = lanttnu {vtrre) ;
vert-de-gris -

absinth

t

(play on vert and vtrre, with allusion to its

deleterious properties); demoiselle du Pont-neuj (that

all may go over) -prostitute; apaier- to assassinate;

boirt dans la grande tasse- to drowu cnescif. a knife

is a lingrt (from Langres, the French Sheffield); the

souteneur (a prostitute’s bully) is called by the English

word fish, or some similar name (frisson, gcujon,

barai/Icot, tnaqatreau)', the prostitute is called mortis,

and Bate de Terre-Neuve is applied to that portion of

the Parisian boulevards lying between the Madeleine

and the Porte Saint-Denis.
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Sometimes the slang of criminals, like that of the

rest of the world, commemorates a historical fact

To dethrone in France is juilUtissr. The sun is U
grand JahU\ JablcChofTs electric lamps having been
the first used to illuminate Paris. A coup A Raguse
is a defection, in allusion to the Duke of Ragusa. In

Italy a drunkard is called a Frenchman, a beggar a
Spaniard, a card-sharper a Greek. In Spain a thief

is called a Munit, from the province of Murcia
Words arc frequently abbreviated As examples,

Lombreso mentions tra - travail; css mess - cts

messieurs - l he police
;

chand~ marchand; lubre ~
lugubrt; abs *» absinthe; avoir sis aff- avoir ses

affaires [meustrues); vuxe** maqusreau — souteneur of

a prostitute.

Very curious are the large number of foreign

words, in more or less corrupted form generally,

which arc to be found in criminal slang. In the

German cant Hebrew words ore numerous; German
and French in Italian; German and English in

French; Italian and Romany in English. * Hebrew,

or rather Yiddish/’ Lombroso observes, 'supplies the

half of Dutch slang, and nearly a fourth of German,

in which I counted 156 out of 700, and in which all

the terms for various crimes (except bandrtpuler for

a cheater at dice) arc Jewish." The presence of

archaisms, classical and medneva), is also curious

It is more interesting to find a revelation of the

things in which the criminal is most intimately inter-

ested by noting the wealth and variety of synonyms

for certain woidi Thus Couplet and Righini found

17 words for warders or police; 9 for the act of

sodomy
; 7 for plunder. French cant has 44

synonyms for drunkenness, besides 20 for drinking,
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and 8 for wine, in ail 72; while there are only 19 for

water and 56 for money.

This slang is largely of ephemeral life, but a con-

siderable proportion ts permanent. Its tendency is,

however, to die out. The modem professional

criminal avoid* slang as lie avoids tattooing.

It is interesting to note that, like tattooing, the

predominance of slang among criminals is another

instance of that psychic atavism that we nnd so often

among criminals. Even in its precise build criminal

slang is paralleled by the slang found among savage

race* Of the Cameroon tribes, C H. Richardson

remarks that, "in order to have a secret language

that they may use in public for private purposes, they

perform the wonderful feat of shaking their language

backwards, and no one who has learned their language

can understand them in the rapidity with which they

reverse every wore of a sentence. 1 This, it will be

noted, is simply back slang, in the use of which the

criminal of civilised European slums is as accom-

plished as the African savage. In both ewes—and,

as Niccforo insists, in all cases In which slang is used

— it has its foundation in the fact that it is a weapon

of defence, a method of concealment.1

Closely associated with the use of slang is the use

of hieroglyphics among criminals. Idiogrammatic

methods of communications arc very widely spread,
•

< ,'OTe«.ali«u *mo«« ihe Cameroon Tribes," /o'. Conpia Au/i.

CHtap, 1S93.

• Fora uudy of *ng jrninlly. *< A. Niteforo, // Gap ml .%>•

nil, tui bcjuxtiti t w4 Criiilnall, Turin, 1897: Wore li an tircren-

ing motion on criminal slang in Karelfa, JfatmptMto ifa Vv-

totdun, pp. ai8-«Ti Jmi»h Flyni’i T<anti<ig Mi Ttomfi bn a

chapter on the tramp, jargon with > gtooiy. As1 t/r eui/l. during

)$9j, dull with criminal and non-criminal iecr«t language.
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and when the criminal population is large they are

sometimes highly developed and elaborated In

England and the United States they arc chiefly

used by tramps, and such signs when marked up by

a tramp convey useful information to succeeding

tramps. Criminal hieroglyphs appear to have been

first noted in the sixteenth century, when they were

used by thieves as marks to indicate houses it was

proposed to bum and rob. They attracted attention

from time to time, but were first seriously studied in

the present century by Avi-Lallemand in 1858; in

Italy, Lombroso has given considerable attention to

them, and in Germany Gross has carefully studied

them. 1 These hieroglyphs often show considerable

aesthetic feeling. Another interesting feature is the

resemblance sometimes found between the criminal

ideograms of different count! ics; a large number arc

also in common between criminal women and prosti-

tutes. [t is a curious fact that a very considerable

proportion, perhaps a third, of Gross's ideograms,

indicate proper names; Lombroso compares the

criminal hieroglyph in this respect to the savage

totem. Another interesting point i 9 the frequency

with which these signs refer to the Jews ; it seems

evident that the Jews, as an outcast class, were at an

early period thrown in dose connection with the

criminal classes; this is also indicated by the fre-

quency of Hebrew words in criminal slang. Like the

1 lomlxwo, f Pah'rkiuili, i book which 007 be referred lo iuX cely

In connection with th« «nd preceding hoi xlso the three follow-

ing sections cf this defter; H. 0(0*1, " Die Oiuaculr&ea," etc.,

Arthh/Or Criminal Aalireft/crft, i&». The intere«eir< docv.ru;r.ci

poblishel in Ji»i BWi aftlelM lo l.a Vic Ctnfmftraiw. 15th April

»rd til >!n> 1895, oorcecn the inrerioloci. letters, literntne, end irr

of the crittloils in Poriiun prices*
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latter, the secret hieroglyph U a method of social

protection used by outcast classes as a weapon
against society

;
where criminal associations are

highly developed the sign language reaches a cor-

responding development
;
thus in Italy, while rare in

Turin, such signs arc abundant among the members
of the Camorra in Naples and of the Mafia In Sicily.

§
10

.
Prison Inscriptions

.

Whenever the average human being is secluded for

any considerable length of time from hia fellows, lie

experiences the need of embodying some literary or

artistic expression of himself. This instinct seems

to be deeper and more wide-spread than that which

induces some people to leave their names or other

sign manual—the frothiest effervescence of vain

moments—on the places they visit. There is no

vanity here, and it is an instinct from which no

individual, whatever his degree of culture, is exempt;

it is indeed scarcely distinguishable from the instinct

which leads to the production of heroic works of art.

The expression must vary with the individual. 1

knew a room, the residence of a long succession of

medical students during certain weeks of seclusion

involved by hospital duty, of which the walls .were

covered by inscriptions, humorous or broadly witty,

cleverly artistic sketches, happy lines from the

classic* Each person's inscription is* after his kind

Mgr. Darboy, the Archbishop of Paris, writes in the

form of a cross, “0 crux, mentis robur, ave;
1
' Bill

Sykes at Clerkenwell writes,
41 Lads, your only friend

hcic is your brown lofe and pint of thick”
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In general, it seems, the lower the order of culture

the more complete and trustworthy is the inscription

as an expression of individual peculiarities “The
child loves to speak to himself, as Dr. Corre remarks;

“the negro, and especially the negress, think aloud;

and if from restraint or distrust the criminal keeps

silent his most intimate thoughts, he feels himself

compelled to fix them wherever he may find himself,

on the walls of his prison, or on the books that arc

lent to him. Jt is for himself, for himself alone, that

he writes what he cannot or dare not say, and these

revelation* are very curious for the psychologist"

His desires and lusts, his aspirations, his coarse satires

and imprecations, his bitter reflections, his judgments

of life, are all recorded in these prison inscriptions on

whitewashed walls, cell doors, margins of book*, tin

knives, and the bottoms of skilly cans and dinner

tins. In Italy they have been studied in reference to

their psychological significance with characteristic

(horoughnesa by Lombreso; and In England Mr.

Horsley and Mr. Davitt have recorded a considerable

number.1 The Italian inscriptions, on the whole, arc

marked by a greater preponderance of the senti-

mental, reflective, and imprecatory elements; the

English are generally very practical and material,

dealing with feed questions, or giving a concise

statement of the event which led to the individual's

incarceration, with occasional tendency to moral

aspiration and didactic exhortation. Mr. Horsley

notes that comparatively few inscriptions arc found

on the women's side, but that these arc obscene much

1 Loct»ic*0, F&UMtatj dil Cartrre, ifer, French tranUtno.
L?o*»: $u*ck, 1X^4; Honler, /rttinpfnw /ail, pp. ro-aji l>atiti,

Lt€sti /rvfft a Prison Diary, pp. 104-115.
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more frequently than on the men’s side. 1 conclude

from Lombroso’s very comprehensive collection that

this remark also holds good of ihc Tlalian inscription*

It should be added that every inscription is an

infringement of priton regulations; it is "a vulgar

question of bread and water to the hungry author,*

and the impulse which produces it must therefore be

of considerable strength.

Here are a few terse English examples of exploits,

probably the work of old hands, and recorded by Mr.

Davitt and Mr. Horsley:—

“A burst In the City. Copped while boning the swag. 7

si 1etch, 1869 Rollon 1876 Cheer up, pals."

"Lillie Dicky from the New Cut. 10 and n tides. Put

away by a Moll" {»>.. sold by a prostitute}.

11 FulBed for a clock and slang • (iU., committed for trial for

stealing watch and riming

"Pcor old Jim, the lob crawler, fell from Ranker, and jot

pinched" (>., James and Ranker having gone out to commit

till robberies, the former was apprehended, and the Utter

escaped).

“ For seven long years have I aerred them.

And seren long years 1 have to stay,

For meeting a bloke in our Alley,

And taking his ticker away*

“The judge he seven years gave me.

Transported to Van Diemen's Land,

Far away from my friends and relations,

And the gitl with the daik velvet baud."

The last write: was at Dartmoor, and introduced

Van Diemen’s Land because of the exigencies of

thyme
The delights of food inspire much verse, and dis-
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satisfaction with its quality or quantity a large

number of remarks :

—

“
[ had for my dinner, ochone I

ochone

!

One ounce of mutton and three ounce of bone !

'

“ Here's luck to the pin: of skilly I

"

•• Lotd save me from sumashun!"

‘One more month then out ve go,

Then for feed of l>Ot Coco:

Fried Bread and steak, Plenty of Beer.

Better luck than »e get here*

“Cheer up, boy*, down with sorrow,

Beef to-day, Soup to-morrow.'

“O fora pot of beer I"

“Love is a great thing," writes an Italian philosopher, “but

hunger surpasses everything.'

"O who can tell the pane* 1 feel,

A poor and harmless sailor,

1 miss tny grog nod every meal;

Here come 6 the blooming jailer.’

A poet, Crutchy Quinn by name, known to Mr.

Davitt, and acquainted with seven of the prisons he

characterises, wrote as follows with a nail on the

bottom of a dinner can:—

“ MiUhank for thick shins and graft at the ['imp;

Broadmoor foe nil laggs as go off their chump:

Britton for good toke and cocoa with fat;

Dartmoor for bad grub bot plenty of chat;

Portsmouth, a blooming bad place for haid work;

Chatham on Sunday gives four ounce of pork;

Portland is worst of the lot for to joke in

—

For fetching a lagging there's no place like Woking."

Quinn, in spite of his name, was not an Irishman,
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but two-thirds of the pri*on-po=t*, Mr. Davitt found,

are Irish.

From the more miscellaneous grsup of sentimental,

religious, moral, didactic, and reflective sayings may
be quoted the following:

—

“ TU« heart may bicake, yet may brokenly live on.”

Mr. Davitt found a book at Newgate with " Good-

bye, Lucy dear,’ written throughout it, and at the

end—
“ Good-bye, Lucy dear,

I'm ported from yon for seven long year.

Alf. JONtt."

A poet of a more caustic school had added beneath

this

—

" If Lucy dear is like most gals.

She'll give few sighs or moans.

Bat soon will find aiiMDg your pals

Another Alfred Jones."

Remarks against women are by no means rare, as

the following given by Lombroso

—

" La donna i un esure inutile; io la etima loltanto qoando

tach . , .
Napolbonr I. zmiirkcb."

And another Italian writes

—

“He is a poor deluded fcol who believes in the love and

honour of women*

But the women reciprocate this sentiment, and in

an Italian illustrated magazine a woman writes—

a In this stormy sea which is called the world I have only

found fleeting pleasures and cruel disillusions. And if 1 felt

any happiness 1 had to pay for it with bitter tears. Never
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be.'icvc in she love of mm: for (hem love is n pastime. Wien
you have sacrificed far them honour, family, religion, interest,

youth, they will (urn their shoulders la ycu with contempt, in

search ofother loves. That is (ho kind of thing dial man is."

But the same woman writes passionately to her

accomplice in murder, robbery, and adultery—

“Queslo foglio dal euor ti irando,

L' ho scrilioieri sera Uctimando,

V ho scriito svante cenn,

Sana lochicstro e sema p«nna.

La puma del mio cuora era In penna,

II naegue delle mia veae era I' lochlostro,

Se ponna c calamoio p»ca ti costs,

Sc inerito pteih ti prego d* unit tiposlo.

Addio, Addiov

Addio, mlo btno,

Addio, mlo nrnore,

Tu set il cilo cuore,

Per ti morilti
1686."

Another woman's inscription is a pathetic recollec-

tion of an old ballad

—

“ I wish to God my baby »as bom.

And smiling on its fatlier's knee,

And I, poor gill, lay in my grave.

The green grass growing over me."

Beneath 3 design of a funeral monument a thief

wrote this inscription (translated from Lombroso,-*-

• Her* lies the body of poor Talac Who, tired of stealing in

ihis world, Goes to steal in another. His happy relatives have

erected this memorial."

Very significant or mental vacuity in solitude are

some inscriptions given by Mr Horsley:—
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* sr,ooc times have 1 walked round this cell in a week."

" Ji33° bricks in this celL"

“131 black tiles. 150 red tiles in this ce*J.*

Good resolutions and moral exhortations arc not

uncommon

M
It’s do good crying, you bare got to do it, then after yoa

have done it donr
t do it any more; 1 «ont. 1'

u Cheer up, girls; it’s no use to fret"

" Brethren in adversity, turn your heart to God and 1*

happy."
’* Cood-byc all. Ci vc up drink,"

"X pint whisky brought me here took tbe pledge for a

years—renewable foe ever*
" Toe Lord anith, It is Rood to be bae."
" The Almighty for matter, the devil for servant. Axea'
“ Fear God sod scorn the Devil, then you will Dot be here

again.'

The Italian inscriptions supply a more dubious

exhortation:—

'• 0 thieves I
cor profession is ruined by those rascally

Judges. But courage 1 Forward i
A

This brief account would not be complete if I

neglected to give some specimens of the imprecations,

crude erotic aspirations, and pervetse instincts which

occupy some considerable space in Lombroso's collec-

tion. I will leave them untranslated :

—

"Abbasso il direttore delle catccrc e il capo-guardia, ch«

sano due Avarm di galera. A morse le gafe [uardera] c tutti le

spie, a morte il cipo guanliano delle catcere, a tnorte I’Arca

che tono la rovina di tanli giorATO,"

“ Mia adotata Stella, quando potrd ch . . . f "

“ Pcoiure che in qu-sto nesso Iuogo vi ttono unte bighe

fwomen! che hanno volonti di urai infilinre e non powono e
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unci p ... die infilecrcbbero un cone alcio the uiia f . . . c

non possono faifo."

" Pare i inpossible _ Che it pona stare unto tempo sena

pUntare il metnbto iif una f
. . . <A in un culo. Eppjre sono

gii » mesi die me k) meno due volte opal quittro giorao e non

iono ancoia tis'ico."

The last I will give was written by a woman in a

religious book, and is translated by Lombroso from

the Piedmontese dialect

—

“ Ln Marietta del taplxi salute le sue amiclic die fanno In

porca come lei, e taluta tutti i
giot-anotii die Hianno ch . .

Meoatevl una volta fuecello al tnio gusto, che io uie la meno at

vostro, e quando strfl libera renite a trovaraii che c* l‘ho

sernpta ealda c stretta unto che volett Allegri I

“

| II. Criminal Literature and Art

M. Joly lias made some interesting investigations

(which he has recorded at length in the Arehixvt dt

1'Anthropoltgit Crimitu/U

)

concerning the favourite

reading of French prisoners. He found that such

criminals do not read cither Molitrc or Voltaire.

Nor do they care for the psychological novel of

character and analysis; they have no taste and no
capacity for introspection; they prefer the rococo

style, and an old romance in five or six volumes

called Bprrules du Sentiment is a great favourite at

I .a Grande Rcquettc. This is what we should expect

from that sentimentalism which has already been

noted. But among the favourite prison novelists

Alexandre Dumas is facih princeps. Wc must not

seek to explain this by finding in Dumas a response

to specific criminal instincts. In this matter prisoners

are at one with a very large body of non-prisoners,
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with George Sand, loistoi. and Kouetli at their head.

It is the universally human quality in the prolific

novelist, the anodyne of hisertranoing and unflagging

interest, the satisfaction which he offers to the love

of adventure, by which Dumas fetters the criminal

as well as the man of genius. The female prisoners

at Saint Lazare, unlike the male prisoners, arc con-

stantly asking for Voltaire's books, which, however,

the sisters are not able to supply. They arc very fond

of Henri. Conscience, the Flemish Walter Scott, a

preference which is also by no means shared by

the men, and they delight in all sorts of innocent

and sentimental love-stories, although their marginal

annotations to these do not always admit of repro-

duction.

Russian criminals, as described by Mclachine in a

series of remarkable articles published during 2895

in the Rousskoi* Bogatstvo (and only known to me
through summaries in the Revut fits Rtvuu\ appear

to be extremely impressionable to literature. Gogol

is their especial favourite. Shakespeare produces

great excitement, and is understood at oncc. : When
Lear and Othello were read to a group of Russian

criminals they were deeply moved, and their eyes

were radiant; a passionate discussion took place

concerning Othello's crime. It appears to have been

a Russian prisoner who prolonged his stay in prison

in grder to finish reading a book.

If the favourite reading of those whose criminal

1 However il may be in Russu, lh«e fsclir^s do rvol ippe*r to bn

ihaxtd by the more ciiminii of Sbakeipeue's own .'dlow-oauriryimin;

Xlr. Xtetrirk. the v^ing cliapUun of prbooft, wmark* that the 3*yi
Own fnfifir

" «*m* to hnv< oottinit to in popularity isvorg prkcoen.

oca of wbem it/xed that he preferred it to ‘ such a child's l>xk is

Shakespeare.'''

16
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career in decided is of an innocent character, the

same cannot always be said of the literature read by

the immature. There is ample and unquestionable

evidence to show that a low-class literature in which

the criminal is glorified, as well as the minute

knowledge of criminal arts disseminated by news-

papers, have a very distinct influence in the production

of young criminals .

1 Troppmann, a notorious French

murderer, was influenced by novels. The famous

criminal Lacenaire, who glorified himself and was

glorified by others, has had an influence in the pro-

duction of crime down to our own day. After every

celebrated or startling crime, tome weak-minded and

impressionable persons go and commit the like, or

give themselves up to the police under the impression

that they have been guilty of the crime. It is youths

and children who are especially prone to the imitation

of criminal events from books or from real life

After the murders associated with the name of Jack

the Kipper several murders by young children look

place throughout the country.

It is not, usually, until he is in prison that the

criminal tries to find literary expression for himself.'

This expression takes chiefly the form of verse, nearly

1 See, f« instance. Dr. Aibryi woA. Ceatagiou da Ataifrr,

art ed., 1S96, ch. h.,»nd wne tenurfa by Mr. Davlu. Prim Oirn,
p. 85.

5
It ®>»y he noted in paoMc that the thief ectraples of jAsoe

lUemuie ate by ao nimno namflet cf cr.mlnil liciatort, line*, at or
know, the pfecnar i* not tlwajs the criminal in any rtoi muni 01 llo-

loeirM .row. Priscm bleralme prolnMy includes 10 great a rune.-
pire. ro n, Mgr/tdi /**««, white to the ..m: <1... hetoeg to
famtra n -rait «. th* CoauUliin of BotfMm, nml to valtuUe a
ptythologiia! document as >!«-. Knlanl'i MtoHrtt Prailnlitm.
Tie Rev. Dr. Dodd’s 7injAt, in Priira. theujh the -«lc of 1
oialial .tilled ia literature, ia ofo> imeietc
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always of a rude character, often affected or boastful,

but not seldom vigorous or pathetic A criminal has

been known to declaim from the scaffold a poem on

his own death; another asked and obtained per-

mission to present his defence in verse. It would

be difficult to give stronger proof of a predilection for

yame forms.

A song, of which this is a translation, was heard in

a Russian prison:

—

M
In this spot where infamy has placed for ever her

dwelling, two angels pant, having in their hands a

cross. . . . But at night, with measured steps, slowly,

slowly, watching the prison, the sentinels turn.

Within these walls arc sadness and terror. Without

are life, gold, and liberty. . . . But the black echo

of that slow, slow step warns me : Thou shalt stay,

stay* This was written and most sweetly sung by

a man who had cruelly murdered his wife.

The poetic productions of English criminals, how-

ever numerous arc of no great interest
;
they seem

to appear at their best in the inscriptions already

given. Mr. Davitt has a chapter on " Prison 1 Poets/*'

but what he has to say of them is not encouraging,

although he tells us that Portsmouth has the reputa-

tion of being “ a community of imprisoned songsters,*

and such a specimen as the following does not pro-

duce much desire for more—

"Tm one fine morning f lelt Wakefield Jail,

Myself and comrade* we did cry our fill," etc.

One could write as well as that without being a

convict

Lamb and other goed judges thought well of

Thomas Wainewright, the forger and poboner. As a
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man of letters he enjoyed considerable reputation a9

a critic, and was certainly a man of refined artistic

tastc9. :
It is to-d*v not easy tp delect in him many

signs of critical insight or fine literary ability. He
was one of the writers of that “ Dandy and Silver

Fork School" of whom Hazlitt says
'

" Macastar

Oil, Eau de Cologne, Hock and Seltzer Water, Acta

of Roses, Pomade Divine, glance through the [age

in inexhaustible confusion, ami make your head

giddy." His writing is but the vain froth of a

nauseous life. The following extract is fairly char-

acteristic:— " It appears to us that the time requireth

not the hand of genius to give it a gusto for the

tastes and feelings of what arc called the lower

orders,—rather the reverse! We want more macaroni

and champagne, less boxing and bull beef. Now,

Mr. Drama [Hazlitt] of the London seems determined

to show his readers that his stomach is heart)—that

he can relish bread and cheese and porter, which

certainly are very fine tilings in the country, and—
when we can get nothing else—and 90 far, all this is

very well. But surely, in the centre of fashion, we
might be now and then indulged with more elegant

fare,—something that would suit better with the

diamond rings on our fingers, the antique cameos in

our breast-pins, our cambric pocket-handkerchief

breathing forth Attargul, our pale lemon-coloured

kid gloves ! some chicken fricasccd white, for* in-

stance; a bottle of Hock or Moselle, and a glass of

Maraschino." These things and the like of these

were for Wainewright the only things in the world

1 £,*y, and Cr/titilKU. By J. G. Welaewiight. Now tint

coitorWd, with *m>» seconnt of the talker, by W. C. HoMtL
London: R«7b & Tuner, i38o
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that seemed desirable, and his passion for them lay

at the root of his crimes.

In the south we meet with a genuine, and often

traditional, body of criminal songs which is of great

interest It is found in chief perfection in Italy and

the large neighbouring islands, Sardinia, Corsica, and

especially Sicily, where the civilisation is more primi-

tive, and the level of criminality much higher. In

the Conti Sicttli of the able and enthusiastic folk-

lorist, Pitr6, there are twenty-seven which lie describes

as Prison Songs; with others rather similar in the

same collection, the total amounts to forty-one (4 per

cent, of the whole), mostly declarations of vengeance,

laments for lost liberty, imprecations against judges

and police Some arc in praise of prison, as the

following:—

“ Carcere, via mia, cars, Mice I

Lo slum! entro di te come mi place !

Si spicchi il enpo a quel chc msl oe dice,

O pensa che tar perdere la pace.

Qua sol trovf i fiatelll e qaa gli amici," etc.

There are also fine notes of despair, and sweet

recollections of the absent mother or sweetheart

Sardinia, a land of brigandism and assassination, has

produced numerous criminal songs of interest. *The

Corsican songs collected by Tommaseo,” remarks

Lombroso, "might be said to be almost all the

creation of brigands. Nearly all breathe vengeance

for a slain friend, or hatred against an enemy, and

admiration for murder.” A ferocious Corsican

brigand, named Peveronc. who used to leave his mark

behind by covering his victim with capsicums

(peperoni), wrote verses which, says Lombroso,

"would not be unworthy of Laura’s sweet singer.”
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In such a case as that of Corsica, we must, however,

be very cautious how wc use the word " criminal,"

In that land barbaoous conceptions still rule; a child

is brought up from its earliest days in an atmosphere

of lobbcry and bloodshed
;
what in a more civilised

country wc call ‘'crime’ is there to a large extent the

normal social state. It is in Corsica that a parish

may vote a pension to a brigand {the comvwni of

Ciammance, for example, in t886); that more than

half the persons liable to serve as jurymen in an

arrondissement (4.4CO out of Scco in one instance)

may themselves have appeared behind the bar; and

where a mayor
(
arrondisumtnt of Sartene) may issue

a proclamation in the following terms:-" Art I.

The canning of arms is formally forbidden on the

territory of the commune of Levie. Art. II. Excep-

tion is made in the case of persons notoriously in a

state of enmity.’’

As a specimen of French criminal literature I will

give a poem by I.ebicz, the young murderer spoken

of in Chapter I.; it is addressed to a young girl’s

skull:—

“ De cuclquc hell* enfant testes frcsds et sans vie,

Bc»u crAne apprtie par mes mains,

Dent jiu sali les cu et Li surface bbndiie

D’un tos de coins greet et latino

Compagaon triste et frotd de mes beuret d'dtudc,

Toi que je viens de reietci

Dans un coin, ah I reviens tromper ma solitude,

Rdponds k iti» curiositd

Dil-moi combien de fois ta touche sest offerte

Au« doJ< baiters de ton anun t

;

Dis-nvoi quels jolis mots de u touche ecu' ouverte

Dans des heurs df’garemcnt . . .

Inscr.se I ... Tu nr peux repoedre. pauvre fillej

Ta bucche est close maintenant.
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Et la nort. en passant, de sa trine faucillc

A bris^ tea chamtes naiMants.

Triste le«*C! pour nous, qui croons quo la vie

Peut durer pendant de longs jo*rs l

Et jeunessc, et bonhear, e< beaut4 qu’on envie,

Tout passe ainat quo lea amours !

A quand, vers lo soir, dptc ct dur h la cache,

Je travaille silenc>eux,

Mon esprit suit le monde et, tout inquiet, s'attacbe

A des pensers plus sdrieux,

Je rtre au temps qtii passe . . alore je te regarde,

Et, songeant aux coups de destin,

Sur ton front nu je crois lire .cn trembUn!: ' Prends

ffarde.

Mortal, ton tour vkiuira dentin."'

When his papers were returned to him by the police,

Lcbicz wrote on the margin of this: "Poor verses!

but, bad as they are, they are a faithful picture of the

state of my mind in moments of solitude In the

world I am amiable and gay. I am taken for a wild

fellow, who mocks at everything; but if they knew
my character thoroughly, if they were aware that

when I laugh and joke I have just come out of a

solitude of despair and tears; if they knew that there

are sobs at the bottom of my heart when smiles cover

my lips, they would not say that 1 mock at everything.

My gaiety is only a mask which hides the anguish

which has for so long tom my heart”

There are one or two examples of newspapers

written and conducted by prisoners- The Abbd
Crozes, in his Souvenirs de la Petite et de la Grande

Rcquette
,
gives us specimens and a facsimile page of

one of these, the Tam-Tam, which, however, only

lasted a very short time. Here are a couple of frag-

ments from this remarkable journal
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Fadle Express

" Uq grand tambour-major, ptcssd par la famine,

Dina it d'uoe maigre sordine

El a’en rdgaUit sur ma foi

!

Moral/.—On a souvent hcwin d'un p?ji pelit que sk*

Echos et Bruits.

“ Nons apprenons «ree plaisir i nos !«teurs le projet formd

|var U Socidtd Agricole de France, de ee aervir des Oretlles de

Transparent, pour se lirrei It d<8 etsais stir la culture des

champignon:.

L'alxmdance et la qualltd da fumier que conttanent ces

rastes esgcxudw, le-r grandeur, leur systtmc d'afration pro-

nettent aux amateurs de cfpea les rewluts les pins satb-

(alsanti*

Very different from the Tam-Tam is the Summary,
a newspaper published at the Elmira Reformatory,

New York. This newspaper, largely written by
prisoners and, at one time at all events, edited by a

prisoner, contains, besides original contributions and

the news of the Reformatory, a summary of general

news; and by its tone and its method of selection, it

compares favourably, as it has been said, with many
newspapers published outside prison-walls. The
following contribution to the Summary is from
" a bright young burglar," about eighteen years old,

and is entitled “God and the Robin"; it has an

allegorical and personal significance:

—

" F-»tl( in die morning, long before the lasy cock craws, you

miry hear the robin singing hii welcome to the aun. He has

been watching through the darkness for the first rays of coming
day, and as they appear he pours forth the melody as an

expression of his Joy, All is quiet til! his musk rend: the air,

and as you listen you ate inspired with though is of Him who
made the robin and you. Perhaps the sireet song is a prayer
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of thank* to God for sheltering him from the danger* of the

night Do they know of God ? Who can tell? Pcrhapi He
is the cause of what ae in our ignorance call instinct Once as

I listened to their music I fell asleep, and dreamt of a house

near the sea. It had a lawn in front, on which was a robin

hopping in search of fcod for her young. But as she hopped

aboat the sty seemed to grow darker. I knew that a stotm

was approaching, and when it came I saw the robin ding to the

tree for shelter. But the wind was fierce, and it tote her from

the branch, and in spite of all her efforts it bore her away out

O'er the ocean, farther and farther from the land, till #1 last,

when Its energy was spent, its fury gone, it left her on the wean
with no land in sight to guide her to her home; and as she flew

she thought of her little ones at home, and of her mate. She
thought al«o was flying to them, bnt every little cfloit was taking

her fatther away, though she knew it not When at last she

began to tiie, she looked at the restless waters, bat they offered

her no relief; and in her frightened cry I seemed to hear her

say, 1 0 where shall 1 rest ciy weary wing ?
1 But in the mur-

muring of the ocean she heard no reply, so she co-Jld but fly on

till darkness came, when, uttexly exhausted, she fell upon the

cruel waves and died. And He who made ber will teecive her

when the course of life is past Cannot the little yobin find in

that house of many mansions a place to rest her weary wing ?

U heaver, made for man alone? Are not these little creatures

who ne»«t offend Goc, hat worship Him with the purity and
happiness of their little hearts, entitled to the joys of hereafter?

Who can doubt it ?*

The following interesting dialogue in the Socratic

manner—"An Imaginary Conversation between two

Members of the Casuistry Class "—is also by a very

young criminal, who was also something of a poet:

—

11 Did you not agree last Sunday with the member of our class

who said that life in prison is a state of slavery ?

No, I did not. In fact, I am astonished at your question. I

rather think it is not a state of slavery.

That is a very curious belief.

It may appear to be; but I think it can be proved to be
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jogical. You say that Imprisonracn; for vrong-doing i» slavery;

but what is slavery ?
. .

I
should define it to l* tlx? invonmtary subjection of one

perion :o the will of anuther.

Rut cannot a person l>e a slave to passion and to other quali-

ty of mind as well as to persons ?

Yes
Then your definition is obvieuily incorrect. I would define

slavery OB a state in which one's actions are reflated by some

pewer over which he has oo control Would you agree with

me.*

Well. I think I would.

Very weiL Having flgteed upon a definition of slavery. «e

will discuss whether life in prison is silver,-. Now, lot me ask,

why are men sent to prison I

Usually for violating the law.

Well, do you believe thst men steal, for instance, voluntarily ?

Undoubtedly.

Your tone is rather confident, so ! daresay you can tell me

%$ky men steal f

In order to get certain articles that will enable tbem to live

more comfortably, or which they desire to have.

That is, you mean that they have certain feelings—awdl as

laziness, tove of Rain, etc -which they wish to gratify?

Well, yes.

Bat if* man had not these feelings he woald not steal r

I think not.

Then these feelings regulate ha conduct in stealing ?

It seems so.

But you agreed that he whose conduct is regulated by some
power other than his own free will is a slave.

Well, I am afraid you have caught me again.

But do you admit it?

I do
Then be who prevents this man from Stealing is emancipating

him, not enslaving him f

I see you are right.

Then cee who is in prison foi wrong-doing is a free roan, not

a slave?

Ycfc But suppose that the roan has teen sent to prison

unjustly; what then?

.
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To answer your question, I should have to know what your

coaception of true freedom is. True freedom is. as i; appears

to me, the triumphing of the sprit or better patt ol man over

the flesh or weaker par!; that is, acting according to one's

highest conception of what is right Do you agree with IE4 i

Ido.

Then do you not think that the truly righteous man, be he tn

prison or out, is free ? Do you not 906 that a man who does

right, even though he lose fortune or life by doing so, is freer

than the one who allows his conduct to be reg-lUted by fear,

malice, or other passions .’ Remember that a man may he free

tn a dungeon and bound down with chains, and that he may be

an abject slave and he clothed in puij>le.
u

The Summary perhaps docs something to encourage

pctggiahness, but priggishness, it need scarcely be

said, Indicates a far higher moral level than the

vacuous brutality which lies behind so large a pro-

portion of prison inscriptions.'

An interesting department of criminal literature i*

constituted by the autobiographic*. They are, how-

ever, not very numerous, and in most cases they have

little psychological value, a* the narrator is more

interested in describing the details of his achieve-

ments than in revealing his own personality. A
good example of the adventure type of criminal

autobiographies is furnished by an American criminal,

Langdon W. Moore, in His Own Story, published at

Boston in 1893. It is an eventful story of an event-

' In the milier rditiccs of thi» twok I hoe loiluderi lose account ol

a few men of genius who night alio U rsgmWd 11 atmlnils. It cor/

umim to »t that this intVoct belongs rather to the arid* of genUi than

of criminality. I iiootd'lik. to tcraufc thnt the devrriptBC "I V«-

Uise, tow aaiUted. was founded twirl* on the tnspectioa of one a two

pet traits. Wbm I ashiiqueatly met’Variate aa usicral tncaoxs I

farad llat the impeesAis of his reaarkabC* brad pted hum tie pet-

traits wu not In eveiy respret icons! c.
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ful criminal life by a man who had abandoned that

life. A much moic instructive autobiography of a

congenital criming belonging to Calabria, Antonino

M., was edited by A. G. Bianchi, and published at

Milan in 1893, under the title of 11 Romania di un

Ddinqu/nte Halo. The vanity and the egoism of the

true criminal, his impulsive violence, and his strange

lack of perception of the moral character of his own
acts, are admirably illustrated in this valuable docu-

ment, and its value is increased by an elaborate

psychiatric examination of Antonino M. by Professor

Venturi, which is prefaced to the volume.

Of extreme psychological interest is the auto-

biography of an Australian criminal, Joe Bragg's Con-

fusions ofa Thitf

;

these were printed in three parts

for Bragg by Mr. G. E. Ardill, of the Sydney Rescue

Work Society. I owe Part I. to Mr. Archil's kind-

ness ; the other two parts, he tells me, are even more
interesting; unfortunately he was unable to send

them to me, not even having retained a copy himself,

and though I have made various attempts to procure

them through friends and correspondents in Sydney,

I have so far been unable to sec them. Joe Bragg’s

paternal grandmother, as we incidentally learn, had

been in a lunatic asylum a great many years, and
" had been of the same violent disposition as myself"

His mother “had always a strong propensity to

religion. She told me that when a girl in the service

of Sir John Franklin, who was the Governor of

Tasmania, she had once fasted from meat for forty

days, and that during the whole of that time she had

been afraid even to swallow her spittle.” From the

remark that in old age she was " then sober,” it may
be inferred that, she had also been given to drink.
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Thus on bo:h sides Bragg came of insane and

neurotic storks He was born about 1851. Up to

the age of thirteen, though suffering much from

neglect and hunger, he had “ always been disposed

to honesty;" at that age, "being left homeless and

destitute by parental drunkenness and slung by the

pangs of hunger," he stole a loaf of bread. He was

imprisoned for three months in Darlinghurst gaol,

and was thus enabled to have frequent intercourse

with many hardened criminals. On the very day of

his liberation he began a career of crime which lasted

for twenty-two years. He was soon again imprisoned

for three months, "and the instructions I received

during these three months considerably improved me
in my profession. The Government had placed me
in a position to leant a trade, and, having learnt it, I

was determined to work at it" He practised it

successfully. “ Before I wag seventeen 1 had com-

mitted thousands of robberies, and had been con-

victed about a dozen time*.” Once, when he was in

Paramatta gaol, he heard much praise of a young

man who had recently received twenty-five lashes for

knocking a warder on the head with a pick handle.

Bragg resolved to emulate him. A few days after,

when a warder spoke sharply to him, he struck him

on the head with a billet of wood; this was the first

of a long scries of violent outrages, each followed by
severe punishment It is remarkable that during one

period of solitary confinement he taugh: himself to

read a little; he had previously only known the

alphabet Without sufficient food, suffering from

scurvy, and addicted during long periods of solitary

confinement to masturbation, he was reduced almost

to a skeleton, and his mind became disordered. He
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was affected for a time by an obsession of somewhat

the same kind as his mother had suffered from.

" For a time I tried to be religious and prayed often.

If, when I thought of prayer, I did not immediately

kneel down and pray 1 accused myself of laziness

;

and, thinking that God was displeased with me, I had

no rest till I prayed/' During a subsequent terxp

of imprisonment he was pronounced insane by the

Medical Board and sent to Gladcsviilc Asylum.

Here he pretended to be
41
a quiet simpleton” and

ingratiated himself with the keepers, who reported

favourably of him to Dr. Manning
;
he thus received

privileges which enabled him to escape He was,

however, recaptured, although finally discharged in a

month, and then proceeded to thieve for several months
"in an orderly and discreet manner/' Shortly after-

wards he was sent to Berrima Model for six months
when still only twenty-six years of ago He came
out

41
an honest and religious man," and received

religious instruction from seme nuns. The stcry of his

relapse is curious ; I have quoted it elsewhere (p. 177).

He recommenced thieving, spending the proceeds in

public-houses or brothels. -
I had become uncon-

trollably irritable, and was perpetually gambling."

A furious attack on a constable led to a sentence of

imprisonment for five years, and wild outbursts of

violence frequently occurred while he was undergoing

this sentence. Once he received fifty lashes. "The
fifty' lashes took no more effect on me than a shower

of rain could take on a bullock/' When in prison at

the age of twenty a new and curious passion arose in

him. He wished to be educated and to become an

author, and studied Murray's "Grammar" for ten

hours a day, until he was able to read and write. At
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the same time he became thin and melancholy, and

was considered as semi-insane by the authorities, who

placed him in a special yard, and endeavoured to

divert his mind from study. In order to gain his

own way he pretended to commit suicide by cutting

his throat, injuring himself, however, more seriously

than he had intended, and was more closely watched.

After an ineffectual attempt to escape he \va3 placed

in solitary confinement, and again turned with ardoqr

to his studies, even making a little progress in Greek,

Latin, and French His imaginative and reflective

faculties became active, but at the same time his

mind became weakened. He could no longer fix his

attention on a book, and had various delusions and

hallucinations. He thought that people owed him

money, and also imagined constantly he was meeting

old enemies; he would immediately strike them or

seize them by the throat, only to find that he had

injured himself against the wall. He used to wrap

his hands carefully in a scarf; before he could get

them loose the hallucination would vanish. At the

same time "as 1 continued to reflect I discovered

that my mind was a field which had retained every-

thing that had ever been cast into it, and that it

might be dug up with the spade of reflection. For

bouts together I used to sit in th? little shed in my
yard tracing back the events of my life. I clearly

recollected all the circumstances of my birth. . . .

To my astonishment I found that I was alive a

considerable time before my birth, and that my body
was not animated all at once, as 1 had thought, but

that my spirit strengthened with the formation of the

body. I could distinctly recollect the time when my
body was not quite made, and how fearful I was lest
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I should be fully vivified before 1 was fully formed.”

With Bragg’s liberation on the termination of this

sentence Part I. of these remarkable Confusions comes

to an end.

Subsequently to writing these confessions Bragg

was again in prison for a considerable period, and

further pursued his studies in Latin and French, also

taking great interest in the subject of psychic re-

search. On his release in 1898 1 received a com-

munication from Bragg containing the following

passage 1"
I sat down this morning with a full deter-

mination of giving you a brief account of my life

from the end of the first pamphlet I have, indeed,

penned five or 3ix pages of it, which I shall directly

destroy. It i9 a life so full of crime and misery that

it would almost drive me mad to go through it again

in mind If ever I do relate it, it will be from the

platform. A good audience intoxicates and carries

me away. I tell it everything.” Like many others,

Bragg attributes his career entirely to drink, and it is

his great ambition to lecture cn total abstinence all

over the English-speaking world. When last heard

of he was a hawker in Sydney streets, and at this

time (1898) Mr. Ardill was good enough, at my
request, to have the accompanying photograph taken.

A few words may be added concerning criminal

art as shown in design. Lombroso reproduces

numerous drawings, etc, made in prison. They arc

generally very rough and slight, never beautiful, but

frequently expressive, rendering character, now and

then, in face and attitude, with case and felicity.

Scenes of murder or robbery, law courts, men hanging

from the gallows, women, mostly nude, with huge or

pendent breasts, men or women in extravagantly
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perverse sexual attitudes—these arc the visions which

come to the criminal in prison, and to which he seeks,

by such means as may be withir his reach, to give

artistic expression. Sexual imagery, r.ot beautiful

but gross and ugly, undoubtedly has the chief part

in these designs; but it is scarcely necessary to point

out that the artificial conditions under which the

prisoner lives arc largely responsible for this character-

istic of his art. although not for its generally deliberate

ugliness.

Dr. Laurent, in his work, I.ts Habitu/s its Prisons,

lias treated this matter more completely than any
other writer known to me, and has reproduced some
very characteristic and instructive examples of this

art, although he has not dared to reproduce the more
extravagant designs which he describes. What has

chiefly impressed him among the large numlier of

drawings by prisoners which have passed through his

hands is the absence of any elevated thought, of any
noble sentiment In the erotic designs there is

occasionally ail Imaginative audacity, but love is

always regarded as a purely physiological act, and

everywhere else the design b pathetically common-
place; it is naturalistic in the lowest sense of the

word, adding nothing, suppressing nothing; and

these drawings have therefore a remarkable family

likeness. If there is any great artist of whom they

ever remind us it is Ostade, with his perpetual re-

search of the mean and degraded, physically and

morally, in humanity. Dr. Laurent draws special

attention to a design which appears to represent

some winged angel of hope; there is something in

the bold, predaceous face of this vulgar fairy, in the

coarse firm attitude, so suggestive of the things that
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alone have left a firm impress on the artist's mind,

that is very pathetic. In one of those designs only is

it possible to catoh a glimpse of the ideal
;

it is the

figure of a woman drawn by an educated cleik who

was possessed of personal qualities which brought him

Into relation with women ol a somewhat superior

type. The face in this drawing has a tender and

melancholy air
;
even here, however, the body is

drawn in too crude and realistic a manner. Where

these artists succeed best is in the photographic

delineation of commonplace or unpleasant human

types, such as may be seen in large cities, especially

after nightfall There is usually something hard,

cynical, degraded in these types, in their whole bodies

as well as their faces ; they remind us of what was

said of portraits executed by Wainewright, that he

had contrived to put the expression of his own

wickedness into them.

These artists also do not succeed in caricature, and

rarely attempt it To be successful here involves

some judgment, delicacy, and insight, and these the

prison artists do not appear to possess.

In the nude, as 1 have already mentioned, prison

artists take gTeat delight, and they even achieve

a certain amount of success. There is a certain

Hogarthian vigour and ease with which the faces and

forms of these coarse, low-browcd, animal, energetic

women, with their large pendent breasts, arc brought

before us. The only prison sketch I have seen show-

ing anything more than a crude sense ol beauty, any
real appeal to the Imagination, or distinct science of

form and composition, is a group of nude women in

extravagant attitudes, which Dr. Laurent reproduces;

he says nothing .of the artist, except that he was
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probably a Saint Anthony by necessity, who, in this

scene as of a Sabbath of witches, has given expres-

sion to the dreams that tormented him. It is a

genuine piece of fantastic art, and even recalls certain

designs of the Belgian artist, 1'dKden Rops. This

design escapes to some extent—and to some extent

only—from the judgment which Dr. Laurent pro-

nounces on the treatment of sex by criminals:

—

“ Sex is not for them a sacred and mysterious thing,

a mystic rose hidden beneath the obscure vault of

the belly, like a strange and precious talisman en-

closed in a tabernacle. For them it is a thing of

ugliness, which they drag Into the light of day and

laugh at."

§ 12. Criminal Philosophy,

One of the mo3t interesting and instructive depart-

ments of criminal literature is that dealing with the

criminal’s mental attitude towards crime. In con-

sidering the problems of crime, and the way to deal

with them, it is of no little Importance to have a clear

conception of the social justification for crime from

the criminal's point of view. Not only is he free from

remorse; he either denies his crime or justifies it as

a duty, at all events as a trifle. He has a practical

and empirical way of his own of regarding the matter,

as Dostoievsky remarks, and excuses these accidents

by his destiny, by fate. “ What contributes to justify

the criminal in his own eyes is that he is quite certain

that the public opinion of the class in which he was

born and lives will acquit him; he is sure that he will

not be iudijed definitely lost unless his crime is
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against one of hia own class, his brother! He is

secure on that aide, and with so good a conscience he

will never lose his moral assurance, which is the main

thing. He feels himself on solid ground, and by no

means hates the knout which is administered to him.

He looks upon it as inevitable, and consoles himself

by thinking that he is not the first nor the last to

receive it Dees the soldier hate the Turk who

sabres hiin ? By no means !

"

To be caught is the foolish part of the business.

"You are a lot of fools to get In here, myself

included," i* one of the prison inscriptions noted by

Mr. Horsley. " Had God wished me to be different.

He would have made me different," said Goethe. In

the same spirit is the philosophy ofcrime set forth by

a man known to LombroSO: " If God has given to us

the instinct to steal, He has given to others the

instinct to imprison us; the world i* an amusing

theatre! " It is rare, however, for the criminal to take,

so lolly a standpoint as this
;
more usually he bases

the justification for his own existence on the vices of

respectable society—‘the ignorance and cupidity of

the public,” as one prisoner expressed it—that he is

shrewd enough to perceive; "it is a game of rogue

catch rogue," a convict told Mr. Davitt. A youthful

French brigand in the days of Charles IX., as he

impassively ascended the scaffold, declared that he

was innocent, because he had never robbed poor

people but only princes and lords, the greatest

robbers in the world. * We arc poor rogues, and so

hanged, while others, no less guilty in another way,

escape," pleaded Captain Bartholomew Roberts’s

fifty-two pirates, executed at the beginning of the

eighteenth century. “ Law for the rich but none for
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the poor," is a modem English prison inscription

which would probably have expressed its writers

meaning better if it had been transposed. Quels

gruiixs Us henn/Us gens !

An Italian criminal wrote in a book of "Moral

Maxims" by Tommasco: “ When you have read this

book become a priest or a master; if not, it will be of

no use to you. There arc fine maxims in this book,

but maxims are no good in this world, where the god
of gold reigns alone. He who has money is brave

and virtuous; all the maxima of Tommaseo are of no

use to him who has none; he will still bo treated

with contempt/' A Milanese thief said to Loenbroso:

"I do not rob; 1 merely take from the rich their

superfluities; and, besides, do not advocates and mer-

chants rob ? Why accuse me rather than them ?

"

" Knowing," wrote the murderer Raynal, * that three-

fourths of the social virtues are cowardly vices* 1

thought that an open assault on a rich man would be

less ignoble than the cautious combinations of fraud 1’

J. G. Waincwright, when in prison, said to a visitor:

" Sir, you city men enter upon your speculations and
take the chances of them. Some of your speculations

succeed, and some fail. Mine happen to have failed/*

An Italian thief, ouc Rosati, said: “I am proud of

my deeds; I ha%’c never yikcn small sums; to attack

such large sums 1 consider a speculation rather than a

theft/* Another'ltalian thief said that there were two

kinds of justice in the world: natural justice, that

which he himself practised when lie shared the pro-

ceeds of his thefts with the poor; and artificial justice,

that which is protected by social laws. The criminal

is firmly convinced that his imprisonment is a sign

that the country is going to the dogs. A prison
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inscription quoted by Lombroso runs: "I am im-

prisoned for stealing half-a-dozen eggs; Ministers

who rob million* every day are honoured. Poor

Italy I" "We are necessary," a brigand chief said

proudly to his judges
;

" God has sent us on the earth

to punish, the avaricious and the rich. We arc a kind

of divine scourge. And for lire rest, without ua what

would you judges do?
11

This conviction of the criminality of the honest is

engrained in the criminal mind, and one meets it

at every turn. "Who doesn't deserve the galleys?"

was a remark often heard by Dr. Lauvergne at the

convict establishment at Toulon, and the same idea

was cynically expressed by Lacenaire—
11 Bunins i la sage«e,

A la vertu qul WUtient I

Tu pciu sans cramie divrcssf,

Bobe i tous les gew de bicn."

Most people must have observed, in talking with

persons of vicious instincts, the genuine disgust which

these so often feel for the slightly different vices of

others and their indifference to .their own. So the

man in prison feels indulgence for his own offence

and contempt for his more cautious brother outside

who continues to retain the.respect of society, feelings

which the latter heartily reciprocates. Every indi-

vidual, whatever his position, fcclS the need of a

certain amount of amourproptrt. “ 1 may be a thief,"

said one to Mr. Horsley, "but, thank God, I am a

respectable man."

Among the criminal songs still found in Sardinia

there is one {quoted by Lombroso from Bouillier’s

I.es Dialecta el Us Chants dt la Sardaigne) that may
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be quoted here. " Tell me,'* taka Ache* of the priest,

" if T havc nothing to cat, and if I find wherewith

to appease my hunger, may 1 t/.Vc the goods of

another?" 11
Believe me, if you have nothing to cat,

and you meet with something, you would be a fcol

not to take it." “That is a good counsel, but here is

a difficulty: what I have taken in this way, ought I

to return it?" “No. The observance of the law

would subject you to a fast too severe
;
you arc a

great fool if you do not understand that in the face

of necessity all things belong to alL* 'ITiat is the

morality of a lawless and primitive society, but it has

points of contact with some of the latest and high-

est developments of social morality. Tolstoi would

justify it; as, to a certain extent, a respected arch-

bishop has justified it

"The laws of society," remarked an educated

convict to Mr Davitt, 44
are framed for the purpose of

securing the wealth o! the world to power and cal-

culation, thereby depriving the larger portion of

mankind of its right? and chances. Why should they

punish me for taking by somewhat similar means

from these who have taken more than they had a

right to? My dear sir," said he, *'
I deny your con-

tention that there is any such thing as honesty in the

world at all." This mau, who had a considerable

acquaintance with literature and philosophy, main-

tained soberly ftial " thieving was an honourable

pursuit," and that religion, law, patriotism, and bodily

disease were the real and only enemies of humanity.
“ Religion," he would observe, " robbed the soul of its

indrpcndcncc, while society's social laws, in restraining

the desires and faculties given by Nature to men for

the purpose of gratification, declared war against the
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manifest spirit of the law of our being." Patriotism

he termed “the idolatry of an idr-a, in the stupid

worship of which the peace of the world, and the well-

being of its inhabitants, were sacrificed by the law-

makers and others who profit thereby."

Lombroso found the following note written with a

piece of iron in a politico-economical work, under the

chapter of “ Considerations on the Co-operative spirit":

" The beat governed nation l» that which has fewest

thieves. Do you want to abolish thieves? See to it

that the working man and the peasant have work to

do, and are better paid for it ; then they will be
content, and will have nothing to say against the

government; in consequence they will do their duty,

and will not be forced to do evil." Another,

reading a book about an official who had been

removed from the administration of taxes, wrote :
11

1

advise you all to be public thieves, and then you will

be free citizens and men who are useful to society,

and will be decorated with meda's and crosses.

This man here was a public thief; but I am only a

private robber; if 1 had been a public one I should

not have been here." Again :

11 Why are those who
wear coarse breeches treated in one way, and those

who are dressed finely and wear yellow gloves treated

in another? Why are thq first called thieves while

the others are said to have committed undue appro-
priation? Have not both classes ’broken the com-
mandment which says simply ' Thou shall not steal’?

11

In a confession made to Gisquet, the prefect of police,

a different standpoint is taken up
;

the criminal

justifies himself, not on moral grounds, but as a man
of the world :

“ You regret the robber)' that I have
committed, and you call it a bad action; the insipni-
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ficant act for which I have been condemned is the

first link in a chain which will not, 1 hope, finish so

soon. If I were not a thief by vocation, I would

be one by calculation. I have faced all the good

and the evil of other occupations, and I find that this

is the bcsL What would have become of me among
honest men ? A bastard, with no one to take care of

me, what could I do? Become a shopman, earn at

the most six hundred francs a year, and having

sweated all my life, grow old and ill and finish at a

hospital. Take men in the mats and you will find

them all humiliated, slaves, disgraced; it is never

talent and honesty that are recompensed ;
vice prospers

more often than virtue.

"In our profession we depend on nobody; we

enjoy the fruits of our experience and ability. 1

know well that we may end in prison
;
but out of the

18,000 thieves in Paris not one-tenth are in prison,

so that we enjoy nine years of freedom against one of

prison. Besides, where is the working man who is

not sometimes without work? For the rest, the

working man has to pledge his things at the pawn-

shop, while we, when we arc free, want for nothing,

and lead a life of constant feasting and pleasure.

"The fear of being arrested, and the pretended

remorse that people talk of, arc things to which one

soon gets accustomed, and which finish by giving a

pleasurable emotion.

“And then, if we are arrested, we live at the

expense of others, who clothe us, feed us, and warm

us, all at the cost of those whom we have robbed
1

"I will say more. During our detention in prison

we think out and.prepare new means of success.

"If I regret anything, Mr. Prefcct.it is that I am
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condemned lo only a year. If il had been for five

I should have been sent to a centra! prison, where I

should have met some old hands, who would have

taught me some new trick, and I should have

returned to Paris clever enough to live without

working.

“They talk of thieves as of persons always In

misery, and who always finish their lives in prison;

but they think of those whom they have seen in their

apparent state when arrested. They do not con-

sider that many have secret resources, and that most

of them are clever enough to get on without ever

having anything to do with justice" This man, it is

clear, had aspirations and ideals which, though they

found satisfaction by a different method, were much

the same as those of ordinary persons. He rcpicscnts

the professional criminal.

The philosophy of criminals, it will fcc seen, is

mostly an apology’ for their own instincts, especially

for laziness. At Bordeaux, in 1891, some pseudo-

anarchist criminals (to the disgust of the true

anarchists) formed a body of anti-workers. The
main dogma of their social philosophy lay in the

assertion that work was on a level with prostitution,

and that theft was nothing but restitution. Since

prostitution, they argued, is the act of selling or

hiring a part of oneself, the wage-earner who sells

cr hires his arms and his brain is if prostitute in the

same sense a9 the woman on the street “We do
not wish to be prostitutes,'’ they declared, “and there-

fore we declare ourselves anti-workers; we proclaim

the right to steal in order to satisfy our material and

intellectual necessities, theft being both restitution

and a revolutionary’ method." Perrier reproduces a
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long song setting forth with much lucidity the aims

and ideals of those
M
anarchists/ 1

There is no genuine affinity between the anarchist

and the criminal; as Terrier points out, there arc few

real anarchists in prison. Josiah Flynt, who has lived

much among tramps and on the outskirts of the

criminal classes, especially In the United States, and

has published some valuable studies dealing with his

observations, in a chapter on "The Criminal in the

Open,'* gives the following account of the criminals

view of life:
—“The criminal is not in his own class

the revolutionary creature that he seems when prey-

ing upon the classes above him. His attitude towards

society in general is without doubt disrespectful and

anarchistic, and it is usually immaterial to him what

happens to society as such, so long as he can make
'a stake'; but in his own environment he is one of

the most conservative of human beings. There is no

class, for instance, where old age and mature opinion

receive more respect and carry more weight; and, as

a general thing, the young men in it—the radical

element—arc expected to take a very* back seat

At a 'hang-out' gathering they must always show

deference to the older men
;
and nothing is so severely

judged as 4 freshness' on their part 1 think this is a

characteristic of the criminal that might be turned

to good account if he should ever be won over to

respectable living: in affairs of the state, provided he

had a fair share of tins world's good9, he would be

found invariably on the conservative rather than on

the radical side.

" There arc also some things in his relations with

Lite outside world which, in his heart of hearts, he

1 C ParicT, Let Crimttrtb, 1900, p. 361.
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regret* ar.d repents as much as he dees the misdeeds

in his own world. He always feels bad. for instance,

when he takes pinney from the poor. It sometimes

happens in his raids that he makes mistakes and gets

into the wrong house, or has been deceived about the

wealth of his victim; and if he discovers that he has

robbed a poor man, or one who cannot conveniently

bear the loss, he is ashamed, and never enjoys the

plunder thus won. He is too near the poor, both in

birth an.d sentiment, not to feel remorse for such an

action; and I have known him to send back money
after he has discovered that the person from whom
he took it needed it worse than he.

“The taking of life is another deed that he regrets

far more than he has been given credit for. One
thinks of the criminal as the man who has no respect

for life; as one who takes it without any twitching*

of conscience; but this is not the general rutc. The
business criminal never takes a life* if he can help it;

and when he docs, he expects, it) court, to receive the

death penalty. Indeed, he believes, as a rule, that

murder deserves capital punishment; and I have

often heard him express wonder at the lightness of

the penalties which murderers receive. At the *hang-

out,' a favourite topic of discussion is which penalty

is preferable—life-imprisonment or death. The con-

sensus of opinion has generally run in favour of life-

imprisonment, even though there be no hope of

pardon
;
but I have never heard a whimper against

the justice of the death sentence.”



CHAPTER V.

THE RESULTS OP CRIMINAL ANTHROPOLOGY.

So far I have been summarising the chief result*

obtained in the investigation of the criminal up to

the present date by many worker* in various land*.

There is not very much doubt about the results here

recorded
;
even when they do not agree among them-

selves, it is still generally possible to account for the

divergency by the special character of the group to

which the individuals examined belong. But when

we come to consider the significance of the facts we

arc no longer on such safe and simple ground. There

is, however, no reason here for surprise when we

remember how youthful a science criminal anthro-

pology is. Even the related science of general

anthropology is still young, and much of our progress

in it still lies in the unlearning of our errors, so that,

as Virchow recently remarked, we know considerably

less about anthropology to-day than wc knew some

years ago. The same is true of another related

science, the study of insanity. If therefore my con-

clusions as to the place of the criminal in nature may

seem tn be somewhat cautious and tentative, it must

be remembered that we arc still slowly feeling our way

to firm ground. Few as arc the general conclusions

which we may boldly assert, they are yet sufficient to

throw a flood of new light on the nature of the

criminal, and on his treatment and prevention.
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I purpose to touch briefly on certain relation-

ships of crime and the criminal, the consideration

of which will U**rl us naturally to a clearer view

of the criminal's position. We will glance at (a)

the biolc^ical beginnings of crime, (i) crime among
children,

(
c
)
the criminal woman as distinct from the

criminal man, (</) the relation of crime to vice, (<•)

crime as a profession, (f) the relations of crime to

epilepsy and insanity.

(a) The biological beginnings of crime have been

examined by Lombroso, Lacassagne, and Ferri
;
and

by some have even been traced as far back as the

vegetable world. Thus Lombroso seems to claim

those insectivorous plants studied by Darwin and

others as belonging to the category of criminals, I

doubt whether by any tenable definition of the

criminal such a classification can be upheld, and Lom-

broso himself speaks with less than his usual decision.

An act which is common to a whole species cannot

reasonably be described as criminal. It may be

unjust, even cmel, but it docs not thereby necessarily

become criminal. If the Dionea Mnscifula that cats

an insect is a criminal, much more must the European

man who eats beef or mutton be a criminal. To be

criminal the deed must be exceptional in the species,

and must provoke a social reaction among the other

members of that species. We can scarcely hope to

find genuine vegetable criminals, even amongst the

parasites.

When we are dealing with the criminality of

animals, concerning which a large body of evidence

has now accumulated, it Is necessary to discriminate.

It is well recognised by veterinary surgeons that

certain horses arc inclined to be undisciplined and
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revengeful, and that these characteristics arc associated

with distinct cranial anomalies; tiie Arabs believe

these qualities to be hereditary There is here

certainly a very close analogy to the instinctive

criminal
;

but we arc dealing with an animal

greatly modified by man, and these vices arc not

recorded as exercised against their own species so

much as against man. The ease (apparently well

authenticated) of the horse who pretended to be

lame, to avoid going on military exercise, can scarcely

be called criminal
;
from a horse’s point of view this

might be regarded as a justifiable ruse. The same
may be said of the action of the dog who, finding his

favourite place occupied by another cog, went outside

and set up such a furious barking that the usurper

came out to see what was the matter, when the right-

ful owner immediately pounced on his old corner.

Such a ruse, even though perpetrated against one of

the same species, is not anti-social. It is only when
we are dealing with animals of the very highest order

of intelligence that we find any manifestations that

can be at all fairly described as criminal Thus
among the highly intelligent castors, the lazy castor

is pitilessly chased away by his fellows, to die of

hunger, alone, far from the colony. Idleness, as we
know, is a very fundamental characteristic of the

criminal, and the strongly marked social reaction that

we see here shows that the castors have recognised

this. Something of the same kind is seen among
elephants. Certain elephants, called rogues, lead a soli-

tary and unnatural life, and are lacking in the humane
and gentle disposition peculiar to elephants generally.

The anti-social character of these elephants is recog-

nised by their fellows, anil when the solitary elephant

iS
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endeavours to penetrate into the family life of the

ordinary elephant he is everywhere repulsed, and

naturally grows still fiercer and more anti-social.

Such examples as these arc the nearest approaches

among animals to what we call criminality.
1

We have to realise dearly what constitutes crimi-

nality when wo turn to the lower human races. To
say, as has been asserted, that among savages crimi-

nality is the rule rather than the exception, is to

introduce confusion. Among many savages infanti-

cide. parricide, theft and the rest, far from being anti-

social, subserve frequently some social end, and they

outrage, therefore, no social feeling. These acts are

not anti-social; and many recent investigations, such

as those of £lie Reclus, show that there is under the

given conditions a certain reasonableness in them,

although among us they have ceased to be reason-

able, and have become criminal On the other hand,

many acts which the needs or traditions of a bar-

barous society have caused to be criminal become in

a higher phase of society trivial or beneficial

Tarde remarks, that of the ten crimes which the

Hebraic law punished with stoning, nine have even

ceased to be offences in our modern European

societies, and the tenth (rape) has only remained a

crime by entirely changing its character; it has

become a crime against the person instead of a crime

against property. He observes also that in a savage

society one of the chief criminal types would be that

of the. delicate and artistic natures, sensuous and

sensitive, ill adapted for pillaging neighbouring tribes.

: Fee an irliclx ea ettmlnaUy uweg intmili, ne Kfrrero

In /-"n™. 189; : there ire toet« ntmivjliimi nn ntnixnml »ml *Mt-

tud-il conduit among rookf by F. E. Bunts, in /iatnre, of May, 1S96.
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Wc have found a use for these people
;
they minister

to our pleasures, and wc render them nothing but

homage. But if wc arc wise wc shall be very tender

in arousing our indignation against uic social habits

of lower races, even when these involve such an act

as parricide, for the distance between ourselves and

even the lowest races is cuite measurable. Our social

code is not far removed from that of the Maori who
considered that it was murder to kill the man to

whom he had given hospitality, but not murder to

run his spear through the stranger whom he met on

his morning walk. We to-day regard it as a great

crime to kill our own fathers or children
; but even

the most civilised European nation—whichever that

may be—regards it as rather glorious to kill the

fathers and children of others in war. We arc not

able yet to grasp the relationship between men. In

the same way, while we resent the crude thefts prac-

tised by some lower races, we are still not civilised

enough to resent the more subtle thefts practised

among ourselves which do not happen to conflict

with the letter of any legal statute.

Criminality, therefore, cannot be attributed indis-

criminately even to the lowest of races. It consists

in a failure to live up to the standard recognised as

binding by the community. The criminal is an

individual whoso organisation makes it difficult or

impossible for him to live in accordance with this

standard, and easy to risk the penalties of acting anti-

socially, by some accident of development, by some

defect of heredity or birth or training, he belongs as

it were to a lower and older social state than that in

which he is actually living. It thus happens that our

own criminals frequently resemble in physical and
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psychical characters the normal individuals or a lower

race. This is that ‘'atavism" which has been .so

frequently observed in criminals and so much dis-

cussed. It is the necessarily anii-sccial instinct of

this lowlier organised individual which constitutes the

crime. This accounts for the fact that, while in those

districts where brigandage is opposed to popular feel-

ing brigands are often abnormally constituted indi-

viduals, in other districts where there is no social

feeling against brigandage (as in some outlying parts

of Italy) the brigand may present no unusual char-

acteristic, mental or physical. The social environ-

ment exerts no selective influence) there is nothing to

thrust the abnormal person into brigandage rather

than into auy other occupation.

To admit, therefore, in the criminal, a certain

psychical and even physical element belonging to a

more primitive age is simple and perfectly reasonable.

The recognition of the atavistic element in the

criminal’s psychical or even physical constitution by

no means binds us to an exclusively atavistic theory

of the criminal. As regards the physical stigmata,

Fdrd believes 1 that a pathological or teratologies!

theory of criminality excludes an atavistic theory,

and that “ degcneresccncc and atavism arc two abso-

lutely distinct facts." It is difficult to sc: how this

can be the case. Practically, the phenomena that we
call atavistic are often due to arrest of development

;

it is impossible to say that arrest of development is

never due to a pathological cause. Even when an

atavistic character reappears by reversion in the

strictest sense, our knowledge of embryonic conditions

is still too vague to enable us to say whether or not
1 Pitt, u. Fattllli A'r—cifuiifjw, and ad,, 1898, p. 38.
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the conditions that led to it* appearance could fairly

be called pathological. Marro asserts, on the other

hand, that “ the appearance of atavistic characters is

always an indication of disease.” 1 Such distinctions

arc, in fact, merely verbal. If, with Virchow, we
regard pathology as the science of anomalies, it cer-

tainly includes the phenomena ofatavism. As regards

psychical atavism, we have to recognise that the

criminal, being often a person of undeveloped psychic

constitution, often tends to revert to the undeveloped

modes of thought and feeling common among primi-

tive peoples, such reversion being frequently aided by
the conditions of his environment

Darwin many years ago suggested that criminality

may be due to atavism. Speaking of the appearance

of blackness in sheep by reversion, he remarks

:

“ With mankind some of the worst dispositions,

which occasionally without any assignable cause

make their appearance in families, may perhaps be

reversions to a savage state, from which we are not

removed by very many generations. This view seems

indeed recognised in the common expression that such

men are the black sheep of the family."' Alienists

have often made similar observations. Thus Hack
Tube,’ describing a typical case of moral imbecility,

remarks
:

“ Such a man as this is a reversion to an
old savage type, and is born by accident in the wrong

century. He would have had sufficient scope for his

blood-thirsty propensities, and been in harmony with

his environment, in a barbaric age, or at the present

1 Marro, Lb Pa&trlJ, p> Bi).

• D»a>u Jftn, and «!., iSSl, p. 137.

• "Cuv of Coraoniml Marat Defect," Journal Mute/ Stuuit,

1H5.
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day In certain parts of Africa.” Again, Mr. L Owen
Pike, the historian of crime in England, who is not

an alienist or an mtthropologist, writes:—"Of a very

great number of modern habitual criminals it may be

said that they have the misfortune to live in an age in

which their merits arc not appreciated. Had they

been in the world a sufficient number of generations

8go, the strongest of them might have been chiefs of

a tribe. . . . With the disposition and the habits of

uncivilised men which he has inherited from a remote

past, the criminal has to live in a country where the

majority of the inhabitants have learned new lessons

of life, and where he is regarded more and more as an

outcast as he strives more and more to fulfil the

yearnings of his nature"' Tardc, the cautious jugt

tTinstruction, has expressed the same idea in almost

the same words :
“ Some of them at least would have

been the ornament and the moral aristocracy of a

tribe of lied Indians."* Again, Professor Prins of

Brussels, only slightly varying ‘he same formula,

remarks: "The criminal of to-day is the hero of

our old legends. We put in prison to-day the man
who would have been the dreaded and respected

chief ol 9 clan or a tribe." The energy with which

Lombroso has advocated the atavistic element in the

criminal is well known ;
while Colajanni, in many

respects an opponent of Lombroso, remarks :

11 How
many of Homer’s heroes would to-day be in a con-

vict prison, or at all events despised as violent and

unjust."

That this resemblance is not merely superficial, but

that some perversity or arrest of development some*

' Bi'Jrry if Cnmt in Enfinnd. 1876, snd wrics, p. 509.
* La CilwtiutM Cwfcnx. r8S6, p. 37.
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limes produces an individual inapt to our civilisation,

but apt to a lower civilisation which we have out-

grown, and which we call criminal, we have had

occasion to observe repeatedly in our brief summary
of the facts of criminal anthropology. It is by no

means an extraordinary fact; it is not so extra-

ordinary as that human beings should occasionally

be born with cervical auricles or supernumerary

breasts—reversions to very far more ancient days.

It is not easy to gather up into one statement the

various real or apparent atavistic anatomical pecu-

liarities noted among criminals. Perhaps the most

general statement to be made is that criminals pre

sent a far larger proportion of anatomical abnormali-

ties than the ordinary European population. Now
this is precisely the characteristic of the anatomy of

the lower human races: they present a far larger pro-

portion of anatomical abnormalities than the ordinary

European population. It is true that our knowledge

of the anatomy of the lower human race* is still

incomplete, but the evidence so far as it goes is per-

fectly clear. It will be sufficient to quote the dis-

tinguished anatomist to whom were entrusted the

skulls collected during the most important scientific

expedition of modem times. Sir William Turner,

summing up the Challenger Report concerning these

crania, write*

*

Although their number is certainly

too limited to base any broad generalisation on, as to

the relative frequency of occurrence ofparticular varia-

tions in the different races, there is obviously a larger

proportion of important variations than would occur m
a corresponding number of skulls of the white races.”*-

1 Thill, fee exuaplc. it* js^mnvwo-frnntal ui Lc;.U:ion is foard in

!ch ifcon * JWT c*nt. of European Aclls, whilu ti li found in ao
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Our survey of the psychical characteristics of

criminals showed that they constantly reproduce the

features of savpgp character—want of forethought,

inaptitude for sustained labour, love of orgy, etc. It

may not he out of place to remark that we must not

attribute these to the direct influence of atavism.

When an original vice of organic constitution has

thrown an individual into a more primitive and
remote strata of society, the influence of environment

will itself simulate the effects of atavism and exag-

gerate its significance. If the organic impulses of a

roan’s constitution have led him to throw in his lot

with brigands, he will not fail to live as a brigand
lives—that is, as a barbarian lives. This is not
atavism, though it may be the outcome of atavism,

or aiTOt of development1

(4 )
The development of crime is precocious. Rossi

ascertained at what age 46 of his too criminals com-
menced their criminal career. Of these 46, no less

««. nc£iOf* lEeheiJand (6.9 par Wit. Amraliis sktiLs (Viidxn*).

Ac»in, IM ^ic-ptoijBcut foramen n Cored in 4.S per emt. Euro.

l>rcn arolls ami in 10 per oral. Americas Indues, 30 per cent.

Atocine, 3a per ornL Asiatics. and 50 per cent- Australians. So uU>
Morraiia bones arc more common amcog the lower races.

Ii may be lentaiked tlinl *0 Car u variation a sire la concerned.

Pea-inn bos shown reason lo believe that civilised mon is mote variable

Jhan ineivilised mnn. (See Alice Lee and Kir] Pennon, “ Mattie-

mukel Oowribnlkcs to the Ttioay of Evolution.” P>at*dnp /t^I
Seday, toL 4 r, 1897.) Prom the present poinl cf view, however,
mere vsilitlco in tin » an tinimpsTinl pun cf ihi peat Srlii cf varia-

tion, and without much signincante.
1 A remarkable instance a! l!u» simulated Havana is tin frajatxy

uitfe which (according to I.seuiifitie, Anther * fAtUinfidejie
Cifimdh. tiSb) nta are effected by methods comman aiannj lone;

rate*, nnd even animals This Is r»l atavism, but the crimen!, bang
a man rf primitive eesaidsulon, wilt naturally eicrcise the Inutility

and lack at conskleiailoev which belong to a lower race.
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than 40 tegan before the age of twenty—

1

at

four years of age, 2 at seven, 6 at eight, t at nine, $ at

ten, 1 at eleven, 3 at twelve; and £0 on. 1 The evi-

dence from France, from England, and from America

gives very similar results. Children may even become

expert professional criminals, and not in Europe

alone. Thus, in India, where of recent years profes-

sional -poisoning has assumed great development, and

to a large extent taken the place of thuggi, "a

Brahman boy at Bahraich, in May 1885, drugged a

party of men travelling with the agent of the Rajah

of Mobsan. Although only twelve years old, this

was his fifth appearance in the dock. Another boy, a

few months later, cooked some pulse for three pil-

grims from Gaya
;
and the pilgrims were picked up

shortly afterwards insensible near the railway yard at

Allahabad. This boy had been charged with com-

mitting a similar offence in the May previous, but

had got off because the complainants, impatient of

the law's delay, changed their story, and attributed

their delirium to the heat of the sun.” The Sonorias,

again, in the north-west provinces of India, are won-

derfully expert pickpockets, and they train up their

children in the same paths. " A Sonoria boy of ten

or twelve years, with his pretty innocent face and his

clean silk clothes, is a most attractive little object of

villainy. His hand slides into a pocket, and he hands

over the contents to a man behind him, who in his

turn makes them over to a third, and returns to watch

over the urchin. If caught, the boy cries and protests

J It uuy be noted thit Rc«i found the same pc&:ocity In the ibne

of alcohol, in the f<*ui of wbe-4&, 11 w lira cUldrca, wlthoit tim-
ing th* jirtriwi »£«

;
a at fiv* years, 3 at eifiht, I at nine, 6 xi Un

;
nnd

n on And stxoxl picsoaty nzs eiec more naxblt.
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his innocence, but his volubility is against him, for no

honest native child can talk like a Sonoria boy." 1

It is more interesting to note that there is a certain

form of criminality almost peculiar to children, a form

to which the term “ moral insanity * may very fairly

be ascribed. This has been described by Kraft-

Eblng, Mendel, Savage, and others, and is charac-

terised by a certain eccentricity of character, a dislike

of family habits, an incapacity for education, a tend-

ency to lying, together with astuteness and extra-

ordinary cynicism, bad sexual habits, and cruelty

towards animals and companions. It shows itself

between the ages of five and eleven, and is sometimes

united With precocious intellectual qualities* There

can be no doubt that many of these develop into

instinctive criminals. Sometimes these characters

only appear at puberty, together with exaggerated

sexual tendencies, in children who have previously

been remarkable only for their mental precocity, but

whose energy bccms now to be thrown into a new
channel.

It is a very significant fact that these characters are

but an exaggeration of the characters which in a less

degree mark nearly all children. The child is natur-

ally, by his organisation, nearer to the animal, to the

savage, to the criminal, than the adult. Although
this has frequently been noted in a fragmentary

manner, it is only of recent years that the study of

childhood, a subject of the gravest importance, has

been seriously taken up by Perez and others.

The child lives in the pre-ent
;
the emotion or the

desire of the moment is large enough to blot out for

1 K. J. Kitts, StrSfMs Crim in Mian Avw’mv, 1 pf\

M*
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bin the whole world; he has no foresight, and is the

easier given up to his instincts and passions; our

passions, as Hobbes said, bring us near to children.

Children are naturally egoists; they will commit all

enormities, sometimes, to enlarge their egoistic satisfac-

tion. They are cruel and inflict suffering on animals

out of curiosity, enjoying the manifestations of pain.

They ate thieves for the gratification of their appe-

tites, especially the chief, gluttony, ant! they ate un-

scrupulous and often cunning liars, not hesitating

to put the blame on. the Innocent when their mis-

deeds ate discovered. The charm of childhood for

those who arc not children lies largely in these

qualities of frank egotism and reckless obedience

to impulse.

Most people who can recollect their own childhood

—an ability which does not, however, appear to be

very common—car, remember how they have some-

times yielded to overmastering impulses which,

although of a trivial character, were distinctly

criminal. The trifling, or even normal character of

such acts in childhood is too often forgotten by

those who have to deal with children. Mayhew,
writing in 1862, when these childish "crimes" were

still taken seriously to a terrible extent, remarks.

—

“On our return from Tothill Fields, wc consulted

with some of our friends as to the various peccadilloes

of their youth, and though each we asked had grown
to be a man of some little mark in the world, both for

intellect and honour, they, one and all, confessed to

having committed in their younger days many of the

very " crimes * for which the boys at Totliill Fields were

incarcerated. For ourselves, we will frankly confess,

that at Westminster School, where we passed some
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seven years of our boyhood, such acts were daily

perpetrated; and yet if the scholars had been sent to

the House of Correction, instead of Oxford or Cam-
bridge, to complete their education, the country would

now have seen many cf our playmates working

among the convicts in the dockyards, rather than

lending dignity to the senate or honour to the

bench/’

In many persons the impulses of childhood persist

in a more or less subdued form in adult age The
impulfes arc not yielded to sq readily, or at all, but

they axe still felt The examples have often teen

quoted of the distinguished alienist, Morel, who, as he

narrates himself, seeing a workman leaning over one

nf the Seine l^ridges, felt so strong an impulse to

throw the man into the river, that he had to rush

away from the spot; and of Humboldt's nu«e, who,

at the sight and touch of the new born child's rosy

flesh, felt the temptation to kill it
f
and was obliged to

entrust it to some one else. These morbid impulses

are perhaps more closely related to insanity than to

criminality, hut it is on a borderland that is common
to both. Both child ami criminal arc subject to such

impulses.

In the criminal, we may often take it, there is an

arrest of development. The criminal is an individual

who, to soma extent, remains a child his life long

—

a child of larger growth and with greater capacity

for evil. This is part of the “atavism” of criminals,

Mental acuteness is often observed among criminal

children; it is rare among criminal adults. There is

evidently arrest of development at a very early age,

possibly a precocious union of the cranial bones.

Among savages, also, the young children are bright,
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but development stops at a very early age All who

have come very intimately in contact with criminals

have noted their resemblance to children. Thus that

profound and sympathetic observer, Dostoievsky, hi

his Recollections of the Dead-House, summing up some

of the light-hearted, easy-going characters of the

convicts, says: "In one word they were children,

true children, even at forty years of age.'
1 And

elsewhere he quotes a saying concerning the exile:

“The convict is a child; lie throws himself on every-

thing that he sees."

Of recent years attention ha3 several times been

called to the frequency with which the physical signs

of infantilism, and the somewhat allied characters of

feminility, arc found among criminals. Brouaidcl has

dealt with some types of the criminal in which these

characters arc found ; and Laurent in Pari', Wey in

the United States, have insisted on the frequency

and significance of these character* 1

(f) It is interesting to consider the sexual variations

in criminality. Women arc everywhere less criminal

than men.’ The proportion varies, however, greatly

in different countries. In France it is usually about

4 to t; in the United States it is about 12 to i ;
in

i S<« Appendix B. "Crimlaolky In Children”

It bn been qccMkccd by some Law hi ibis rraunl diI0r«rrr in

criminality i» rml. Thin Mho Fritter Kellet, in in Irancuinc aitxlc

an ''So in Crime * (/ntomtfAwe/ Jtumal tf Blkiti, oipic;

that th» uxa arc rally cqia! in criminality, bit that Um 'enkney of

men—who Tube and idminirter the law-towards iromce, and the fict

tbu tuny of the eCuien chiefly (xetaJent among uuuen arc or. c< *

bind that the Ur* tihei c<st*nnce of, produce the n^rcoi eicar ci

mala over locale erimim&y. On the questbo of Mxml .tiflircncc In

criminality mu H. fcllii. Mm »»* WSmmu, clr. i>. . II. CampMI,

Ugntntri in t‘< Menem 0'i«*i<«ti>* •/ Men HW, |>p-

1*9-130: W. II. Minium, Til Csiau tj Crieii.
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Italy and Spain the proportion of women is very

small. 1 In Great Britain, on the other hand, the

proportion of criminal women is, though diminishing

during recent years (owing probably to changes in

police regulations}, extremely large, especially for the

greater crimes. There has indeed been on the

whole a steady increase in the proportion of women
criminals in England

;
in 1834 they were less than

1 in
5 ;

of recent years they have been more than

1 in 4. The greater tendency to recidivism in women
has been very widely noted, and is extremely well

marked, in England, where it is rapidly increasing,

and is associated, it seems, with growing habits of

alcoholism- Of incorrigible recidivists a very large

proportion in Great Britain arc women; and 40 per

cent, of the women committed to prison during 1888

had been previously committed more than ten times.1

Even among the juvenile offenders discharged from

reformatory and industrial schools as incorrigible, it

appears that the proportion of girls is double that of

boys.

• In Ma, according to Mom*, amerg ^co.cco criminals the projec-

tion is 28 males to 1 female.

* Mr. Horsley his compiled from (HcJsdkUl Stalbtfcf the fotto«fe«

la&4d Individuals crnmnUltd mor* than tec times, with proportion to

total of rtoromituls:—
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While men criminal* arc everywhere in a more or

less marked majority, there are certain crimes which

bolh sexes commit about equally, and there are

usually the most serious. Thus, as Oucte'ct remarked,

nearly as many women arc poisoners as men, and of

parricides 50 per cent, arc women. The crimes of

women are essentially domestic, against fathers and

husbands and children. A very large proportion arc,

directly or indirectly, of a sexual character. It is

curiou* In this connection to note that Marro find*

marked physical resemblances between women

criminals generally and the class of male criminals

guilty of sexual offence*; such are less length of

arm* and hands, less cranial capacity and greater

extension of the transverse curve of the head.

It is worth while to enumerate briefly the probable

causes of the sexual variation in criminality. There

are perhaps five special causes acting on women: (1)

physical weakness, (3) sexual selection, (3) domestic

seclusion,.(4) prostitution, (3) maternity.

There are firstly the physical and psychical tradi-

tions of the race embodied in the organisation of men
and women. The extreme but rather spasmodic

energy of men favours outbursts of violence, while

the activities of women are at a lower but qjorc even

level, and their avocations have tended to develop

the conservative rather than the destructive instinct*.

Apart from thi&, even if women were trained in

violence, the superior strength of men would still

make crimes of violence in women very hazardous

and dangerous Under existing circumstances, when

a woman wants a crime committed, she can usually

find a man to do it for her.

I have already frequently had occasion to note
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the approxi motion of criminal women in physical

character to ordinary men. This has always been

more or less carefully recorded, both in popular

proverbs and in the records of criminal trials. Thus
Sarah Chesham, a notorious wholesale poisoner, who
killed several children, including her own, as well as

her husband, was described as “a woman of masculine

proportions;
1
' and n gill called Bouhours, who was

executed at Paris at the age of twenty -two, for

murdering and robbing several men who had been

her lovers, is described as of agreeable appearance,

and of sweet and feminine manners, but of remarkable

muscular strength
;
she dressed as a rnau

;
her chief

pleasure was to wrestle with men, and her favourite

weapon was the hammer.
Marro has recently suggested that sexual selection

has exerted a marked influence in diminishing the

criminality of women. Masculine, unsexed, ugly,

abnormal women—die women, that is, most strongly

marked with the signs of degeneration, and therefore

the tendency to criminality—would be to a large

extent passed by in the choice of a mate, and would

tend to be eliminated. It seems likely that diis

selection may have, at all events to some extent,

existed, and exerted influence
;

it is, however, not

universally accepted.

The domestic seclusion of women is an undoubted

factor in the determination of the amount of women's
criminality. In the Baltic provinces of Russia, where

the women share the occupations of the men, the

level of feminine criminality is very high. In Spain,

the most backward of the large countries of Europe,

where the education of women is at a very low level,

and the women lead a very domesticated life, the
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level of feminino criminality is extremely low
;

the

same is true, to a less extent, of Italy. In England,

on the other hand, which has taken the lead in cnlarg-

mg the sphere of women's work, the level of feminine

criminality lias for half a century been rising. Refer-

ence may perhaps also here he made to the fact that

there is much more criminality among Irishwomen in

England than among Irishwomen at home who lead

a more domestic life It is a very significant fact that

Mario found among his women criminals, in marked

contrast to the men, a very large proportion (35 out

of 41) who possessed some more or honourable

occupation
;

a large proportion of the women also

were possessed of some property. It may not be out

of place to observe that the growing criminality of

women is but the inevitable accident of a beneficial

transition. Criminality, we must remember, is a

natural element of life, regulated by natural laws,

and as women come to touch life at more various

points, and to feel more of its stress* they will

naturally develop the same tendency to criminality

as exists among men, just as they are developing the

same diseases, such as general paralysis. Our cffoits

must be directed, not to the vain attempt to repress

the energies of women, but to the larger task of

improving the condition* of life, and 30 diminish-

ing the tendency to criminality among both sexes

alike.

Prostitution exerts an undoubted influence in

diminishing the criminality of women, in spite of the

fact that the prostitute generally liven on the border-

land ofcrime. I f, however, it were not for prostitution

there would be no alternative but crime for the large

numbers of women who are always falling out of the

*9
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social ranks A* it is, in those families in which the

brothers become criminalSy the sisters with consider-

able regularity j#in the less outcast class of prosti-

tutes; sometimes in league with their criminal

brothers, but yet possessing a more recognised means

of livelihood. There will be something more to say

on this point a little later oa
The strongest barrier of all against criminality in

women is maternity. The proportion of criminals

among young women with children is very smalL

Among men criminals the celibates are in a very large

majority, but among women the married predominate.

At tire same time not only arc young married

women comparatively free from crime, but among
mat lied women, as Bcrtillon pointed out, those with

children arc distinctly 1cm criminal than those with-

out children. Of Macro’s 41 criminal women, although

all but one (who was undeveloped and ugly) confessed

to having had sexual relationships, 12 had never

been married, 10 were widows, 14 were married,

but of these 7 <50 per cent.) were separated from

their husbands. There is some significance, doubt-

less, also in the fact that while in men the maximum
of criminality falls at about the age of 25, in women
this 13 not so. 'That is the age of maximum
child-bearing; the age of maximum criminality in

women is delayed until nearly the age of 35. In

the 130 women condemned for premeditated murder,

and studied by Salsotto, the average age was 34.

Mane found that for nearly every class of criminals

the average age of the women was much higher than

that of the men. It is clear that the woman without

children is heavily handicapped in the race of life;

the stress that i* upon her i* written largely in these
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facts concerning criminality. 1 One might suspect

this beforehand. Crime is simply a word to signify

the extreme anti-social instincts of human beings;

the life Jed most closely in harmony with the social

ends of existence must be the most free from crime

It may be said—to sum up our brief discussion

of this large question of women’s criminality—that

certain great barriers, partly artificial, partly natural,

have everywhere served to protect women from crime.

It is not possible absolutely to prove this conclusion,

because women cannot be put strictly under the same
conditions as men; a woman who lived under the

same conditions as men, i: need scarcely b: said,

would no longer be a woman. But it is made prob-

able by the considerations here brought forward,

and by statistics. Thus let us take the statistics for

one year in a country where dime ia so largely

developed, and so catcfully studied, as Italy; an

average year, 1386, may be selected. It will be

found that a hundred condemned persons of each

sex may be arranged according to age as follows:—

Man Wanta
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From 14 to iB
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n 21 „ 35

» 35 11 5°

» S°h 7<>

Above 70

I
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* It miU be admitted tbit the question is ccraplicate-i Miudw i»
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Thus below puborty the comparative criminality ofgirls

is rather greater than that of boys, to become about

equal at puberty; then during the earlier and chief

period of child-bearing the criminality of women falls

suddenly, becoming level with that of men at about

the time of the cessation of the child-bearing period;

after this the criminality of women becomes relatively

much greater than that of men, becoming again about

the same, and in some years exceeding it, at the age

of 70.

(rf) One is inclined on first approaching the subject

to make the clear line of demarcation between crime

and vice, which is necessary In practical life. From

the anthropological point of view, however, it appears

on closer examination impossible to draw this clear

line.

In the course of Lombreso’s investigations he was

surprised to find in the examination of supposed

norma! persons certain individuals who presented in a

marked form those anthropologic signs of a low and

degenerate type which he had usually found among

criminals On further inquiry it appeared that those

individuals were of vicious character. Again, it is a re-

markable fact that prostitutes may exhibit the physical

and psychic signs associated usually with criminality

in more marked degree than even criminal women.

While criminal women correspond on the whole to the

class of occasional criminals, in whom the brand of

criminality is but faintly seen, prostitutes sometimes

correspond more closely to the class of instinctive

criminals Thus their sensory obtuseness has been

shown to be often extreme, and it is scarcelynecessary to

showthat their psychical sensitiveness is equallyobtuse.

Several valuable series of observations recently made
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on prostitutes in Italy and elsewhere have brought out

interesting results in this respect. Thus, for example.

Dr. Praskovia Tamovskaia examined at St. Peters-

burg fifty prostitutes who had been inmates of a

brothel for not less than two years, and she also

examined, for the sake of comparison, fifty peasant

women of so far as possible the same age and

intellectual development She found (1) that the

prostitutes presented a shortening, amounting to half

a centimetre, of the anterior, posterior, and transverse

diametres of skull; (2) $4 per cent, showed various

signs of physical degeneration—irregular skull, asym-

metry of face, anomalies of hard palate, teeth, cars,

etc; (3 ; I** <^nt parents who were habitual

drunkards; (4) 18 per cent, were the last survivors of

a large family of eight to thirteen children who had

died early. Prostitutes rnay fairly be compared to

the great class of vagabond* among men. who also

live on the borderlands of criminality, and who also

present a larger proportion of abnormalities than even

criminals Dugdalc. in his valuable and thorough

study of the “Jukes " family of criminals in America,

shows that while the eldest sons in a criminal family

earn" on the criminal tradition, the younger sons

become paupers or vagabonds, and the sisters become

prostitutes* Of 250 recidivists condemned five times

at Paris nearly all have begun by vagabondage.

Mendel has examined 58 vagabonds in the work-

house at Berlin. He found 6 absolutely mad
; 5 weak-

minded; 8 epileptic; 14 with serious chronic disease;

in the remaining 25 there was without exception

pronounced mental weakness. We see here the

organic root of the hopelessly idle, vicious character

of the vagabond class. A philanthropic gentleman
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at Paris offered employment of various kinds* with

payment at four trancs a day, to all those who came
to him complaining that they were dying of hunger

and could get no work. 545, out of 727, did not even

present themselves; some came and disappeared after

the first half-day, having claimed their two francs;

only' 18, or 1 in 40, continued Co work. It is not

sufficiently known that these poor creatures, who
form such an extensive recruiting field for crime, are

already, by the facts of their physical organisation,

cut off from the great body of humanity. They need

much more intelligent treatment than the antiquated

workhouse is able to supply'.

We must be careful not to confuse vice and crime.

At the same time we have to recognise that they

both spring from the same root The criminal is

simply' a person who is, by his organisation, directly

anti-social
;
the vicious person is not directly anti-

social, but he is indirectly so. The criminal directly

injures the persons or property of the community' to

which he belongs; the vicious peison (in any' rational

definition of vice) indirectly injures thesd They arc

both anti-social because they are both more or less

unfitted for harmonious social action, both, from

organic reasons, more or less lazy. Criminals and
prostitutes, as FM remarks, have this common
character, that they' are both unproductive. This is

true also of vagabonds, and of the vicious and idle

generally, to whatever class they belong. They are

all members of the same family.

(<) We saw In Chapter I. that there is a fairly

well-marked class of professional criminals. They
are the JiiU of the criminal groups

;
they present a

comparatively small proportion of abnormalities

;
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their crimes arc skilfully laid plots, directed primarily

against property and on a large wale ; they never

commit purposeless crimes, and in their private life

are often of fairly estimable character. They flourish

gTeatly in a civilisation of rapidly progressing material

character, where wild and unprincipled speculation

is rife, as in the United States
;
their own schemes

have much of the.character of speculations, with this

difference, that they arc net merely unprincipled but

arc against the letter of the law; notwithstanding the

ability and daring they require, they are a relatively

unskilled kind of speculation.

Tarde, and perhaps one or two writers following

him, have endeavoured to snow that all crime is

professional, and that every physical and psychic

characteristic of the criminal may be explained by
the influence of profession. Tank's always alert and

intelligent advocacy makes it necessary tu take note

of this position, although In this unqualified shape

it has not met with much adhesion at the hands of

scientific investigators. I am persuaded, he says,

that every large social class has its own character-

istics " If one examined hundreds or thousands of

judges, lawyers, labourers, musicians, taken at random

and in various countries, noting their different char-

acters craniometries algometric, sphygmogiaphic,

graphologic, photographic, etc., as Lombroso has

examined hundreds and thousands of criminals, it

is extremely probable that we should ascertain facts

not less surprising; thus, for instance, we might

succeed in finding instinctive lawyers—bom to defend

instinctive criminals. .
I should like to see the

instinctive criminal opposed to the instinctive man

of science, or the religious man, or the anist. It
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would be curious 'to see him compared lo the moral

man, and to learn if the latter is the antipodes of the

criminal physical! as well as morally.” 1

Tarde has again more recently stated his position:

« One knows that at the first glance at a woman a

skilful observer infallibly divines her habits of pros-

titution. . . . Among the innumerable varieties of

human nature which appear at the surface of a race

and proceed perhaps from its lowest depths (for the

variations of a theme are, I believe, its true raison

d'ttn
,
and not via vtrsA), every social or anti-social

profession operates a selection to its own profit
;

it

attracts the organisms most adapted to the Wind of

life which it leads, ar.d to the end which it pursues, so

that if one submitted to anthropometric measurement

lawyers, doctors, priests, merchants, especially those

who have the most decided vocation for their profes-

sion, we should not fail to find for each category the

proportional preponderance of a certain number of

peculiarities, morphologic or physiologic, elsewhere in

less proportion. It must Inevitably be so whether a

career is open to every one or shut up as a caste, for

in the latter case hereditary accumulation of acquired

aptitudes from the use of the same functions trans-

mitted from generation to generation produces an

analogous effect, even with superior intensity.’” The

ingenious investigations of Bertillon at the Paris Pre-

fecture of Police have shown that by large photo-

graphs of the hand it is possible to detect the worker

at a certain number of crafts. By such acquirement

as this, as well as by a process of natural selection, the

men of every class develop a special set of psychic

• la OuvrunA/i Ccvfar,'i. 1SS6, n> S'' 5S
• '‘CliiW-tf-,- XVivw tfAmknfekgit. Srpt [388.
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and physical peculiarities
;
tints ToUtoi, in his Dwdt

of Ivan Ilyitthy has admirably described the special

attitude and manner common to orofessional men
generally, and in this general profcssionaJ class there

are subdivisions, so that every professional man
instinctively recognises his fellows. It is so among
criminals. Mr. Davitt sketches, for instance, the

special class of
11

hooks, or professional pickpockets,

“so well outlined in gait constant use of slang, fur-

tive looks, almost total want of tact in their ordinary

conduct, with an instinctively suspicious manner in

almost all their actions, that they arc as easily dis-

tinguishable from the other criminals of a prison as

they are recognisable to their constant pursuer^ the

police, when abroad in the world 17

If we were to look aL the matter in a lathct more

thorough and scientific manner, there can be no doubt

that the previsions of Tarde would be justified, and

that men would fall into certain natural anthropo-

logic groups, according to their habitual inodes of

feeling and thinking and acting, the nature of each

person, to some extent, " subdued to what it works in,

like the dyer's hand* In each class there would be

different degrees in sensory perception, in cranial

shape and size, in muscular development Such

investigations will no doubt be systematically carried

out in time. At present, owing to the extraordinary-

apathy of anthropologists, and consequently the

general indifference to the importance of studies

connected with the development and varieties of

men, scarcely anything is known regarding the

matter.

But important as professional selection is, it cannot

account for everything. Indeed no serious attempt
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has been made to substantiate it by reference to the

details of Criminal anthropology. M. Tardc is a

magistrate; no setentitle man would have attempted

to account for all the facts that have now accumulated

by piofcssiona! selection and acquired habits.

These considerations lead us to the question of the

meaning which we ought to attribute to the
u
criminal

type," as used by the students of criminality. In this

matter we cannot do better than follow Ferri, who, in

his great work on criminal sociology, has dealt with the

question in his usual judicious and luminous manner.

Topinard, he remarks* contests the accuracy of the

word "type” in this connection, but, as Lombroso has

replied, and as Topir.ard himself has written, if by
the type we mean "an enstmbU of distinctive char-

acters/
9
a kind of average which. Gratiolet called "a

synthetic impression," or, as Isidore St. Hilaire called

it, "a kind of fixed point and common centre around

which the various differences arc so many deviations

in opposite directions," in this clear and precise sense

we may speak of a criminal type. As Broca, again,

says, "the type is an insitttNt of chaiacters, but In

relation to the group which it characterises it is also

the tnsembU of the most marked features and those

which are most often repeated." Not every indi-

vidual, therefore, presents a marked and complete

type. There is no anthropometric type of criminal

(and no one, so far as Ferri knows, has ever affirmed

that there is),
1 in the sense that anthropometric

1 Thm Professor OttoteagM, one of Lontroo'i elo*«i piplte ind

folio***, while tiling Ox term “crimiral typt," rapfchx it U
M*a anthropological tptbeisf, the <xpr«sion ci tn tmtwtU of tpedfti

degenerative characters." nod wrthl^ more. (•• Nc*i Sludi su 16$
Criminal:/* Ank. dt frukiatri^ 1S97.)
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measurements would be suflicict t to establish it.

The anthropological criminal typ* results from an

mstmbU of organic characters, bu. among these the

most decisive are the lines and the expression of the

face. Abnormalities of structure and form in cranium

and body arc the complements of that centra! nucleus

which is constituted by the physiognomy, in which

certain features, in Ferrfs experience, arc especially

characteristic—the eyes and the jaw. It is by these

features that in marked cases Ferri has been able to

distinguish murderers (of whom he has made a special

and thorough study) Abnormalities of the cranium

and skeleton generally are sufficient to distinguish

examples of degeneration from the normal, but arc

not sufficient to distinguish the criminal from other

degenerated persons.

The criminal type cannot be found in every group

of criminals; It is naturally most common among

congenital criminals, while among occasional criminals

and criminals by passion, who stand at the opposite

end, the anthropological type either docs not exist or

is found in very slight degree, because in these the

crime is less largely determined by the biological

factor, and more largely by the physical and social

environment Thus the results will be very different

accordingly as we take 100 congenital criminals or

ICO criminals of all kinds at random. Ferri demon-

strated this by comparing a series of recidivist

criminals with another series of non-recidivist crimi-

nals belonging to the same province. He considers

that Lombroso’s results would have been still more

remarkable if he had classified his criminals. It has

been objected by Dubuisson and Joly that if the

murderer and the thief present distinct anthropo-
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logical types, ho\n can a criminal begin with theft

and end with mui\*?r? Should we not have to admit

that he must change his face? This, replies Ferri, is

to syllogise about criminals without knowing them.

It is not, as a rule, true that criminals begin with

theft and end with murder. It is only true of a

special group, the habitual criminals, and even among
them it is the exception. There are two varieties of

thieves: the simple thief, who will never commit

murder if he can possibly avoid it

—

ien will only kill

in self-defence, and not in attack ; and there is the

sanguinary thief, who is truly a variety of murderer,

probably by congenital tendency, as his instincts arc

frequently shown at a very early age. The criminal

docs not pass from the group of thieves to that of

murderers, but already belongs to the latter before

the crime is committed. To the objection of Tarde

and Topinard, that criminal types are of a profes-

sional character, just as we have clerical, legal, etc.,

physiognomies, Kerri replies that this is to a large

extent true, but that such influences cannot form a

large lower jaw or a receding forehead
;
they cannot

make a skull oxycephalic ox microccphalic, or cause

the disappearance of a vertebra Ferri concludes the

first part of his paper thus :
u Not only in the ease of

criminals, but also of other professional or psycho-

logical groups of men, there exists in certain cases a

bio-social type, in which either congenital or acquired

characters prevail, accordingly as the individual i9

•more or less disposed by his physico-psychical con-

stitution to a given profession, or is determined to it

by family and social conditions. Bui besides this

there exists a purely biological or anthropological

type of criminal in those cases in which the criminal
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tendencies are congenital or manifested in very early

life, and are accompanied by anatomical, physiog-

nomical, and psychical character, (complete moral

insensibility, extraordinary improvidence) which can-

not be regarded as the products of the environment

and social conditions alone." ^
Bleuler, again, in his excellent little critical "study

of the chief problems of criminal anthropology
,

1

clearly explains the meaning of the * criminal type,"

remarking that even racial types are fluid, that we
can say positively of no German that he might net

bean Englishman, or of no Englishman that he might

not be a German. 41 Lombroso means by ‘criminal

type' nothing more than that born criminals, re-

garded as a class, exhibit certain physical and mental

anomalies in greater number and in higher degree

than average normal men.” I.ombroso’s position is

thus in no degree injured by showing that any or all

anomalies are found in the honest 2

It has long been a cheap foim of humour with

ignorant critics of the modern developments of

* £ Bk tiler, Dtf Cttewt ytrbrufur, iSpS.

•
I niiy refer here to Mnnouvriefe contention thU “acts defined

sociologically, inch m criwt are, cannot be directly connected with
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deal
;
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the other ocu
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al-cmsm and criminal psychology to talk about send-

ing a man to prisoa or the asylum on account of the

shape of his ear or the length of his arms. Such

critics arc ignorant of the fact, well known to every

anatomist and anthropologist, that every person,

without exception, betrays on minute examination

innumerable small deviation* from perfect symmetry,

and that a very large number of healthy and normal

p-rsons show one or two, even more, abnormalities of

more conspicuous character. Even when a very large

number of gross abnormalities arc concentrated in a

single individual, it is well recognised by all seriou3

students that while in such a case the physical

abnormality is almost certainly correlated with

nervous and psychic abnormality, it is not possible

to say with absolute surcncs3 what the nature of that

psychic abnormality is.

As regards the number of abnormalities, the pres-

ence nf which should lead us to regard a person as

abnormal, there is necessarily no agreement, since

every investigator sets up a standard for himself. A
distinguished pupil of Lombroso'9, Professor Otto-

lenghi of Siena, in classifying over 203 criminal

eases anthropologically, according to the amount of

physical deviation from the normal, makes three

degrees: (r) the more complete degenerative type

with more than ftve anomalies; (2) the incomplete

type, with more than three; and (3) the normal

type, with less than three. Ottolenghi admits that he

takes chief count of cranial abnormalities, and of these

only the most marked- The complete degenerative

type (which appears to correspond with Lombroso’s

" criminal type'
7

)
Ottolenghi found in 37 per cent.—

a

lather high proportion. Talbot, also attaching most
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importance lo the head and face, found that among

respectable urban residents as many as twelve stig-

mata could be found, though the a*cragc was eight;

among criminals hfc found that it was neatly double,

fourteen at Pontiac, and sixteen at Elmira. There is

interest in this connection in noting the result of an

investigation (published by Talbot) by an Ameri-

can army surgeon, Dr. Woodruff, who examined

138 young criminals in an Illinois reformatory

(excluding boys and negroes), precisely in the same

way as he would recruits, but omitting subjective

tests where untruthful answers might come in; he

found that they could be divided into live classes:

(1) fourteen who might have been passed, though a

careful surgeon would have rejected at least ten; (2)

thirty who would only be passed if known to possess

some special qualification; (3) thirty-seven who could

only be passed in emergency, by special authority;

(4) thirty-three who could only be passed in time of

war, and then only as messengers, etc.; (5) twenty-

four totally unfit for any service. It must be remem-

bered that these men belonged to the best grades of

criminality; an examination of an ordinary prison

(Joliet) led Woodruff to believe that very few of the

men were capable of military service. -

It is interesting to note that Toplhard, the distin-

guished anthropologist, who has bestowed some

severe and not unmerited criticism on portions of

Lombroso's work, 1 while accepting the professional

theory of crime, by no means considers that it is suffi-

cient to explain the whole of the facts; remembering

the teaching of Ldlut and Baillarger, under whom he

had studied mental disease, he calls in the aid of the

1 '•L'Amhrop&eM Crlmlnelle." Jtnw i'Amkrt/*Ay*, iM;.
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morbid clement :—•* Criminals constitute a special pro-

fessional category i:i society, in the same way as men

of letter*, men ot science, artists, priest*, the labouring

classes, etc, but a complex category in which the

most diverse elements enter: the insane or tliosc pre-

disposed to insanity, epileptics and those predisposed

to epilepsy, tlie alcoholic, the microcephalic, the

macroeephalic, those predisposed by some vice of

organisation or of development, anterior or posterior

to birth, betraying itself sometimes by very evident

anatomical anomalies, those who are predisposed by

family traditions and inclinations, those whose moral

instinct* are perverted by individual education and

social environment, and finally those who arc crimi-

nals by accident, without preparation or predisposi-

tion. Professional characters will carry us a long

way when we are seeking to account for natural

social groups. But in the anti-social groups another

and more morbid clement enters. It is indeed largely

the presence of morbid dements which gives these

groups their anti-social character.

(/) The morbid clement in criminality ha3 some-

times been too strongly emphasised, but it would be

idle to attempt to deny its importance. The fre-

quency with which insanity appears among criminals,

even when the influence of imprisonment may
with considerable certainty be excluded, is well

ascertained. Of recent years also the close connec-

tion between criminality and epilepsy and general

paralysis has often been shown. I have several times

pointed out that the resemblances between criminals

considered as a class and the insane so considered

are by no means great; at many points they are

• />. tit.
,
p. 686.
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strongly contrasted. The resemblances with epilep-

tics, on the other hand, arc anthropologically very

marked, as Lotnbtoso was the first to point out in

detail. He has also observed that those regions of

Italy which produce most epileptics produce also

most criminals. Epilepsy has a certain relationship

to insanity’; it tends naturally to weak-mindedness,

although some of the world's greatest men have been

epileptics; and there is in epilepsy a tendency to the

development of brutal, unnatural, and bloodthirsty

instincts. The slighter and more concealed forms of

epilepsy offer also a very fruitful field for investigation

in this respect. 1

It must be added that the importance attached to

epilepsy in connection with criminality by some

Italian investigators is by no means confirmed by
English and American alienists. Ottolenghi finds the

proportion of epileptics among nearly 3C0 criminals

to be 30 per cent; among English criminals in local

prisons it is so minute as to be almost a negligible

quantity*. This may in part be due to a greater

prevalence of epilepsy in Italy; it is certainly In

larger pari due to a very much broader definition of

epileptic phenomena in that country. It is, however,

fairly clear that, except in predisposed subject^ the in-

sanity found in English and American prisons is very

rarely caused by imprisonment itself.* Delusional in-

1 All the evident which hu *0 6u been lcuicOncd with ttgard to

the caaneetloa between criminality end spilop*/ will bs fajnS in tnn-

fiil.ra’.ile delul in the teeaod volume of I/imbroK>'» pint week,

A‘f/V™ (1&S9I. To acooancc on/ definite condniona

wcnld 9 ill I* F'emuoit See, homer, p 17S-

•Sre, John Il.Wr, •' fn-nlty In Eojlllh Locol I'iIiom,"

JmmaJifmlal Srieua, April, 189S! Dr. Horton Senary, b KtfeHi

tfPrimu Cmminirntri, 1897, 1898, 1899, «»«•; L- Ooodoll, "The
Aaoriited Study of Crime sod Inunit}’," Zrmet. ideh Dee. 1856

20
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sanities constitute nearly 40 per cent, of the forms of

mental disease found, and form a very dangerous

group, being associated with crime against the person

and also against property; the epileptic insane are

prone to violence; general paralytics commit petty

crimes of acquisitiveness
;

the crimes of dements arc

aimless or sexual, and sexual offences are also com-

mon among congenital imbeciles.1

In America, the Matteawan State Hospital in the

State of New York is devoted to the reception of

criminals in whom insanity appears or is discovered

after conviction or before their cases are finally ad-

judicated. Dr. Allison,’ the Medical Superintendent,

states that acutely maniacal conditions are excep-

tional, the mental disturbance is usually quiet, un-

attended by motor excitement, frequently associated

with arrested physical or mental development Ideas

of persecution, with auditory hallucinations, ate ex-

tremely common, and often lead to carefully-planned

assaults for the sake of warding off imaginary dangers.

The victims of these hallucinations fraternise and com-

bine in many cases, are unwilling to inform against

each other, and the burglar and thief will still exercise

their special talents when opportunity offers, so that

constant espionage is required. Yet all these person*

have had a trial before a jury, " and, it might he said,

have been judicially pronounced sane."
1

Even when

they have recovered, and can no longer be regarded

* At regard* Ihii qantion in Gtiuiany, ice Modi, Ufier im In-
i8Ss- In Frame, Liuie-t, la his llihluh dn Prisatu, touch*',

co il i
from hi* q«b aperienre at (ht Frltura Oe U Santi he Site* that

“ oot of three c»» of liuanity one nl moil it recofinUol and figuro la

the official ilatitCr*."

* “ Insanity ninonjj Criminals,’* AmeHcm /turra! */fanmty, July,

&W-
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as insane, strictly speaking, many of these criminals

remain in “a condition which is recognised as un-

soundness of mind; that is, they are imbeciles or

weak-minded creatures, easily swayed, prone to

vicious acts, evil practices and habits, with little

knowledge and little capacity for acquiring it They
arc not amenable to prison discipline and arc in-

corrigible. Solitary confinement in the dark cell of

the prison soon unnerves them and unhinges their

already feeble mental powers. If discharged they

become recidivists.'* It is noteworthy that 17 per

cent of the life-convicts of the State of New York
are in Matteawan, usually in a condition of melan-

cholia or with delusions of persecution.

The number of insane in custody in the State of

New York is about 20,000} Of these, nearly 700
may bo classed as insane criminals. Insanity is very

prevalent among the convicts. The three chief New
York prisons have a total population of about 4,700,

and the average yearly commitments to Mattcawan
are 54, showing that 1 in 87 becomes insane annually.

(A*small percentage of these were insane before the

crime.) All varieties of insanity arc found, though

very strongly modified by criminal habits, so that, as

is found elsewhere, insane criminals are an untract-

able and dangerous class. With regard to causation,

insane criminals are here divided into three groups

:

(1) causes arising outside prison life; (2) causes

mainly due to conditions within prison, confinement,

reflection, etc; {3) mixed causes. The first class arc

benefited by removal to asylums; they are dangerous,

* If. B. AIliKm, M Whal CowU.iUi an Irwra Criukal?" Ali*v
Msdicai Annsis, Dec. J$97 J

" MetbyJ ctf Securing Ils*llh of In*ne
Cc«ftfcU»

u JeufKalefSettel SdtfKt, Dec. 1897.
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but not really criminal. The second class have often

been confined in small, dark, insanitary cells, and arc

also greatly improved hy removal to the asylum.

“Twenty-three per cent, of the life-men in the prisons

of the State are inmates of this hospital to-day.

Most of th’cm are hopelessly insane." The third

class is made up of degenerates, mostly recidivists,

and often imbeciles. The individual of this class is

never quite sane; "his insanity may be regarded

simply as an exacerbation of his natural condition.”

It is interesting to compare the average length of

confinement in Matteawan with that in an ordinary

prison. Allowing the usual deduction for good con-

duct, and excluding life and execution sentences, the

average sentence record in Sing Sing is three years

nine months and twenty-four days; at Matteawan,

including deaths and transfers, it is five years and

one month. “The popular idea that the asylum is a

shield, under cover of which many guilty persons

escape the penalty ofcrime," Allison remarks, “ is not,

I think, borne out by facts."

But the roots of criminality arc not only deeper

than professionalism, they are deeper also than any

merely acquired disease. I have frequently had

occasion to note the remarkable resemblances between

criminals and idiots. There is the same tendency to

anatomical abnormalities of the muscles, arteries,

bones, etc ; in both the muscular system is weak

;

there is the same tendency also to small and weak
hearts, with valvular defects. There is, again, the

same sensory obtuseness, with the same exception in

the case of sight, which is remarkably good, with

rarity, it seems, of colour-blindness. Criminality, like

idiocy, tends to run In the line of the eldest sons, and
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in both the hereditary influences arc frequently bad.

Cranial asymmetry is common in idiots as well as

among criminals; and while meningitis is a common
cause of idiocy, such evidence as we possess shows

that it is also common in criminals. Tubercular

disease is again common in both Epilepsy, to which

so much importance has sometimes been attached in

connection with criminality, is notoriously common
among idiots, being found among nearly 25 per cent 1

The relations of criminality to idiocy have not yet

been sufficiently studied.

The criminal is, however, by no means an idiot

He is not even a merely weak-minded person. The
idiot and the feeble-minded, as we know them in

asylums, rarely have any criminal or dangerous

instincts. Another term is frequently used to denote

vicious or criminal instincts in a person who is,

mentally, little if at all defective
;
he is said to be

“ morally insane/’

The term a moral insanity ” was originated nearly

half a century ago by an Englishman, Dr. Prichard,

who in his Trtalisc on Insanity declared that insanity

exists sometimes with an apparently unimpaired state

of the intellectual faculties; and the conception has

been developed by Krafft-Ebing, Maudsley, and many
others. The term itself is an unfortunate one

;
the

condition described by no means falls in easily as a

subdivision of insanity, and it is moreover frequently

of a congenital character. There is now a very

5 See Irek&d'* Idi«yt and Langden Dowc/s AgrtUm of

Chmecd and YcuiA. The laUti contain many v&luahlr fact! and

avcRCitxes in this connorbon. Sollier’s F&kskfi* ds fIdiot ei dt

ityt, throws much light oa the psychology*! affinity of ths

crimkul lul the Uk»:.
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general tendency to drop the expression “moral

insanity,” and to speak instead of “moral imbe-

cility.”

The condition in question, by whatever name it is

called, is described by alienists as an incapacity to

feel, or to act in accordance with, the moral conditions

of social life. Such persons, it has been said, are

Non! Iirl*a!t lElmiuf

morally blind; the psychic retina has become
antithetic Tbe egoistic impulses have become
supreme; the moral imbecile is indifferent to the

misfortunes of others, and to the opinions of others;

with cold logic he calmly goes on his way, satisfying

his personal interests and treading under foot the
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right* of others. If he comes in contact with the law

then his indifference changes into hate, revenge,

ferocity, and he is persuaded that he is in the right.

Although so defective on the moral side, these

persons are well ab'.c to make use of the abstracted

intellectual conceptions of honour, morality, philan-

thropy; such word* are indeed frequently on their

lips, and it is quite impossible to convince them of the

unusual character of their acts They are more or

less congenitally incapable of social education, sys-

tematically hostile to every moralising influence.

Being themselves morally blind, it is their firm con-

viction that all others are in the same condition;

they disbelieve in the possibility of virtue, and being

often possessed of considerable intellectual ability,

maintain anti-social theories with much skill.

" Moral insanity " does not probably stand for any

definite morbid condition. It is used as a convenient

term to describe a certain group of psychic symptoms

which are not found in a developed condition in the

nonnal man. It is obvious that these symptoms
closely resemble those we have already described as

characterising the criminal in his most clearly-marked

form—the instinctive criminal. The morally insane

person has been identified with the instinctive criminal

by Lombroso, Mario, Terri, Bcnedikt, Hack Tuke,

Kurclla, among others. The fusion has, however,

been rejected by some—by Binsvar.gcr and Kraepc-

lin, for instance. There can, however, be little doubt

that the two groups overlap in very large part The
difficulty has largely been one of words. There can

be little doubt that it would be desirable to cease using

the term " moral insanity.” In using the term " moral

Insanity " Prichard was influenced by the old Scotch
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school of philosophy, according to which there is,

among the other senses, a " moral sense"; with the

disappearance of that belief the term M moral insanity
"

has become antiquated. Hack Tukc proposed “in-

hibitory insanity/
1

Benedikt “ moral depravity." 1 On
the whole, there can be little doubt that the best term

is * moral imbecility ” or w moral idiocy," and we have

to recognise that in such eases while the moral defect is

great there is usually, if not always, some slight degree

of mental defect It is perfectly true that not all

criminals arc weak-minded. All degrees of intelli-

gence are found. Thus Ottolcnghi, in his study of

265 criminals, found that, putting aside the insane

eases, there were 12 of distinctly superior intellect

(including a naturalist of some petition, a mathema-

tician. esteemed for his original work, a philosopher,

etc), and 13 of a very' low grade of intelligence, with-

out being imbeciles; the remainder were intelligent

in proportion to their social position and occupation.

Ottolenghi, while considering that this result confirms

the independence of intelligence and moral sense, at

the same time points out that the majority of these

eases exhibited in their lives and criminal acts a

reckless lack of foresight and thought H which seem

symptoms of partial imbecility.* Thus even those

who are not anxious to minimise the intelligence of

criminals still fall into line with the position which on

the whole it seems, in view of all the facts, most
reasonable to take.

The question of moral insanity has been much de-

bated in Germany, for it is there that there has been

1
Benedikt, " On Moca! IBsuritj’ and its Relation to Criminology/*

with the following dfientsbft, ]um*J cfMattel Ort. | 3 $«.

* ArdL <U Pti(\vtiria
x
Fair. il-iii., xviii

,
1897.
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most opposition to its recognition. Nackc has especi-

ally dealt with the question in a series of papers. He
starts from the proposition that

4,1 Moral insanity*

Moral Icbtcfle (Elroir»X

as a specific disease docs not exist, but what is so

called is a variety of imbecility.* It differ* from

ordinary imbecility, because (t )
intellectual disturbance
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is not obvious, (2) there is a predominance of ethical

and asthetkal defects; (3) there is an inclination to

immoral and dangerous conduct producing conflicts

within and without the family; and (4) when con-

genital there arc certain peculiarities in its course.

Nilckc points out that morality is not congenital, the

only congenital dement being the aptitude to be

morally influenced by education and environment,

but this aptitude involves nearly the whole of the

nervous system, so that development of morality with

defect of the other mental powers is scarcely con-

ceivable. The diagnosis is practically important since

moral insanity is more difficult to combat than mere

bad environment, and the earlier it is rccc^nised and

treated the better. The heredity is usually very bad,

and sometimes there have been intra-uterine troubles

or serious illness during infancy. In spite of care the

child is a ne’er-do-weel in the family and the school.

The morbid character of the trouble may be indicated

by well-marked periodicity, commonly found in all so-

called '‘degenerative" psychoses. Nor arc plentiful

indications of degeneration lacking in skull and face

and the rest of the body, as well as functional signs

such a3 choreic movements and strabismus. The
intellectual condition is decisive as regards the

diagnosis between “moral insanity" and ordinary

imbecility. Tf the intellect is but slightly disordered,

ar.d especially if there is marked immorality, Niicke

considers that we may speak of “ moral in,sanity,” but

he believes that in every case careful investigation

will reveal a lack of mental equilibrium and defective

attention, memory, etc. Nackc accepts the identifica-

tion of " moral insanity " with congenital criminality,

but considers that in the strict sense it is so rare that
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we had better give up the term. Taking the terra

“ moral insanity " in the broadest sense, lie finds that

most eases fall into the group of the feeble-minded, a

small proportion only remaining to whom we may pro-

perly apply the term moral idiot in the narrowest sense. 1

The question has been much discussed how far

moral imbecility is independent of intellectual weak-

ness. Some, assuming apparently that all moral

defect must have an intellectual basis, have stoutly

maintained that there is no moral imbecility without

some degree of weak-mindedness. In the majority of

cases this is undoubtedly so, and the very greatest

care should always be exercised in investigating a

case of “moral idiocy" before asserting that the

mental functions are absolutely intact. We need

not, however, refuse to accept such absence of mental

impairment on merely a priori grounds. Blcuier,

who has discussed the question of " moral insanity
"

with much sagacity, and w’ho decides in favour of the

term " moral idiocy," which he identifies with in-

stinctive criminality, has presented in full detail the

case of a clergyman’s son, now the inmate of an

asylum, in whom moral idiocy co existed with un-

impaired mental functions.* There were some traces

of moral idiocy in the subject's family and ancestry.

He himself in appearance is regarded as handsome

by those who do not know him well. His expression

is sly, the face asymmetrical, beard sparse, genitals

1 P. Nadw, AruSM•’ S*b*r-JiwAip*Ztihi«e. '*• July. 18951

^mnUgisOa No*. 11 and 15. 18961 ii„ Pi}xii«-

trtttkm WctktHuhrifl, No. 13, l»99-

* £ 01er.l«, " Utter Moralbche Idictie," VitrtAjakradsrlft fUr

GtritkllUk, MiJidn, 1893, Hipplsment! to1 diicuiwon <* ••««»!

Inutnity " rw lie ‘'me inhai't D*r Gthrtne Vairuhr, 1&96; mil

.« KutdU, MUmfmKclUdu ttrtrefcn, i&jj, pp. e>4 and 156
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developing late. There are alight neurotic symptoms,

and he is very intolerant of alcohol. From his earliest

years, and in spite of careful education, he has been

constantly untruthful, and reckless of the distinction

between tneum and iuuftt. He ha9 always been lazy,

but there is no notable delect of intelligence. He
took every opportunity of stealing, and showed great

skill in making friends with all classes in order to

obtain petty advantages or to gain chances of appro-

priating money or articles. He has never shown the

slightest si^n of remorse, though his memory is very

clear and good He affected great sincerity, and was

clever in deceiving. He dcc9 not indulge either in

venereal or alcoholic excesses, though he likes eating

and drinking, and his sexual feelings are fairly

normal. He does not show any special anxiety for

revenge, but on the other hand he has never shown

any sign of sympathy with any living creature. He
possesses <£5thctic feeling, but r.o religious feeling.

He is industrious in the asylum, and has also learned

to play the violin. He is vain, but not executively so.

His intelligence is good without being much above

the normal level, and exhibits no anomalies

We must, therefore, regard the group of moral

imbeciles—closely related as it is to the other groups

of idiots, imbeciles, and weak-minded—as identical

with the instinctive or congenital criminal. The
moral imbecile is not insane, and cannot properly

come within the alienist’s province. He is a criminal,

his characteristics merge imperceptibly into those of

the vast txxfy of criminals of whom he is the most

complete and un mixed type.1

1 ‘Hicre ha* t«n a tendency in acme qumeti to ennchvJe (hit the

i&nli&Aticn of the now vttj c*r<fu2Iy invrttipted *' congenital
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The group of Instinctive criminals still, however,

stands fairly apart among the other groups of

criminals, approximating, but not fusing with, these

various morbid and atypical groups. The outlines

blend, but each group is distinct at the centre. It

will be the work of the future to arrange, and if

necessary to re-form, these various group*.

It is much to be able to see, even so clearly as we
do to-day, the human classes of arrested or perverted

development who lie in the dark pool at the foot of

our social ascent. Even our present knowledge 19

sufficient to serve as the justification for a certain

amount of social action. Wc owe this to the labours

of a succession of physiologists, alienists, anthro-

pologists, and criminologists during the past century.

Up to recent times the criminal has been regarded

as a kind of algebraic formula, to use Professor

Ferri'3 expression
;
the punishment has been pro-

portioned not to the criminal but to the crime. Wc
are now learning to regard the criminal as a natural

phenomenon, the resultant of manifold natural causes.

We are striving to attain to scientific justice. Wc
arc seeking in every direction to ascertain what is the

reasonable treatment of the eccentric and abnormal

criminal” «ilh lh« tiulr-hnoaa vitlirn of "moral iawiUsy* kmiii

that Ihe fsmrr moil bo pa! into th« latto* clan and landed ovo. to tho

alienist The vay cppwfte is tbe casei tbe
“

tnocollj insane n ptrson

car.:,:: be =ade eisily to fit into the sebetee of insine giorps, ba falls

rat u rally Into the ctimkul group of which ho ii the n»*t extreme aim!

rtpeWHOlatlv* Ilw affinity* ire t« with the itm/w, w*o art

lothologirsl ij to n Iitrc extent acquired causes, hot to the idiotic,

imbecile, isc weak-minded, who a/e pathological by tabs*n defecL

This important price has been emphasised by, tuning ctherx, Karelia

("Cctaxe Lombroto oml die NMnrgeechichle dc* Vrrbredwti," Vir-

chow's STwtJtfMf wlssswxkifitichin Vrrir&£i,
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members of sozicty, in their interest, and in the still

higher interests of the society to which we belong.

To seek for light in the fields uf biology and

psychology, of anthropology and sociology, has

seemed to many a discouraging task. The results

arc sometimes so obscure
;
sometimes, it even seems,

contradictory. In practice, it is said, such considera-

tions count for nothing. Law must only concern

itself with absolute certainties, with abstract formula?,

with geometrical routine. But human nature will not

nt in with formula?; when men and women are geo-

metrical figures, an abstract legal system will answer

all their needs. If the path lies through a jungle,

what is the use of the best and straightest of roads

that leads astray ? If a critic were to point out to a

biologist—to take another illustration from Ferri

—

the limitations of the microscope, he would he entitled

to reply— But excuse me, however imperfect the
microscope may be, would it be better to dispense

with the microscope ? Much less when we are deal-

ing with criminals, whether in the court of justice or

in the prison, or in society generally, can we afford to

dispense with such science of human nature as we
may succeed in attaining.



CHAPTER VI.

THE TREATMENT OF THE CRIMINAL.

Ip, as now scarcely admits of question, every truly

criminal act proceeds from a person who is, tempor-

arily or permanently, in a more or less abnormal

condition, the notion of" punishment" loses much of

its foundation. Wc cannot punish a monstrosity for

acting according to its monstrous nature. Moreover,

who among us is perfectly normal, and what tribunal

is entitled to punish ? The verdict of science is one

with that of Christianity—"Judge not."

Some such argument as this has weighed with

those thinkers and investigators who have of late

shown a disinclination to talk of punishment, and

have instead spoken of the ".vociai reaction against

crime." The old conception of punishment was

founded c-n the assumption of the normality of the

criminal
;
he was a normal person who had chosen

to act as though he were not a normal person—

a

vine, as it were, that had chosen to bring forth thorns

—and it was the business of the penologist to appor-

tion the exact amount of retribution due to this extra-

ordinary offence, with little or no regard to the

varying nature of the offender
;
he was regarded as a

constant factor. The late Chief Justice Coleridge, not

many years ago, "when addressing," says the Rev.

J.
W. Horsley, “in nur hearing, an assemblage of

those who had all belonged to the criminal* eraser
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expatiated, somewhat to their astonishment and much
to their gratification, on the in quity of giving a severe

punishment for r theft that was petty, even though it

had been preceded by many thefts and conviction*”

Obviously the punishment was directed at the offence;

it was not necessary to consider the offender at alL

This exception, formulated by theorists who delighted

in abstract notions, ha 9 been shewn to lead directly

into devious paths of metaphysics and ethics
;

it has,

consequently, been fertile of much vain disquisition.

On the whole, the results of this have not contributed

to confirm the credit of the notion, and it has leeined

better—at once sounder theoretically and more con-

venient practically —to dispense with this antiquated

conception of punishment Whenever one person

trespasses on the rights of another person, or of the

community to which he belongs* there 25 an inevitable

social reaction against the person who has committed

the anti-social deed. Society says to the individual

who has violated its social feelings—Here, my fine

fellow, we are not going to stand this conduct of

yours
;
we must have an end of this : and it proceeds

to act in accordance with the varying measure of its

wisdom. This is the basis of all legal action against

the criminal ; in i\s crudest form it is Lynch law
;

in

its highly developed form it shows itself in the

elaborate training bestowed on the criminal at

Elmira. Such social action is a solid and permanent

fact, independent of all metaphysical theories
;
and it

is this we are concerned with when we approach the

question of the treatment of the criminal

At a very early period in the development of every

barbarous race there arise two institutions for dealing

with the criminal—the prison and another, still more
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decisive, appearing in various forms, the cross, the
stake, the gallows, the axe.

I do not propose to give more than a few words to

the question of capital punishment, because it does
not seem to he any longer a question of much magni-

tude or importance. A century, even three-quarters

of a century, ago it was a different matter. In

England especially capital punishment seems to have

flourished luxuriantly. A writer in Elizabeth's reign

says that in Henry VIII/s time seventy-two thousand

thieves and vagabonds were hanged. The statement

is set down on hearsay evidence only, but is sufficient

to show that the number must have been very laigc.

About a century ago more criminals, it is said, were

put to death in England than in any other part of

Europe
;
many persons still living icmcmbe: tlia days

of wholesale hanging, and even the execution of a

child of twelve for rioting. It is less than half a cen-

tury since a child of nine was condemned to death

for stealing paint, value twopence-halfpenny, and

since men were hanged for stealing sheep and post-

office letters.

There can be little doubt that capita! punishment is

dying out It is actuaryabolished in Italy,Switzerland,

Holland, Portugal, and several of the United States.

Whether its complete extinction is altogether a matter

for rejoicing is a question concerning which there is not

complete unanimity among those whose opinions carry

most weight An impressive body of opinion is in

favour of putting instinctive criminals to death, not

out of revenge, but in the spirit in which Galen and

Seneca advocated the destruction of incorrigible

offenders against social life, regarding them a3 diseased

members to be removed for the advantage of the whole
21
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social body. Garofa’.o, the distinguished Neapolitan

lawyer, is peihaps the chief advocate of capital

punishment among those who are working for legal

reform. He points out that the death penalty is the

only one the criminal really dreads, and tells of

offenders who committed their crimes under the im-

pression that capital punishment had been abolished,

and that they were to be provided with food and

shelter for the rest of their lives. On the other hand,

it has also been shown that the Mat and public interest

involved in a trial for life or death serves as an incen-

tive to the morbid vanity of criminals. Such a

penalty as burning "for .example of others, as hath

been accustomed," according to the phrasing of

Henry VIIl.'s statute, has been an example often

enough in another sense than the statute intended.

On the whole, we may perhaps be well satisfied

that capital punishment—1“ the shameful practice,’ as

it has been epigrammatically styied, “ of hiring for a

guinea an assassin to accomplish a sentence which

the judge would not have the courage to carry out

himself"—is threatened with extinction in civilised

countries. It has the disadvantage of being irrevo-

cable. There would be little chance of mistake if it

were only applied to recidivists
;
but these are a class

to whom it is rarely applied. It is certain that mis-

takes have occurred when in the opinion of the judge

the evidence of guilt was absolutely convincing. It

is true that the chief cause of this extinction in demo-
cratic countries is not the benefit of the criminal, or

even the welfare of society ; it is a tender regard for

the sentiments of the general public. "To punish

murder by lifelong imprisonment,” as Sir Robert

Rawlinson observed, "is a far severer fate than
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sudden death, but it is not so revolting.” We have to

see to it that our substitutes for the death penalty are

of a humane and rational character, and that they

afford an equal protection to society. It should never

be possible to address to society the words which the

daring Due dc Montausier addressed to Louis XIV
concerning a criminal who was finally executed after

committing twenty murders ;
44 This man has only

committed one murder, the first, and it is you who,

by letting him live, have committed the other nine-

teen.” But, as Benedict well observes, to kill the

criminal is never satisfactory, because we do not kill

his accomplices, bad social conditions and defective

institutions
;
we leave untouched the false social

sentiments that urged the unmarried girl to kill her

own child, or the rigid marriage system that made it

easier for the man to kill his wife than to leave her or

to allow of her leaving .him. Moreover, it must be

said that murderers, whom alone it U considered

justifiable to eliminate by death, are not usually the

most degraded of criminals or the most dangerous to

society. In Russia, where capital punishment for

common-law offences was abolished more than a cen-

tury ago, murderers are condemned to hard labour

for a period of years, after which they are settled in

Siberia. “Eastern Siberia is full of liberated assas-

sins," remarks Prince Krapotkine, “ and, nevertheless,

there is hardly another country inhere you could

travel and stay with greater security
;

while the

unceasing robberies and murders of which Siberia

complains now, take place precisely in Tomsk and

throughout Western Siberia, whereto no murderers

and only minor offenders arc exiled. In the earlier

part of this century it was not uncommon to find at
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an official's house that the coachman was a liberated

murderer, or that the nurse who bestowed such

motherly care upon the children tore imperfectly

obliterated marks of the branding-iron.’’ 1 Mr. Davilt,

speaking from an extensive acquaintance with crimi-

nals. says
H The really hardened, irreclaimable

criminal will never commit a murder. . . . The most

heinous of ail offences—murder deliberately intended

and planned before commission— is, ordinarily, the

offspring of the passions of revenge and jealous}-, or

the outcome of social or political wrongs
;
and is

more frequently the result of some derangement of

the nobler instincts of human nature than traceable to

its more debased orders or appetites.
VJ Again, Miss

Carpenter, in her Female Lyfe in Prisen, wrote:—

"Some women arc less easy to tame than the

creatures of the jungle. . . . And yet these women
are not always in for the worst crimes: there arc few,

if any. murderers amongst them; they have been

chiefly convicted of theft after theft, accompanied by

violence," These observations arc entirely in accord

with the results of criminal anthropology
;
the mur-

derer belongs very frequently to the class of criminals

by passion, the least anti-social of all, and is at other

times frequently the subject of some morbid impulse,

epileptic or insane

Perhaps the most powerful reason in favour of the

probable disappearance of capital punishment is the

humanising influence that would be exerted on the

community generally. The unreasoning outbursts

of ferocity in vhich, especially among young and

emotional democracies, some morbid and distracted

1 la Haitian aniFrank Frimt, (\ 359.
1 Jxmi ftin a Mmm Diary. L&eiare f
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creature who fires at a political personage is burned

with glee to the scaffold, or some half-witted human
thing who commits a rape is perhaps actually torn to

pieces, arc not wholesome manifestations of the social

spirit They are far less excusable than the deeds

by which they arc aroused, for the reason that they

arise in more normally constituted persons. So long

23 capital punishment is legitimate there is, however,

at least the appearance of an excuse for the develop-

ment of these brutalising outbursts. All that is finest

in civilisation is bound up with a self-restraint and

humanity, as well as a more intelligent insight, which,

while admitting a more chastened social reaction,

makes ferocity impussibie.

Let us turn to the prison. During the last century

a vast amount of care and enthusiasm, philanthropic

and administrative, has been expended on the

elaboration and development of prisons. It is need-

les!; to sketch the history of this development, which

seems now to have come to a standstill ; it has often

been done, and is easily accessible. It is however

very interesting and instructive to take note of the

deliberate opinions expressed during the last few

years, from various points of view, by those who have

had the opportunity of studying most intimately the

modern developed prison.

A curious fate has befallen this ancient institution.

In its more primitive form it now arouses universal

disgust ar.d horror. The Russian prisons of Siberia

arc. for instance, a by-word of reproach. The physical

and mental torture which they inflict, wholesale and

indiscriminately, on men and women, on political

suspects as well as on the lowest criminals, have been

described over and over again, from within and from
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without, during the last fifty years, in Dostoieffsky'a

Ruellutwni of tht Dead-House, by Maximoff, and by

Krapotkinc, and still, when Mr Kennan repeated the

old story, a wave of indignation passed across the

civilised worid. Elsewhere on the fringe of European

civilisation the primitive prison is still scarcely

changed. The Spanish prisons are often filthy and

overcrowded, and the inmates arc maintained in lari*

ness. In the Spanish prison of Ceuta, in Morocco,

there are 3000 convicts, mostly for life, and crowded

together, so that 112 sleep in one room.1 The
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native prisons of Morocco arc the abodes of oppres-

sion, starvation, and filth, where the innocent and

guilty arc thrown in together, without any kind of

work, and allowed to die slowly. “The horrors of

these places, arc indescribable Often they arc under-

ground, damp, and pestilential
;
always filthy. They

are frequently vety crowded, and a dozen or more poor

wretches may be fastened in one chain by their necks,

with heavy irons on their wrists and ankles, unable to

stir a foot away from one another for any purpose

all night, and often all day/' 1 “On the highest

authority/’ says Mr. Cook, “ I am able to say that the

prison population of the city of Morocco equals the

free population." In the interior, where there is no
dread of European influence, tilings are naturally

much worse. In Egypt the prisons were filthy and
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filled tviib untiled prisoner! In Greece the prisoners

ait “if possible, dirtier than those of Egypt work,

no becks, and but little food. Some of the rooms

containing ten prisoners were less than twelve feet

square." Many of the prisons of South Africa are

in a wretched condition, and some of those in the

United States arc little better.

A century ago most of the prisons of England

could fairly have been included in any such enumera-

tion 39 that I have just attempted. “They are

ironed," wrote Howard of the English convicts of

1773. “thrust into close, offensive dungeons, and

there chained down, some of them without straw or

other bedding. They continue in winter sixteen or

seventeen houis out of the twenty-four in utter

inactivity, and immersed in the noxious effluvia of

their own bodies. Their diet is at the same time low

and scanty
;
they arc generally without firing

;
and

the powers of life soon become incapable of resisting

90 many causes of sickness and despair.” There was

not, as a recent writer remarks, so much consideration

for prisoners in Britain as there had been in the reign

of the Emperor Constantine, for the Romans of the

fourth century did not permit the imprisonment of

men in the same room with women. Howard found

a girl locked up all day with two soldiciS in the

Bridewell at St. Albans, and in many of the gaols

there was insufficient provision for the separation of

the sexes.

Wc have changed all that. The best prisons of

England, France, the United States, Belgium, Italy,

and some other countries, are models of ingenuity,

cleanliness, and routine. It cannot be said, indeed,

that we have succeeded in hindering communication
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between prisoners* or in preventing an illicit traffic

in tobacco, etc., or even the practice of unnatural

intercourse; and we do not trouble ourselves too

much to reform the prisoner. Yet even these laxities

of discipline have added materially to the prisoner’s

comfort
;
and if we have not reformed the prisoner

we have at least reformed the prison, an easier task,

and one which shows more tangible results. "The

prisoner of the present day is well cared for,"

remarked Dr. Govcr, not many years ago, in a

Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons
;
“ he is

supplied with all the necessaries, and not a few of the

comforts of life
;
and his existence is, to say the least,

rendered very endurable. The labour exacted from

him is not irksome in its character, and he is not sub-

jected to any depressing punishment unless it t« for

idleness or for serious misconduct" But the work is

not of an exhausting character, so that there is no

very strong motive to laziness. "Hard labour," Mr.

Horsley remarks, "is such that no prisoner could get

a living outside if he did not work harder." It is not

surprising that under three circumstances the prisoner

flourishes. ” In our prisons now there is," said Sir B.

Richardson, “a lower mortality and probably a lesser

sickness than in the most luxuriously appointed and

comfortable houses in the commonwealth.' And

what, he asks, is more natural when we find

" epidemic poisons shut out of our prisons
;
famine

shut out
;
luxury shut out

;
drink shut out

;
exposure

to cold and wet shut out; the acute and most de-

structive kinds of mental worry shut out
;
Ihe hungry

strain for to-morrow’s bed and board shut out
;
the

baneful association with criminal life at large shut

out 1

11
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And yet we arc dissatisfied) This comfortable,

easy-going routine of the modern prison is viewed

with scarcely more approval by the thoughtful inves-

tigator of to-day than tire horrors of the primitive

prison. It is deeply interesting and suggestive to

take note of the opinions expressed during recent

years by those most intimately acquainted with the

modern prison. “Why arc our prisons failures?"

asks Mr Horsley, who is as impressed as much as

any one by the material progress of prison*. " Men

are asking, and will more loudly ask, ' Why are our

prisons such utter failures?' In the face of the

phenomena of recidivism, and men and women with

hundreds or convictions, it Is absurd to imagine that

they are as deterrent as they should be.” The prisoner

is, he points out, but temporarily suspended from

habits of crime by circumstance; not under his own
control :

" He may even toast of his intentions, but

out he must go, with as much safety to the State

as if all mad dogs were muzzled for twenty-four

hours and then all unmuzzled, because it had been

found that in that period a certain proportion ceased

to be dangerous
;

or as if all small-pox patients

were discharged from hospital so many weeks after

reception, whether cured or not
'

1 Another prison

chaplain (Rev. C Goldney), speaking from an ex-

perience of twelve years, writes still more recently :

—

" l say, unhesitatingly, that if a society for the

manufacture of criminals were set on foot, that

society could in no better way further its aims than

*JiM'nfi fnrn /ail ((US’], pp. I
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by pressing for the imprisonment of every little boy

and girl who could, on any decent pretext, be brought

before a bench of magistrates. Prison officials well

know the hardening influence of gaol life on the

young, and statistics show' how unlikely it is that

the Hrst term of imprisonment will be the last in

the case of children of tender years. They learn

the secret which should jealously l>e kept from them

—that a short imprisonment Is after all no such

very terrible punishment” Mr. ?>Iichael Davitt has

learnt by actual experience the realities of English

convict life at Dartmoor, Portsmouth, and Portland,

and the valuable book in which he has summed up
those experiences is full of wise and fruitful sugges-

tions. After pointing out that philanthropic intentions

on the part of the heads of a department arc no

guarantee for their administration at the hands of

warders and assistant-warders, he continue* 1 :— 1

1

Penal

servitude has become so elaborated that it is now a

huge punishing machine, destitute, through centralised

control and responsibility, of discrimination, feeling,

or sensitiveness
;
and its non-success a9 a deterrent

from crime, and complete failure in reformative

effect upon criminal character, are owing to its

obvious essential tendency to deal with erring human
beings—who are still men despite their crimes

—

:n a manner which mechanically reduces them to a

uniform level of disciplined brutes. There is scarcely

a crime possible for man to be guilty of, short

of murder, which should not, in strict justice, be

expiated by seven years’ infliction of a punishment that

has been brought to such a nicety of calculation that

there is the closest possible surveillance of every one

1
<t Prison JJiQry, 77 . 1 ?$,
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undergoing it night and day, together with an unceas-

ing conflict between every feeling in the prisoner that is

superior toa mere condition ofanimal existence and the

everlasting compulsion to refrain from almost all tliat

it is natural for man to do, and to do what it is to the

last degree repugnant for any rational being to con-

sent to perform, Yet wretches who have had a

London gutter or a workhouse for their only moral

training-school, and who have been subsequently

nurtured in crime by society’s other licensed agencies

of moral corruption, receive ten, fifteen, and sometimes

twenty years for thefts and crimes which should, in

justice, be expiated by a twelve months' duration

of such punishment. It is these horribly unjust

penalties that beget many of the desperadoes of

Portland, Chatham, and Dartmoor, the murderers of

warders, the malingerers, and the partial maniacs, and

which implant in the minds of convicts that ferocious

animosity against law and society which turns .-.a

many of them into reckless social savages." Prince

Krapotlcine has also had practical acquaintance with

prisons, and his conclusions also are deserving of study.

In his very interesting book, In Russian and Frtneh

Prisons, after describing the routine of tire Maison

Centralc at Clairvaux, ore of the best arranged of

medem prisons, he adds:—" Such is the regular life of

the prison, a life running for years without the least

modification, and which acts dcpressingly on man by
its monotony and its want of impressions ; a life

which a man can endure for years, but which he cannot

endure— if he has no aim beyond this life itself

—

without being depressed and reduced to the state of a

machine which obeys but lias no will of its own
;
a

life which results in an atrophy of the best qualities
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of man, and a development of the worst of them, and,

if much prolonged, renders him quite unfit to live

afterwards ir. a society of free fellow-creatures," And
again he remark*:- -“The real cause of recidivism

lies in the perversion due to such infection-nests as

the Lyons prison is. 1 suppose that to lock up

hundreds cf boys in such infection-nests is surely to

commit a crime much worse than any of those

committed by any of the convicts themselves." 1 M.

Emile Gautier, a companion of Prince Kiapotkine's,

who has written a scries of remarkable articles

on this subject,* calls the prison a hot-house for

poisonous plants. He points out what has often

been remarked by others (Mr. Davitt, for instance)*

the great ditTcrence between the "bon drftenu " and

the “bon styet" "The recidivists are always the

most easy to manage, the most 3upple—or the most

hypocrital—and therefore the favourites with the

officials. The misfortune is that this bon ddter.u.'

according to the formula, soon becomes under this

r/gime as incapable of resisting his comrades, instinc-

tive criminal* or professional evil-doers, as the

warders, and as little refractory to temptation, to

unwholesome stimulus, to the attraction of an illicit

gain, or to the contagion of bad example, as to

discipline. He can only obey—no matter whom I

*

And elsewhere he says :
“

1 1 is wei! to remark that there

is cot one of the passions, natural or factitious. of man,

from drunkenness to love, which cannot find in prison

at least a semblance of satisfaction. . , It need not

be said that the prisoner afterwards carries out with

1 Ik KtntUw aoJ Fnmk F>iiv.vi pp. 263.183.

* " lx Monde d« Prami," Antova CWWnrfti,

iSSS.
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him into the world all these abnormal vices in a more

developed form. The prison indeed, as it is organised,

is a sewer throwing out into society a continuous

flood of puruleuce, the germ* of physiological and

moral contagion. It poisons, brutalises, depresses,

and corrupts. It is a manufactory at once of the

phthisical, the insane, and the criminal." Dr.

Napolconc Colajanni, die eminent criminal sociolo-

gist of Naples, confirms from personal experience the

evidence given by Prince Krapotkine and M. Gautier.

A writer who Is peculiarly well informed as to the

manners and customs of the criminal classes in

England writes :—“ Looking at our present system of

dealing with thieves, examining it from every side,

it is clear that nothing can be more clumsy and

inefficient—except for evil Let any one of robust

healtli fancy himself a prisoner within four walls,

employed day after day in severest labour, without a

face to look at except that of the tyrant warder or

the scowling criminal, without relaxation or kindly

intercourse of any kind
;
with nothing, in short, to

subdue the darker feelings, but with everything to

nourish them. Let any one of robust health fancy
himself enduring this year after year—for a fifth, a
fourth, or even half of a life—and then say what sort

of creature he would probably become. Then there

i* the expense of a system which docs not reform nor
get rid of the thief—In old day* gaol fever did the

latter when the halter failed—but merely hoards him
up for a while to turn him loose on society more
wolfish than ever. As we deal with the thief he is

our most costly national luxury.”* The courts of

Paris and of Bourges have not hesitated to declare

' SiWtklfrw Sia$ /*«>. by Tor. Fmlur (lSj 9 ), pp. **.j.
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that the chief cause of recidivism is to be found in

the prison and its regime} In one of the foremost

American States, Ohio, an influential committee,

including the Governor of the State, has reported
:

41 With less than half-a-dozen exceptions, every gaol

in Ohio is a moral pest-house and a school of crime."

A late Chief Justice of England (Lord Coleridge)

is reported as saying, in 1883, that "there were few

things more frequently home in upon a judged mind

than the little good he could do the criminal by the

sentence he imposed. These sentences often did

nothing but unmixed harm, though he was sure that

throughout the country the greatest pains had been

taken to make our prisons as useful as possible in the

way of being reformatories. But. as a matter of fact,

they were not sa*

M. Laloue, inspector-general of prisons in France,

stated before a commission that “with our existing

system, twenty-four hours1 imprisonment suffices,

under certain circumstances, to ruin a man/* The
following conversation ensued. Af, Tailfiand:

“There is perhaps some exaggeration in the state-

ment that twenty-four hours' imprisonment can ruin

a man ” i\f. Lalwt: "
I do not exaggerate. I say

what I have seen. The prisoner meets a corrupt

recidivist; they appoint a rtndts-voia outside, and

that man is lost/' Af. Tnilkand: “He must be a

man of very weak character/* M. rf'HausonvtUe

:

u
It is such characters that succumb.”

Professor Prina, inspector-general of Belgian prisons,

and the chief authority in Belgium on these questions,

writes :

—
“ What is the advantage, unless the necessity

is absolute, of putting into prison the head of a family

1 /nywAv r*r!t*M>tUSre, tome t., pji 34$. 3S1, 342. qaoted by Joly.
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to devote him to infamy, to compromise him in the

eye* of his fellow-workmen, of his wife, and of his

children? Is it not to condemn these latter to

abandonment, misery, and mendicity ? Is it not to

join to the wretchedness which is the act of destiny,

a wretchedness which is the act of law? Is it not, in

short, to degrade and ruin the delinquent, thus to

deliver him over to the suggestions of despair, and to

risk making him a recidivist ?" 1

Garofalo, the eminent Neapolitan lawyer, certainly

one of the most sagacious of those who have in recent

years studied the treatment of the criminal, writes:
—

'

"Suppose that in some legendary country an austere

king forbade all flirtation with married ladies, and

that the punishment threatened to the guilty one
should be a prohibition to leave during several weeks

a certain club, a magnificent hotel, with gardens and

terraces, where this gentleman would find his best

friends, his old comrades at board and game, who, far

from blaming him, would be glad to do the same. In

this sympathetic environment we may be sure they

would treat with much contempt the absurd law and

the punishment it ir.fiicted. Who would not laugh to

think that it should be pretended that after such a

punishment this individual wouid not recommence

his ordinary life and commit again the very offences

for which he has been punished ?" 1

“ Imprisonment," affirms Reinach, in his often-

quoted work, Lfi R/ddivisla, ' especially if short, is

an excitation to crime.’’ " As to the reformation of

the criminal,
1
’ remark* Dr. Paul Aubry, in a recent

and able study, !j Contagion du Mrulrt," that is a

' Adolph* Print OrMuwAtf«r Rtfruriv’, iSSf.

' U Criniada^t (lS38:, p J?-.
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myth; the prison is still the best school of crime

which we possess.” “The houses of correction are

much more houses of corruption/’ said a young Italian

thief. "Clever robberies arc arranged in prison, a

chief told the Abbf Moreau
;

u
the prisoners all know

each other
;
once at liberty they can find one another.'*

" I have seen young men enter the Grande Roquette/*

the Abb£ observes elsewhere, •' guilty, but not cor-

rupted, who went out decided to commit crimes which

a few months before they would have regarded with

horror."

It is unnecessary, I trust, to accumulate further

evidence on this point; it is a melancholy though

far from a difficult task It must be sufficiently clear

that the modem prison, with its monotonous routine

of solitary confinement, varied by bad company, i*

fruitful of nothing but disaster to the prisoner and

to the society on which lie is set loose. Such mitiga-

tion of its influence as may be found 13 chiefly due to

voluntary charitable agency.

There is one group apart from the chorus of

damnation which has of late years greeted the

modem developments of the prison. Unfortunately

it is a sinister and terrible group of exceptions. The
prison is an incubator for those who are young in

crime, a place of torture for those who possess the

finer feelings of humanity, that is precisely the

class of people, usually, who ought not to be sent to

prison; but to habitual offenders, the ccnficmed recidi-

vists, precisely the class of people on whom the

prison ought to work as at once a reforming and

deterring influence, it is simply a welcome and com-
fortable home. It is a well-known fact that the

prison is preferred to the workhouse. " Whole
22
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classes" as Mr. Horsley truly remarks, " arc brought

to consider that, from several points of view, the

prison is preferable to the workhouse." " Amidst the

mass of our fallen sisters in gaol," a prison matron

observes {Female Lift in Prison), ' there are those

strange practical philosophers — women who have

weighed all the chances between the workhouse and

the prison, and who, being compelled to choose

between one and the other, strike the balance in

favour of the gaol. A little less liberty, but more

kindness and attention
;

better food and more

friendly faces—only the key turned upon them, and

their sleeping chamber called a cell I* " It is a painful

fact," remarks Mr. I. W. Robinson, " that the

ordinary female convict considers herself above the

woman in the Union. 'Look at these shawls,' was

said once by an indignant prisoner upon a new style

of shawl being introduced into the service
;

* do they

take us for those poor workhouse wretches, 1 should

like to know!'” The author of Five Year/ Pena

i

Servitude says -“A farm-labourer lias told me fre-

quently that he worked far harder for his eleven

shillings a week than ever he had at stone-quarrying

or anything else in prison. When at home he

seldom, if ever, had meat of any sort, and his bed

was but a poor affair compared to Ilia prison couch.

Here in prison, comparatively speaking, he fared

sumptuously every day, and I can assure the reader

he considered the living luxurious compared to what he
had at home.'* “ There can be no doubt," as Beltrant-

Scalia remarks, "
that the life of a prison is superior,

from a material point of view, to that which meet
prisoners are accustomed to lead in liberty." To the

habitual criminal that is everything. The perpetra-
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don of offences for the purpose of obtaining admission

to prison is far from uncommon, and the criminal

slang of various nations with its friendly synonyms
for the prison is very significant on this point. There
is a popular Sicilian song which says :

" He who
speaks evil of the Vicaria [prison of Palermo] ought
to have his face cut He who says that prison

punishes, how he is. deceived, poor devil !' 1 And
again :

11 Here only will you find your brothers and
friends, money, good cheer, and a peaceful time

;
out-

side you arc always in the midst of your enemies, and
if you cannot work you will die of hunger."' Rcinach
mentions a mason who at the beginning of winter

committed a small offence in order to spend the

winter comfortably in a warm prison. The prison of

Vienne (hire) has, it is said, long been a favourite

place of resort during the winter. Several of the

hundred prisoners studied by Rossi had sougiit in

prison a winter refuge. One who had frequently been
in prison before for short terms, said—' Now I've had
the good luck to get six months." A German
criminal, who had just been released from prison,

attempted rape. He received a sentence of eight

years' imprisonment He rose, thanked the court

for the sentence, regretting, however, that it was not

for a longer period, and adding that he had only com-
mitted the offence as an agreeable way of returning

1 '*Oi dici mtlt di it Vtrarii

Cfi farrisl a fud* toMifeddi.

Cl did ct Is rarer* CBtia
Cornu t* ineiroili, pcii'cddi :

"

' "Qra ml iron i fralclli e <jui (;ll nmlci,

Dnnnri, ben rnsfaie t all*,-™ pi«

;

Food ia icifjir* in roeo ai (uol neniW
1

Sr non pioi lr.vor«i mrei di lame."
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io prison, where alone he found pleasant society

and a life free from care. Manduca speaks of a

man, advanced in years, who had just completed

a long term of hard labour, and finding himself with-

out means of subsistence, killed without any cause

an old friend of his childhood. Bretignires dc Cour-

tcllcs found that 17 out of 115 prisoners entered

prison in order to restore their health.

The habitual criminal who has grown accustomed

to prison life cares for no other, and is suited for no

other. " 1 have seen men," said Lauvergne, almost

dying from home-sickness because they must scon

leave the prison." Jules Valles spoke of fair vtntr-

a/e of the old convict; femile Gautier calls it fair

repos/. Prison, he adds, is a kind of nirvana, and

he tells of an old convict who possessed in a high

degree this air vMrabU, closely resembling Thiers,

who, at the end of five years’ sentence passed at

Clairvaux, wrote as follow* to the director:—-“Sir, you

know me. You know who I am, what I am worth,

and what services I can render you. Now I am
about to be thrown up again into the world, where

I shall not know what to da As soon as I have

consumed my allowance in having a good lime 1

shall immediately get myself arrested. May 1 beg

of you to have the extreme kindness, as soon as I am
again condemned to several years' imprisonment, to

claim me for Clairvaux ? I will inform you as to time

and place, and in the meanwhile kindly reserve my
place. Neither you nor I will have to repent of this

agreement" That letter, more pathetic than amusing,

is the logical outcome of our prison system quite as

much as of our social system.

The haphazard fashion in which the period of a
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prisoner's detention is fixed on beforehand is quite

in harmony with the unsatisfactory character of the

results. On ihe 3 r at of March, 1S&8, there were in

English convict prisons 6,970 persons Of these,

3,034 were undergoing penal servitude for 5 years,

the lowest term permitted by law; in the case of one

solitary individual the exact period of 6J years was

required, while 1,387 needed 7 years of prison treat-

ment Only 6 persons had been guilty of an iniquity

equal to 9 years' penal, hat no fewer than 1,022 had

committed an offence equivalent to 10 years' penal

servitude, while 1 person only in England, having

managed to just surpass this sum of iniquity, was in

for II years. There were 240 in for 20 years, but

only 3 for 2t years, and to 1 individual had been

meted out exactly 29 years. It would be interesting

to know by what delicate and complicated considera-

tions this precise sum of guiltiness was reached.1 If

1 Mr. ftitclft Gallon his more icceutly
1
Mature, aceli June, j8$$>

itodwd the j*ycbrfngira1 foailuxlliei of ja^e* as evinced by the

lengths of their sentences using ** « Unit some 54,oco sentence*

recor&d in a Parliamentary Hne Book. " Thu estreme irrMguUrify of

the frequency cf the dUTereze term of imprisonment," he remr.rfos

41 fctixt itself oo (ha attention. It is impossible to believe that a

judicial syiUm act* fairly, whkh, when U allots only 20 sentrar* to 6

ytmt* nrpriKCinrit, nlk*t m erviny >u 540 to 5 j<ni. is fc« is Co to

4 yen* nnd as mtcj xs 360 to 3 jwt Or th*!, who* there ire so

sentences to 19 ninths, tlsrce abonld be SCO to ( 8
,
none to 17, JO to

16, end *5010 15.* The number 17, Mr. Gabon remark*, n one that

nil psKes luvu nr* Indlspaiitfco 10 use. I may add tint the term of 7

yetTT, which by Mr. Cnltnn'#, X4 will os by other ilstft. Is found to be

frequent, wdoe toe gerenl prnlitatkm for thr nmnt«f 7, well recog-

nised I /f conjurer* who, as Binet points o«t (AV/mA
sS^)

f
largely rrly on it ia forcing their snbject to select a

pAiiicaut extd; 7 is oot, however. freqrcnt in the terms of montte or

of wwk*, for hart lire Jurigu U dominated hy the otaeislnn thit be «*
mt * n the weekly moUipe fur the month, ir4 j a» the monthly

nukipSe for the >w. Mr. Colton potots the ooral or to "the large
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we lurn to the statistics of the United States at the

same period we shall find the same peculiarities,

though the variations in the periods doled out to

long-term prisoners are spread over a wider field

;

they begin at i year, and include 18 for 50 years, and

82 for 99 years. "The favourite sentence,
1
' as Mr.

Wines remarks, “ seems to be two years
;
then five,

then three. then one, then four, then ten. There is

throughout a tendency apparent to choose sentences,

the numbers representing which terminate in the

figure five or a cypher."' In England the decimal

unit is held in chief favour by judges, whether or not

they realise what it may mean to the man who after-

wards thus tells his experience " There on my cell

wall was the card; ft bore my name and my sentence

-20 years. No wife to cheer, no children to prattle

at my knee
; 20 years ! O God ! will it ever end ?

20 years,—240 months,—t.o^o weeks; oh, this dread

future!” The sentence may be just or not, but,

whether he will or not, the judge must fix on some
definite term, with such results as wc sec When
Pantagruel arrived at Myrelingues, he found that

Judge Bridoyc, after carefully considering all the

efeeis upon Ihe durum 0! a peUnavi Uaz &ju from ruch irrelevant

taflueoecs as Hie asncialxai orcntcled »i\h tlra'inni or duodecimal

f&tiim and the tnccuudous farcur or disfavour felt for particular

numb***"

• Awiem Priwnt, by the R*v. >\ It. Wind, the ibk iWicUry uf

the National Ptm Auodatka. A great amount nf v.Cnibfo fafor.

mitlaQ U ccmpcc&cd into thii little rorrpxlct. Mr Wieci fcoi

ttddircurfd tc asrer ir.in If the inrifttian in im! length of sentence in

riiifcrcni >uu& hx« any rcUtkc vith amaant o: aims in that sUtc.

Ht wi* not *bU lo find 12/ mnoctloa. M Apputnil/, the length nf

jail sentences prawcaced by the hu no eff«s tidier to inert ast

or to diminish crime." If this is to, tfc<i* trim, *1 ht remarks, the

qtestloo,
M Whit lieful purpose da our jails saUem }

*
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facts of a case, was accustomed to decide it by means

of dice; and Pantagrncl fully admitted the humility,

piety, and impartiality of this method. If our judges,

before pronouncing sentence, were fiist to determine

the years to be awarded by a solemn casting of dice,

the result might be as geed as those reached by the

not very dissimilar system now adopted. “Arc

prisons necessary? " asks Prince Krapotkinc. and the

question has been variously and timidly echoed in

modified forms. Necessary or not, the institution

is still so deeply rooted in civilised societies that it is

idle yet to talk of overturning it. In spite of its

acknowledged inutility we are content to pay very

large sum 3 in maintaining it, and no other method

of treatment could be suddenly substituted. In

England in 1889 there were 6405 persons under-

going sentence or penal servitude ; In the United

States there were recently 3 1,000 long-term prisoners

;

the various species of prisons in Italy contain some

70,000 persons, including 5000 incarcerated for lire

;

in Germany, during six years, according to Professor

Liszt, no fewer than 10,000,000 persons are im-

prisoned ur fined. It is clearly idle to talk ye: of

the abolition of so flourishing an institution: can we

give it real social utility?

The key to the failure of the prison, and a chief

clue in its reform, lies in the system of administering

definite and predetermined sentences by judges who,

being ignorant of the nature of the individual before

them, and therefore of the effect of the sentence

upon him, and of its justice, are really incompetent

to judge. Enough has been said of long sentences,

the justice of which, it is obvious, must be quite a

matter of chance. But the short-term imprisonments
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reveal quite as clearly the inadequacy of the system.

The newspaper* constantly tell of old offenders who
have Ixen in prison for over a hundred short periods.

In a recent report of the Prisons Board of Ireland, the

case of a woman is mentioned who was committed

to Grangegorman prison thirty* four timc9 during

1888, and never received a sentence for a larger term

than fourteen days. This woman had been committed

146 times in previous years* so that she has under-

gone in all 1 So imprisonments.

Society must say, in effect, to the individual who
violates its social instincts: So long as you act in a

flagrantly anti-social manner, 1 shall exercise pressure

on you, and restrain, more or less, the exercise of your

freedom. I will give you a helping lund, because the

sconer you begin to act socially the bettor it will be

for both of tis. I shall be glad to leave you alone,

and the sooner the better; but so long as I sec that

you aie a dangerous person. I shall not entirely leave

my hold on you.

That is the only attitude towards the criminal

which is at once safe, reasonable, and humane. If,

holding this lamp, we turn to our prison, we see at

once how incompatible with such an attitude is the

system of determining beforehand the exact period of

the delinquent’s detention. Many a man imprisoned

for life, to his own misery, the turn of his family, and
the cost of the Stale, might with absolute safety to

the community be liberated to-day; it is unnecessary

to speak further of the thousands for whom society,

inside or outside prison, has done nothing, and whom
it liberates, with full knowledge that they proceed at

once to prey upon itself. The great fault of our prison

system is its arbitrary character. It is a huge machine
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working by art automatic routine. The immense

practical importance or criminal anthropology lies

in this: that it. enables us to discriminate between

criminal and criminal, and to apply to each individual

car-e its appropriate treatment

The first reform necessary is the total abolition

of the definite and predetermined sentence. The

indefinite sentence is no longer new, either in prin-

ciple or practice; all that is needed is its systematic

extension. It lias been adopted by many of the

American states, including Illinois, Massachusetts,

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and

Colorada .

1 It was first introduced at the famous

State Reformatory of New York at Elmira by an

Act passed in r £77. This Act took from the courts

the power cf definitely fixing the term of imprison-

ment, leaving this decision to the managers of the

reformatory; the prisoner is ultimately let out on

parole for a period of six months. Its establishment

was due to the genius and experience of Mr. Z. fi-

bred:way, who had had a long practical training in

prison management, and who was well acquainted

with the nature of criminals.

1 Nearly io,coo prisoners

have now passed through Elmira under the indeter-

minate sentence. The prisoners arc felons, not mis-

demeanant^ and though they may have been in

' The Elmira syit«m, rraarU Mr. Chart.* Dudley Warner (Assert,

cia Sorial Seine* Awociilfcm, Jurt<irr*< 1u*:c DepormuMU, 1S94I. "I*

co <liy the istercirtng educotSonr.l inulilAtcA in t\c wariiL Th*ie

me being vockit) aa: many o<* the prcrfounricft problems of toanlngy

ufcfcli dniai il*r sttcntVtt of fcrtcnilftc bvtu^iioa if I were by

a foreign vr to Kiy vrlral hat I*** the moil Jm|**uat mirllsilioa of the

United Stitcs in t!vi* century to dealingwith the ibnccmM <xc*c*wnc»

nf oir cirdiauion, I sixuld p^nt 10 tbe Klmim Refermitocy.”
9 Mr- Brodiv&y Wtt iu(cnfilcfu)ca: of the Rcfcematoij from its

ol*bU4imir.t until l^CO, *hc« h# reiigncd.
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[Nison before they must not have been previously

convicted for felony. Only a small proportion be-

come recidivists. Before a prisoner is paroled a

suitable situation is. if possible, arranged for him.

Similar institutions are now being established all over

the United States. The discretion of the managers of

such institutions in retaining the prisoner is generally

limited to some period between the maximum and the

minimum period* fixed by law.

!t appears that to Englishmen largely belongs the

honour of first advocating the rational treatment of

criminals. As early as 1781 James Iian way, in a

little book on prison reform entitled Distributive

Justice and Mtrcy, faintly suggested the indeterminate

sentence:—“A temporary seclusion from the possi-

bility of doing mischief, till a reasonable proof is given

of true repentance, is the object we are seeking; if

this expedient also comprehends the preservation of

the subject to the State, can it cost too high a price ?

But if it shall appear to be in the issue considerably

the cheapest method, can it be opposed?” In the

early part of the century Simpson of Edinburgh

appears to have urged in the Law Magasint that our

prions ought to be " moral hospitals " to which

criminals should be sent to be cured. Captain

Maconochic, superintendent of Norfolk Island, and

an admirable reformer, also advocates the rational

treatment cf criminals, and proposed (as indeed

Beccaria had previously done as regards theft) that

quantity of labour should lie substituted for time of

imprisonment. Sir Henry Taylor was another early

advocate of rational treatment. It is probable, how-

ever, that Frederick Hill (with the vigorous support

of his brother, Matthew Davenport Hill) has had
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most influence in this direction. From 183610 1847

Hill was Inspector of Prisons in Scotland. In 1853

he published a book on Ctimt, which was the outcome

of his official experience. In this remarkable work

he clearly advocated tile indeterminate sentence; he

argued that we do not send a lunatic to an asylum for

a definite number of weeks or months, and that it is

equally absurd to send a criminal to prison for a fixed

period. It would be safest and most expedient, lie

argued, to treat criminals in somewhat the same

manner as we treat lunatics, still leaving to the couits

of justice to determine the guilt or innocence of the

accused, while the reformatory authorities, under

responsible supervision (as in the case of lunatic

asylums), determined the time of release. 1

In 18S0 Garofalo—independently, it appears

—

advocaied indefinite imprisonment in a pamphlet

entitled Ctilerio positiva <itU<\ fitnalUi, published at

Naples, and in bis great work, /.a Crtmindogie, he

wisely and consistently advocate* the abolition of the

definite sentence of imprisonment In Germany it

was advocated in 1880 by Dr. Kraepelin, a well-

known authority on these matters {Die Absthaffung

Jts Straffmanes. Leipzig), and in 1SS3 Professor

von Liszt, of Marburg, supported it with the weight

of his authority. The International Association of

Criminal Law has adopted this principle, and at the

meeting of the Association at Christiania in 1891,

Professor van Hamel argued that every recidivist

should be kept under observation for twelve months

1 P. Hill. Crint: In Annual. Cause1, m>A fimaJiu. Lecdco,

1853. The book w» 10 a S ct&! clem lbs onlcwrw of HUl'i iepoiu

(whin li^euoi of pracca) lo (lit Socicsw/ of State on Ihc pinoi of

Scotland, from It* ytan 1S36 lo 1S.7.
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In ii special establishment He should then be

brought before a special court who would hear the

evidence of doctors and officials, and determine the

method of treatment to be applied to him. The dis-

tinguished advocates of the indeterminate sentence

in all civilised countries arc now too numerous

to mention. This fruitful reform, which sprang

up with apparent spontaneity among the Anglo-

Saxon, Latin, and Teutonic races, although of such

recent growth, needs little advocacy. It is so emi-

nently reasonable that to state it seems sufficient to

ensure its acceptance. When its advantages are

generally known and realised it will undoubtedly

spread in the same way that it has already spread

throughout the United States.'-

While the indeterminate sentence Is an absolutely

essential reform, if our prison system is to be re-

deemed from the charges that r.ow weigh so heavily

upon it, it is still only a preliminary step.

One of the first and most obvious consequences is

1 Vet, although ii wu lo iht puciUsl timidly oI lintflsimen that w

«

on die finl ennoplfco ot thii gnat reform, mil slthrugh it hu li«n

approved by thr DefartsKnUl CocRiittee appointed lo inquire into (he

working Enjliih prisons, any farther aep is Mill blocked by whu
iia'i 10 the outsider lo be afllcfal Inenb and IncpiiiuiW. Mr.
Rcgglct-Bdte, (ha clairaun of lire Entfreh r.iion Bwid, lelitra tbit

1!m mtMrrminai* Mnimee m "mettle ll* prisoners." Such a
remark. u hu teen pointed oil by others, ievei.li lbs uilnd or ihe

lypicol giolcr. It is sewed, B<f»niy lo remind lha reader ot the

present week lire! a vciy ettmertnry acquaintance wilh criminal

ptyeholoCT •hum u. ilmt ihe "ertiled" and
"
disciplined " ctl«-

iiish nre precwly the Itnst hopeful toss. To Ikecnre eilnre (at

'Varner puls it) by nllowiog lice criminal to Ural UqiritcmroeM merely
a kind of IQ. which Ire null pry i» j-trad-umpetedly nr possible, is

dooUloa " Millies" to Ihe prisoner’! mind snd oomfartaWe far ike

affccUI mini. It is sot alislutory fa society exe ultimately fur ihe

criminal.
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the necessity of reorganising—or, rather, of organising

—the prison staff It is unnecessary to show here,

for it ha3 often enough been shown by those who arc

familiar with the inside of a prison, that practically the

prisoner is always at the mercy of the warder. The
philanthropic head of the department, at a distance,

must always count for less than the warder, philan-

thropic or otherwise, on the spot. Whatever educative

and socialising influences the prison may possess must

pass chiefly through the hands of the warders with

whom the prisoner comes chiefly in contact It is

not necessary to investigate the character and conduct

of the average warder. Those who appoint him and

arc satisfied with him are the responsible parties. It

is enough to say that the prison warder of to-day is

about as well fitted for the treatment of criminality as

the hospital nurse of a century ago was fitted for the

treatment of disease Every one now recognises the

immense importance for the inmate of a hospital of

good nursing by a trained nurse; the doctor himself

is the first to proclaim the essential nature of skilful

and intelligent nursing. Yet the criminal, in all his

manifold variations, with his ruses, his instinctive

untruthfulncss, his sudden impulses, his curiously

tender points, is just as difficult to understand and

to manage as the hospital patient, and unless he is

understood and managed there is no hope of social-

ising him. In Italy, France, Belgium, and Switzer-

land there arc, 1 believe, institutions for the training

of prison attendants, but as yet they have been of

little effect, as they have not apparently been con-

ducted in connection with the prison, nor on a

scientific basis. Their establishment is a pressing

necessity; no person should be appointed to any
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position involving the cate of criminals who has not

been qualified by training in such a school. He
would here become acquainted with the peculiarities of

the various classes of criminals; he would learn to

work with them and to instruct them
;
and, not least, he

would ieam to rate at it* proper value the difficult and

important profession on which he was entering. It is

tlii* sense of a noble social function, full of privileges

as well as responsibilities, which has raised nursing to

its present high position and has brought into the

ranks of nurses so laige a leaven of capable and
refined women.

At the same time the education of the criminal

need riot lie entirely in the hands of officers the

greater part of whose time is passed within the

prison There is considerable force in the remark
of Dr. Wey, the able physician of the Elmira Re-
formatory, concerning the advantage of the prisoner

having highly skilled teachers, fresh from the outside

world and mingling daily in lhe affairs of men. The
barrier which has, in most civilised countries, been sc!

up between the criminal and the outside world must
be to some extent broken down. This is necessary

in the interests of both parties. The criminal cannot

be too carefully secluded from his fellow-criminals,

neither can he have too much of outside socialising

influence, if he is to be won back from the anti-social

to the social world. In some of the colonies, it is

said, good results have come of voluntary visiting. It

is necessary, however, that this should be judiciously

regulated so as to exclude fanatical, inexperienced,

and merely curious persons. Mr. Tallack tells us

some amusing stories concerning the results of allow-

ing ignorant and foolish visitors. Thus a gentleman,
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by talking of hell- fire, succeeded in so thoroughly

exasperating a prisoner that the latter seized him,

and exclaiming, '
I have hell enough here already

without you bringing me more of it," would have

administered summary chastisement had not a

warder appeared. It is obvious that the more we
restrict the intercourse of criminals in prison between

themselves the more necessary it becomes to supple-

ment the limited staff by assistance from without,

which, while carefully chosen, must be chiefly volun-

tary. Or. the other hand, if we arc to learn to know
the criminal thoroughly, so as to learn at once how to

treat him and how to protect ourselves front him, we
must have a certain amount of access. " The time

has now come," as Dr. Maudslcy has well said,

“when we ought to use our prisons as we do our
hospitals, not only for the care and treatment of their

inmates, but for the advancement of knowledge and

the improvement of man's estate.

1 '
1 And M. Tarde,

speaking, as a jug* d'instruction, from a different

point of view, insists in his well-known work. La
Criminality Comparts, on the need of every law
student completing his course by an obligatory

attendance of six months at the Clinique CrimindU
of a prison.

When we have caught our criminal we put him at

once into solitary confinement If rigidly carried out

this plan has the advantage of secluding the criminal

from his fellows. Regarded as a rational method of

treatment, cellular confinement is a curious monu-
ment of human perversity. That it should have been

established shows the absolute ignorance of criminal

J 0 lUtnnrci on Cnmv *cd Criminal " htonal ef AfaxUt Settnu,

JtfylSSS.
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nature which existed at the time
;
that it should still

persist shows the present necessity for a widespread

popular knowledge of these matters. It may be

possible to learn to ride on a wooden horse, or to

swim on a table, but the solitary cell does not provide

even a wooden substitute for the harmonising in-

fluences of honest society. To suppose that cellular

confinement will tend to make the criminal a reason-

able human being is as rational as to suppose that it

will tend to make him a soldier or a sailor, a doctor

or a clergyman. The mistake here is the old one

that has vitiated so much of human action where the

criminal is concerned—the mistake, that is, of suppos-

ing that at all points he is an average human being.

Solitary confinement on a refined and cultured

human being may produce a deep and lasting

impression
;

a period of solitude, indeed, is for every

intcllcctual person of immense value in helping him

to know himself
;

though even here, if compulsory

and unbroken, it can scarcely be without demoralising

effect But the ease is quite different when we turn

to the vacuous-minded, erratic, and animal person

who is usually the criminal. Solitude produces in

him, as Professor Prms remarks, no intellectual

activity, and no searching of conscience; ic serves

merely to deepen his mental vacuity and to deliver

him over to unnatural indulgence in the one animal

appetite of which he cannot be deprived.* Professor

1 li s nnnorejsi.ry Id oxvi/Ui line she icUtlcn c( solitary confine-

IT-4111 to insanity. This is still somewhat of > veioil qatulon. The

difficult! I*. in the lie that iho pawner is ftoinsnlly > |ie*d y j
«-

dispose! lo insanity. Et«tything depends on how the isolation is

an Id) ait. Thae is no ijoeMko ifot cellulu confinement, if

wlfidcntl! praiiirjeil, leads to inemitv. Thu. U * very atensiie

liteiatvse itealiri* with this snlijtcL
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Prills po:nt3 out, as does Prince Krapotkinc, that the

cell excludes all the bracing influences of struggle;

the morality of the cell is submission, punctuality,

quietness, politeness to warders. A moral life shut

up in such a frame has nothing in common with

social morality. Bcltrani-Scalia, formerly Inspector-

General of Prisons in Italy, is of the same opinion,

and remarks that "the cellular system looks upon
man as a brother of La Trappe.”

Dr. Wey, of Elmira, states the rational method of

treatment when he remarks—"Education means
occupation, either mental or physical. The time of

the convict should be so employed in his shop-work

and school duties as to leave him no leisure moments
in which to revive the past, and live over again in

memory his criminal days or plan for the future
;
but

each hour should bring to him its employments and

engross his attention till the time for sleep.
' l

The experiments in the treatment of the criminal

which have been carried on at Elmira are probably of

more wide-reaching significance than any at present

carried on elsewhere. It is worth while to consider

them somewhat in detail. I select an experience

carried on during 1SS6 and recorded by Dr. Wey,
who had charge of it. On June 5th, 1SS6, Dr. Wey
selected eleven "dullards'’ between the ages of nineteen

and twenty-nine For a period of one to two years

previously these men had made no progress. "In
physiognomy they presented features indicative of

criminal tendencies. Not one had learned a trade,

but all had made a precarious living as common
labourers, tramps, hcstlers, and street-loafers. One

1 H. D. Wey, Myiital a*J /ndajrml Traimag a/Criminal/, p 55
New York. rSSB.
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was convicted for assault in the first degree
;

five for

burglary in the third degree
;
one for grand larceny

in the first degree
;

three for grand larceny in the

second degree ;
one for rape, and one for attempted

rape. The environment of most of the men previous

to conviction was bad, many of them confessing to

have had intemperate parents, while one told of an

insane, and another of an epileptic mother/' All

however were well nourished, and their functions,

save that of the skin (five had acne and one iebthy-

asli\ well performed * An idea of their mental

attainments can be formed from the fact that one

could neither rend nor write; one barely do either;

four understood the successive steps necessary to

work an example in long division, but never could

obtain the correct answer
;
while the balance came to

grief upon the shoals of rudimentary arithmetic from

notation to simple division. Their stock of informa-

tion was surprisingly small, being generally limited to

a slight knowledge of the things they bleed to cat and

the work they preferred to do
1

The treatment adopted included a special dietary,

bathing, massage, gymnastics, and a continuation of

the usual school-work. The daily industries of the

shop, etc, were suspended

The food was varied each day, and was sufficient

in quantity without being excessive
;

it was weighed

out to each, and provided at a common table, instead

of, as usual, in the celts, in unrestricted quantity. The

experience at F.lmira shows that better results arc

obtained when the amount of food is restricted than

when it Ls unlimited in quantity. l>r. Wey is strongly

in favour of a diet consisting chiefly of milk and bread

and butter.
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The bathing and massage formed a very important
psrt of die treatment. The routine, after several

trials, resolved itself into three baths a week— i.«v, one
tub and two vapour baths one week, followed the

next week by two tub baths and one vapour. “ The
tub bath consisted in placing a man in a tub of water
heated to about IOO

D
F., and leaving him there to rub

and soap himself for fifteen minutes or longer. From
the tub he was placed upon a marble slab, where

he was drenched with hot and cold water and

sponged. After this the body was spatted until

the skin was in a glow, the muscles pinched and

kneaded, passive motions of die joints employed,

followed by a brisk rubbing with a coarse wash-

towel or Turkish bathing mitten, all this being done
by a professional trainer, who was available at the

time. Being obliged to make use of die facilities

at hand, the vapour b3th was the moist instead of

the dry or heated air, and consisted of turning steam

into a room, and maintaining an atmosphere of

1
1
5* F." This was followed by massage as before.

After the bath the men usually slept undl dinner-

time.

After dinner they were put through two hours or

more of active physical exercise In the beginning

this consisted of die drill employed in the case of raw

recruits, supplemented by dumb-bell exercises At
first dicy wpre ag awkward squad, slow to compre-

hend an order and deliberate in its execution. It

was some weeks before they were able to march in

line and to keep step.

On November 7th the class was discontinued, ar.d

the men were assigned to various shops and employ-

ments.
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The results of this treatment were in every respect

remarkable. “As they slowly advanced in their

studies an increased mental activity was noted, and

the workings of the mind were less forced and

laborious than at the beginning. In mental arith-

metic they made progress, and were able, with com-

parative ease and rapidity, to add three or four single

numbers. M The drill and discipline they were sub-

jeeted to wrought an improvement in their physical

condition. The baths and stimulation of the

cutaneous system brought the skin to the highest

degree of functional activity, overcoming the integu-

mentary disorders of five noted in the beginning.

The daily drill and dumb-bel! exercises hardened

and developed muscles that previously were soft and

flabby, and the entire muscular system acquired firm-

ness and power. The setting-up drill improved the

carriage and conferred a rapidity of action not before

indulged in. The aimless shuffling gait gave way tn

a carriage inspired by elastic muscles and supple

joints. The faces parted with the dull and stolid

look they had in the beginning, assuming a mere

intelligent expression, while the eye gained a bright-

ness and dearness that before was conspicuous by its

absence. With physical culture and improvement

there came a mental awakening, a cerebral activity

never before manifested in their prison life. The

purely animal man with his ox-l&e characteristics

seemed to recede before the intellectual. Their pro-

gress in school-work was not steadily onward, but

intermittently progressive.” Whereas in the six

months before the class was formed the men had

obtained less than if of a mark (for demeanour,

labour, and sd;oo!) per man each month, during the
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six months that followed the breaking-up of the class

the number of marks earned was jje per month
per man. There was a simultaneous and rapid

improvement, moral, physical, and intellectual—an
improvement that was common to all, although more
pronounced in some, and which was very encouraging,

considering the material of which the class was
formed. A year later several had been released on

parole, and were demonstrating their ability to main-

tain themselves honestly, while only two of them, still

in prison, were not doing welL 1 The results of this

and similar experiments were so satisfactory that a

fully-equipped gymnasium and Turkish bath were

erected.

In 1888, when the Yates bill became law, the pro-

ductive prison industries of Klmiia had to be sus-

pended. " Within less than a month.” wrote Dr. Wey
to me, •' from the passage of the bill, all the men who
previously were employed in productive industries

(industries yielding revenue) were being drilled in

military evolutions and tactics. In other words, idle-

ness was avoided by turning the prison into a military

school The men received from four to six hours of

drill daily, which was sufficient to prevent them from

rusting in their cells. By this means the health of

the men was maintained, and opportunity was afforded

for increasing the scope of school-work, trades, and
letters. A drum corps was formed, and instruction

given others in instrumental music, with the sequence

that to day [29th October 1889] we have a drum and
fife corps of about twenty, and a band composed of

1 See Dt. rfyumt *ni In/KXrM Training cf a

rataWf wor>, in which all the ceUili of liu- xul iiuuur expeii

dies uc givta with care zr*J fttlno*.
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twenty or more wind instruments 1 Two afternoons

a week arc devoted to military work, the balance being

devoted to technical instruction. The effect of the

military drill and discipline was so good in the way
of a health measure and in improving the carriage or

the men that I doubt if it will soon be discontinued.

It was another phase of the application of physical

training."

After th 5 the industries of New York prisons were

partially re-established- The Fassett bill, passed in

the spring of i 8 Si», enabled various industries to be

apportioned to the various prisons, one prison not to

compete with another, and the number of men
engaged in any one industry in a prison not to

exceed five per cent, of the total number engaged in

the same industry throughout the entire state. The

question of productive prison industry remained, how-

ever, far from settled.

The physical and industrial education is not the

whole of the training given at Elmira. A third, and

scarcely less important, factor i* the moral and

authclic training. There is no official chaplain at

Elmira. “There is," says Mr. Brockway, “in the

minds of men, as observed during imprisonment, an

unexplained but actual repugnance to professional,

official, and stereotyped religious phrases, while for

the noble character of the practical Christian, in com-

mon affairs, unheralded and unnamed, there is among
prisoners a quick and favourable response." Although

there are no resident chaplains, various ministers and

1 Sufficient Attention docs nc* appear to have been given to music in

prions. It U a eivUU&c indicate to which the aim Ira] Is often very

motive. An able tdntniiUvlor nl the convict pr‘»KO at Tonlon leeg
since recognised tea with hippy result*.
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others—Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish—attend fre-

quently, and hold services, lectures, classes, etc. The
class in Practical Morality, originated a few years ago

by Professor Collin, has been judiciously managed,

and has proved a valuable feature in the work. The
aesthetic culture has been chiefly carried on by means

of the systematic study of literature. The results in

this department have been unexpectedly encouraging.

At first the men met the attempt with sullen stupidity

as a new task imposed upon them. Gradually this

impression was conquered; the men slowly began to

acquire an eager appetite for Chaucer and Shake-

speare, for Emerson and Browning. The applications

for admission to the English Literature class became

very numerous, and at one time there was so great a

run on Jowett's Plato at the Reformatory library that

a special regulation had to be made concerning its

issue. It is satisfactory to learn that this taste has in

many cases at all events, survived incarceration, as

a wholesome recreation for leisure hours.
44
In my

work with the class in English Literature," writes the

instructor in that department, Mr. Douglas, 41

1 pro-

ceed on the basis that the earnest obligatory study-
let me emphasise the word study—of mental and

moral beauty develops or creates the mental and

moral faculty of appreciation; and, furthermore, that

mental and moral habits may be formed just as cer-

tainly as physical habits, and without any more
conscious co-operation of the individual than is re-

quired in physical practice.'* It has been mentioned

already that a newspaper, the Summary

^

is published

within the Reformatory; it contains both local and

general news, as well as passages from good author*

;

the inmates contribute to this paper, and at one time it
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was ably edited by a prisoner. It has been said, with

justice, that the Sumtwry compares favourably with

the average American newspaper published outside

prison walls.

The prison, as Professor Collin remarks, must be " a

moral hospital" As Sir Thomas More said long

ago, the end of punishment is
M nothing else but the

destruction of vices and the saving of men/' Mr.

Brockway, ar.d those who arc working on his lines,

have clearly realised this; the training they give is

rational and scientific, and hence its success During

the thirteen years from the opening of the Reforma,

tory to the end of 1898, nearly $CO0 prisoners were

received at F.lmira on an indefinite sentence. Whether
released by parole or expiry of sentence, 15.2 per cent,

only are estimated as having " probably returned to

criminal practices and contact."

Elmira is at present the roost promising direction

in which we can turn for light on the treatment of the

criminal Its wholesome and improving discipline

stands in favourable contrast to the lax indulgence

and shameful neglect of the criminal which coexist

generally in the United States. The system is not

perfect, and it has been unfavourably reported on by

some observers. It is undoubtedly a defect that the

prisoner must be released, whatever his condition, at

the expiring of his legal maximum sentence; this is,

however, an inevitable compromise. Notwithstand-

ing all defects, Elmira is full of encouragement, for it

shows us a community awakening to an active sense

of its duties, so long forgotten, towards those weaker

members who, if neglected, become so dangerous to

themselves and to others. “ It is an interesting sight,"

remarks Dr. Wey, 4 when the school is in session, to
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see a group of men, felons every one, gathered about

an instructor, intently listening as he makes clear

some step in the work in hand not fully or clearly

understood, going through the various processes, one

by one, and explaining until the dullest mind can

comprehend. It is not expected that, with the com-
paratively limited time for instruction, these men will

become skilled mechanics. But rather die idea ha*

been to train the hand and eye, and teach the use of

tools, to awaken an ambition to pursue a lawful call-

ing, and appreciate the value of a practical knowledge
of a trade, so that when the time shall come that they

pass beyond the prison doors, and again come into

contact with society, they will not be handicapped by
die same conditions that formerly operated to their

detriment; but with increased resources of mind and
body will be enabled to occupy a higher and more
self-respecting place"1 The example of Elmira is

spreading in America; in Ohio, for instance, youthful

criminals are being brought up on the broad basis of

manual training, and among the branches of industry

taught arc farming, fruit-growing, carpentry, shoe-

making, painting, tailoring, baking, laundring, house-

work, vocal and band music, telegraphy and printing.

On the continent of Europe—especially, perhaps, in

Germany—the system is beginning to attract atten-

tion; and while it would be too sanguine to conclude

that Elmira has solved the question of the treatment

of the criminal, there can be no doubt as to the value

of its contribution to this difficult problem.*

> For ton* fortHo infeemnlitm worerains Elmira, ite Appro!.. C
' It is pethtps »>*ih noting that the highly Intelligent and eclair

ntlrairnitrjdan ol Japan hue adapted avery ainllar •yiicm, diwrilir d le

an interfiling teiln by Sir. H. Nceman, vhen ln«el£fg ccoiraiisloner
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1 1 can actively be necessary to *ay that in any

effectual treatment flogging can have little part. It

is true that at Elmira corporal punishment plays a

certain part It is here, however, regarded as treat-

ment rather than punishment, and is always admin-

istered by the superintendent himself; even thus

guarded it can scarcely be said to constitute one of

the happiest features of the Elmira method. The
objections to flogging are by no means of a senti-

mental character. Wc have seen that the instinctive

criminal, although often cowardly enough, is by no

means peculiarly sensitive to pain. Flogging is

objectionable because it is ineffectual {as was shown

long since), and because it brutalises and degrades

of (he Pa/I Ml GcaUk, under the title of "An Mcnl Priion " {Pa/t

Mali Gaul,/, i&h October tSBBJ:
—“ T»M <Uft jrciitnnly I hcil

vated the heure of the <no« fooicui iriilti in Japia of the

Mitna* wire—the em-«i u lalnitl mtol work iijki copper—1.I10
rivals In ev a!ait ing materials tbe txush of Turner with his pigmec/j

•ml lbs pcicJ of Ainu Tademi with Ms strips c£ metnh And 1 had

for *n hour behind Mm tad hfc puptS*, marvelling that the human

eye coild become w nnmtt and the hmon hand K> steady *nd the

bix-an* heart 10 pitiet/. Yet l give try wend that here in die ot

Uhlkawa sat not six but siity men, common tbievts and burglars and

jaureUeakcrs, who knew no more about cMzsnnJ before they wetc

1ettmed than a Hindoo know* about waters doing juM the with

thing—cm ting by cye-st^avflreinflnt only the tiny stripe of copper to

coke the outline U a bird's beak or the shac£;g cd his wing or the

articulations of his toe. sticking these open the rcrandoi sarltcc of the

copper ***?. tiling up the Imetuice* wlih pigment, coat upon cent,

and fixing and filing a&d polishing it until the finished work w» 00 trxe

1sA so deLone ltd ao fceantiiil trot nothing except an occasional

gxeater dignity and breadth of design tanked the art ol the freeman

from that of the eettvfet. Ctfail A m f,u y tnMrt—one •inip'y.itcrxi

and refuted to believe 000*5 eyce. Fancy the xttemp* to toach inch a

thing at FentcoTille or Dartaoor or Sing-Sing 1 When cmr criminal

reaches hU prison kaae In TflkyO he is taught to do that nt which she

limit a hU raiami faculty U reached. If he can sake r&ucW, wdl
and good; If not. jwrhap* h* am airvo wood <* mnkr podtory ;

If not
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dicse on whom it is inflicted, those who inflict it, and

those who come within the radius of its influence.

These facts are well known to those who have more

than a superficial acquaintance with the insides ol

prisons, and should have bccu ascertained by those

individuals who presume to legislate, before they

voted in the face of reason and experience. To flog

a man for whatever offence, however brutal, is to

sanction his brutality. Capital punishment, which

is brutal like flogging, is comparatively free from the

brutalising influence of flogging. The method of

flogging is so obviously unfit to humanise and

socialise any human being, that the impulse to inflict

it can only spring from a relic of savagery of the same

these, than he can icokc ia:u or imiUella* c* UiAet work
;

If !>c i« no.

up to iny of thcae, thn he ror. make paper nr io‘. type or c«t hm» or

ilocarpcniferog; if thr Utnil is rtill tro high for biro, down lia goei to

the rice-mill, and eee-^wt a!) dey long upon a hibrced team. first

raising the Kone-wcighted end osd then Idling It dovn with a great

llop into i nice tar of rice. But If he ouiatt even tcccaiplUli thia pour

task regularly, lit U given a haramcr and hit 10 break atones undir i

*h»0 with the twentynir* c*her iren oni of who could noc learn

loythbg else.” And in regard co pu&hhrocK! Mr. Nceinan ohsesves:

—

“On leaving tire cktiultciic: we passed & until, linlatod njutM

crurtkA, Uuked and g*U#d like x little temple. TV docc wo*

»kmaly unlocked end flung back. and I vu mdiored to enter. It

vrns the ponixhrcnt oelt, anecher spotless wwden box, veauiiicd,

bat perfectly caik, and with wall* so ukh as lo tender it p.t*a»c&lly

*£3tet. • How many p kave b##a In it dmieg the Itai month ?'

I suk od. THe director summoned the chief warder and repeated my
*****tvw tn him. 1 //'/art jvs£4av.vji>*—nir* whatever/ wls the

reply. ' What other parushinents hare you?* 1 Sccc whatever.* •So
ftaggxrg?' When l> u q.c*:.c<i wu» tiax^hlctl the director nnd the

liule group or cflteUS* all luiiglird togeaher at th# bar# W#a. I cetiM

not Help wcoJtring vhetver there woe another priwn o the uoetd with

ro method of puniebment fee *X0 criminal* except one dark cell, and

that not Bed for o month. Arid :hc recoUcctioo o« the tUthy on<1

huCaeatlsg it) u.stl u n jmnUhmrnt cell In th* city prison of San

KraxcUeo oaw* xjkxj me like a

24
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kind as that which inspiics the criminal, without his

excuse of a morbid or defective organisation. It

can only be said in excuse of those who advocate it

that they have no experience in the matter. Those

who have witnessed it have, however, recorded their

experiences. Thus, to mention one instance, Sir

Robert Rawlinson, after giving a vivid account of

flogging as he has himself seen and heard it, adds

“I will strive in my mind to judge those members of

Parliament who now advocate the revival of corporal

punishment charitably, by considering that they have

never seen it as I have feebly attempted to describe

it: the degraded man lashed to the triangles, the

white clean skin of an Englishman exposed to the

cool morning air, to be scored, cut up, and scarred

into a pulpy, blood-smeared lump of living human

flesh. Take the vision away: it is too hideous even

to remember." Even if there were less evidence as

to the ineffectual character of flogging as a deterrent,

and to its bad influence on the morale of a prison, we
cannot afford to flog any human being. It is well

to meditate on the word* of Dostoieffsky, who was

familiar with the various forms of flogging, and has

recorded hi* convictions in his RuoUutions of tht

Dead-Home
.. After giving his opinion that "the rod*

are the most terrible punishment in u*e among us,”

and speaking of the demoralising influence of flogging

on those who inflict it, he concludes:—"Let me add

that the possibility of such a licence acts contagiously

ou the whole of society: such a power is seductive.

A society which regards these things with an in-

different eye is already infected to the bone. The
right accorded to a man to punish his fellows cor-

porally is one of the sores of our society; it is the
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1

surest method of annihilating the spirit of citizenship.
1 '

Hogging has not yet reached among us the extension

which it then had in Russia and in Siberia, but its

character and influence remain the same, and the

warning seems to be still needed

With the indeterminate sentence must always be

associated conditional liberation—*.*., liberation by

ticket-of-leave or on parole, liable to revocation in

case of misbehaviour. It is not, however, necessary

to insist on this, as the principle has long been prac-

tically recognised in England and elsewhere. It

exists in Belgium, some of the American states,

Hungary, Saxony, Switzerland,.the Grand Duchy of

Baden, Norway, etc.

A very desirable accompaniment to any system of

dealing with criminals is a sound system for their

registration and recognition. The method worked cut

by M. Alphonse Bertiilon is now adopted in France,

Russia, Japan, Spain, Ita’y, Noiway, Belgium, the

Argentine Republic, the United States, the chief

cities of Germany, and other countries. It was finally

(in 1894), notwithstanding official opposition, intro-

duced in a reduced form (but with the addition of

Galton's method of finger-prints) into England, as

also into India. Photography alone, or the assertion

of a policeman, constitutes a hopeless method ol

identifying a criminal, and the majority of criminals

have not only been allowed to escape recognition, but

in some eases grave injustice has been done through

imaginary recognitions. The anthropometries! Ber-

tillon system—now too well known to need description

here— is almost absolutely certain, and can be manipu-

lated with the greatest case and rapidity.

Many' alienists and others have advocated the
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establishment of special institutions for those mentally

depreciated criminal degenerates whose proper place,

it is argued, is not a lunatic asylum, nor a icformatory,

nor a prison. Dr. Jules Morel, a well-known alienist

and medical inspector of Belgian prisons, is a con-

spicuous advocate of such institutions.

1

While such

subjects should certainly not be put into asylums

—

the whole tendency of criminal anthropology, we have

to remember, is opposed to the assimilation of the

criminal with the insane— it is not so dear that the

degenerates should not be placed in prisons of the

Elmira type. If the establishment of special institu-

ticcis were made an excuse for leaving our prisons

in tlicir present state, they would constitute but a

mixed benefit; if, on the other hand, our prisons,

under a more strenuous rfgimt, were rendered power-

ful engines for the moral and physical betterment of

criminals, it is probable that even the advocates of

special institutions for the degenerate would agree

that such institutions are unnecessary.

It has been argued by some, and many have

supposed Lombroso‘3 influence to tend in this direc-

tion. that there is really little reason to hope for the

betterment of criminals. 1 The assimilation, on which

1 have insisted, of criminals with the idiotic, imbecile,

and weak-minded class, may seem further to strengthen

I See, /.A'., Mmd, " Need of Special AcwaimodMico !:i the Dcgcne-

n<f,
M
fiurnul ef Utnt&i Stftvttt. Oct. 1874. Mftpan &:!vocu<*

hctpillJ-fviMB? hi intermediary tuiurd of whu*t wiu.y It n
difficult to tp&k definitely. Vr. J. L. A K<xh, Siipnrintetvcltot of the

Wurtembeig; Stale L;in: tic Asyknit apptms to hwt first recommenced
iuch Institutions in :888.

3
I ntAj mention that Dr. lenln, the cslmsnnl Anihrapolnfiin U;.t

acqttiirted with thu crhnienU t-lor^ir* to thr woH crimir.il rcfcicr. in

Inly, duct not ihire the view that criintr.xli are tinixQi>favabl&
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such a conclusion. I f criminality is a condition largely

due to inborn defect, what can we do to amend it
5

The answer to such a question may be found in the

results attained by such an institution as that at

Bicetre.
1 If such remarkable results may be obtained

by rational scientific treatment—

a

:
dcd, it is true, by

infinite patience and devotion—in the worst class of

congenital defectives, what may we not hope among
a das* %vhose defectiveness, though of a more anti-

social and dangerous chaiactcr, is far less piofound?

The hopeful results at Elmira among adulti indicate

that still better results could be attained were we to

catch our subjects at an early age. To eliminate

criminality from the world would doubtless bs a

Utopian project. The surest way of approaching

such a co 1 sum mation is to devote all our insight,

knowledge, and effort to the recognition and training

of the congenitally anti social class at the earliest age.

Thrusting a man into prison, when everything 13

said, is a measure only to be taken with the utmost

circumspection, after consideration of the individuals

antecedents, and a clear conception of the ends to be

attained by imprisoning him.5* To relegate almost

indiscriminately to prison the miscellaneous army
that file through a police court is an ignorant and

dangerous policy; there is little hope of good result,

and a considerable chance of evil icsulL If the

period is for u few weeks only no permanent bene-

1 Sre IfcratnevillcS annual scpoiU, JUiforxAts CHh^uh ef Tl/rafdu

Iff”" uir mpj'ttfoxV, Cliirtity #. c.

* The fcet thfct imixiwnirxnt wy lead to 1 wverc charge on the

Stale is an add.tkaal talien for pceseswnga clear viev o* lie ends to be

tuiined by it. In iSod a iron died in Geelong jxijon iVlr.ceii) aged

xoi ; he h&d bseu c-mutuni&J in 1S19. and hid ihui Lcea kept xi the

et|Kiiie Ol \*

*

Suit foe 71 yeirc.
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ficial end can be anticipated, even under the best

of conditions; while during so short a period no use-

ful work can he commenced, so that there is a direct

incitement to idleness. When tile prison has been
decided on, the period of detention must be indefinite,

according to the results attained in the opinion of

those competent officers specially appointed to form
such decisions, and the liberation will be conditional.

It is a wholesome sign of progress that in so many
Kuropean countries substitutes for the prison, in the

ease of minor offenders {r.t., occasional criminals), are

being anxiously sought and gradually adopted. One
cannot avoid seeing how many individuals are un-

necessarily condemucd even to penal servitude. In

cur convict prisons there exists a very excellent plan,

entirely in accordance with rational principles, of

forming what is called a “ Star " class of convicts

—

that is, a 'special class of those not versed in crime."

The authorities "cannot speak too highly of the

general tone and behaviour” of these men, their

" decidedly good disposition,” " keen anxiety to gain

a knowledge of some sort of trade," sense of " the

moral degradation in which they have p'accd them-

selves,' etc. Their industry and freedom from prison

offences arc so marked, “ and the special reports on

tbs subject have been so uniformly to the same effect,

that it is no longer necessary to call for such reports"

This is all very gratifying, but it is not at all clear lhat

these men should have been convicts at all. There

are other and more satisfactory methods of dealing

with such persons

It is not possible here to do more than touch

slightly on the various methods of dealing with

occasional criminals, The one that approaches most
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nearly to imprisonment is the method of pronouncing

suspended sentences of imprisonment to hang over

the inculpated individual during a limited period, at

the end of which period, if his behaviour is good,

the sentence lapses. Imprisonment is thus, as Mr.

Tallnck remarks, commuted into liability to imprison-

ment. This plan, applied to minor offences, was

adopted in Belgium in iS88, as in France and some of

the United States. In England the First Offenders’

Act enables the magistrate to accept the prisoner’s

own recognisances to come up for judgment if called

upon, but the law docs not seem to be applied so

frequently bs is desirable. The old English system

of recognisances, in which the guilty party deposits

a sum of money, is an excellent guarantee to society

against his recidivism, and is deserving of extension

to all these casc3 to which it may prove adapted.

This plan has been adopted in the United States

and in Denmark. A very large proportion of small

offenders can lw dealt with adequately by means of a

fine. This should not be of too trifling a character

when the offence has been frequently repeated, and

the means of the offender are ample. Nor does it

appear desirable that the offender should be allowed

at will to chcose between fine and imprisonment.

The notion of reparation should bs combined with

the fine when possible, the offender, as Garofalo pro-

poses, paying an indemnity to the injured person,

and a fine to the community. With our abstract and

impersonal method or dealing with crime, \vc arc

much too apt to forget the recompense that is due to

the injured person. Fire has suggested that Uvc

State ought to undertake this reparation; the com-

munity. he argues, has failed in its duty of protecting
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one of its members, and it ought therefore to repair

the injury which it ha* not known how to prevent.

Crime being largely the result of social conditions,

the damage it causes should be supported socially by

the society which generated the individual A more

practical first step, however, seems to be a recognition

that the criminal should be bound to repair the

damage he had cayscd. Thi3 reparation should be

on a very liberal scale, and with due regard to the

anxiety or suffering inflicted on the injured party.

When the offender is not in a position to pay money,

there should, as Prina points out (and Sir Thomas

More long before him), be suitable provision to

enable him to give so many days of his labour to

work out his penalty and reparation. In several

European countries imprisonment for mendicity,

vagabondage, and other minor offences, has been

abolished, and compulsory work substituted : this is

a reasonable change.

In the slightest cases of all, every end of social

protection should be attained by a formal " caution."

The publicity which this involves is itself, under

modern conditions of life, a sufficient safeguard.

The special and very numerous class of habitual

drunkards must he dealt with by special methods.

The method, if method it can be called, of treating

such cases by a few days' imprisonment is glaringly

ineffective. It is a waste of public time and money,

as well as a danger to the individual himself and to

society. Habitual inebriates can only be dealt with

fairly when they are recognised as diseased persons,

to be treated on rational principles, and to be saved,

whether they will or not, from doing injury to society

and to themselves. It is incomprehensible that in so
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diunken a country a* England this question should

not before now have had serious attention, instead of

being left to voluntary agency. To leave habitual

alcoholism and Its results to voluntary agency is as

reasonable as it would be to leave the care and control

of the insane to voluntary agency. The case for the

control and treatment of the inebriate is, indeed,

considerably stronger than that for controlling the

insane. 1

To sum up briefly the points In the treatment of the

criminal which have been reviewed in this chapter:

—

Capital punishment is disappearing. There is,

however, no reason to hasten unduly its complete

extinction, because lifelong imprisonment, under ex-

isting conditions, is frequently less humane, and is not

of greater value for purposes of social protection.

The prison needs to be made a far more active and

thorough instrument of social reformation than it is

at present. Great circumspection must be shown in

selecting the individual whom it is desirable to send

to prison, but when selected he roust be retained until

there is reasonable presumption that he will no longer

be dangerous to society. In place of mere routine

and surveillance, he must be subjected to intelligent

and energetic treatment While he should usually

be guarded from contact with his fellow-prisoners, it

is desirable, with due restrictions, to promote his

intercourse with selected persons of the outside world.

His conditional liberation should be delayed until he

can be placed in some situation which will enable him

1 Siliie tint wu written an Important !c!e tiken “ the

Auction imlkwrf by the lMlaltiei’ Act. which (Knurl the Cecils

to commil habilul ilnmiariU convicted erf a criminal eiTimce to in

Incbratcs Reformatory for a ptried "0l exceeding three yen.
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town his own living. The plan of fixing beforehand

the period of the prisoner's detention appears to have

nothing to recommend it, and should be entirely

abolished.

In dealing with occasional criminals whom it is not

necessary or desirable to put into prison, liability to

imprisonment should be substituted The system of

recognisances and of fines to the community, together

with reparation to the injured individual, should he

developed and extended to all cases to which it may
suitably be applied. When the offender is unable to

pay a pecuniary fine, he should not be imprisoned, but

compelled to give his worlc.

The class of habitual drunkards requires special and

compulsory treatment in special asylums.



CHAPTER VI f.

CONCLUSIONS.

We have now seen, in its main outlines, the present

condition of this question of the nature and treatment

of the criminal. Wc have seen that criminality is a

natural phenomenon, to be studied gravely and care-

fully according to natural methods; and that by

natural and reasonable methods alone can the prob-

lem of its elimination be faced with any chance of

success.

A simple and obvious conclusion it seems. Yet it

is a conclusion not even yet generally accepted, and

which' is only beginning to find expression in our

social life. It is still quite usual to find that crime is

regarded a-, an abstract matter, not to be treated

seriously unless the criminal himself is ignored. On
the other hand, when the criminal comes in Tor dis-

cussion it is merely a* a subject for sensational

excitement, or unwholesome curiosity, as a creature

to be vituperated or glorified without measure.

The criminal has always been the hero, almost the

saint, of the uncultured. That attitude of unbounded

icverence for the lunatic, as for an inspired being, ar.d

unquestioning submission to his wildest acts which

to-day can scarcely he found in Europe* outside

Turkey, has by no means died out where the criminal

is concerned, even in the most civilised countries. The
same reverence or amazement that the educated led
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for the min of genius, the uneducated feel for the

criminal.

The Romans gave the name of Hercules to great

criminals after death, and dedicated a distinct cult to

them. If we go back to a yet more primitive phase

of life as preserved in folk-lore, and still to some

extent perpetuated, we find that all that belongs to

an executed criminal brings luck. A finger or other

small bone kept in the purse will preserve it from

ever being empty. It also keeps away vermin, and

protects a thief from his victim. Buried beneath the

threshold it brings perpetual blessing, and to have a

Chiefs thumb among his goods is an excellent tiring

for a shopkeeper. The people came for the Marquise

dc Brinvilliers's bones the day after her execution

;

they regarded her as a kind "of saint, says Mme. dc

Sevignd When at Breslau the old Rabensecin 'the

gallows) was broken down, a great trade was done by

the workmen in the bones found beneath. Precious

above all is the blood of a criminal
;
even a few drops

on a rag are most costly. Such blood, when drunk,

heals fevers and other di^ascs, just as the blood of

gladiators was among the old Romans a cure for

epilepsy. It must bo drunk fresh, if possible warm.

Bread dipped in this blood and eaten is good against

the gout The halter with which a criminal has been

hanged has much power and brings luck. When it

is struck three times on the threshold, the house is

preserved from lightning. The same put into a beer

cask with a criminal's thumb has an excellent influ-

ence on the beer. In Franconia the fat of criminals

is3omctimcs inquired for at the druggist's, and a sub-

stance, so called, is handed over. When in Prussia

executions took place in public, there was always
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friction between the armed guards and the crowd of

women, who at all costs pressed forward with spoons,

cups, 2nd dishes to catch some or the blood. At the

execution of a murderer at’Hanau in :86i, several

men leapt on to the scaffold and dranlc the steaming

blood. At the execution of two murderers in Berlin

in 1864, the executioner’s assistants dipped numbers

of white handkerchiefs in the blood, and received two

thalers for each. The bystanders even call upon the

criminal for his most powerful intercession in Heaven.

According to PitnJ, there is still in Sicily a fetichlstic

adoration for the souls of the beheaded. The criminal

is a person endowed with divine force, to be treated

with awe ar.d reverence, and whose blood and fiesh

have something of the old sacramental power of

infusing the divine one's energy into the body of him

who eats of it*

In a less crude form, and among persor.3 who lay

claim to a somewhat higher

degree of culture, the

same veneration has long

existed and still exists.

Appert, writing imme-

diately after the execution

of Lecenairc at Paris,

says :
—

“ His portraits were

displayed on quays and

boulevards. From all sides

exquisite meats and deli-

cate wines reached his cell.

1 •Wuiiii«i n.r i&utttit MhdtrgiB** to | if8 r
1

act Uliidi Win, " Ufter Jen Zanbw mil Mwuduaklut nnd »"*•*«*

T>iiten d« Ucudilicfen K&peis." In Ztitokri/l fir Eti«f*r*.

,m. H.a ii., P . ip.
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while, two step? away, miserable creatures driven

to crime by hunger ate the black and hard bread of

the gaol. Every day some man of letters visited him,

carefully noting his sarcasms, hi» phrases composed

in drunkenness or studiously calculated for effect;

women, young, beautiful, and elegantly attired,solicited

the honour of being presented to him, and were in

despair at his refusal ; a noble countess, the mother of

a family, addressed verses to him. and drew upon

herself a reply at which no doubt she blushed. He
himself mocked at the infatuation he excited. ‘ They

come to me,’ he said ,

1 as they would ask a ticket from

M. Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire to see the elephants
1

den.'

"

When Cartouche was in prison lie was visited by
many distinguished ladies and overwhelmed by their

attentions. The Abbfi Crozes tells us that Troppmann,
the brutal murderer, when in prison received a great

number of letters from ladies, full of anxiety in regard

to his spiritual welfare, and asking for the most

minute details concerning him. Some of these letters

were reproduced in the Figaro. I have not seen them,

but Dr. Corre says: “Their perusal stupefies one
;
they

witness, among women who have been well brought

up, to an. ill-defined obsession, of the nature of which

they arc even themselves unaware, and which perhaps

had its origin in an unavowable sentiment of love,

born of mystery and the unknown." 1: is not only

women in whom this ancient worship of the criminal

still survives. In a recent newspaper I read con-

cerning a murderer: “One of the saddest sights we
have ever, witnessed was the prison van going along

Waterloo Place at midnight under the beautiful

moonlight with a great crowd running after it cheering

loudly the poor wretch within—cheering that never
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ceased sill the van disappeared Inside tiie prison gate.

The crowd was composed chiefly of young men, many

of them well dressed, and not a few accompanied by

their sweethearts The scene suggested a convoy by

the students of a favourite singer rather than that by

the youth of even the lowest class in Edinburgh of a

brutal murderer of a harmless English gentleman."

And, again, in another newspaper: “On Monday

many visitors were in Seaham for Bank Holiday and

the flower show. Those who visited the cavern where

the girl is supposed to have been murdered were ten

times more numerous than those who went to the flower

show. Nearly all were strangers to the town, and had

journeyed thither for the express purpose of viewing

the scene of the tragedy. Many took a memento of

some sort, either a chipping of rock, a pebble, or a stone

from the cave." 1 1 is not surprising that the proprietors

of Madame Tussaud's Exhibition have sometimes paid

over £500 for the relics of a single murderer.

It is well known that when a woman has murderod

her husband it is by no means unusual for a number

oflctters to be sent to her, before the issue of the trial

is known, containing offers of marriage.

It is not possible to regard the criminal as a hero

or a saint after we have once seriously begun to study

his nature. He is simply a feeble or distorted pcrsco

to whom it has chanced—most often, perhaps, from

lack of human help—to fall out of the social ranks.

It is as unreasonable and as inhuman for a whole

nation to become excited over him, and to crave for

the minutest details concerning him, as we now deem

it to expose the miseries of any other abnormal

person—man of genius or idiot, leper or lunatic—,to

the general and unmerciful gaae. Not that any of
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these may not be studied
; they must be studied, but

not delivered over to unrestrained curiosities, senti-

mentalities, cruelties. No external force can change

this attitude
;
no censorship of newspapers will avail.

Only the slow influences of education, and a rational

knowledge of what criminality means, can effect a

permanent change But until this has been effected,

one of the most fertile sources of crime, what has been
well called the contagion of crime, will remain, as it

is to-day, a danger in all civilised countries, a danger
which is suggesting heroic remedies. The minute
details of every horrible crime arc to-day known at

once by every child in remotest villages. The recital

of it stirs up all the morbid sedimentary instincts in

weak and ill-balanced natures; and whenever a large

community grows excited over a crime, that com-
munity becomes directly responsible for a whole crop

of crimes, more especially among young persons and
children/-

We have, then, to reform our emotional attitude

towards the criminal. On the other hand, we have

yet something to do in reforming our rational attitude

towards crime.
* There are no crimes

;
there arc only

criminals." That saying of Lacassagne’s indicates

the direction in which practical changes must develop.

" All progress in penal jurisprudence," as Salillas well

says, "ties in giving consideration to the man." The
question of legal methods, criteria, and tribunals is

one of considerable importance from this point of

view, and it is one to which sufficient attention has

1 Tre pillar odtemeot ever "Jack the Ripper," and the Oewn
Pram Rudolf* Of Amiri*, mtj tpccufy mentioned ne hiring pro-

do:ed r. Urge number of erhon. are, however, hy eo mean*
Mated exia^lcx.
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not yet been given. It is unfortunate that, in this

country at all events, there seems to be a tendency to

antagonism or divergence between, on the one hand,

the medical and scientific side and, on the other, the

judicial and executive side in the treatment of the

criminal1 Whether this divergence is due chiefly to

the lawyers or to the doctors is not Quite clear, but it

is essential that it should come to an end. B$:h

lawyers and doctors exist for the sake of society,

and arc the servants of society
;
society, in its own

interests, must see to it that they agree quickly But

so long as society allows antiquated laws and methods

to prevail, there must be disagreement—disagreement

which is disastrous to social interests We need,

before everything else, an enlightened public opinion.

A question which is constantly arising, and con-'

stantly leading to direct divergence between *He

exponents of science and the exponents of law, is

the question of insanity. Under existing conditions

it is frequently a matter of some moment whether

a criminal is insane or not Now whether a man

is insane or not is largely a matter of definition.

Even with the best definition we cannot always be

certain whether a given person comes within the

definition, but it is still possible to have a bad defi-

nition and a good definition. The definition relied

on in England is a mere ctiUr dictum of die judges,

furnished at the request of the House of Lords,

as an outcome of the MacNaghten ca3c, many

* II dor* not appeir lo be qufce the Mine threud. Some of tfcnse

vho »w nmU «or»v]ac*d in their efisfU lo magnify ti>s itUftiifie

and rnenicc-kKnl in fottilSfie prarwSnrt m lawyer*
;
wUte

notdx&J nrcn ihcv no :o crcroich unduly <*a the wpwt*.

T!*-* titt cmnc ou: vny dt*rly u*. the Intcnr.ional Congress of

Criminal An»broj*.kEf
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years ago: ‘That to establish a defence on me
ground of insanity, it must be dearly proved that

at the time of committing the act the accused was

labouring under such a defect of reason from disease

of the mind as not to know the nature and quality

of the act he was doing, or if he did know it, that

he did not know he was doing what was wrong.”

That this metaphysical and unpractical test will not

do has been clearly recognised by some of the most

eminent lawyers, who are quite in agreement with

medical men. "The test of insanity which com-

mends itself to medical men," says Sir J.
Crichton*

Browne, " was never more clearly and succinctly

expressed than by Lord Bramwcll when in the Dove

case he asked, ‘Could he help it?' Could he help

it ? That is the real practical question at issue in

any case in which the defence of insanity is set up." 1

It should be added that Lord Bramweli has not

always beer, able to maintain this position. “It

ought to be the law of England,” said Mr. Justice

Stephen, a very great authority, " that no act is a

crime If the person who docs it is at the time when

it is done prevented by defective mental power, or

by any disease affecting his mind, from controlling his

conduct, unless the absence of the power of self-control

has been produced by his own default." A reasonable

doctrine to lay down, no doubt, and one which

medical men generally would accept; but one asks

oneself at once : How many persons guilty of serious

crimes—the only class in regard to whom the question

is of practical importance—arc to be counted sane ?

The point on which we must fix our attention,

however, is that it should make so much difference

* " RnpfloltWMty ao«! Dlirose." Za-vr', >8* J«ty 18SS.
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whether a criminal is insane or not. Our law is

still in so semi-birbaric a condition that the grave

interests of society and of the individual are made to

hinge on a problem which must often be insoluble.

Practically it cannot make the slightest difference

whether the criminal i3 sane or insane. Sane or

insane, he is still noxious to society, and society must

be protected from him. Sane or insane, it is still our

duty and our interest to treat him humanely, and to

use all mean? in our power to render him capable of

living a social life. Under any system, at once fairly

humane and fairly rational, the question of insanity

while still of interest, can make little practical differ-

ence, either to society or to the criminal. It is

unreasonable and anti-social to speak of insanity as n

"defence." It is an explanation, but, from the social

point of view, it is not a defence. Suppose we accept

the definition of insanity which, as we have seen, is

now widely accepted by medical men and favoured

by many eminent lawyers, that insanity is a loss of

self-control, the giving way to an irresistible impulse.

It cannot be unknown to any one that self-control

may be educated, that It may be weakened or

strengthened by the circumstances of life. If we
define insanity &3 a loss of self-control and accept

that as a “ defence," we are directly encouraging every

form of vice and crime, because we are removing the

strongest influence in the formation of self-control.

When a adefence” of kleptomania was brought before

an English judge in a ease of thef: he is said to have

observed :
“ Yes, that is what I am sent here to cure.”

We need not hesitate to accept this conception of the

function of the court, provided always that the treat-

ment is scientific, effectual, and humane.
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The fact that to-day it i' nol so, and that lawyer*

and doctor* arc hc’plcss to make it so, is a glaring

proof of the necessity which exists for society, in its

own interests and in those of its weaker members,

to take intelligent cognisance of these matters, and to

pave the way for reasonable action. In the first

chapter of this book 1 noted, without calling any

special attention to it, Lhc curiously divergent way in

which somewhat similar eases were treated. One girl

was treated kindly and sent to a clergyman's house :

she "recovered." Little Marie Schneider was sent to

prison for eight years, the year* during which she

will develop into a woman. What will she be fit for

when she comes out at the age of twenty ? She may

come out a human tigress, or merely the crushed and

helpless product of prison routine. In either case

what intelligent principle guided the society that

condemned her to spend those eight years in prison?

The lad who killed his little sister was sent to penal

servitude for ten years. What will he be good for

when he comes out ? "In any ease," as Dr. Savage

remarks, * the boy is pretty certain to end his days

either as a lunatic or a confirmed criminal, and 1

fancy the best course has been taken to make him

the latter. So society will suffer the more, and the

boy himself will be none the better.”

These problem* are unknown to the law, but they

are beginning to stir among the community. A girl

of twelve no: long since murdered a child of four, as

she herself subsequently confessed, in much the same

manner as Marie Schneider murdered Margarctc

Dietrich. The jury acquitted her. They acted in

defiance of the evidence and of the law. It is clear

that what they said to themselves was this : The law
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will send this girl to prison for some ten or fifteen

years: we do not believe in the advantage of that,

and we prefer to deliver her from the law altogether.

They were, as the judge said, a very merciful jury.

But it is not by shuffling evasions of law that civilisa-

tion progresses. We need just and reasonable laws,

not merciful juries. It is not to the advantage of

society that young murderesses should v/andet at

large, though it may very possibly be better than

throwing them into the prison as at present consti-

tuted. The “ merciful
" jury, as in the south of Italy,

becomcs'the hysterical and too often venial jury. We
cannot he too grateful for the courage and honesty

with which, as a rule, English juries and judges fulfil

their functions; it Is to this adherence to law that

many intelligent foreign observers attribute the fact

that criminality in England is in some respects lea

serious than one might be led to expect If, however,

this attitude is to be maintained, and we are to avoid

the dangers of lying and cowardly verdicts, we must

see to it that our law keeps pace with our knowledge

and with our methods of social progress.

The institution of the jury is well rooted in Eng-

land, and on the whole very efficient. There is not

likely to be any agitation for some time to come for

its abolition, as there has been in Italy and France

and Switzerland. But there is at all events one

modification in our criminal courts which is urgently

required. It is entirely opposed to the interests of

justice, and therefore of society, that the scientific

conclusions in a case shculd be thrust into a partisan

position. Experts will often differ as lawyers often

differ, but the lawyer is not more competent to decide

on the science of the expert than the expert is
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compete lit to decide on the law ol the lawyer. It it

rot for the interests of justice that one expert, repre-

senting perhaps only his own opinion, should weigh

against another representing perhaps the general

body of scientific opinion on that subject. It is no:

calculated for the end* of justice that the judge, how-

ever quick and intelligent, should have to pronounce

on matters concerning which he can only speak as a

layman, and necessarily falls into frequent errors of

judgment Special point* involving special know-

ledge or skill must be submitted to a commission of

experts, and the verdicts of the commission On these

special points must be accepted by the court, though

subject to an appeal to a supreme medico-legal

tribunal. Some such method as this is now being

widely demanded by intelligent opinion in the

interests of justice. At the International Congress

on Forensic Medicine, held in Paris in 1889, this

tendency came out very clearly, and was formulated

in the following proposition which the Congress

adopted:—"To guarantee the interests of society

and of the accused in all medico-Icga! investigations,

at least two experts shall be employed. These shall

fce appointed by the judge.” It is to b: hoped, in the

interests cf justice, that the pressure of public opinion

will hasten the adoption of this reasonable and

moderate reform in criminal procedure.

Our courts of justice aie still pervaded by the

barbaric notion of the duel. We arrange a brilliant

tournament, and arc interested not so much in the

investigation of truth as in the question of who will

“ win.” We cannot hope for any immediate radical

change in this method, but it is our duty to do all

that we can to strengthen those elements in our
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court* which arc concerned, not with the gaining of a

cause, but with the investigation of truth- This and

all other reforms in our methods of dealing with the

criminal, as I have already pointed out and would

again insist, cannot be attained by a mere administra-

tive fiat; nor is it desirable that they should be.

Before any reform can be safely embodied in the law

it must first be embodied in the popular consciousness.

We need here, as in so many other fields of our social

life, a strong body of intelligent and educated opinion.

This must accompany that revival, under the inspira-

tion of the methods of natural science, of that science

of jurisprudence which is at present the most

stationary and scholastic of all the science?.

A fiatura horninis discstufa fst natuta juris
,
said

Cicero, the representative of a race which has always

possessed, and still retains, an instinct for juris-

prudence; the nature of law must be founded on

a knowledge of the nature of man. A noteworthy

tendency has been shown by lawyers of recent years

in many parts of Europe to gain a practical acquaint-

ance with criminals on the scientific side. It seems,

however, on the whole, that law must necessarily

rely on medicine for definite knowledge concerning

criminality, and since we are certainly approaching a

time when sudi knowledge will be of much greater

importance than it is now in medicine, and of much
less importance in law, this is as it should be. It

becomes very necessary, therefore, that every facility

should be given for the study of criminals and for

the encouragement of scientific research ir. prisons

Unfortunately Great Britain still lags behind most

other countries in this matter, and so far from every

encouragement being afforded for scientific research
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in prisons, actual obstacles are placed in the way of

such research. It appears to be true that the official

regulations even prevent the post-mortem examina-

tion of executed criminals—a very important matter

—and that so much as a cast of the head must not

be taken. 1

While medicine will thus find sufficient occupation

in preparing itself for "the task to which the medical

profession will more and more be called in criminal

administration,” 5 law will have ample exercise for its

ingenuity in bringing its conception of "responsi-

bility
1
' into line with modern conceptions. There

has been a regrettable tendency on the part of the

medical profession to accept the conception of re-

sponsibility and to endeavour to fit it into harmony
with the medical facts. Such an attempt is fore-

doomed to failure, and can only lead to endless

futilities and absurdities The idea of responsibility

is an antique metaphysico-juridical conception which

has done good service in its time, but it belongs to

the lawyer’s province, not the doctor’s
;

it is trie

lawyer’s business to bring it into line with the facts,

and doctors have been misguided, though with the best

and most humane of motives, in endeavouring to bring

it into harmony with the data of their own science.

It may not be out of place to refer briefly to one

or two recent studies on the evolution of the idea of

responsibility. Among others, Professor Hamon of

Brussels has discussed a: some length this question

* Ed»m Coxtail, 11Thu A*nci»U*l Slrely of Crime and Icraaii/,"

LsMrt, 2&h Dtcemlwr l8y$. See Appendix F.

5 Dr. Austin Flint in an eloquent ptaiilcutlil on "The
Comirc K6!e cl lie Mo&fnl 1’iolaa.w, ia ihe Sclent*; Tmlmeot of

Crime »txl Crimin>»," Nco York Slide M*Scr.l Aisxaticc.
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of responsibility.1 Hamon starts with the statement

that the biological root of the ideas of law and justice

is to bo found in the reflex inst:nct3 of defence.

That is the immediate basis of the most primitive of

laws, the U-v talioniu To the reflex action of pure

defence succeeds die reaction at a long interval.

This delayed reaction, or vengeance, may co-exist

with immediate reaction, but it appears at a much
later date. Then responsibility is no longer regarded

as individual; it becomes familial, communal, tribal.

The law of retaliation is developed and codified, but,

slowly though unceasingly, at the same time the idea

of responsibility becomes restricted. At first in-

animate things, then animals, finally corpses, were

regarded as irresponsible. This evolution has only

been oomplcted lately; in the seventeenth century

animals and corpses were still solemnly tried and

executed. Thus while responsibility was being

socially extended it was being individually restricted

It began to be held that to be really the author of an

act the individual must be eempos mentis. But no

one had yet asserted that the insane were not compel

mentis. Before 1789 insanity appears to have been

practically unknown to French law; a seventeenth

century rale prescribed that no one in a state of

insensate fury should be punished, but this rule was

of no effect. One eighteenth century magistrate,

indeed, Serpfllon, raised his voice against the custom

and law, but jurists firmly resisted any meddling

with solidly established traditions. Even the French

Revolution failed to bring any recognition of insanity

1 A. : Inrncc, "La RK^rcsaWlic*," Afxifvei

CrivaruSU, Ncvsmtai l£$7: *i»J kce the lame author'* DtUrounitxt

Mui SttputtiiMy, 1 85$.
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into legal codes
;

it was only through the influence

exerted by Pine!, that, in a grudging and restricted

manner, the irresponsibility of the insane began to be

recognised. How much progress was left to make,

Professor Hainan shows by bringing forward facts

which have taken place down to the present, and

by the quotation of the uncertain and conflicting

opinions of authorities.

By the constant efforts of men of science the

field of irresponsibility has thus constantly grown

larger, and Hamon discusses various contemporary

attempts to state the* matter scientifically. Thus,

dealing with M. Tarde, who admits all degrees

between complete responsibility and absotyte irre-

sponsibility, he remarks that “ responsibility is not a

state of consciousness," and that while there can

indeed be all degrees of consciousness, there cannot

be all degrees of responsibility, responsibility being

merely a human concept, "a purely social relation-

ship without real existence" This confusion between

responsibility and states of consciousness Hamon
regards as very common, and as therefore very

necessary to bear in mind.

It must further be remembered, Hamon points out,

that the idea of responsibility was formulated by
lawyers who accepted the doctrine of free will. Now
at the present day the doctrine of free will has almost

everywhere, among thinking persons, given place to

the more scientific doctrine of determinism. Thus
with the disappearance of the doctrine of free will

the idea of responsibility is left with nothing to rest

on. Responsibility, as Schopenhauer long since said,

supposes that ail individual could have acted differ-

ently from the way he actually did act,
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Having thus cleared the ground, and shown that

the various new attempts to find a metaphysical
basis for responsibility have not succeeded, Hamcn
briefly and simply stales the modern scientific

•doctrine. The individual and society feel the need to

react against a nuisance by suppressing the criminal

or preventing his acts. The only real responsibility

Dremirg.

Is social responsibility. So long as wc realise that,

wc may, if we like, retain the old doctrine of a free

will "Society has the right to defend itseif and to

preserve itself. Man is responsible because he lives

in society, and only because of that social existence."

Wc are thus brought, Hainan points out, to the

acceptance of the old English legal maxim that

every one, whatever his state of consciousness always
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acts at his own risk and peril The insane and

abnormal are, socially, necessarily responsible.

Since the continued use of the words "responsi-

bility" and "penality" thus leads to an apparent

contradiction, it would be much better, the author

concludes, if we finally abandoned them. Every
individual who commits dissonant acts in the society

he belongs to, necessarily provokes a reaction. We
should replace the term " social responsibility' by
“soda! reaction." Such social reaction manifests

itself in preventive treatment, and in social hygiene

and prophylaxis, applied not only to the ager,:, but

to the causes which produced his acts.

This conclusion is precisely that of Professor Feui,

as stated in his great work on Criminal Sociology.*

Ferri protests Horn first to last against the methods
of the "dasric school" by which crime is treated

as an abstract entity and the criminal, with all

his peculiarities, entirely ignored. In this matter

what we call law or justice is simply s name for

the inevitable "social reaction" against criminality.

Society must sec to it that this social reaction is

reasonable and efficadous. We arc helped to do so,

Ferri believes, if we always translate, actually or

mentally, our current terminology into terms of

social reaction, and instead of speaking of crimes

and punishments speak of offences and defences.

He illustrates this point effectively by a reference

to insanity. The social reaction involves an inevi-

table defence against the insane. But up to the end
of the last century that reaction took the absurd form

1 Ttiof n r rtixh iWgf d Ergliili Inmluion of thii work, Criminal
S,vliUgr, Crimkxfrgy Series; Ihert U »Ua a complok Frenth
lion. U Sn/tkgit Crimmllt.
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of punishment and contempt We still treat our

criminals with punishment and contempt And it

has proved to be equally unreasonable, equally in-

effective. The time is coming, has indeed actually

come, to do for the criminal what Tuke, Pinel, and
others did for the insane. Hence the immense im-

portance of Lombroso’a identification of
41 moral

insanity” with "instinctive criminality.” Madmen
and criminals have been brought into line. They
are both recognised as belonging to the same great

and terrible family of abnormal, degenerate, anti-

social persons. This point will remain unshaken

whatever disputes may occur on matters of detail.

Henceforth the wrangles of lawyers, founded 0:1 ex-
tinct metaphysical notions, have become mere child’s

play of no scientific importance. Practical import-

ance, it is true, they still retain. It thus becomes the

duty of the scientific alienist to set his house in order

and to see to it that he does nothing to perpetuate

these notions. * Every man is responsible for hi3

actions because, and so long as, he lives in society."

Responsibility means that a man suffers the conse-

quences of his actions. The social reaction against

anti-social actions is a primitive and inevitable fact of

all social life But it is in our power to shape this

inevitable social reaction. We may ameliorate the con-

ditions that produce anti-social action
;
we maytreat the

anti-sccial person in such a way that he may cease to

be anti-social, and in the last resort we can place him

where he is unable to gratify his anti-social instincts.

To attain these ends society must work through the

lawyer and the alienist, acting in conjunction. So far

Fern.

In the middle ages animals were regarded as
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responsible, and were proceeded against legally.

Burlesque as such proceedings may seem to us, there

was yet a germ of rationality in this method of main-

taining the conception of “ responsibility" In 1454 It

appears that the Bishop of Lausanne initialed legal pro-

ceedings against the leeches which infested the water

at Berne. The affair came before the judges at Berne,

the Bishop being properly represented. A leech was

obtained arid brought into the judges' presence, and

all leeches, present and absent, were warned to

abandon the spots they had had the temerity to

occupy, three full days being allowed them to

evacuate the district. Experts were appointed to

determine how many ponds were necessary to all

the leeches in the neighbourhood of Berne. There

was, it will be seen, no call for the death of the guilty

parties. In this, as in all similar processes, it was

recognised that the criminals were entitled to the

space necesiary to live in peace. The leeches having

heen repeatedly cited, persisted in failing to appear,

and were consequently declared contumacious. They
were then treated in the same way as minors and

idiots, and a guardian was appointed to watch over

their interests and take means for their defence. The
Bishop gained his cause, but the leeches having suc-

cessfully resisted the decree of the court, the Bishop

finally lost all patience and anathematised them.

This legal process may seem absurd enough. Yet

if we consider the conception of responsibility involved

as a convenient legal fiction, if we consider the toler-

ance and humanity displayed throughout (except in

the Bishop’s final act), the appeal to experts, the total

elimination of the idea of punishment, the appoint-

ment of guardians to watch over the criminals’
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interests, we have to admit that these fifteenth century

judicial dealings with leeches—however ineffective

when applied to that spee'es—represent a legal and
scientific ideal of " responsibility

-
which we, five

hundred years later, have not yet attained in regard

to the problems of human criminality.

These problems arc every day becoming more
pressing. The level of criminality, it 13 well known,

is rising, and has been rising during the whole of the

present century, throughout the civilised world. In

France, in Germany, in Italy, in Belgium, in Spain,

the United States, the tide of criminality is becoming
higher steadily and rapidly. In France it has risen

several hundred per cent.; so also for several kinds of

serious crime in many parts of Germany; in Spain

the number of persons sent to perpetual imprison-

ment nearly doubled between 1870 and 18S3; in the

United States the criminal population has increased

during thirty years, relatively to the population, by one-

third. There is, no doubt, room for fallacy in many of

these statistics; various circumstances serve to modify

such figures—a greater or less hi tolerance of crime,

more or less success in capturing criminate, and varia-

tions in the methods of dealing with them. On the

whole, however, there seems to be a general agree-

ment that the increase is rcaL

Insular Great Britain alone appears to be relatively

unsubmerged by the rising tide of criminality; 1 but

1 It has been orgoed, npcdaJIy by Mr. W. D. Nocrisoa, thit this

phcnaftcnofi tt only apparent, crx] (lut In reality daring the Irut thirty

jetrA, fur wViSrii ve uftkial ttfurns, crime lux not decrcucd in

^rarity, vhlle ii ha* *eid&y dcv*fc*wd lu magnitude. (Sc« \V. D.

Mm risen, '‘The lr<T<i*r uf Crime,* Nitutu*/K Century, Jvnr, 1S9/.

or <3 “The Interpretation of Criminal 5utp*ic Jvur.

March, 1S97; 1L0 th: same anther's UoVt on JhvsuOs OftndtnwA
TAi C*uus CWm)

26
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even here there is a real increase, in proportion to

the population, in the more serious kinds of crime.

Crimes of passion are rarer among the Anglo-Saxon

race in England, Scotland, and America than any-

where else; but crimes of interest arc proportionately

more common than elsewhere. The decrease is in

minor offences, and is due in large measure, no doubt,

to reasons connected with the police. The anomaly

of the comparative freedom of Great Britain from

crime has been explained by foreign observers in

several ways—by the former frequency of hanging

and of transportation in England, thus eliminating

a laige number of criminals, 1 and by the firmness

with which sentences are executed. It is probable

that the great stream of emigration from Great

Britain, carrying away much of the finest, but also

much of the most turbulent elements (the two are

often connected), has had a very marked influence in

this respect.

Criminality, like insanity, waits upon civilisation.

Among primitive races insanity is rare; criminality,

in the true scr.sc, is also rare. Conscivatism ar.d the

rigid cult of custom form as distinct a barrier against

crime as they do against progressive civilisation.

As the methods of enlarging and multiplying the

uses of our lives increase, so do the abuses of these

methods. Ir, an epoch of stress, and of much change

and readjustment in the social surroundings and

: Ir. tin fighlcrash anSciy litre »oc 170 dlflhieiu offences loi

»hkh she ptnnltj of (I rath «» peerMil hy Uw, tod la tho

iiioetccmb caunry.cbildrcn wkc still htn^ed for very trivial crffcuce*,

it purusii )«l Uvlng cm remember. In New South Wales* T&sranlo,

tod Western Atttvnli*, the »lan!ei 10 which criminalswere transfer rod,

thac is mere criminality than in the other AmtolUa cctenie*. T>.is

ha&lltory criminality rronlil hire trolled the nrm c/ British critre.
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relations of individuals, ill-balanced natures become
nuir» frequent, and the anti-social and unlawful in-

stincts arc more often called out than in a stagnant

society. The criminality of the Irish in England is

far greater than that of the Irish at home* and it is a

significant fact that while. the Americans arc more

criminal than the English, the criminality of the

English-bom in the United States is more than

double that of the native American whites. Like

insanity,1 criminality flourishes among migrants* and

our civilisation is bringing us all more or less into the

position of migrants*

But the problem of criminality is not thereby

rendered hopeless. Rather it is Shown to tc largely

a social fact, and social facts are precisely the order

of facts mo9t under our control. The problem of

criminality is not an isolated one that can be dealt

with by fixing our attention on that and that alone.

It is a problem that on closer view is found to merge

itself very largely into all those problems of our

social life that are now pressing for solution, and in

settling them we shall to a great extent settle it.

The rising flood of criminality is not an argument

for pessimism or despair. It is merely an additional

spur to that great task of social organisation to which

during the coming century we are called.

It is useless, or worse than useless, to occupy our-

selves with methods for improving the treatment of

criminals, so long ns the conditions of life render the

prison a welcome and desired shelter. So long as we

1 Thai Dr. Carrie], in i recent Report cf the Ccotrtl Hcapeil ix
the Inun- erf the Stitt of Illinois, thaws thnt wherets ccty 19 pet cenL

of the pcfeluio?. ore Jzrelgnes, 4s yti eent. of the irmnity u** am&?£
foreigner**
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foster the growth of the reckless classes we foster the

growth of criminality. So long as there are a.large

body of women in the East of London, and in other

large centra, who are prepared to cay: " It's Jack the

Ripper or the bridge with me What’s the odds?” 1

there will be a still larger number of persons who

will willingly accept the risks of prison. "What’s

the odds? " Liberty is dear to every man who is fed

and clothed and housed, and he will not usually enter

a career of crime unless he has carefully calculated

the risks of losing his liberty and found them small;

but food and shelter are even mote precious than

liberty, and these may be secured in a prison. A3

things are, the asylum and the workhouse, against

which there is a deco prejudice, ingrained and irra-

tional, would have a greater deterring influence than

the prison. There are every morning a! Paris 5<VXO

persons who do not know how they will cat or where

they will sleep.* It is the same in every great city;

for such the prison can be nothing but a home. It is

well known that the lot of the convict, miserable as it

is, with its dull routine and perpetual surveillance, is

yet easier, less laborious, and far more healthy than

that to which thousands of honest working men are

condemned throughout Great Britain. The fate

reserved for a French convict is one that might well

be the reward of honesty. He is sent to New Cale-

donia, to marry, to settle, perhaps- to become rich.

" I do net know," an ex-deputy, sent out to report on

the condition of the convicts, is said to have declared,

" any struggling peasant or small proprietor in France

who would not gladly exchange his lot for that

‘ Poll Mail Gov't*, Nov. 15?*

* Mice, U Smut (U la S&rUIa /tow.
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of a convict of the first class in New Caledonia."

“ The working classes,” as Professor Prins, one of the

most able and thoughtful students of this subject,

remarks, “ badly housed, badly nourished, vegetate at

the mercy of economic crises' The worker is always

on the borders of vagabondage
;
the vagabond is

always on the borders of crime. The entire working

classes are thus exposed in the first line, and whether

it is a question of disease or of crime, it is they who

succumb first .” 1 Crime would be much commoner

than it is if it were not for the communistic practice

of mutual helpfulness which rules so largely among

the poorest classes, and mitigates the stress of misery.

All the more thoughtful students of the criminal,

among whom Ferri In this respect stands first, have

seen the direct bearing on criminality of what Cola-

janni has called Social Hygiene. We may neglect

the problems of social organisation, but we do so at

our peril.

It was at one time though: that the great panacea

for the prevention of crime was education. Un-

doubtedly education has an important bearing on

criminality, but we now know that the mere intellec-

tual rudiments of education have very little influence

indeed In preventing crime, though they may liavc

a distinct influence in modifying its forms. Such

education merely puts a weapon into the hands of

the anti-social man The only education that can

avail to prevent crime in any substantial degree must

he education in the true sense, an education that is as

5 It Ban*, fc* l&Uance, it hoi lx«n sliown tbit c*ory ^cruuc <t

•ifi kiw.Ki in th« price of corn ofin! oo« thri acre per io^oso

infc»W»ott.

1 CHtutualit/f/ R'frtniaH, p. if.
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much physical and moral as intellectual, an education

that enables him who has it to play a fair part in

social life. The proportion of criminals with some

intellectual education is now becoming very large;

the proportion of criminals who arc acquainted with

any trade still remains very small
;
the proportion of

criminals engaged in their trade at the time of the

crime is smaller still. We seem to be approaching a

point at which it will become obvious that every

citizen must be educated to perform some useful

social function. In the interests of society he must

be enabled to earn his living by that function. If we
close the social ranks against him he will enter the

anti-social ranks, and the more educated he is the

more dangerous he will then become

All education must include provision for the detec-

tion and special treatment of abnormal children. We
cannot catch our criminals too young. Tavern: has

found that criminals in childhood arc marked espe-

cially by their resistance to educative influences. It is

our duty and our interest to detect such refractory

and abnormal children at the earliest period, to

examine them carefully, and to ensure that each

shall have the treatment best adapted to him. It

is much easier, and much cheaper, to do that,

than to wait until he has brought ruin on himself

and shame on his friends. This is beginning to

be recognised and acted upon in those countries

that are most alive to the meaning of education;

in London, for instance,—largely owing to Dr.

Warner’s important investigations as to the fre-

quency of degenerative conditions among English

school children.—many special schools have of

recent years been established for defective children.
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It is indispensable, if we are to deal effectually with

the criminal, that we should be able to refer to the

record of his physical, mental, and moral disposi-

tions during childhood.

While a wise modification of the educative influ-

ences is here of the greatest importance, we must not

forget that to a very large extent the child Is moulded

before birth. There is no invariable fatalism in the

influences that work before birth, but it must always

make a very great difference whether a man is well

born and starts happily, or whether he is heavily

handicapped at the very outset of the race of life;

whether a man is bom free from vices of nature, or

buy3 freedom, if at all, at a great price. There is

evidence to show how much uf the welfare of the

child depends on the general physical and emotional

health of the parents, and that the child’s fate may be

determined by some physical weakness, some emo-

tional trouble at conception or during pregnancy.

No legislation can step In here, save at the most very

indirectly. We can, however, quicken the social and

individual conscience. The making of children 13 the

highest of all human functions, and that which carries

the most widespread and incalculable consequences.

It is well to remember that every falling away from

health, every new strain and stress in man or woman,

may lay an additional burden on a man or woman
yet unborn, and perhaps wreck a life or a succession

of live*

This ta not the place to develop these various con-

sequences which flow from our consideration of the

nature and treatment of the criminal. It seemed

well, however, to indicate them, if only to show how
large a problem is this of criminality. Perhaps every
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scci.il problem, when we begin to look into it and
turn it round and to analyse it, will be found not

stand alone, but to be made up of fibres that extend
to every part of our social life.

O
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APPENDIX A.

Erf/anatian c/ Plata.

FRONTISPIECE.

Froii a r*|ih of a caw or well -narked moral imbecile/
or congenital crininalily in the Elmira Refoimatorv. 1 am
indebted to the kindness of Ur. Hamilton \V«y for this

photograph.

PLATE I.

Four youthful Russian minor cijminals In the Aide Roukj-
vichnlkolf, Moscow. I obtained these photographs when visiting

this admirable reformatory (conducted on industrial lire!, tome-
what resembling those of the Elmira Reformatory) in i&J? in

company with fir. F- S. Talbot, of Chicago. Thieving is the chief

offence tor which children and youths are rent to th i institu-

tion.

PLATES IL-ltl.

both these photographs show inmates ol F.lroira, and illustrate

a method of minor photography by which four views of the

l>e*d are shown at onee.

PLATE IV.

t. S. E., ace 32. Life sentence ’Third time a convict, and

he say* “nil for the same man.' His story is that he was

flogged by the mate of hi* ship it Cillao, that he (utnped with

the mate into the water, and utter a chase on shore he stabbed

him. He speaks of the mate as hi* lifelong enemy. Height.

6<t ojln without hoots. Very powerful. A Host determined

villainous expression, but a missive foiehead. Small cotn-

picsdcd mcoth. Attempted suicide at MillOnnk. Lost left arm
at Woking from disease ofelbowjoint

T. W, murderer.

j G. W., gardener, age ?6i seven years for uttering counter-

feit coin. Three previous short sentences.

4. J. C., hum labourer, fiom Nottingham, age b! ; ten year*

sentence) petty thefts many times. Foutth time a convict
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5 . A. j-, frcin Paisley, nje CO; cattle stealing; too yean a

soldier; “ cold not learn the fcuale cjlls or anything/ Weak
minded; most of life in prison j

three terms or pentil serr.tudc;

eleven shorter sentences.

C\ P. chnrooil burner and collier, from Hereford, age 36:

unlawfully ami nuUiclooily wounding; "low type of intellect*

Very troublesome at Chatham, and among the weak-minded at

Millbank. One preview! sentence of penal servitude.

PLATE V.

I. T. C., chemist, from Pottsea, age SI. Paid hit addresses

to git: wiiote mother objected; attempted to murder Utter

by administering prusric acid. Eight years' penal servitude.

Valvular disease ofhe.tr: after rheumatic fever.

iC. H, hum lalxi titer, from Leeds, age JO; “ very Ion

type;
11 twenty years for shooting w:fc.

3. J. II., soldier and navvy, ftcoi Durham, age 60; conspiring

to murder.

4. I O, ftwn Liverpool, fifteen years for manslaughter.

5. E. L., dock labourer, from Bristol. Life suntenr* for

murdering irifc's paramour
j

genitals andevekiped ; fatty

tumours on tcapula.

6 W. G. H., from Lincoln, age 11 ManiUdgbter; fifteen

years. Second and third toes webbed.

PLATE VL

t. R. W. deck labourer, from Paisley, age 18. Assault .«d
robbery; ten years. Previews conviction for theft.

s. E. S. I., form labourer, age 3S; seven years for horse-
stealing orxf other thefts; four previous convicenmn

3. W. W., itone-masons’ labourer, from Kirkdale, age 1 1

;

term years and flogged for robbery with violence. Three
previous ‘horier sentence*.

4. G. W,, pudeier, from Salford, age 2f ; fire yean for

wounding.

5. V/. S., 000k and Steward, from Liverpool ; ter. years for

larceny; fire years prev-iotisly for ditto.

6. W. C., age 25. Robbery with violence
; ton years, Tue

shorter sentences.

PLATE V 1L

I. ]• J., hawker, from Hull; Seven years fur theft.

i J. XL, age 28; eight years a uilar, “rett of hie a thief."

Seven years fur larceny, housebreaking, and receiving.

J V. M., maker of pearl ornaments, fretn Birmingham, ace
20 Thief chiefly; twelve times in prison.
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4. J, W„ collier, from Durham; seven years lot felony; (even
shorter leniences previously. Right eye destroyed.

5. W. T., farm labourer, from Hereford, age : 1
;
ten years

for receiv.ng stolen goods.

,
6. S. K. collier, from Gloucester; seven years for receiving

join! of a sheep, stolen and cut up by another
;
previous con

viclion for stealing fellaw-lahourert dinner. ‘ Lo» type; hilloiy

told as if it “U all a joke."

PLATE VIIL

I. J. H, from Chester, age it; live yean far burglary. In

reformatory and seven limes in prison. " Very nroinmcnt fore-

head; small eyes nearly concealed by upper Bd*
3 . J. C. E, age 35; seven years for hausebrenkirg. 11 Lon

type."

3. S. P.. age 35; welter, from Wakefield; ten years’ penal

servitude for felony; five years proionsly.
4. J.

P., costermongers wen years; house and general

thief

$. D. M., a Greek, age t6; letter sorter; five years for seal-

ing parcel?, llis father had Wn in penal servitude for stealing

6. H. S. letter-sailer, ago 31 . Five years for stealing a

letter.

PLATE IX.

1 V. S„.ige 17; upe on girl of 13 ; "very ion type/

. W. W
.
age 45 ;

e©»; miner and sicker,from Stafford; rape

00 child of to. . JS Strong, villainous expression."

3. H. 6., gl0B® .i d jockey, from Leeds, age 57- Bestiality;

fifteen years' jwnar semtude
;
conspiracy by terract girl, I-e

say*. Threatened to destroy himself. “ Eyes very dose to the

nose; small head; low type.'

4. W. M., ase J 3 ,
from Manchester; nine years a soldier,

form labourer Wore and aitiCO ;
ten years for crime emlra

na/uraw.

5 T. R.
?
age 16; (Arm labourer, from Worcester; ten >rai»

for raoe; “monkey face/ ...
. W. B.agc 33, from Manchester; height, 5 ' 1- °5in-i seven

years for arson; intellect feeble.

PLATE X.

A case of gynecomasty (Elmira). This, with Plates XIV.

and XVL to XIX., are from photographs furnished by Dr.

Wey.
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PLATE XI.

Rdalien of the art ofFithtn in normalSttAjtM, iriminah, and
tit in-ait {adaptedfrom Sfarro).

1 j 1 |]| | |
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PLATE XIL
The eight head* in thii and the following Plate hove been

chc-eti, intentionally, almost it! random, in order to show the
average types of crictinnl with when tin London police at

Scotland Yard have to deni

1. P. C, age 61. A uftt-kaown London burglar; tattoced.

l C. D., age 31. Housebreaker. “A dangerous character.’

Many senrs on head, body, and limbi

3 H. A. G
.
age 36 "A very clever swindler,’ • of gentle-

manly 1p9carnr.ce, and good address." Speaks French and
German.

4’ W. A., age «2. “A desporato burglar, and mil assuredly
use firearm*" A Smith, native of Middlesex. Several scars.

PLATE XIII.

r. J. C, uge jx Shoemaker by trade, native of London.
“ A daring burglar

;
will probably use firearms.' Tattooed.

*• M. A. L., age 28. Factory hand, bore at Sheffield " A
dangerous thief, «ho ha* bad eight yean' penal servitude for

atvault and robbery.

3. W. K, age 4a "A dangerous thie
f
, with several con-

victions."

4. R. W, age 3J Born at Hartlepool “A dangerous man.'
Larceny.

PLATE XIV.

A moral imbecile (Elmira).

PLATE XV.

Tattooed Criminal non Lombrostf* Uemo DtlinqutnU. A
French sailor, n deserter, previously condemned for an unknowu
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1

Clime. Tiie various inscriptions and designs bear uiitess 10

his vicious and criminal tav.es. Tixj heart's Tot instance,

is common among pirderasts.

PLATE XVI.

Portrait of Joe Bragg (author of Ccnfcsricnt Of a Thirf),

kindly furnished by Mr. AnliO, of Sydney, N.S.W.

PLATES XVI I.-XIX

Three groups of criminals at Elmira.

PLATE XX.

This illustrates the value of the Bertillnn system. The tiro

lo«cr photographs represent a pickpocket attested at the Doiby
ntce-courae at Hamburg in 1093. She called herself Matia
li&tachina. born m '.&>) at llarteloa*. Her measurement* were

seat to the Paris depwj and were found to be those of Jorefo

Birost, Ixiro in 1*68 at Barcelona, arrested for theft at the 1'rin-

temps in i&jr. It is interesting to note the change in physiog-

nomy which has taken place during these three years,

PLATES XXI.-XXVII.

These plates present the photographs of 17 criminals from

New South Wales, as kindly furnished by Mr. Marshall Lvle, of

Melbourne. (The paitiait of Deeming on ti. J65 »as alto tent

by Mr. Lyle, who cor.sido.i8 it the most characteristic of that

noted criminal: a cast of Deeming'* bead, I may add, is in the

College of Surgeons London.) No, i-a is Butler (Olbtiwiw

called Harwood or Ashe), whose unaccountable crimes led to

his execution in 1897. Four years previously, cm arriving in

the colony, he had been imprisoned let a month for tains

threatening language. He used to advertise for a mate to go

prospecting, and when the mate was digging he would shoot

lint, then bury him In the grave the victim had himself dug.

He murdered at least three men in this way, probably more.

It was never sbown that be murdered them for their money,

for he those poor tonics as readily as richer oner. He was .

seaman, bom in England In i&ll; 5ft. 8#in. in height, weight

168 lbs.: a Wesleyan; able to rend and write; black ha- r,

brown eyes, ungers long and upering. aim tattooed, Tncte

were scats on bridge of ncoc, under right eye, and on right side

of month, and various scats of boils cm body.

3. Age 19, born in Sydney, a bookmaker, Roman Cathcuc:
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4ia in height, black hair and Mae eyes; was executed for

rape He lud previously been twice imprisoned for a few days

far being riotous and throwing stone*.
. % ,

4. Age 17, a wcolwotker, boro in Sydney; 5
?t- 6^ in. in height.

Mown hair and grey eyes, K.xnan Catholic; was Also executed

for rape There was no previous conviction.

5.6. Age U, a Roman Catholic labourer, torn in Sydney;

dAifc brown hair nsd bite «>’«, tattooed
;

been convicted

many liroc. of stealing, vagrancy, receiving stolen goods, etc,

and once of manslaughter. _ _ , . ,
7.8. Age 33. adcaJcr, Roman Catholic, boro in Sydney; height

$ft. icin., blade hair, brown eyes; bas lost right leg; has teen

twice imprisoned for receiving stolen property.

a. Age 26. born in Sydney, butcher, Church of England; dara

biown fair, brown eyes. lar*c tears on neck; bis been cocmcted

nine times since he was 15 year* of age for stealing, assault,

indecent behaviour, etc.

:o. Age 26, tern in Sydney, stone-cutter, Presbyterian, brown

hair and eyes, uttcocd; he has been convicted tg times, at first

only for drunkenness, then for drunkenness with assault or

obscene language, latterly for Healing with ttMult-

11. Age 47, bom in Idelbournc, a Ubcuter, Presbyterian;

brown bair arxl eyes, height 5ft. 5«b., right little finger con-

uactcd: bas teen convicted not less than 49 ««*•wm the

last ao years, and spends mwt of h* lime in prison; his enrol-

nal career, thoofh spread over a longer time, cJosdy resembles

that of No. 10.

12. Age 47, born at Bathurst, N.S.W., Homan Catholic;

height 5ft 41ft, brown hair turning grey, blue eyes. A prosti-

tute. and criminal offences resembling tteic of the two previous

cue., except that stealing play* » very small part, M>d that

there is no progression in her offences; ever since the age ol

23 she lias constantly been in trouble for drunk and disorderly

conduct, obscene language, exposing person, aiMult, dewraction

of property, etc. She has been connoted as many as #5 ernes

1 via Age 19. Roman Catholic; fair hair and bsue eyes, long

thin fingers, tattooed. Convicted 8 times for Maahng, riotous

behaviour, wounding, etc.

K-16. Age to, botn in Sydney, a baiter, Reman Catholic;

broan hair and blue eyes, right little finger broken, left car

•pllt, 6C*I* over both eyes. Convicted 32 times, usually for

riotccs conduct, obscene language, indecent behaviour, finally

for attempt nt housebreaking.
17-18. Age 3* bom at Port Adelaide, a plasterer, Church of

England, sandy hair and brown eyes, tattooed; also numerous

scars. Convicted 26 times since age of 15. at first chiefly for

leeeiving stolen property, for stealing, ana for indecency, lat-

terly chiefly for dronkenness and assault.
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19-M. Age 32, barber, bom la Sydney. Roman Catholic;
brown hair and eyes, elaborately tnttcotd with female figures,
etcj 35 convicbontmnce age of 15; criminal career resembles
that ot tw previous cues, begins with obscene language, and
ends up to date with attempt at hoasebrcoklng.

2t*22. Age 20, born in Sydney, a dealer. Church Of England;
sandy hair and blue eyes, race scarred; 3* convictions, beginning
with assault at the age of 1 1 ; same class as pre-nous case*, the
offence tending to become more serious and the sentence longer.

23-24. Age aS. bom in Bathurst, married, prostitute, Roman
Catholic, brown hair and blue eyes, tattooed

;
convicted 13 times

since age of 17; tiro first time offence was simply that of being
* "common prostitute”; the second time tor “standing on
footway*; a little inter it was for '‘riotous behaviour”; later
still, for "indecent language"; finally, as "accessory after the
fact to stealing from the per?on.”

2S-J6. Age Mated to be 38, born in Sydney,* servant, Cliurcb
of England, brown hair nod eye?, tattooed; 15 convictions, the
fiisl for vagrancy, then usually for stealing, sometimes for being
drunk and disorderly’, or far obscene language

27-28. Age 26, bosn in Sydney, labourer, Roman Catholic,
brown hair and ayes, tattooed; 6 convictions, the first for assault,

then usually for trivial offence;, but the last a wrioal assault
leading to a sentence of 13 years.

APPENDIX B.

Criminality in Children.

The study of criminality in children, especially its psycho-
logical study, is ono of very great importance, not only with
reference to education but to social hygiene, and it throws much
light on the nature of the criminal generally. Most children
have some criminal impulse!, and moot people can recall from
their own childhood acts which, however trivial, were still

criminal In nature. It appears that Knecht, Kim, and VM
have denied this tendency, but, as Niicke remarho, there can be
little doubt that such a germinal tendency to “moral insanity”

and criminality exists in children, although ne nerd by no
means assert that it is doe to atavism. Sometimes, it is prob-
able, this criminality is merely an innocent and mistaken
imitation of elders; thus the case is recorded of a little Russian

girl of five, a peasant's daughter, who having one day looked on
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with great intern! while her father ww engaged in killing a
sheep, Mid to her younger brother a few days later, alien the
parents wete away, “ Let us play at killing sheep,* and making
film lie oq the door proceeded to cut his throat from ear to ear,

so that he died. We cannot say, in the absence of more definisc

information, that this was a genuinely criminal impulse. Such
impulses appear more dearly at a somewhat later age. Some
years ago there <>»» much ducuwion in the newspapers regard-

ing “penny-dreadfuls.' which, it was assumed, were responsible

for the eaisteoce of criminal instimjs at an early age. This is

certainly a mistake, and I may here quote the published re-

marks of one teacher i—“ 1 remember,' he writes, “ the feel-

ings of my own youth, perhaps clearer than most people,

and I know that between the ages of eleven and fifteen
I

was totally dcroid of affection, passionately revengeful, and
capable of acts that I should recoil from now with horror. I

nan, indeed, at the moral level of a Red Indian, and- from
observations I have since made a8 * teacher— I am Inclined to

suppose that most boys of that age are Among other little

fantasies, I broke a cat's leg with a cricket-hat, and afterwards

battered its head ms and, when an apprentice in a draper's

shop, I tanked on all the gas in the warehouse with the idea of

blowing op the establishment, by way of revenge for an unfair
r r r t t .

• r •
»

line of sixpence. I have been, too, within an ace of suicide out
of sheer idleness and vanity. I do tint think I had any genuine
aAKtion and any moral sente until 1 >at adolescent, and 1

doubt if any healthy boys have. I never read any ‘ penny-
dreadfuls 1 at all" It is probable that most (though not nil)

boys have been guilty of trifling offences, and while the criminal
disposition of girls is differently manifested (chiefly as greedi-

ness), it ia noteworthy that serious flimei by young girls are
perhaps even more frequent than by young boys. The study of

yoatbtul criminality, both in its occasional serious forms and in

what may be called its normal form*, still requires further in-

vestigation, for it seems to reveal the anti-social Impulses in

their simplest shape. Such excellent books as Morrison's

JuftHiU Offradrn and Ferriani’s DtHtequmti Minerremti are
mainly on a statistical basis, and scarcely deal with the psycho-
logical basis of such criminality. Dr. Arthur MacDonald's
Criminrl Tyfit dam Qve/oues Former Grayer dr la CriminaHti
(l3i/j) is, however, a valuable and detailed study of several
young AmeiicA criminals.

It may be worth while to summarise briefly the histories of
two child criminals which have been published in full The
firs: is the story of a child, who might also be described ns a
moral kbol (given by Berard at length, with a portrait, Arcktvtr
d’Antkropolagii Crimnul/e

;
September, 1S93). Blanche Des-

champs, a girl of thirteen, belonging to Grenoble, murdered a
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companion of her own age named Philocttoc L"inl<il. She
was illegitimate, and her father is unknown

;
she votked in a

spinning-mill. It' order to obtain money for aagar and cotfee -
for she “» a greedy child—Blanche tobbod l’hilotnf'tvn. She
wan discovered and forgiven. But she then planned a mote
teir.ble crime. Having led Philombne away to a neighbouring

village, she trade her drunk with coffee and brandy, which she

paid for hertelf, though very avaricious, and then took her

pane, which, however, the other child recovered, threatening to

accuse the thief. Shortly before the paths of the two children

diverged, Blanche again lock the purse, and then pushed bet

companion from a bodge into a shallow stream iu which some
time before a little girl lad been found violated and murdered.

Philomine was not killed, and Blanche climbed down into the

stream and held her under wild until she was drontted, after

giving several blows with a stor.e to ensure death. She then

ucnt to the victim's parents to avoid suspicion, explaining that

she had left Philon&ie Its the Street rather tipsy, and hail her-

self fallen into a canal. She behaved, quite naturally, and the

Lamberts took care of her and dried her clothes. She then

went to her mother, and gave her all the money she had stolen

as part of her own wages. (No feeling of rtmuiae is involved

in this action; it simply seems that the original imiiube of

greediness Is odvaasud by the excitement of the deed.! She
was subsequently wrested, 8nd after persistent dentals at last

confessed. During the trial abc was perfectly calm and self

possessed; it w..s shown that she was on geeri terms with

I'hilomfcne, and that the only motive was greediness. She

never exhibited the slightest remorse, and was only moved
when sentenced to prison for ten yeara. When in confinement

she wrote home to her mother to "take good care of the house,

for some day it will belong to me" This child is a typical

example of that gtorip of youthful instinctive criminals, usually

girls, who commit serious offences under the spur of the impulse

of gluttony which is normally so imperious in n child's life

(The history of Marie Schneider, for example, already narrated,

p. 8, corresponds precisely at nearlyevery point with the history

of this chilli.)

The nest case I will summarise deals with n crime— this nine

not motived by greediness but by impu’tlve anger—which tank

place at Marseilles almost beneath the eyes of one of the

media! reporters (Fallot and Robktlu, “Un Cas de CnminoMC
rem.tquBblement preccce,” Anh. tCAMhnfnlofii Crimimilc,

15th July 1856!,

Tlsc parents arc Italians of tl-e artisan class, having three

children, of (them the second is a girl, two years ar.d .1 halfold.

One morning the mother went to work leavtOB this child in the

charge of tire elder sister (sewn yams old), who on getting out
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of bed mw that the yottOMr one had urinated on the floor; she

sccWed her. threatened to tell their mother, and stooped down

to dry the dcor. Hereupon the younger child took a long fcatfe

something like a butcher's which was within her reach on M
able, and struck her sister with all her strength on the I'HW

side of the chest, pooetrating chemise, skin, and subjacent

tissues to a rib.

The infantile culprit was carefully examined and numerous

measurements (which need not be reproduced) ace given.

There r, no asymmetry of face or head, but tins forehead il

very prominent and the frontal bones are notably protuDeran-

The ears are fifco large Otherwise the child is of normal

conformation throughout, and well developed for he; age. »«•

was bom at full Urns, apparently «ni
a «ate of asphyxu, for it

was some little time before *he could be brought to life. No
convulsions. Them is reason to believe tbit bad sexual JifthtU

ex:*t She is subject to attacks of rage, but she never sheds

tears. !
Her mother, it may be said, hM a violent temper, out

the father is remarkably calm; the heredity appears to be

healthy.) She manifested no emotion or regret after strJang

her sister. She is extremely obstinate, and her face :s grate and

sombre, unlike a child’s. The two portraits given connrm the*

remarks. It would be interesting to trace the subsequent history

°*
Animportant and carefully recorded case of murder by a boy

of nfteen has been describe! by Dr. Xlart.n^ chief phyaciaB

ofthe Pennsylvania Training School for Feeble-Minded Children

r Samuel Henderson, Murderer, 11 Afknist and JttwvAg*/,

Cary 1900}, In this case the crime was ‘-absolutely motive-

bevond the momentary impulse of a ntcr* «ocm. ^ r*

Barr shows that there waa good reason to believe that this tx>y

nos a moral Imbecile, but since the indications of his abnormality

were not sufficiently gross to appeal to judge and jury, or even

to many experts in insanity not familiar uith imbecility, the t>oy

was convicted of murder. Dr. Bair paints cut, with unanswer-

able force, that a child who was on careful exauii:iat:n demon-

strably abnormal, has in the first place been prepared and trained

for the highways of vice by being educated with normal children,

and when this course leads to its natural result in crime the boy

is sent to prison for a term of years in order that his training »n

vice may be completed and that he may emerge aa an accom-

plished engine for working social mischief
. .

Valuable material for the psychological study of criminal

impulse* in both normal and abnormal children may be round

in many volumes of the Ptda£*git*l Summary, edited by Pro-

fessor G. Stanley Hall; I may refer more especially to tart

Barney * Punishment a* «cn by Children,
- vol 1:1., I895»

No. 3
;
& W. Bohannon, ' A Study of Peculiar and exceptional
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Children,* voL iv., No. l; C. E. Dawson, "A Study in

Youthful Drecoctacy.; vol. iv., 189ft No J; while Laneauer
reccids cases of criminal thoughts and obsessions (9 cutes ia

males, 17 cues in females) occurring about puberty in normal
individuals vol v„ 18971 No. I, p. 94. (See also Josiah Fiynt,

“The Children of the Road," in Tram/int ivUk Tramp,
and Anfowo, “L'Oncttanei Bambini," Ar<h. Ji Tsith'a/ria. 1897,
Fuse. v.-vLi alio De Silroitii, Arth. Hi Pii/hiatria. 1893, Fasr.

iii.) Compayrd i: France, Stanley' Hall in America, and Sully
in England, hive studied lying in children and shown its special

peculiarities,

A full bibliography of criminality in childhood am) allied

Sr will be found in Arthur MacDonald's Abnormal Man,
and these subjects are also coveted in the bibliography
nded to the same author1

! F.iptrimnlal Study ofCmUrtn,

APPENDIX C.

Elmira.

In the Report for 1885 the Secretary o' Schocfc writes:—
"Like Practical Morality, English Literature was at the

beginning voted n nuisance by the selected merrier* and
greeted by them -s a fresh infliction for the purpose of making
more difficult the earning of marks. Distaste was varied by
positive anger; here and there a nun suffered his fit at bewilder-
ment to pass into sullen unwillingness to make an attempt to

understand the new study. Several on receiving a play or an
essay, opened the book and dosed it, doggedly declaring they
had not the remotest idea of what nas expected of them.
Encouraging advice was given in every case of this sort that

came to light, and when the pressure of the approaching
examination began to act, Dearly every man, willing or un-
willing, attacked his author and hi* outlines. This first

elimination was sufficiently creditable and the historical pan
at least was well done; but expected signs were not naming of

mental confusion, of indifference, of ineffectual groping after an
author's very palpable meaning, sign* which revealed a likely

material for mental discipline of the BsoK valuable kind. The
only means of removing these difficulties seemed to lie in re-

peated dofes of the Mine medicine, a conclusion soon vatranicd

by experience. Whatever could be was now done in the way of

Artificial illumination, and when it appeared that examinations
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could be and actually were pa*s«l by many men in the new

subject, confWcnce bc*aa to dawn, and tbe authors were uken

up lor the next Mat with less ughnew and far more ol tolerance,

lo a I»Ule while the class gathered momentum and become

thoroughly a fact. The chance was accompanied by phenccnesa.

which are unique from an educational and psychological point

°
« Any one pawing along our corridors and galleries might now

have witnessed * carious spe^acle-tbat ofa student of literature

reading by gaslight, not the accustomed novel or light history,

be: the Prologue of the Canterbury Tale*, the tragedy of

Hamlet, Emerson 1
* May-Day. or the story Evengtlinc;

pondering over the TOgbted pages of Bacoo, or keenly trying

to read between the lines of Browning1

* PanusUus; noc rarely

with a note-book at hand filled with private conimcol* wrought

out against the coming examination At the examinations, he

it remembered, the pttpU w** required to ar.iwci historical

questions and, more important than this, to write out extem-

poraneously an eaiay or icpoit dealing with some topic, more

or let* extensive, growing out of the text of h‘* author-which

topic was selecuxf ivot by himself but by the Instructor on the

day of the test. If one could real.se tbe mental process of a

' tough* from the slums Of the metropolis, who. after passing

up frocn clast to class of cur school, « forced 10 apply his

intellectual fc-.-uliIca for the Suit time to the careful reading of

an essay of Macaulay or a |viem of Goldsmith, to enter m
short upon the urra imcgniu Of good literature; and If on*

could then conceive of the state ol tins same tough when,
itetature; and If on*
•amc ‘tough’ when,

after six months of application with growing susceptibility, he

reads rp /or fun fileaiu’t tho history of the Renaissance,

searches the pages of Dante for illustrations of the text of

Chaucer, ransacks our reference library far specimens of early

English;—if one could do Hits he aoukl comprehend in some

measure what has been done by out class in English Literature

Our students, of course, were not wholly without intellectual

culture at tbe staii A few possessed a large amount of it

AD had been Imbued with some sense of the excellence of

culture by the labours of our lecturers in science, ph losophy,

and history. The discussions In the Practical Moralily class

had awakened out argumentative powers and developed a sharp

relish for ethical quesiions. We had all had experience, too, in

tin reading of standard norks of fiction and even of. books of

utility
;

but the formal study of an English, oltcn of an old
' '

‘
_

*
'

_

"ag
wholly neit. A direct movement touards pure aesthetic culture

was unprecedented for men who generally demanded that books

should he amusing, should help to kill time in prison. Tlie

first effect was, as already remarked, discouraging. English
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literature did not Immediately ‘take.
1

But necessity made it

take, and the inevitable love of literature which quickly sprang
up did the rest. The essays and poems were conned over and
o> er, and minds heretofore innocent of culture became saturated

with the drinkable gold of the classics A change of fooling

came over us; dillnste passed into satisfaction as the intrinsic

beauty of tbe masters leavened out minds; indiSerence gave

way to real and the study became delightful. An intermt

feeble at first bad grown rapidly. Among the 'early favourable

indications were the requests lor iiifonnaikro as to the lives of

authors and the eagei reading of biographies and litoraiy

notice; Then arose the deiirc to read other works of a given

author, or to be alloned to spend another month in more
minute study of a masterpiece already absorbed In the rough.

Notes pouted Steadilym upon me exhibiting in ccamlets ways
the growth of a sentiment which can be termed nothing else

than enthusiasm. !t nas it true naii'antt 01 birth of letters.

Like the scholars of the Revival period in England, oar students,

inspired by the simple love of training, sought culture every-

where Every available source of enlightenment, every volume
of clastic English in our reference library, was id its journey

from hand to hand of our Student* a testimony to their enthu-

siasm. Bcoks which had long remained unused suddenly

became very popular, and tbe delight :n reading expanded so

as to include uOt merely literature bat other fines as well—

-

ethics, economics, sociology, history, the ancient classics, natural

science. Titos on a very snail scale, but none the less truly,

our revival followed an instinctive development entirely similar

to the great Renaissance. As we write the history is ur.-

diminUbod, but rather grows by its own great energy of motion.

The new spirit penetrates the whole life of the institution. In

their social intercourse our inmates make tegular topics of

books and authors: informal debates divers. fy the Dining Hall

exercises, and the instructor is gratuitously made the arbiter cf

frequent discussions of the ‘new learning.* Even with in-

corrigible and indifferent men, who remain uninfected by
enthusiasm, the simple Strain of inexorable requirement has

proved and is proving valuable."

In tho Report for 1S8S Mr. Z. R. Brockway, the General

Superintendent, writes Of the literary training of criminals

After many years' experience in efforts to educate yoang
criminals as a means of their reformation 1 atn more and more
impressed with ita importance. To progress from illiteracy to

n good common school education involves such changes, and
increase Of mind-power, that the prisoner, under similar circum-

stances to those of his crime, will be likely to differently govern

his conduct Possessing move of intelligence, he instinctively

sees the consequences of misconduct more clearly than was
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t**slb!e for him previously, nnd he will, even without con-

sciously *dim* to folio*/ *ood moral amdttCt for the: Mice of

xcoralitr. be more likely to follow it as the path of wisdom. It

i* as the rule, idle to expect a change of character without a

change of mind; and without new habitudes, which are the

result of educational training, Acre cannot be confidently pre-

dieted any petmanent change of mind. To advance a young

man from the .babit of blind obedience to hi* instincts to

habitual conduct that is telf-rcgaintcd by more or lets of

reason, is to ensure some change of character, and usually

a change for the better. The general library, although of

but moderate proporriccs, contributes not a little to such an

educattwial advancement. The small reference library has, the

year post been \rell used under pressure ofa demand occasioned

by the lectures, which arc followed with examination*, affecting

the date of the piisooer’s release. The bocks :n this library

division are mainly cf philosophical, mechanical, historical, and

biographical character, whh a few poetical works from standard

authors. The librarian's distribution receipt book shows that,

of these reference library book;, there have been iwood, by

request during the year, 7,5^3 books besides the issue ot the

general library’ books, and a w«Vy issue of 400 magazine* and

periodicals* The taste for and habit of reading that many
hare acquired while here, hare, as we have reason to believe,

followed and remained with them at hone after their release.

Letters from parents nnd friend* have been received expressing

their surprise and gratification that lie who previous to bis

course of training hero was restlas at home, hurrying to the

street after the day's work and evening meal, now suvee his

return from the reformatory, hurries fcottvc fnxn his work,

finding for himself, and imputing to others, bappmew with hia

books and quiet domestic enjoyments* 5 '

In the same Report, Mr Marein, the instructor of the claw ir.

Practical Ethics, writes

“The nature of the Ictfon* may be expttftMd roughly by

saying that the moral life has been token up as the subject Of

study, just as wealth is taken up in pctHiCfll economy, but no

strictly theological questions hare been brought in. Such

diniculttts of thought regarding moral distinctions, motives

good and had, conflicts of conscience, thejustice and expediency

of laws and governments, as usually arise Ub people begin to

reflect seriously upon the ways of the better social life, have

been considered, besides many practical Questions regarding

self-control, elevation of feeling and thought, and the part of

wisdom in every-day affairs. To provide a thread by which the

lectures might be connoted into a systematic series, they have

been thrown into the form of reviews of the views m turn of the

various master-mind* In the department of ethical knowledge.
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as 10 the leading |>irpi>»c of tbs wire man. Many quotation*
from these writers have been given. so that the instruction hns

aftbtdcd some information to the nun of a historical or seu>i-

philosophical chancier aside fruit in main purport
"The aim has been not so much to impart a knotrSedge of

stcieotyped facts and ideas as to stimulate the mind* of the

men to obtain for themselves a uue conception of the morel
order of the world of which they are members, and to form

true convictions as to thcri relations to it. On this account

both sides of doubtful ouestions have been noticed and a
decision called for The leading consideration in the selection

of lecture topics from v»cek to wee* has been tbc needs and
interest already shown Free discussion has always been
allowed, and in some cases it has seemed profitable to devote

almost the whole lesson period to Ik Tins method not only
holds the interests of the learners, even causing it at times to

run quite high, fcet enables the instructor to carry them along

recto readily to desired conclusions.
"The intelligence of the class is, I think, on the whole bc:t

compared to that of an advanced class in a high school, some,
of course, riling above this standard, Olivers foiling helow. In

general, as compared with persons o' similar age tn the better

classes outside, they seem to be bright and quick rather than
deep or dote student! Their remarks in the class frequently

bring forth applause or signs of disapproval from their respon-
sive fellows, and occasionally a vein or purer mrta' and greater
depth is touched. Without much lilting for books, they seem to

take naturally and successfully to the study ol human nature.

As might he expected, they do not evince much previous reflec-

tion upon ethical matters—not as much, I think, comparing
them again to those of similar ago outside, as upon economic
topics.

"In what degree the pcipoie of this course of instruction has

been accomplished cannot of course be determined. The
examination papers as a whole, taken with the conduct of the

men in class and elsewhere in the prison, seem to warrant the

belief that considerable n»ral obscurity has beers remove!
There is abundant evidence that cant and hypocrisy hare less

to do with answers in examination than might be srppoied, n
the roost superficial and refractory views are there expressed

with almost unbounded confidence in tlicir treilh, ami are
marked lire same as more approved views when the question

calls for opinions.”

In the Report far 1889 Mr. Brackway writes as follows of

military drill and cf physical training :

—

“The military drill of the inmates, which commenced a ycir

ago, has been continued until now, sod a good degree of per-

fectiao has teen reached. Ten companies compose a regiment
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ol Sot mo. Every day the unemployed Inmates aie drilled in

the forenoon; and all arc drilled cei Wednesday and Saturday

afternoons; there is a drew parade every evening at 4 o'clock,

and once a month a competitive examination is odd, r/ben nil

the companies compete for a set of badges to be worn for the

month by the commissioned officers of the successful company.

Gradually the government of the whole place is becoming a

military government, largely by inmate military officers, the

militaty organisation was made possible, indeed made necessary,

by the cessation 0/ labour in August rS4S. in obedience to the

Aa of July of that year; but it has teen found to be mOM
setvlceablc in every nay. The health and hearing of the men
is better, their habitual mental tone is improved, common
disciplinary difficulties hare been diminished or well-nigh

returned, and the military government of a reformatory seems

now almost indispensable to satisfactory management. Hold-

ing this view, l have, by the authority of the managers,

appointed * competent military instructor, Mr. Claude F. Bryan,

miring thus what at fust was but an experiment of military

drill and government m a prison a permanent department of

training and a distinguishing feature of its disciplinary regime

The regiment is fully officered with line and company officers,

a gcmd crass band with drum corps is provded, and is in daily

attendance at. dress parade. Courts-martial and a weekly

officers’ class for the study of tactics are held under the

guidance of Colonel Bryan, and, in all things, L'pton’s tactics

ate closely followed.

"The building for tire scientific physical renovating treatment

of a considerable class of the inmate* is now nearly completed

from funds provided by the legislature of I8SS. It is 80* 140

feet, with an open trussed roof over the whale space. The
exercising hall :s 80 « too feet, and has suspended upon the

wall* a gallery for pedestrian exercise. A space 40 So fee: of

the eastern end is devoted to baths, hot. warm, and plunge,

and with rooms for massage treatment, etc., etc. Complete

scientific apparatus has been purchased, to be erected about the

first of December, when, with the enlarged opportunities and
improved facilities, as well as with tho added experience and
Study of the physician and instructor, a most interesting, and, it

is believed, valuable experiment will be made, intended to

demonstrate what possible improvement may bo wrought with

defectives and dullards, in their mer.tal and moral habitude*, by
an improved physical tissue accomplislwid by wise ar.d thorough
physical treatment*
The foregoing passages were published in the first edition of

the present book, and a year later I1S91) Mr. Alexander Winter
published in Messrs. Sonnenschein’s Smial Slitrxt Striu a
little book sammarising the methods and results of the work
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<1on« at Tk* S', to Ytrk Stat, Bijermalory at Elmira. Since
then the work dona has greatly developed both in quality and
magnitude. Something has doubtless been lost of the idealistic

enthusiasm which marked tbe inception of the institution, and
as perhaps a little tco fine spun for the human material which
formed the hulk of the inmates; but the methods have become
mote varied, more genuinely practical and scientific. About
1895, indeed, the Reformatory nent through a period of ad-
versity, owing in part to the more or less successful attempts to

limit productive work in prisons, in part to charges of undue
harshness, brought by some of the prisoners against Mr.
Brockiray, the superintendent.
The nineteenth Year Book (t&}i) rejected, even at tbe first

glance, the period of trouble from which rhe Reformatory had
then only lately emerged. It is a very ptain and unpretentious
document, without even n single illustration. Although the

charges brought against Mr. Bnxkwa, did not nffcct the

special characteristics of the institution, if., the indeteiminate
sentence and the system of physical and psychic treatment,

they tended to throw discredit upon the Reformatory.

The mam ehargo was of cruel and excessive punishments,
and it was supported by a preliminary investigation, practically

the work of a single man. In 1894, however, Mr. Flower, the

Governor of New York, appointed a committee of three— Dr.

Austin Flic! and two lawyers, the Hon William Learned and
the Hoo. Israel Deyo-who fully investigated the matter.

Three documents resulted : a majority report prepared by Dr.

Flint and Mr. Deyo, a minority report—dissenting at coito 0

points—by Judge Learned, and the careful and judicial decision

of Governor Flower, who, besides using the two reports as a

basis, independently investigated tlie nyttcr. The first and
third documents are contained in this Year Book; the second I

obtained independently.
The committee did its work very thoroughly, and no less

than 150 witnesses were eximined. As a result tbe majority

report found that certain defects and errors existed, but at the

same time recognised " the magnitude and general excellence

of the work that is being accomplished " The corporal punish-

ment consisted in “spankings' administered by the Superin-

tendent in person, with a strap twenty-two inchci lone and

three inches wide, and applied to the bare buttocks. Before

l88a It was very rarely employed; sir/ce 1889 it was very fre-

quently applied. The report found that, assuming that corporal

ponriliment is reasonable, this method was suitable and ctTcc-

tive, not involving cruelty, and they only found evidence of

excess in one case. They considered also that corporal punish-

ment, under proper restrictions and regulations, is preferable to

the modes of punishment which mast necessarily take its place
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irabolished. The chief changes ia the Reformatory which they

considered desirable were-{li a decrease in die excessive popu-

lation. 6» iornate) being preferable 10 t,s«> (for this, of course,

the managers of the Reformatory were r.ol responsible); and

-s; the aopolntment of an assistant to the physician. I arse

changes would make live institution, tbeydeclnred an -.deal estab-

lishment “As i: is organised and conducted, however, it is a

model lefoimatory. Its results hnvo been extraordinary as

regards its success in the reformation of criminals. It prob-

ably standi pre-eminent among the reformatories of the world.

Them results ate due to the anstffish devotion of tho managers

and the extraordinary Dualities of Mr. Brockway as an organiser

ami an executive officer, added to his intimnte knowledge of

the criminal character.11

Judge Learned, in his minority report, while agreeing nt many
points with the majority, and fully recognising Mr. Broekway't

sincerity and good motives, considered that there was a certain

amount of cruelty, although no permanent injury was ever

caused, ar.d the strap wui only applied to the buttocks. He
detailed a care in u-htch, owing to n misunderstanding between

the physician and the Superintendent, an Insane man received

corporal punishment. He w! forth Mr. Brockway’s view of

eucti applications, it.. not as a punishment, but as a method ot

permanently influencing nervous action, as of ‘!the nature more

of surgery," with reference to the future rather tbnn to the part,

no: retributive hut remedial ; he icgatded it, however, ns n

method which should hoc exist in such at) institution. He also

pointed out that it wM kept in the background, and lie referred.

•|tiie correctly, to die ignorance of the present writer, some

yukrs ago, concerning its use at Elmira. At shat period it wai,

in fact, seldom retorted to.

The Governors decision, in tho main dismissing tho charges

brought against the Refonnatory, is a sensible and sagacious

document. He pointed out, in reference to Judge Learned’s

conclusion, that "such a conclusion depends largely upon

definitions and upon individual sensitiveness. Corporal punish-

ment necessarily implies physical pain, but all pair, is not cruel.

All the Commissioners agree that the evidence exonerates Mr.

Brockvvay from any cruelties which indicted serious or pemsn-

nent injuries upon convicts. ... In the main he sterns to have

exercised his authority to itil'.iCt corporal punishment with great

moderation and care, and his occasional lapses have not justi-

fied a suteping or general condemnation of hii methods and
practice*."

It may seem that this is not h very serious nutter to arouse

so much (HsturbniKe In English prisons a much larger pro-

portion of prisoners azt punished *m one way or another, >7 per

cent ai against 34 per cent at Elmira. The Reformatory is*
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however. a place of international interest end Importance, a
model which other icms are learning to imitate, and this

investigation certainly did good service in clearing iu reputa-

tion from baselem charges, and incidentally alto in showing
that it is nee, as Mr. Tallack and other* have idly imagined, a
comfortable and lu>uiic*.ia CBabbthment to which criminals are
glad to go. As a matter of fact, they much prefer the ord nary
prison nacre no strenuous efiort is required of them.

Tl>c Year Book for l 3« ia once more fully illustrated, many
of these illustrations being ofgreat anthiopilogical interest. It

is fairly typical of the mere recent Year Books of the Re for-

nvatory, and 1 till therefore quote from it at scene length. It

may be noted that the report is of interest to English icsdetf,
as it unintentionally comment* upon certain Obienraliem of

our own Prison Commissioners concerning tbe recommenda-
tions ofthe Departmental Committee. It docs this tot only by
showing the advantages ol n relormntory for an older and more
serious class of prisoners than cur reformatories are provided
for—granted always that the indeterminate .en ter.re rs intro-
duced together u th genuine ttrlentilic treatment—but also n
matters of detail. Thus oor Commissioners disparage gym-
nasiums and baths. The Year Book demoaBrates that the
Commissioners’ objections arc the outcome of inexperience.
The questions involved n the treatment of criminals are essen-

t tally praciital questions, and largely ofmedical character
"The total of prioncs trestod in this Reformatory during the

year is ratteen hundred and eighty-two. The whole number
were members of the school of letters, receiving Icsttxic-

tIon and subject to emnlutions, etc. The progress of the
prisoner papiis will be sufficiently shown by the actual advance-
ment during the year of seven hundred and sixty-five having
received the benefits of the kIumI throughout the entire year.

The number in the primary and illiterate classes at tbe beginning
of the year was four hundred and seventy-five, or (a.

t
per «nt.,

while at the dose of tbe year this number, by thc^ advancement,
diminished to tn-o bundled and fifty-three, or 3a J ptr cent.
“ All the inmates, the sixteen hundred and eighty-too, received

syMetnatic trades training, except such as hsd graduated in

these classes or were proficient in wage-earning trades eet

admission, or were physically disqualified, and of the four

hundred and fifteei paroled during the year, four hundred anil

three went directly 01 indirectly to employment at the Hade
uoght than here.

A comparatively small number of inmates such as after

medical examinat on were adjudged defective and specially

requiring It—namely, one hundred and twenty- rive -mere mb-
looted to the Ktentmc treatment of the gymnasium, baths, and
physical training rtgirt!, as prescribed by the physician. All
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inmates, when admitted, )«ve had the benefit of baths aDd
exercises in the gymnasium the half of every day for tho first

month of their residence here. It is difficult to fonnalate in

figures or phrase the advantages to all gymnasium pupils of

baths and exercises, whether continuously and scientifically ad-

ministered. as with the regularly assigned, or temporarily, as

with those admitted from time to time. It is unquestionably of

the greatest usefulness in every way. Quite a percentage of

those regularly assigned to the gymnasium would, without their

experience there, break down id health or deteriorate to a

See of degeneration beyond recovery to industry, intelligence,

safe citizenship.
“ Rased on this commonly accepted psycho physical principle,

sper-al manual training, for a hunched or more of the most

defective of the inmates, is now to be given under a trained

diiKtor, with the sole purpose to overcome their defects, fhc

work now initiated for this class of defectives here is noc at all

to teach trades or pares of trades, nur is it limited to the purpose
of manual training in the public schools, which is to facilitate

the general mental improvement of nonnal minded pupils. It

is rather an attempt to cure specific raectal and moral perver-

sions, to restore deficiencies, and to adjust and balance the

functions of the mind by the practice of certain selected manual

processes, specifically prescribed for particular groups or indi-

viduals of the class who ate Irresponsive to the means employed

here, hut which are found reasonably successful with most of

the prisoner*.
" When the new departments of manual training and dietary

shall be fully organised, then the catalogue of means brought to

bear, at this Reformatory, for the reformation of criminals will

include, stating them in the order of readiest response by the

inmates, as shown by the progress of the more susceptible of

(i) The desire for release as utilised for their improvement

hy the indeterminate sentence and ‘monetary’ marking system.

(3) The inducement ofthe gradation of prisooeis with increase

of comforts and privileges as they advance from the lowest to

the highest grade, and under the wage-earning system.

(y) The benefits of a thorough educational system, embracing

every inmate, from the illiterate to academic classes of them,

a system carried on by very advanced educational methods.

(4) The good influence of the military organisation and Cxer-
a system carried on by very advanced educational methods.

(4) The good influence of the military organisation and exer-

cises. persistently followed up, supplying substantially the same
military training as that of a well-governed military

- academy.

(5) Industrial trades training, For every inmate, adapted to

the best practical preparation for his true pUce with industries

in free society, laving special regard to fitting him to earn his

own living by his own efforts when working at legitimate work.
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(6) Scientific physical training hi a well-appointed gymnasium
with a thoroughly competent instructor and"under the direction

of the physician.

(7) Manual training for specially perverse and arrested and
disorderly mental faculties.

(8) An improved uac of food Clements for nutrition, for im-
provement of tissue, thus promoting good health, with steadier

nerves and better habitual moods and capabilities for applica-

tion and endurance.

a
Over and through all these agencies moral and religious

•nccs arc used and valued to increase the ethical power of
the inmates.

“ The attendance at school exercises here is emphatically com-
pulsory. Every man committed to the institution is, cm Ins

arrival, straightway examined and assigned to school work
suited to his present capacity and future needs. He has no

choice about 1 I 1U. He must belong to tho sclsool aid do some
educational task from the dine he comes with shackles till he
lease's with his parole. He is required, too, to make, each

month, some measurable progress In education as a condition
of grade promotion and an early ultimate discharge. When it

is considered that out of every one hundred arrivals eighty-one

have good natural capacity, and yet only i»t have education
above the merely ordinary, it will be wen that with these men
the voluntary system has been a failure. The boy who attended

school tardily and irregularly, neglected his lesions and dis

obeyed his teachers, who studied little and quitted school soon,

naturally readied a prison where compulsory discipline makes
a new history for him. Tills is briefly told : what he can do, he

now must do; and what he must do, he does do.

“So the fact that every inmate belongs to the school, attends

to his duty therein promptly and regularly, obeys the school

regulations and commonly treats his teacliers with respect, is

not solely because the love of knowledge attracts him to his

classes, or a desire for order makes him observant of rules, or

an admiration or affection for his teachers prompt? him to

decorous behaviour in their presence
;
though often these feel-

ings make themselves so graciously operative in jealous work
and spontaneous interest, that nor class-roomi seem not a part

of a pclton
;

but yet it should ever be remembered tint the

educational work dots not stand alone. Back of it and on

either side of it is always the disciplinary authority, compelling

attendance, attention, industry, obedience, and courtesy, wher-

ever and whenever these, without compulsion, would be with-

held.
" The Reformatory

1

! school has never attracted a s! ogle young
man within its walls, and few that arc here would study if they

could avoid it As to the sickly sentimentality that ignores
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mental and moral rain beams® hidden from sight, but luga-

hriously bewails ft transient physical severity that uill avert and
prevent inch eternal lost, wc assert with blunt Dr. Johnson: 'It

is all a question of choice. What b gained at one end is lost at

the other.1

"As the average period of detention is about twenty months,

time weald be lacking to give what is called a finished educa-

tion. There is here no time to waste in educational dileUMttitm.

The needs of these men ate plain and pressing. Tfcer do not

memorise obsolete tables of measures, nor work arithmetical

parries, r.or analyse Browning, nor trace tbe mere of Sene*

gamfcia. nor lumber up their minds with material that must be

cleared out whenever the faculties arc ready to undertake any
important practical work.

“Tbe comae of study dees not include foreign languages,

higher mathematics, science in its technical aspect*, rhetoric, or

metaphysics; but ethics, civics, history, literature, nature-studies

and ecccomice are Included because cf their immense value as a

reformative influence. These higher studies are never found loo

dilHeult for mastery by onr men. Written evamlnMions are held

erery month, and passing an examination requires the correct

answering of three-fourths of the questions. A paper marked

75 per cent, or over, saves the man from a debit In the wage-

earning system, and so his parols depends in part upon his

progress in the school.

"it should also he borne in mind that the Reformatory is mere

than a school It is a sequestered community with an adult

male population large enough to man a small city. TTiese men
are ail soldiers, workmen, tuoin-keepei s. trade learners, and
scholars The same persons are. at different times, cadets,

mechanics, and students, and all are always inn»te& A vast

amount of individual puwer and ability ate used by tbe com
munity for its oon sake, giving a daily object-lesson to every

man of that practical Chnstian sccialism which makes allies of

individualism and altruism. Meeting the wants of this com-
munitv engrosses the labour of nar.y hands and minds, which,

in that work for others, accomplish the highest good for them-
selves. To make shoes and clothing, man the laundry, cook
and serve the food, till the farm and garden, milk the twenty

cows and feed tbe two hundred swine, haul the coal, feed the

fires, sweep and mop the corridor*, shave the beards and cut tbe

hair of twelve hundred mci, keep the records, dl-tribole the

library, edit the ne«sp»F*r, 'each forty classes, are some of the

things upon whose faithful daily doing depends largely the on-

flo/ing of the great institutional life.

“The *W*Z*i* enrolment of pupils in the trades-schooi

during the year »aa a.oto. The discrepancy hetween this and
1
,
652

,
which is given elsewhere in this yearbook as tbe total
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number of men confined wiih'.n the Reformatory foi the same
period, is accounted for by the fact that ion* Inmate* received

instruction in loo trades. The pupils Here distributed among
the several Cissiesn shown bdo»:

—

££*« :

ficokUfcdlng
~ hworking

ssmskhc
- n

*5

32

3 «

Caipcatry • •

Cltth icc* ci 1

1

>ng •»n2 : : :

H*r£wood $?»i*hing -

Hor^rimring - .

Hotstf-jtniulng -

Irco forging • •

Mach ice*woo«S work*

*7

SS

Mo
Moulding

6
n?
*34

Mwwc • - - - 56
Pattern-miking • • 9
Photography & Kichir^ 17

Flawing • - - S9
Plumbing - - - jc6

Priatiog. • • l\o
Shoeroi<ing - - 7°
Sign-priming - - 23
S:cixs,d:ting -30
Stenography nnrf Typt-

writing - - 56
&one-cot:isg • 53
Tailoring • - -100
Telegraphy ... 5
Tmiuiuiiaf • • co

Upbolstecizg * -

WOOd*C*rong * - 35

Wood-turning - • jj

"Of the tiuiuber of pupils here enumerated 403 were released

from the institution, ol whom 234 went directly to employment

at trades acquired a: the Reformatory.

"The results which trades teaching accomplishes for the

prisoner are at once so apparent that do detailed nheidatien of

their viitue is needed. When it is reflected upon that of the

inmates confined nilbin tl’« cnelo&uic during the period corerod

by this repair, less than 3 per cent, possessed trades before

commitment, tnC wisdom ana expediency of imparting such in-

struction as a preventive of crime become* highly suggestive.

"During the year the gymnasium has been more closely

associated with the general norUinrs of the Reformatory and.

its various departments than in the past, and has rendered

possible the several anthrcpotnetric laWes herewith presented.

In addition to being an adjunct to the hospital, co operating in

the work of the varnus schools of letters and trades, a place of

renovation and betterment of these who become shop-worn, or

in whom exist tempotaty contra-indications for employment in

the several industries carried on. it has included in its operation

all new men during the time passed in the awkward squad.
“ There has been some criticism la the past as to a gymnasium

having a place in the working of a penal Institution; and in view

of comment anting from what has boon said relative to the

employment ofout-door games, It should be said the gymnasium
and athletics are employed in the case of certain physically and
mentally defective ones—not for purposes of amusement and
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diversion, /** if, though incidentally they may act as such, but

rather ns a means in the development of Increased susceptibility

to the educational work of the Reformatory, mental, moral, and
•yit.tu.tl, through which is sought to establish a habitude of in-

dustry and right-living in the fit* world. The fact is thoroughly,

appreciated that gymnasium wotk and out-door game* will not

alone operate to correct vicious practices and criminous acts

that have ertended through a senes of years, but arc simply a

pirt of the means employed in a refomtative plan of treatment

to confer stability of purpose and aim and secure accomplish-

ment upon a higher plane than obtained prior to sentence to tho

Reformatory In a class not yet beyond the plastic or growth
period.
“ Beginning with early spring, ail new arrivals received gymna-

sium training and batlnng in the aftenwon during the time they

nere in the awkward sound and prior to the time Of assignment
to the military. Too hundred and thirty men nere so treated

with an average of foot weeks per man."
The twenty-first Year Bonk (1&>5) contains no strikingly new

features. Two pcinu may, however, be mentioned. In accord-

ance with a n-w la* pasted by the State foot actually in

operation during the period covered by this Report), the
prisoncm must M constantly employed without producing any
commodities of value; thirty-four trades ><ae being taught in

the Reformatory; how far it would be necessary to discontinue
these trades, which have nn enormous influence, direct and in-

direct, in preventing Crime (.'08 than * per cent, of the prisoners

know any trade on admission), is n« clear from the Report, bnt

the managers were specially developing the sloyd system and
limilar methods of manual training, which appear to work very

satisfactorily. Another point >: the ununially high insanity rate

during the year. In a population of l,40C\ not less than 3J
were Iransfcrrc.l to the Matteawan State Asylum. In partial

cvplanntion of this high ratio, wc are told that “ there has been a
more liberal interpretation of mental alienation than in the pa ft,

and ‘insanity of conduct' has, in certain cases, been referred to

lesions of tho mind. Of those committed to Matteawan as

insane, and prior tu being sn au-udged, nine were instances of

crtnkiiiu, ‘hordctUnd dwellers/ and might properly be termed
iMttoida; eight were psychopaths, deficient in inlnb-tory powet
and subject to recurring nervous explosiccis: and seven gave a
faulty family history of alcoholism in the father and epilepsy cr

insanity of brother or sister./ It should be added tbnt accoid-
icg to a rerenl law of New York State no direct transfer to the
asylum can be made by the Kefotmatoey officials; application
must be made to a judge who appoints a commission of two
physicians who are qualified examiners in lunacy; these report
to the judge, who, the event of the cate being declared on
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oath to be one of Insanity, Iwtrestho order of transfer to Mat-
teanan. Coincidently with this increase in inrar.it)- there lias

been an accompanying increase in the attempt* to feign in-

sanity. sixteen ca«M {equal to tho aggregate of Over three pre-

ceding years; being reported.

The work of the gymnasium has been extended on account of

its beneficial results, the pUn of subjecting all new artivals to it

for a season having been found specialty satisfactory. As the

gymnastic system has now been operating side by side with the

military system in tho institution for seven years, it has been
possible to reach valuable conclusions concerning the relative

value of the two systems The companion is here worked out

in some detail, and it is stated that while military discipline and
exercises shew certain advantages, the more scientific and
thorough methods of gymnastics are <m the whole to be pre-

ferred.

Special training,piitlyin connectionwiththe new manual train-

ing deportment, s devoted to three defective groups, differently

organised according to their special tequ icmcntn. (s) Mathe-
matical dullards, (0) those lacking in self-control, 'J) stupids
or inattoids. (It nay be here pointed oct that to identify the

“mattoid,' as is here apparently none, with the “all round
defective* is a loose and unjustifiable miwise of terms, ar>d

should no; be sanctioned) The first croup were almost c»

quite incapable of solnng the most elementary problem in

mental arithmetic, and were dUggith, sleepy, and dreamy,
whether at work or repose. They suggested arrest ol mental

,t rr»» • t r t \ * » tgrowth. They received five hours’ special exercise per week,

half-an-haur at a time, with dally rain-bath and rubbing down-
the exercises include light calisthenics with lood counting anil

iirr.ult.inee--.it movements, the laying out of geometrical fields

for athletic events, and jumping, uiget-thiouing. each feat

being measured and recorded by the performer. The second
group are superior, both physically ar.il mentally, to the oilier

groups, though they sometimes show the deteriorating effects of

sexual aboounality, and their exetciscs are specially devoted to

the cultivation of self-control and self-reliance; it has beer,

found possible to greatly increase their will power. The third

group of all-round defectives are not far above the standard of

teeble-mindedr.ets, and it is a great object to arouse live in from

the lethargic State otto which they periodically relapse. Tbe
bash has here been found very useful Physical defects of

many kinds are common in this class, and such cociltioiis are

met by special exercises. "After r. general return/ of the work
accomplished, it can be safely asserted that out-door athletics

and gymnastic, have proven tc be, in a measure, a prophylactic

for a cumber of lilt to which there three groups of defectives

ate subject.*
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The twenty-third Year Douk (for 1898) s noteworthy as con-

taining an appeal, in the Board of Managers' Report, for an
unconditional indeterminate sentence, The fact that detention

11 limited to the maximum sentence imposed by law induces

the well-disposed criminal! to qualify themselves for early dis-

charge on parole, but it furnishes no inducement to the loss

nail-disposed prisoners who are aware that they mart neces-

sarily he set free on the expiry of the maximum term, and
therefore make no clTort to qualify themselves for the privileges

of liberty. When tire Reformatory u*as first established the

indeterminate sentence was an experiment. "But during the

life of this Reformatory,
1 remntic the Managers, "such

change has occutred in public sentiment and in the laws of
States aral management of rc/crmatory prisons, that, it is

believed, the complete indeterminate system of sentence for

crime may now he safely instituted." It is not necetsaiy to

guard against the hardship of unduly long imprisonment, for

under tae stimulus of the Rcfctrostory system the average
detention has only been two years and two months ; while
prisoner! sentenced to rise ordinary prison: on a definite sen-

tence for identical crimes remain, after deducing nil possible
abatement for

11 good time," quite four years. " The utter im-Silky," tho Managers point out, “of pie-determining what
of time is required to accomplish for prisoners the

changes of character to be wrought out by the educational and
disciplinary training of this great educational institution should
It apparent on the simple statement, but must be clemiy evi-

dent when it is known that of all the prisoners committed to

the Reformatory fully 89 per cent pleaded guilty when arraigned

foe trial and were before the conn, for trial and sentence, from
five to thirty minutes only.”

Instruction in nodes, the Manual Training Department, the
Department of Physical Training, the Military Organisation,
and the School of Letters, were all carried on energetically
during this year, ft was sought sn to average undo initructico

that, *! far as possible, the prisoner should acquire during one
year as much knowledge as during three years of ordinary free

apprenticeship Thirty-six nudes were taught to 1,410 prisoners,

and of the (03 prisoners discharged nearly 80 per cent went
directly or indirectly to the trade learnt in the Re for ina to 17.

Experiments on food and feeding wcie being trade ir.th live object
of bettenng a class of prisoners who derive little advantage
under ordinary prison conditions. In the gymnatinm 1,554
inmates were treated with hatha, massage, calisthenics, and all

benefited, mentally and physically. A large number of the
defective class of prisoners (whether the defect out due to lack
of intelligence or of self-control) were treated in the Manual
Training Department, usually with great benefit.
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APPENDIX D.

TUa Intwtitaticn of Criminal*.

The recent advances that have been made toward* rendering

more precise and scientific our methods of investigating the

insane vnd criminal tend :o complicate the work of those who
have to (leal with the abnormal classes. As nile-ol-tlt'jrr.b

method* fall into discredit, and as it becomes recognised that

however important the study of the nenous system after death

may he, it it far mote important to investigate it during life, the

apparatus of investigation becomes more difficult both to lesrn

and to apply. It is therefore lometvhat strange that so few
efforts have yet hern made to give adequate instruction in such
methods. In Italy, where so much has been done to initiate new
methods, there are greater facilities for instruction than else-

where; the laboratories of uoivcrsiliei and asylums from Turin

to Naples are constantly sending out young inveuigstors to do
sound and unobtrusive scientific work. In Germany the In-

vestigator has usjslly to uurk out his own methods, though he

sometimes does this to very cool effect. France has at least

the good fortune to possess the fruitful medico-legal school at

Lyons, under J-acassagnes superintendence, and at Far.* a

practical school of anthtopofogy which through Maoouvr.er and
others is closely in loach with criminal anthropology. At Paris,

aito. as well as in many other para of Europe, at Amsterdam,

at Cracow, etc
,
lectures on criminal anthropology form a mure

or less erctensive part cf official courses, though mere lecturing

cannot bo expected to furnish much stimulus to practical work.

In America, where considerable interest :r taken in tiro study of

abnormal liunun rat la 1 iotas generally, lectures on criminal

anthropology, occasionally with a <«rt»ln amount of practical de-

monstration in methods, have formed part of the onuses ofmany
universities and colleges. This is notably the caw at Chile

University, and at the new bat important University of Chicago,

also at the young and vigorous Leland Stanford University in

California. At Wisconsin University, Brown Univcisity, and

Vassal College, etc., there are or have btea coarse* on criminal

anthropology.

At a recent Indian Medical Congress, the president of the

Medico-legal Section devoted bis address to criminal anthro-

pology with a view to tbo opening no of the Urge anil uociplofcd

field which is to be found in India. But this and all similar ends

cannot be attained until the investigator has received .1 certain

amount ol training. So far as 1 am aware, and I shall l>e find

to be assured that I am miltaker., this is not yet possible in

*9
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England. We do do: ye: possess a single cenire a: which such
elementary instruction may be obtained in anthropology and
anthropometry, and in precise psychological methods, as should
be possessed by every one who expects to be ia charge of the
criminal and the insane.

It would be an advantage, both practical and scientific, if the
study of the criminal could be associated with the study of the
insane, as is to some extent done in Belgium, in accordance with
the methods advocated by Dr. Jules Motel Dr. Goodall has
well emphasised the need for co-operation between the gaol and
asylum services. “The separation of theie services in thir.

country is," he remarks, “ in my opinion, fundamentally wrong,
being unphilosophical because it ignores the connection east-
ing between the two great degenerations—crime and insanity.
We might as well maintain separate and distinct institutions for
the study and treatment of different disorders or degenerations
of any particular organ other than the brain as maintain asylums
and prisons so wholly sport. The inconveniences of such
separation are the tamo in nature—though not the same, it

might be conceded, in degree- as thos* which would arise were
the surgical and medical deportments of a hospital divorced
entirely the one from the other and placed under different
Jurisdiction*

"As a practical result of the disunion of asylum and prison
administrations we find that there is very little interchange of
views between the respective medical officers, but instead
absence of co-operation and mutual interest. This is a regret-
table state of affairs, for surely such co-operation should be the
basis of the studies through which we may hope to stay the
propagation and to mitigate the evils of the degeneration- ,n
question. Alike in asylums and prisons there is danger lest

medical officers should lose the light of research in the murki-
ness of adimn.itratire detail In asylums, however, a consider-
able amount of investigation work is now, and lias for some time
been, in progress. I would not venture to State to what extent
the authorities in prisons have adopted the enlightened views of
many asylum committees in respect to the encouragement of
research, or to surmise in what degree «e may in the near
future expert contributions in the domain of criminal anthro-
pology which shall bo the equal of thote we are now accustomed
to receive from the Continent. If it he the fact, as I ant in-

formed from sources which 1 deem trustworthy, (hat no necropsy,
meaning thereby cutting the tcdy or opening its cavities, is ever
made on an executed criminal (this restriction would, of course,
preclude examination of the brain or its preservation for museum
purposes), and that it is not permitted even to take a cast of the
head in such a caae, there wouldsppear to be ample opportunity
fer the cultivation of a more modern and progressive spirit in
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the prison service i t is scarcely credible that such conditions—
grav*. as connoting lack of encouragement of research—should
obtain.

1

In Italy, the Goverament passed a law some twelve
yeais ago authorising those engaged in medKOdegai work At

tbc Uoivcrtityof ihc town in which a pnson is situated to make
necropsies upon all criminals unless their families objected (a

proviso quite unnecessary in my opinion!. As regards Auflri*-

IlungAty there is no quest on of f> t>
:

ddine recropfrit* :it the
case Of cnminala. But although Our knowledge in the domain
of criminal anthropology has been derived, one may say, almost
wholly from Continental waives, even on the Continent the
study of the criminal hag been kept too much apart from that of

the lunatic. Alike abroad and at home the question arises

whether it would net be advantageous to associate with each
other the prison anil the asylum service*, in order that crime
and insanity may be studied side by side.* J

!: may be useful to some of those who are anxious to work
oat a method of their own if l here reproduce the scheme uhich
Dr. CooiiaK has found Useful in his own work among the insane.

It will be found too detailed by many, and practice will show
which coicts may most easilr be neglected. I would add that
to English book* dealing with anthropology and <«s methods
Protestor Haddon** very interesting uork on Tfo Study <f
Man {Progressive Science Series j. i 3f& nhould be added.

“ For some time,* Dr. Goodall nates,* “
I have been en-

gaged In the endeavour to draw OCt a practical Scheme for the

systematic anthropological examination of asylum inmates, and
this has been for many months in use. In making out a scherae
for a general investigation oat requires to avoid undue eUbota-

1 Nc< only, huwevrr. do these conditions obtain, os Dr. Goorbll
>emirks, but riere Is e«en a tendency fcr item to sjxtml to the British

colonies It a stated on tbc he* authority, with record to the murderer

Vftmnul&nL AM Jcur., get July, iHpa). tfnr, " notwithsuofling
strenuc*^ ind our.u&red effort cc. the cart cl the Vxttorim Ilrtnch or

the Britx> Medical Association* the Government of the colecj sha>
Jutcly decline to ]>umit of a fttd-wA'U#* onminatfce o* this prisoner’s

tittle, following the precedent liot they tod sei ihcnuehc* In a recoil

cise ngrirwt all ;ost ecperitcce here, and in the fice of all osige in lH
civilixd cotmiuinUlc*.*

4
Tile articn of a govumnirTt H roch a wme

cm only be regarded is due to a feu thit its mistakes Will be exjx;*ot
and since such aclxn cnod»:ces to mistakes in the future, st is meat
itprekeesitte. It U the ittviriilie practice at criminal lunatic atylumi

{Ikoidmoor, etc) to make /w/ mmUm examirritlons, iad t: :s on
extraordinary annmalr that crimKils who are ctft lannt>:s shrc)d bt

excepted from this rule.
1 L G»dal!, “The Associated Study of Crime and Insanity,"

£«««/, *&h Dwcmbtr, \M.
1 M 0o AnthropDlojCcAl Weak in Asytasas, Irish a Practical Sdieroe

far conducting the same in Adults/1 Lmtt, 15th July, 1899.
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lion in spK-al direction!, and it is equally important that regard

be bad to comprebensiieness ai far as time will permit in a
general investigation. In anthropological work there are many
directions in which oce can specialise. The cranium, the ear,

nrvi the palate, for example, can ixt made the subject of cUhoi- -

ate study, and for these purposes there will always be special
investigators to work after tile meeiiocs of Rieger. Benedict,

Schwalbe, and nthcri. But wo mas: also have the remits of a
Kfncta! survey! a icuerai examination is neccs?aiy, based upon
a scheme comprehending the entire surface of the body. As
regard: such a scheme I should advocate oce drawn up by an
authoritative body as most likely to he efficient and to bo
generally adopted. I have not much desire and no expectation
that the scheme which 1 personally use should be followed by
any one: but 1 am in hopes that individual cffoits may promote
interest in this question and lead ultimately to the promulgation
of an authoritative scheme for asylum use in which the best of
what is of individual origin will doubtless find a place. In
making out the subjoined scheme I have of course been in-

debted to aork already done, and I have found especially use-

ful, and am indebted to, ihe writings of E. Schmidt, Bertillon,

A. Meyer, and 1‘etersco. The twu former I especially recom-
mend for insttuction in technique. Variant measurement*
affected by the state of nutrition of the individual and various
descriptions which would demand a ready co ops ration on the
part of the subject—bnth of which would he leaked for in a
schomo lor the extminat-on ofsane persons—luvo been omitted.
So also have measurements and descrlpticns intended for pur-
poses of identification. As regards instruments, 1 employ ft) a
two-metre rule starting from the doer, fixed vertically against a
smooth wall of polished matchboard, (this is for the various
vertical measurements, with the exception of that few the height
of the crown of tbe bead above the lower limit of the trunk,

taken in the sitting position, for which I employ a special metre
rile and stool, after Bertillon); (a) a portable wooden square to

slide alongside the rule with movable steel arm with which to
take tbe vertical meaiurements

; (3) Bmedikr's sreel callipers

for head measurements; (4) a specially-constructed large sreel

callipers with two pairs of arms on opposite sides of the
measure, one pair curved and die other straight, for trunk,

limb, and face measurement*! (5) an ordinary metre rule and
Steel tune measure and drauing compasses

j (6) a specially-con-

structed instrument for taking the facial angle: and <7! lead-

strips for the cmnial curve* (to be tnmsfcircd to millimetre
paper). It is well to have a small callipers, with straight arms
for the ear tneasurcmenUp bat {&) answer* for this purpose.
Landmarks are best indicated with & n Indian ink pencil. A
very practical getvcral amhropometer it the 'traveller's anthro-
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pocnecer* of Dr. Carson which is figured m Notei and Queries
cn Antkrofrlcgy.

“To carry out the scheme of vork an ass is*an: is necessary,
and preferably a medical colleague, as errors associated with

the personal factor are thereby better corrected. My colleague.

Dr. P<CY4 WacLiilicb, Assistant medical officer at Carmarthen
Asylum, is assisting me, and 1 am indebted to him far various
practical suggestions in the application of the scheme. An
attendant or a reliable patient to control the subject under
C.vAinitwition :s often useful. Subjoined .s the scheme. (Details

of practical application are too numerous for insenica.) c

MiAsuxcxa.vrs {Metric System).

Height of tho crown cf the hwd *bm the ground [a).

Height ci th« upper mugn c( the external auditory *n«

Height of the Margin c* the ebb she ground {*).

Height of the tata-ctse 07 nkereetinr </) Gc*l (a).

tut i-ovc tho

Height of the head fcy nbtsactH? U) from («).

Height of the upper twrgln of the sternum al«rc the gfcttftd {tt\.

Height of the centre cd the ombdicus ol»re the groind.
Height of the ujf*r nr.xrgm of the lymph™ pclb alove tho

ground fej.

by subtracting frj Iron f.d\.

4 u of the acr**Son to the had of

Length of the tronk io frost

Length of ike upper an (Up
itdiu»V

of the forearm fbud of tbc mdiur to the tip of the stylokl

length of the hand (level of the dp of the styloid process to the tip

of the middle finger}.

Height of the uuierior super'*;* lib: spine shove the ground.

Height of the upper roirgia cf the groat trochoctee aS>v« the ground.

Height of \U knre-jobt aV»ve tbc ground (from th« groove between
the femur and the tibia).

Height of the tip of the internal nalleomi above the ground.
Height r/

1be teventh cexvia! prain*»tovc the ground.

Brsuilih of the shoulders (cuter edges of the aacatcci pro:estesS

Reach (frees tip to tip of the mldd* fing«*. the f*w to ihr wall).

Diltue* txtren tbc anterior superior UHc spines.

Greatest distance between the ilioc crests {diBwlt in stoat persons).

Greatest distance between tht gwt trodiantm.
Chetl circumference at the anupit let el {lo mld«:espirjtc*y state).

Uili --terence of the lace, the ankle, and tire wrist (a: £.ied points^

Length of the thumb (knot tho motxcarpo-phalxn^a! ju»*>.

Length uf the middle lings* {Lorn :he r.vsticup>phx!utfetl k£xiIL

Breadth of tbe hard at tfc* knuckles <tfo*d band).

Length of the fcot Jio the tip of tbo great tc«K
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Hc^hf of the croon of the head from the seat (sluing police;.

GrenUst antero-poslerwc diameter the ikull (frox the glabella lo

lie furlfcc* occipital mid point;.

Circumference of the aaniam (through the pcrri>js t\*>o points).

Kuo-occipitol arc (root of the t>xe to the lowest point of the
eamn&l occipital putter 1 ft;*!.

Naso femme tic arc (coot ©1 the now to the beegwa) (/).
Nnio UmMoidal nrs (root of the nose to the lambda) (g |; oorc

1 often cUiiuble than the farter.

Uregraito Dmbdoldal arc, </) from
|g\

Birouriorbr arc (betweeo fixed points on the anterior ilm of the
otcroi! meatMl.

Aurkulo-hregrratic mdiis [Voes the tome pednta to the becgm*).
Aurkulo-bre^atic art

Crculeit irarw/cnc diameter of the maram.
Bimurknlor diameter |fiocn the same point » u the arch

Empirical protest bright of tho cranium {from last and UrautlcJai
radii.

Lecd strip curves of the cranium: antcro-pcsicriar fovw the glabella

•ftd occipital protuberance); boriicctal lover the glabella and fertile*

oco.pi.al poao!); aft! transverse (oxtnponding to the greatest dia-
meter).

Length-bread Ih index of tbr oaniutu.
Created breidlh arrow the malar bonce.
Greatest breadth between the caleinal margin* of the orliiU.

Braadth between the external angles of the eyes <4).

Brcadih between the intertill angles of the ryes
(ft*

Sum of the breadth of tbs «yt», (Q tran (41.
Bnud'li of the mouth.
Bead;! between the »tgl** of the lower jaw.
Darawt fron the angle of the lower hw to the chlo-palnt, right ud

left.

Di&usoe between the cental psinC of the lower swrgln of the chin
arii starling line of hair.

Distance between the chin-point and the r&x of the now.
Distance between the chin-point asA the angle between the new and

D*IOpf*r Ji|x

Distance between the chin-point the morth-fcsfare.

Distance between the citemnl uglt of the eye avd the artf# Of the
meuth,, rtfu and lift.

Greatest heigh: of the orbit*, right left.

Distance fewtweoi the root of the nose an! the pwt-gleootU jxocew
of teepcca: Una, right and l«f:

Distance between the chin-point nod the potf-gfeaoid proenz, rlgtc

Distance tetwiea Dm mx* tip and the pcct-glenoid process, right and
ML
DzAuc* fcetxr*n the external angle of tbe eye and the post-gltrad

peoress, rigtt and left.

«•«»« h« f. 7U Y*>i» tt <W ne*»u>«net** is dl-
nhkl#d >y tb*r kui take* iaxx liir. A dsdortwa n anwdms n »<> fer i!»
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linear meayzrement from the ingle Usi»«rn the rose and the lip tc

ike no«l -glenoid proem
Direct uicav:rental between lha asm* points.

Breadth of the note it the nostr.l aitAchmcnt.
Fid*t ingle, right ami \tlu

Breadth between the temporal ridges, just above the external acc-dai
process of the frontal boncu

DlSCR JPfJOKR.

(«) AthUtm/faJ.

Gewraffirm rfcraniuM. {Macrocephatoi, micro-, diaemo-, lepto-,

scr.pho*, oxy-, plrgio*, trigono-, trocho cephalus, etc.). Vkwcd from
ibora, Icliitvi, UleraBy; any Ic^il characteristics of the cranium.

F^rektsd.— Inclination of the/rental .ine; gradation* from receding
to prominent or bulging. PrctnineRce of the frontal lessti. Height:
gradation* fro» verv little to very great; usually measure Width:
®a« gradations. Degree of prominence nl the superciliary irrh**.

Degree of prominence o' the foaul turn**
Fau £*n*rd!Jy.—Shipc: long ic<2 furrow, abort inti bread, etc.;

latenge-ihioed. Axyni &etry(sce rreiwrcments). Proportion bet'iean

the forehead and the Inver jurt cf the face. Jnur-ccolar space*. abnor-
mally large c« amall.

AW.— ft) Shopet (1) concavity of the root— sUft o/j (l) general

shape of the ridge. Cult: rectilinear, ccnvex, cava-sinuoj* recr.il.*

slrvaoja. vw-sinuous (Bettillcc); tod U> inclkiiloo ci it* Umtt
cog*. (a) Dte*nsion» {to tyt): (*J height (rcoi to the iwatril attach-

"• * (MacrccephaJui, micro-, dtiemo-, U

gono-, trochocephalus, etc.). Viewed
any Iccil chiractaristicf of the cranium,
of the frcntal line: gradations from r»*C

m*nt>- gradations, little to great; projection. urn. gradations; (
r

*

width {between wisgs); and {rf) km or weeU, to projection to &ce.

01 Pecxiarkies, is tapering, thick, bilobed, shape and ionnatsoo cf the

nostril*, deviation of the r.c«c. etc.

pTc6lei fcetgfc* of the upper lip; little, medium, great

relative prominence of the lip#; thiefcne* tft thin, thick, "WubUr/
Upper protuberant; tnwe? pendant; median farrow cf upper iaxa-
looted; poatir^ nr coroprawd (perotuot cc hr.lxt\

A/ea/i.—Pinched, gaping, normal; corner* »l«a!«d
f

denrn**4,
hoctoaul.

Promisee*# of.

CMn (in pjcAle).—Indioitloc ce: icceumg, medium, projects*.

Ball cf: aUcnt. med.tm, large. High, medium, low,

i$*.-Wp*ral finure; fictlr or mack M. horUceUlly; littW or

much o>«n. vertically; direction of nature, horizontal, obl.ctc; Mon-
golian characteristics. Upper lid: txrrerod, uncorered, patient lookiog

forward; drooping. Haliar sunken, frttiudiftg. ErebcuuTi iBertilloo}

heads near, diaiio!, i'ited; low, higb (middle eyebrow to the centre

of the eyeball); rectilioeor, nrcved, oblique (and direction, if tat);

short, long; narrow, wide. Hilia: scanty, abundant; long, short

bluude o* dirk. Eye-lashes. long, short; al.cndi.nt, scanty, or obsenL
Xfla: general colour of, florkt on, chromatic asymmetry* ooloboma, eta
Eye aryomiiifs: ttraUimui, nystagmtM. etc. (Refiocilre wrois prob
ably constitute 2 special indy.

)
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Ear.—MxiiTT.cn li^gth and luttdih. Lsrmth of jmplintotion.

length from the ncaclip angle to the upper ar,:f to the k>wcr limit of

Usp&ntation. Insertion 1 perwndiculnr, clique. Separation from

hud i in whole c* in par.. Clinging to head : in whole or :n paiL
Sopera’ga«!cricir cootcur : acate, square. vjlzA, Helix (regarded in

three pints, anterior, superior, end posterior}! walli medium, large,

absent, flat. Helix: open, inUmedUta, adherent: ifgukir, rim pled.

F«*n of: shallow, deep; breed, narrow: Darwtninn nodosity, or

tubercle present* Antihelix ! co-»ex, ccccave, iatomidnte (on vertical

sagittal plane): ssptrior division of i
accentuated, medium, ml; any

peculiarity of iu broaches ; t<m of; small, large: deep, shallow.

Aatltjagts (general direction of): hcriiuatil, intcnnedixlc
;
oWxjuc;

edge oil reetilrear. projecting, jntennertinte ; rrotrf, intamedare,
erect

:
•rrall, :c*dlum, larg*. Tragus

:
hrge, madiun, small

;
pofterwr

edge Ularcated. Concha : small, large, deep, shallow, traversed.

Lobde i square, intermediate, golfed
i
blendes*, Intermediate, **p*»*

a*d; chsneclted, dimpled
;

elevated, intermedia!* ;
smalt, medium,

large. Mobility of ear (vctttla&ii).

H*rdf&tcti.—Cast ir pcasibf* (roving of time to lake several different

eases at one silting. The outs cars be detnc£*d from tbe mcolds and
sfcipcd wbccojcntly]. General obserrirtioai n sbipe of vault and of

•h&Ui etargln. NcU cUft.

*«/ arw.’fl.—Arches of tbf former symmetrical. Uvula :

sUr. shape, nhctlttr bifurcated, atul uhethej deviating to one s&e
when tbs relate is raised

Tcvtfut.—Any pe:ul urltia In sloe and form.

Large, small, Irregular, deformed, x-.kplr.ceJ, projecting.

Diaiicnu. augmentation of, etc. Note great development of
the superior central ineworo with small lateral toctoa (or atoe**).

Gf**rml <*n.w cf tf* ***/.—frowsthm, nasn-prefcrathte, ortho-
gnathic. Lower jiw prassxni.
fnM'&'fUBsi frvfilt. 'RccLlioeir, angular, parallel (or nei/y sol,

Outfit*.— ITat, bulging.

Sim.

—

AnnmiUea c/, such as wevl, carmen: kk<s, nlbraism, colours*-

ilun or.

Hair.—Amount cc head, face, trunk, arxl limbs. P/emttutc grey-

m«i excels of local growth
;

coarse, hoei straight, vnvy, early.

CUbeoui chin and c>*c«« in men. Growth on anneal parte. A*yr;v
metry in rrovtfc at any put. Lo# growth cm forehead Colcur of

hair blwi, coal-black
:
dirk brown, chestnut

j
yetlow, fioxen ; red

(auheraV
AW*.—Abnormalities c4
£mrk.-Goffnit«l attractions, paralyses, atrophy, lax at ions and

Joint amcaltes ; abrcemaUipt in sir* or appearance (a* frame* trp«
in senX Form ol hands, fe«, md digit* : exeats of dig**. Ncu »i*<

of g»wt t«w and dimir^kc* of space between it and second toe, with
inuvial roobttliv of fir*.

B*dy rw/»iVr.~Giantism, dwarfism. a*ruuMtry. Sute o( breads
and gcc^aln. BsUocksmyramettknL Feminiahm, masoiHntsra, In-
fantue tnua. Dei^nlons of spine, chest cmfoTTJtlon. etc.
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W KrtUkfiml.

AmmsHts*fWtorfuncthn* - Tienoes, ifci, ntrfous mutedt* »ovc-
nents, etc.

Anj*ati*J 4f itiu&y fuuttirHt.-Z)(aS-mxi\\%m
j in *or ? subjective

cx j n*?7.*ion will be possible— li to hyper*, aa-aeihesia, neural**,
r»>^rj;nr

;
etc.

tf Ifuik. —Summering or defective ip«ch
;
character of

voice.

Af/uelim***-—iocongnjit/ between *gc and appearance, left-

handcdccu ; >U!c of tirculalk*.

M I'QikUaL

If alienation, nntnre cf
|
or other ahn-xicaiity, as eccentr>city

a
moral

celi*vp*ncie*, ffioiim, imperative ideas, excessive emotionalism,

myxtfG'ttn, fcy&tens. epllepay, IntelActual ct tfhar precocity. N«r
facial expression. Note codecoes of deger^ntlco tn history, iarec!y

ond p*rv«l, inrfwding evidence of anoma-itf in teraal if* «*/ patient

(imeotfftct, itexillty, pcrvetilou, tncnitroal ftftdmadit«|
f
and diipoiitiurA

to diseiscs.

BiMutrtpky.—Topionrd \ Anthrvtohsj; translated frvn the Frcecfci

London: Qup.-nxa U Hall. SMf Scheldt: AmAwtfMitlu AT*
iktdin. A. Bertilk®: SOnaUtk Inxirtutimi; translated from the

French
\
the Werner Co., 1896. A. Meyer : A Review of the Signi of

Degrr^ratiott ud of Method* of lUyittrailoa, Antrim JctitH&S sf

/manity, January, iiy6. Peterson t Craniceomy iad Cep*hx>x»»»fY,

ibid.
, J

illy, i&9$* *nd Hso SWIfotfitob Bulittin. N*ia <tnd Qurr:u

M Antirc^Utj the Anthropological Iixtltot.,* Honour Square, W.
Paper* oa AathT«pxietfy : /-fa Avurican Mtiuie&i Autfis/rtM,

li.v.jn {many re^reaccs toAmerican work) R. Canter: D«r Korpvr*

lithe Beftmd b-i 34$ OfiilmkraiiVeo, Afyiffuix* ZaHthrift {Hr
Pty*kiairit% Hand If., Heft

5
(aid litwot. re there:r referred to\

Kiohiei : l'tldur^v Anomttliei lei Geisttskraaken, Bind xxxviii

,

Heft t. Kxc’iti Ueber die VfiUeiUine Ffcyywefeer Degeneration *si

VcrVevchern, uml die Bobhune Pbyaiche* Dcgencrauon bei V«r*

Uedictn, und die IkeleLwnPXuUcncaDereMrtttonsKichtn ond Neuro-

pathic*. ibid.. Bind xl., Heft 4; U«ter dtn Watlt dcr Degeneration-

wkben bei Geisietkrankr*, tteL % Band llv.. Heft 5. G:u£ri£a-

Ru ucrrl: .fr/b Diftilth MrjHtgK* dti Stgtfi fcti Dtpntralm*
Rome, Loocchm & Co. (with many raferif***}. RW^i : Amt ExttU
M/tMfdrr CrcMMrrtpitit

9
Jetsa, Ci. Fischer. Nttcke : La Valenr dcs

Sicnta 6* DdgMtcaeezaee, Avttsuj A/Mit+Pv'cMpytH*.
Pcnedjkt : Aimi< u*d KMahm* rit. Who, ifiKS; Die Kraaiwcope.

KlinwU WicLmstArift, 1SS7. 3 la4 e : Du Mcnl'icht
Ohr, /frxiru /ivr Ft)xb.

%
vcl. xx., Schwalbe J Zur MrthaJik

Stat^tlscbsf untersodiurffen nber Hte Ohrf»xmcn >kax Gcrttcskiankea

ond Verbrechem, ibid, rrj. x«UL; nnd Lord: Jturftil tf Minted
Stuutt, Arxtl, tS9K Gradcnigo: Ueber cie FormarKmalira der

Ohrrnuschel, Artbtp fQr 0*rr*Ui/*u*irt 1891, Noa. 32 and 33.

Gocdallf Exoct Xletb>3 of Recording Deformities of the Hard Palate,

tf MmUi&itxut, October, i 3i>T. Ndcke : Die aog. uuuom
Drgcncratkcaaelchen bet der proven ParaV^. 2iit*
xhrlflfir Pjythiatnt, Bied It., Hitt 4-
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ADDITIONAL NOTES TO FOURTH EDITION.

Page 3. lit /irgtniio'<ir,—X>\xmt.(Went years a particular

variety of political offender has in ail civ lised countries acquired

peculiar impomnee the anarchist who kills a king, governor,

or political leader, and is termed a tegietde, or, mote comprehen-
vtely, a nwgoicide or regeniicide. 5uch regenticidci have,
snee the present book was llrit published, been responsible for

a long series of murders: notably, President Carnot in France.

President McKinley in the United Sines. Kmc Humbert in

Italy, C,rrovas in Spain. The murder of Sir Curron Wyllie n

England Mnrve-ly belongs to the same class; it any be said to

be intermediate between the old class of political crime and the
new class of ro called anarchist crime: resembling the former
in being inspired by ideas of national liberation rather than of
a sew social order, and resembling live latter by Its method of
striking at a perjon whose death merely calls attention to the
cad desired, and by no means contributes to the attainment of

that end.

Them la some difference of opinion as to whether the regen-
ticides are properly classed among political offenders. They are
so classed by Proal. Semicoli and others. But same, like

Kraflt Ebiiig. Mendel, Regis, and Talbot, consider that they
very frequently belong to the class of insane ciimir-nls. (See,
tg. SCgis. Us lUrfdiOi Amt tHiiUt’e it (tuns U fusmt

;

Ei S. Tnltict, " Degeneracy and Political Assassination,"
M/Mtinr, December, igoi

;
and, in opposition to tbis view,

E. C. Spitika, “A Question of Figures," A/inist andA'rurofo
gfr/, April and August. i*>2: ai.d by the same author, “Remarks
00 the Croitrosi Case,' Mutual C'rltif, January Igo;.) Others,

Kn, like Van Hamel, Aubxy, and iidrard, class the regents*
s with common law criinibali, and theircrime with ordinary

murder. There are still others, like Garraud, who place the
regenticides In a class by themselvct.
On a auestion of climHUaUoe, concerning which men who

speak with authority differ sc widely, it is evidently impossible
to decide with complete nsturnace. it may be said, however,
that it '* difficult to accept either of ti e two extreme views.
However frequently insanity may be found among regenticides,
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some of live room typical repenticidet have caitainly no: been
insane in any inchmeal seme. Nor, at ihe other"end. is il

possible to identify th« regenticde with the ordinary criminal.
The latter, however false his calculations may be, is moved by
self-interest ; he reckons that he lins a fair chance of peraoool
Bain. But the regentiddc is perfectly ucll auare that—putting
aside posthumous fame or infamy—be has no chance of per-

sonal gain; he deliberately sacrifices his life for the sake of an
ideal, tor what he believes is fur the benefit of humanity; this

alone secets to place him entirely apart from the criminal
against the common law. it weald seem that we must cither
place tbe regenticde* in the class of political offenders, in which
cate oir conception of that class most Bo somewhat modified
or enlarged, or else wo must regard them as constituting an
allied but distinct class.

Regenticides are usually considered to he aoarchisls, and
frequently claim to be such. It is necessaiy to understand the
relationship of the regeatidde to the anarchist. The common
law offend et frequently claims to be an anarchist he regards
anarchism as a plausible philosophical f*cuso lor bis exploits.

Hut his claim ia sufficiently refuted by tbe fact that his crimes
have an obvious motive ir. purposes of gain.1 As a matter of

fact thcic Mattery few nnarcoitM among common law offenders,

even in regions where anarchism abounds |see an/e, p I'/o).

Crimes of violence following robbery, and usually committed
merely in self defence, have also no connection with anarchism,
though the perpetrators are oftenpopularly termed “anarchists.'

The genuine anarchist attacks mien or leader* in live soc-*l

stale
;

far from seeking personal gsin he knows that he is

almost certainly devoting' hi* own life to live cause he has a:

heart, and he seeks to justify his act by regarding i: as a protest

against a social system which is responsible for an incalculable

amount of misery and death. No doubt it may be maintained
that such acts of violence and such a standpoint are not strictly

compatible with anarchism ; the anarchist holds that the evils

of the present social slate are due to its violence and itsfoicible

suppression nf spontaneous social activity. Therefore by adopt-

ing the method ofassassination he is accepting in its v«y worst
form the evil be condemns. It has to be recognised, however,

that ihe declarations ofcertain anarchist leaders may he plausibly

' Thit tbe pwrado-nninhht ir aninc in oppouliun to lie fiineiples

of anarchhrm haa Ion pniriin! on by J. Comer |" Piyeboktpe de

I'AnarcSuie,'' Artiiut /fAvJknfaltgti CrimineUe, i&*>; it nut

aliiuiio, e» e'er their own personal misery, which Impel* ihtw m-n;

"il i< their id erers and Ihiir *pi«ilinii which lc».l them to put fwlh
aiuiebin e pcineipU* ** » method of eipldtaiiori, rod, if need be, of

deft=M.“
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interpreted as justifying assassination. This has been the case
tut since in iS'O Caficto And MnUteita proclaimed the desira-
bility of praficeanAx by as/, in order to affirm the principle of
anarchism *txl to sordid abroud a Vnowtedge of the natural
laws of soc.al life. 'Th i has, for in:, tar, re, been set forth in

a temperate article by Eugenio Colon un ' Lu Delincuencu
Anatquista" in lux Lcctura of Madrid, July iys&'- It in-

evitable that ignorant and hot-headed youths—often ofabnormal
temoetament to start irith, and roused to feverish enthusiasm
by tiie spectacle of social misery and contact with an environ-
men! of revel! should Ixt fatally driven to act* of violence,

which went to them likely to speed on the regeneration of the
woild as well ai to ensure a martyr's crown.

The modern rcgenticlde in hi* most typical aspeci* I* well

teoresenied by Caserio, the murderer of President Carnot, and
CrdfiOte tlte mutderci of President McKinley,
Cater to was nl.nntelv investigated by Dr. Lacassagnc, who

in 1891 published n boo', about him wh.ch has pissed through
several editions (also AnAhvl A'Attfhropoltgit CriaantUt,
>594); his behaviour in piiron has l«en desci l-«xl in detail by
M. Ram, the honorary director of the prison i" Leo Actes, lea

Attitudes ct le Cunespnndence de Cascrio en Prison,u Ardtitvs
ifAnlhrofial/igii Crimine/tt, 1903, pp 165*506;. fWgia ha*
pointed cut that regenticides are usually young: Caserio nas
only twenty-one. His father, otherwise <11 ontimuy working

OB seetn* at on? time to have beet epileptic, and it »a 1 raid

that an uncle u.u insane. Case- o's mother seems to have
leer, a woman of good heart and line feelings. Cntctio liad

little education, and lib intelligence, tltough qmrh, was super

ficial ;
he was a hiker's assistant, and n»» d'fnuised shortly

before bis Crime. His predominant quality was character; he
had i strong will, with great energy and persistence He was
emotional, «vth ready sympathy : as a child, he said, he could

no: even fa’ll a fly. If the President's mild eyes had l«n rived

cm him before, instead of after, lie struck him, the dagger would
hare fallen from his hand. Bur the thought of human su‘ferin_

always drove Caserio :o frenzy, and his eyes would become
inflamed with savage anger From the age of fourteen he had
often been moved to tears by the spectacle of the drudgery to

which even the children of the poor are subjected >n Italy in the

endeavour to earn a miserable wage Wtor H ago, on account
Of his picture* of suffering, was Guerin's favourite author. He
thus offered a favourable soil for tbe crudes: anarchistic ideas

to germinate in. He was a fanatic, says Kauv. “ une cspece
d'ilium ne.’’ Laeasatigne call* him “ un (anatique assassin," nnd
thinks he cannot altogether be ranged among tie regicides as

understood by Kdgis. This is no doubt correct, since Rcg-.-

regards the regietde as necessarily in some degree insane.
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There were no signs of loBBnit* in Caserio. and even stigmata

of degeneration were fen nod (light. 11c was not epileptic, and
he had no psychic anomalies or defects. In appearance, Caserio

was rather tall, with mild, frank eyes of greenish tint; the

Italian type win not specially marked. His lips were thick, but

he had an open and almost constant smile. On the whole, it

was a not unintelligent but yet not significant face. He was not

loquacious, bet was always prepared :o defend his apinons and
his crime. In the letter! he wrote Irons prison be constantly

•ets forth his feelings and .dear- and reaffirms his own attitude.

The day before his execution lie wrote in a Icttei to his lister:
“ Do not bel-cve those who tell you that I am an assassin, but

remember that it :i lot a great ideal that I am dying. 1
' Ho went

docilely to execution, though trembling slightly. " Courage,

camarades, vivo I'anatchiel* were his last words beneath the
knife of the guillotine

The tclinbk infomtation concerning the personality of

C2olgosi is small but authoritative, consisting of a psychiatrical

investigation by Dr. Carlos F. Macdonald and a report of the

post-mortem examination by Pio'es-orF. A. Sj»t<lu.( ThcTrJj,
Execution, Autopsy, and Mental Status of Lein F. Cxolgost,”

Amtrinn Journal ofJnstwify, No. > tgo3> It should he said

that Dr Macdonald's mental examination was made at the with

of both prosecution and defence, who desired to have the

opinion of an independent expeit. Cx«'gos« was at tins time

twenty-eight ycata of age, unmarried, a labourer by occupation,

bora in f.lichipan of Polish parents. He was Of nveduim height,

blue-eyed, win light curly brown hair. He was mild-mannered
and good-toaking. with a pfenning repression of cour.tenance

which noted alike by Macdonald and Spltika, and distinctly

confinned by bis photographs. His head and face were

singularly symmetrical, ami hie body generally was almost

entirely devoid of any stigmata of degeneration. Nor were

there any tretnours, ineojnlity of pupils, abnormal reflexes, or

other indications of a disordered nervous system. Oolgoee
snoke little, but In: was ready to answer questions; and ihcugh

big manner was quiet his answers were firn*. He showed no
signs ol exaltation, and made no claim to any “mission.” He
merely said that be had “done his duty,” fnr McKinley was

"an enemy of the goad peiole— the good working
and he was not sotiy. He declared himself an Anarchist, and

Bit:d that he had asscdatol with Anarchists and studied their

dec trine He me: h'a death by electricity calmly and cournge-

ously, with defiant determination. Ail five of the mental experts

who examined Ctolgasx were of opinion that he wai. without

question, absolutely Sfcivc The careful post* mortem tx&tnina-

ton bv Professor E. A. SpUdo nothing ihcoaaseem

with this conclusion Crolgost's body was normal, healthy,
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ell proportioned, and well nourished, though not coarsely

developed. The skull was sub-brachycephalic, as would be

expected in a Pole, and not more than normally tuymrnctrical

The brain was entirely healthy and normal, and its individual

peculiarities—such as are found in all brains—were not specially

remarkable or significant Its weight C<4«5 If*) »** “

over the average. bat tho two halves showed nothing of the

special lack of symmetry commonly found in highly-endowed

individuals. On the other hand, it showed no marked evidence

of arrested development or atavistic anomalies.

In order to tealise the distinct physiognomy ot the true

anarchist criminal it it only necessary to pUce him beside the

Ordinary criminal, even when the latter affects the airs of the

anarchist. A typical example of this Utter class is furnished

by Ravachol, and we have the advantage of possessing a

detailed picture of his last days by the same director, M. Raux,

who h»s desct'hed Cascrio, a picture which is all the more

instructive because M. Rau* himself is content to regard

Ravachol as an anarchist, even in the extreme degree. (Raux,
“ Elude I'sycho!ogi<iue de Ravachol,” A'ckixn d'AnlkropidtgU

CrimUulU, 15th Sept. lqov) Ravachol, who was of Prussian

origin (Ins real name was KOnigsteio), though bom in Krancc,

was the son of an artisan who drank and who ran away from

bis wife with another woman. Young Ravachol. after being

pot to various occupations, embarked bo a career of crime, was

a coiner, a smuggler, etc., aod finally, with the aid of accom-

plices, committed a series of murders on old people (one

ninety-two years of age) who were suspected of having accumu-
lated in their dwellings * little liordc of money. These crimes

finally brought him to the scaffold at the age of tliuty-two. In

all respects Ravachol'* crimes were in absolute contrast to

the acts of a genuine anarchist ; tie was not a regenticide
;
he

was actuated entirely by self-interest and lancets ; he was pre-

pired to commit any attocity in order to escape detection or

arrett, and fnr from feeling sympathy with the poor and suffer-

ing be wits himself ready to rob them, and when still a youth lie

had decamped with the funds ofa small circle of working-men

0/ whom he had been made treasurer. Yet he prated volubly

of his 'political principles," hail actually frequented the society

of anarchists, and even to the las: was regarded by many
anarchists as a “comrade.' That saddest and most disquieting

feature of the trial of Kavaebol cons-tted In the crass ignorance

and stupidity of those who acclaimed him as a hero i many
letters of admiration were sent to him hinting at wild schemes
for taring him from prison or revenging his fate j in more
than one of these letters he was compared to Christ. In reality

Ravachol was the type of the born-criminal or moral imbecile,

a brutal, insolent, and cynical bully, whose character was
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clearly written on hit face As happens with such men, his

ferocity was unsupported by courage, and his blatant pretension

forsook him in the end. Ho was dragged ignominious!)’ to the

guillotine in a slate of abject terror. There was nothing here
of the quiet and determined courage of C*olgO»r, convinced
even to the end that he had merely "done my duty.'
The investigation of two such typical and yet unlike ngCBti-

cides *i Caserio and CjoIjjm; clearly show* that they are
absolutely distinct alike frten tbe insane group of criminals and
from ordinary criminals against tbe common law In typical

cases, though not in all cases, the regenticide is sane, though
imperfectly educated

; he has no delusions, though he often

over-rates tbe influence of his act in modifying social conditions.
He not only shares the ordinary feelings ol humanity, but he
possesses them In an exaggerated degree. It is tbe very excess
of his sympathetic sensibilities that impels him to his deed of

violence. He execrates the few became he loves tbe many.
The spectacle of the contras! between the poverty and suffering
of the many and the luxury and heaitlessoes* of the feo monies
in his youthful and uncultivated brain the conviction that the
present sccial system must be destroyed to give way to a
better. It thus comes about that in the regenticide sanguinary
violence is allied to the most exalted and self-sacrificing

altiuism. (This view of Anarchistic crime has been well set
forth by the Spanish criminologist, Bernnldo de Quirds, in Las
jYtuvai Timas tfe la CriminaiUad, 1908, pp. $}, ::i it lit/.,

and Hamon, in hi* instructive work, PsyiMo/ofit at 1‘A"artMi/ft
Soeiah’s/e., well shows the anarchist's hyperiestbetic altruism)

He is, as Bourdeau puts it (art. "Anarchic," Say's A’emau
Didionnairt tPElontmt PoatifUt\ a “ philanthropic assassin."

He is n social fanatic who slays in order to save, just as the

religious fanatics of old, the Torquemnda* and others, similarly

slew men's bodies in order to save men's souls. This attitude

is not essentially insane or inhuman, though it is sufficiently

abnormal to Ik easily allied with insanity. It rnoit easily arses

in young, narrow, and ill-trained minds, unable to see that no
individual, however highly placed. Is a necessary prop of the
present social system, and that nt any case it is useless to oppose
violence to violence. In inahy cases, probably, if these regenti-

ridal youths could be preserved from violence for a few years
longer, until their knowledge increased and their vision of life

widened, tbey would beccme respectable and even estimable
members of the social state the)’ once wished to destroy.

Page 17. CriminMlj among Trampi.—k special and very
degenerate class of occasional criminals is formed by those

leading a life of vagabondage (see an it, p. 369). They show
many anomalies, are often weak-minded and frequently on the
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verge of inanity, in Germany, Karl Willmunns has studied

::© tramps who reached the asylum from the workhouse of

Kidsn ("Die Psychosen der Landetreicher," Ccntratbiatt fUr

,Vm«itiliunAtW HrjtkUlrU, Dec. i<pi) Mow of them
had teen on the rond for many years ; only twelve were women.

All hut twenty-two had at some lime found themselves in

prison, and in some cases there had boon over one hundred

convictions Considerable stress is placed on the influence of

alcohol in moulding the lives of tramps. It usually acts slowly,

with increasing dislike of work, loss of will power, and morn!

depravity, together with stupid well-being i the irritability and
tendency to criminality which have often been marked n

adolesosace gives place to resignation and habits cf hogging;

these alcoholic tramp* easily adapt themselves to the routine of

the workhouse, nnd delirium is rare: only when alcohol has

produced chronic mental weakness Or prolonged insanity do
these cases reach tlve asylum; this occurred In seven casts.

Case? of uncomplicated imbecility were only found three times;

but imbecility, the author remarks, is the chief recruiting

ground foi tramps
j
he finds two classes o: imbeciles among

tramps—the ctethic group, who have much mental restlessness

and noral incapacity, with criminal tendencies which render

them an ami -social element; and the -nergethic ot torpid

group, who arc marked by a slow, good-natured indifference,

not usually leading to active criminality. The erethic imbeciles

somewhat resemble the hysterical group alw found, often with

-.cere syndromes—paralyses, convulsions, etc.—and a tendency

to commit minor offences. The tendency to enter on a life of

vagabondage no: infrequently acet>mp*rv«s the first appearance

of maniacal conditions j
this was found in four cases. There

were also four similar cases of general paralysis. Epilepsy

appears in a still higher degree to constitute a
_
predisposing

cause ef vagabondage, and this group includes nineteen cases,

only one being a prostitute, epilepsy, i; is remarked, not nad-
ir g” to prostitution so often as hysteria and dementia prtccox;

the epileptits also constitute the group of tramps most willing

to work, with intervals of restlessness. The largest number of

his cases -as many *5 sUty-six —Wilimanns places under the

head of dementia pr.eeox, and here distinguishes thiee groups:
individuals who wete mentally sound until between the ages of

twenty and thirty, when they suffered from acute symptoms of

insanity, which has left permanent mental weakness or de-

lusions, a second group In which there was no acute outbreak
of insanity, but a sodden disturbance cf conduct slowly leading

up to mental defects or delusions, including characteristic cases

of hebephrenia
:
a third group, definitely pMhologkah from the

first, and including the cases of kataionia. The author does
not believe that the remarkably large proportion of hebephrenic
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ar.d ki latonic case* which he lias found among tramps can be
solely accounted for by their mode of life or by the influence o(

imprisonment, but considers that the congenial mental ad-
dition in such CMC* directly predisposes to an anti-social and
unsettled life The author admits that many of these cates
would by others be regarded as coming under the head of

imbecility, but points oat that »e ate not entitled to regard
imbecility as a progressive condition; we can at most regard
such cases .'a imbecility on which hebephrenia or latator.ia has
been grafted. There were several miscellaneous cases : a
syphilitic cerebral case, a case of ptisan psychosis complicated
with imbecility, a weak-minded cretin, a typical sane congenital
Criminal, and eve in which the diagnosis temiinea very
obscure. Willmanns concludes that insane tramps present “a
variegated mixture of oil possible states of mental weakness*
Unlike ordinary habitual criminals, who are more actite, they
usually show passive weakness 0# intelligence and will.

The psychology of the ordinary tramp has been well studisd
by Jonah Flynt (the Ute Frank Willard;, who knew tramps
intimately. In his Tro»$i*g witk and other writings.

A comprehensive study of tramps—their psychology, caosaticc,

treatment, and prevention has also been made in a I, vans

thes s by A l’agnier, Du Vagatuubtt ttd*i Y<tsab#»di ; 1906?-

HO gives many detailed cases, and divides them into foot
classes: (:> Tramps ohose ragabonduge is symptomatic of

insanity; (a) (dkrpathlc or essential tramps who, uithout being
insane, are notably abnormal or neurasthenic; (3) Tramps by

social and economic necessity; (4 > Special groups, Ike die

gipsies or the ancient Crusaders. As regards treatment and
prevention Pognier considers that England, and more especially

Belgium, are the only countries that are proceeding «i the
right lines.

Page 76. Tht Ear in :ht Di^incrali Class/:.—The ear still

coat-.nues to be o subject n( frequent investigation. That
De Dlasio (

a L’Orecdio dei Napolitani Normali c Critninali,*

Arckivti di PsitktaMa, 1905) lus made observations at Naples
oo the ears of 1,000 normal men and women, ai well ae of

i,cco criminals of both sexes, and found that anomalies of tbc

ear are more frequent in die degenerate; than in the normal
persons, and especially frequent in the criminal women. Blau

in Germany (“ b e Onrmoichel hei Normalen, Grlsteskranken

und Verbrechern,” Korrtspen<ttn*U«U do Diutsck/n Anf/t/e.

fiobg/stka Gtullschaft, t^oS, p. 138) measured some &o
persona according to Schwalbe's methods, and found that the

anomalies peeper,derated in the insane and in criminals «i

compared to the normal persons investigated, as also that the

range of ratiatiun was greater in the former classes ; o(tenders

against morality showed the greatest tendency to abnormality

3°
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Ii may he added that Gualino (" II Lobulo Auriculo dal

Punts di Vain AntropologVco," ArMvio ai PiicAMria, 1913,

p
si3)ha» made observations of the lobules of the ear in neatly

j.on human subjects, and n’.so investigated its relationship lo

(lie anthropoid apes, reaching the conclusion that while a

defective lobule, ur an abnormally prolonged adherent lobule,

may be reckoned as an indication of degeneration, this is not

the case as regards a simple adherent lobule, which may rather

be rwsrdcd as an anomaly of progressive character. Imhofer,

also, oho complied the ears of too idiots with those o: ico

normal perrons |“Die Ohrmnschel der Sch^^•ac^»m^igen, , Xiil-

i.-An/t tur ///Mitnde, 1C06, No. ra) also stows that adherent

Inhale has no degenerative significance, although anomalies of

the ear generally were more frequent among the idiots.

Page Sc. PigmiKlation aud Mrrrtidity—X t is interesting to

compare tne tendencies of pigmentation in criminals nitb the

like tendeiKrea in ordinary diseased perrons os found in the

general hospitals- An interesting investigation by Ur. F. C
Shmtenll, covering 1 5,000 hospital patients, makes such a com-

parison possible (See Dr. Shrehsa’l'* valuable monograph,
•“Physical Characters and Morb4 Proclivities," in St. Ba’tM-
omtrt/t HMplttd Rtfiorfi, t'yoj. and liis condensed papers on

“The Antbropcmetr.C Investigation of Hospital Patients'

BliUlh Midi:-./ Journal, December 2.1th and 31st, ico«).

He finds that fair people are liable to valvular dscasc of the

heart and to acute rheumatism, alto to tons-.lins, and possibly

to orteo-arthiitis Respiratory nod digestive diseases, generally,

show no predilec: on for pigmentary type l.i*er <1 sesse, if

anything, tends to l>* associated with the brunette, and kidney

disease with the blonce type. Pulmonary tuberculosis shou-s a

definite excess of dark individuals in all quarters. Tbe same
tendency .1 still mote marked in nervous disease, and especially

in epilepsy. The same is true of cancer. Lunacy shows some,

what greater fairness than other nervous diseases. Rufous

prisons show a marked immunity from live more trivial com-
plaints, and are almost exempt from bronchitis and indigestion,

but they are liable to infections, and suffer rather over the

average from cancer, consumption, and acute rheumatism.

Eye colccr yielded lets definite results than hair-colour. The
greatest excess of dark eves, as also of dark lair, was found

among the epileptics In the country, as t whole, the darker

members of the community seem to suffer somewhat more

from disuse than da the fajr, but in London there is a

relative increase of blond patients lit London also, as in

most cities, the population generally tends to be darker than

in the country.

Page 116. Criminal Famihit.—Attempts lave sometimes
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l.rrn made to minimise the significance of criminal families,
but, whatever the end proportions of the two factors of

heredity and environment in their constitution, it cannot be
doubted that they exist and that they represent an important
social phenomenon A very large family of this degenerate
and largely criminal type has been carefully studied by Dr.
Joerger {Arikiv jtiv Hnitn- uad OtltlluhiJh Bwhgir. 1905k
whose history of the family has bter. translated into French by
Dr. Udame {Archivald’AMkrtfrlcgU CrinintUf, March and
April tpoS!. Joerger has known well the "Zero' family—as it

is termed—for twenty years, and has been gradually accumulat-
ing data concerning it during this time His investigation
cavers 310 persons. " Vagrancy, alcoholism, criminality, im-
morality, imbecility, mental troubles, ond pauperism are, one
may say. the patrimony of the ZeiOs." They are of German
origin, nnd their home is a valley in the Swiss Alp* where in-

breeding is the rule. The Zeros, however, ha.e nut followed
this ru.e

; they are, moreover, food cf wandering, though
brought back by the police, and they are regarded by the more
norma! inhabitants of the valley a; strangers. They have,
however, in realty, always belonged to the valley, aud arc
degenerated peasants. They are an old, and, far back, highly
respected family

;
in the sixteenth century Zero was some-

times Syndic of the Commune. So far ns they hare any
respectable occupation, it has from the seventeenth century
been that of millerr. The beginning of the decadence of the
Zeros was perhaps in the eighteenth century, when they Inter-
married with an insane family; their tendency to vagabondage
has, however, been mainly due to a more recent tendency to
form alliances with strange women who already possessed that
tendency. In physical type the Zeros vary from Germanic fair-

ness to Italian darkness; tall and handsome persons are rare
among them They are usually iiiddle-siw,) or short, and their
walk, short-stepped nnd quick with erect figure, contrasts with
the alow walk and bent figure of the typical mountaineer*
around them. Stigmata of degeneration are common; their

intelligence, alao, la usually small, though their heads are some-
times remarkably Urge.

Page 155. Criminality andFtibit-mintUdncu. -The masterly
and exhaustive report of the Royal Commission on the Care
and' Control of the Feeble-minded (already referred so in the
Preface) has clearly brought out the intimate connection between
criminality and feeble-mindedneu The repeated offences of a

large number of criminals, the Commissioners concluded, arc
“ the manifestations of a permanent defect of mind,' which mere
punishment is powerless to improve. The dose connection
between criminalitv and mental deficiencr has been nblv dis-
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cussed tn Dr. Tredgold’s authoritative bank, ifcntal Df/tritnty,

md {Cj. ar, article on "Tbe Feeble minded a Social Danger *

in the Evgtnies Rcviru, July 1909). Dr. J. Milsoq Rhode-,
Visiting Justice to Manchester prison, in a useful paper on
“The Mentally Defective in Prison " {firitith MfditatJournal,
37th June, rgo$>, has alio brought together facts and o|»ridns
to illustrate the magnitude of this question, and has set forth

the reforms required. Dr. J. F. Sutherland (Rnidruiint, etc.,

1908, pp. bo t/stf.) discusses the same subject and states that
“ no one who has had experience of the criminal and the petty

delinquent dosses doubts that a considerable number of these
units are neak-inbded and mentally and morally defective, and
obsessed in various directions." Robert Sommer devotes a

large put of his admirable noth. KrtelnaltsycAeltgii (1904,'.

to weak-mindedness; like User, he considers that a certain
degree of mental weakness is found among a veiy Urge pro-
portion of criminals, and he fully accepts a criminal type with
inborn moral defect and instinctive tendencies to crime, though
he rests this tyrae mainlyon piychologioal rather than anatomical
data C- V Folsom, again, iu bis Studies 0/Criminal Rispcn
sibility (tyop, p. t5) states that “this teim [ueak-mi tided

1
I

should use ns being in a measure synonymous with moral im-
becility, dtlfcnng from it in degree only. . . Ever/ criminal is

weak-minded.' 1 In this volume, of Folsom's, it may be added,
arc brought together interesting studies of typical criminals:
Jesie Pomeroy, Cuiteau, Marie Jeonnaret, Chritrina Edwards,
Sarah Jane RoBtnsoo, and Jane Toppan.
The clement of morbid wcak-mincluCr'ess in criminality is

very well illustrated by the case of the French murderer Vidal,
who was studied with much ihoicughneM by Dis. Lacasragne,
Boyer, and Rebate! (“Vidal !e Tueui de Femmes,' AnAn/ts
ifA"!xropeirgie CrimintUf

,
November 1902). He was bom

in 1867. during the illness of his father, who died three months
after hie bittb. Tbe mother was healthv, but there were
numerous Cases of epilepsy and other defects in her family.
Vidal from a child always showed but little intelligence,

especially after typhoid fever at fifteen, and was timid, sullen,
and taciturn, though gentle and polite. Hit mother felt little

affection foe him, preferring her other son, who had more
brilliant qualities, but was immoral and dishonest O11 the
physical side also Vidal was feeble In early life; he was not
•xperted to live at birth, had convulsions while teething, and
nocturnal enuresis until puberty, when he had the severe attack
of typhoid which reduced him for a time almost to a state of
idiocy, and certainly had a pettnanen: influence on his intelli-

gence. A few years Inter, tn 1887, he began to make sudden
Sights from ha home, with the intention, he said, of finding
work elsewhere. During his period of military service(iS83-9i)
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hi* behaviour seems to have been coed. Then, bowe»*r, he
twice had a serious injury to h;s head in fc<y!e accidents, and
also suffered from malaria, acquired in the Sudan, where he
remained for over a year; and in 1891 he be ifah to show
tendencies to theft. The people who knew him at this time
considered him weac-tnindet!, very emotional and tim>d, cx-
tremeiy selfish, with an e liberated love of animal*, strong
sexual tendencies and a lack cc education. His love of animals
was very marked; be could not be cruel even to an insect

: he
bated the sight of blood, and had a horror of dead bodies.
Daring hit «uy in the Sudan, houever, he acquired alwholic
nabitt; ebsintbe was his favourite drink. In 1901. be n* greatly

lSfea?V?
f m.°^Cyf U alt<a,Pled :o ki!1 A y<wo* girl of" immoral

life il Nice; ll »as no*, a sixiden impulse, he took many pre-
cautions, and fled on her screams; another laser attempt on
another young woman was similarly unsuccessful : the third
time the victim was killed, and lie escaped nitU her ie«*Dery;

*,J
l

J

a
,

Ie Ia,er he alio killed a shopgirl in a railway carriage.
\ «UI was tall, and fairly normal in general appearance, l>ut
wish an unattractive face. Hu head (dolichocephalic) »a? very
narrow and below the overage in circumference, the face very
asymmetric; hesquinted; his skin showed dermographism. On
the whole there was a certain degree of physical degeneration,
but the experts decided that he ms not insane, though entitled
to a slight attenuation of punishment In prison he was calm,
assured, and extremely well-behaved—a model prisoner. There
were no signs ol epilepsy, and the intelligence, though feeble,
was not abnormal or insane. His chief characteristics seemed
to be apathy and indolence, This carefully-recorded case is

instructive because it dearly shows how oti a congenitally feeble-
minded basis a criminal temperament is bya senes of unfavour-
able circumstances gradually established.

With reference to Vidal’s good record in the army it may b*
remarked that, as Dr. Paul Rebierrc has pointed out in ;n
interesting study {"JtytHx" tl DtM-Feut, 1909', the “joveu.,"
as are termed those offenders against the common lau who
perform tbeir military service enrolled in a special African corps,
often make most excellent soldiers, although outside military
service their moral conduct may be detestable.

Page 15?.. Criminality and InMUetnte.—A remarkable
example of high intelligence in combination with innate crimin-
jlity is furnished by Rulolf, nbo was executed for murder in the
United States forty years ago. Like Eugene Aram. Kulotf was
an enthusiastic philologist, and. in some respects, by his strange
combination of intellectual tendencies and criminal tendencies,
ht resembled Wainewright, whose history has been set forth in
Chapter ;. Ruloff was tlvesfigated, anatomically and psycho-
logically, by Hr. G. Buit (Journal oj PsyeMeptal Medium,
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Ne» York, 1871, vol v.. pp. 724 '' "J')i *nd Bun's account of

the case, though written Before criminal anthropology had Ire-

come a recognised study, is Still well worth reading; 1 am
indebted to Dr.

J. G. Kiercan for calling my attention to it.

Nothing seems to be known of Rnlotrs heredity. He never

went to college or university. But by the age of sixteen he had
acquired a taste for philology, which grew to a passion, and
finally rendered even the prospect of death a matter cf in-

difference to him compared with the preservation of his philo-

logical theories. He Icitncd many languages, and, especially,

be had a very thorough knowledge of Creek- His memory iras

very remarkable, and he was able to repeat many of the Greek
class!: writers by heart. Shortly before his execution Professor

Mother of Amherst College tested him in Oils respect and hears

witness to his proficiency. Even more remarkable, Mather
traces, was his skill in defending his philological opinions, and
the wenhh of illustrations he was able to bting forward; “in
fact," raid Mather, *

I should say that subtlety of analysis and
of reasoning was the marked characteristic of his mind-* He
had great faith in the future of his theories. This faith seems,
however, to have been unjustified. He was evidently lacking

in tealy high intellectual power: his theories commanded no
assent, and even his own published statements of them are

said to be frequently incoherent It would appear that his

philological aptitude merely represented a higher stage of the

aptitude presented by the idiot mm nt. Ruicffs intellectual

interests were not, however, entirely confined to philology, not
was he merely a brute outside those interests

;
by many he was

regarded at mild and amiable, nnd he was much loved by
children.

But on the other side of his nature Ruloff was an instinctive

criminal, lacking m live perception of tli* rights of others. He
combined, as it were, Burr says, two different people. He lived

unhappily with his wife; she and her child mysteriously dis-

appeared, and there is reason to think that he murdered them.
With cetuie. associates, whom he had gained an influence over,

he engaged in a -erics of burglaries, he was frequently caught
and sent to prison afier these exploits, for be displayed an extra-

ordinary stupidity—which was certainly of psychic significance

—in running into danger on these occauont. It was when
attempting a burglary with two associates that he at last met
his fate. A couiagco.il clerk obstinately opposed the burglars

,

Ruloff finally shot him dead. He was captured, fcet his two
associates escaped, though they were immediately afterwards

drowned in attempting to crow a river. Ruloff »howcd no
compunction for his act. He seems to have felt that he had
merely shot the clerk in self-defence, whilo he believed that

robbery was justifiable in to far as it aided him to further his
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immensely important philological theories. I!e waj fifty years

oW ftl death.
Kukifl’ was

5
ft. 3 ins. in height, vcty squarely and robustly

built, with a aeteiTninftd race and ucudy grey eye*. His hair

was coarse, and stood out M»IHy; hi* voic* was harsh ant shrill

II is general physical texture w?.s coarse, though, ;

t would /.ppear,

without ir~*r<cd Anomal**. The skull and ora n arc dacr.bcc
hy Barr. Tbe brain, as icmoroJ fiottt the skull, was h«a*y,
weighing altogether 59 ors. He had been pronounced sane by

the experts, ar4 though :hit opinion was disputed it *wns to

bare been technically sound.

Page 2yo. 7'hr Relation 0/ Criminality to Protfifntion
ive fully discussed the psychology and anthropology of p

«.—l
have fully discussed the psychology and anthropology of pto»

atiiutcs, 69 well as the factors in the causation of prostitution, n

a lengthy chapter of Studies in the Psychology c/Sex (Vo!. VI.,
** Stx in 1< claton tn Society." ch. viii.J. The same subjects are

briefly but comprehensive y coniidered by Dr. I«*»n liloeh n

the Sr.tna/ Life of our Tint (ch. xiii.), and "ill he dealt with

fully by the same author in a forthcoming work devoted to

prostitution.

H*g« 181. the Sa/tiUlc Fai!or tn Criminality.—The morbid
element in criminality b well illustrated by that <Uss of crime—
the most obviously horrible of all— in which blond in shed in

order to gratify a perverted and more or let; orerpowermg
sexual impulse. I have discussed the origin aixl nature of tin,

mpul-e in the siudy of "I-ove and Pain” in the third volume
of Studies in the Piytheleiy of Set. The arte o' the sadistic

criminal pci>ert are hew Known in England by the series of

"Jack the Ripper” Crime-! lire perpetrator of which was never

detected. His essential character may, however, be judged by

that ol llto author of an almost precisely similar senes of crimes
in Fiance, Vacher, whose cate hire been studied with much real

and care by several distinguished psychologists, anaiombu,
and criminal anthropologist* working in association (Laborde.

Mar.ouvrier, PapElauIt, and GdM, "Etude p«ycho-physiotogio.uc,

medico- legale at anatomique car Vacher, 1
' Bulletin tie in SotiJU

tPAnthroiofogie tie Peril, fasc. v., 18991 Lncascagne also has

embolie-t a medico-legal investigation uf Vacher re a volume

in which Ire studies the whole subject. Vacher PEventreur ,t

lej Cri/uri SatEfnes),

Vacher nas him in 1869 at lleaufort Caere,', and belonged to

a large and honest family, cultivators of the soil The ancestry

appeared to be quite healthy, though it was subsequently learned

that the father, at the age nf forty, ar.d before Vacher* birth,

had suffered from a prolonged ferer, during which he had to he

•trapped down
,

it was also found that another very near tela-
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lice suffers from mental attack*, during which he quits his week

tilddtnly and runs at random, shouting and singing. Vacber

ion no; appear to have suffered from any action; early illness,

but frcoi childhood he is described as sullnr, disobedient, un-

sopabfe, and Uter incapable o' work. At the age of eighteen

he was rilacod in a monastery aa a postulant; two year* .utir

he was sent away, having made attempts to commit unnatural

offences on his 'comrades, attempts which he renewed on a

chiVd. A little Uter we find him in the hospital with a venereal

disorder. In began his period of military service. At this

time definite mental symptoms appeared; he obtained the grade

of sergeant, but he was tested by all under him, and was liable

to attacks of e.treinely violent conduct In 189: he was placed

in the infirmary for observation, “ being subject to "gloomy
ideas, with delusions of persecution"; tlere was also a certain

incoherence in his language He was shortly after rent to the

hospital with a diagnos.s of "mental troubles." Thu rather

vague diagnosis was here interpreted mote precisely as “irelan.

Cholia, with ideas of persecution, impulses of violence, and

erotomania." Nor were associated mipatoes to homicide and

suici.de absent, for -hen sent away as convalescent he went to

iota a young woman whom he was to many. She, however,

would now have nothing to do with him
;
whereupon he fired at

her with a revolver, and then attempted to ki.l himself. I he

girl's wound u*s slight, his awn serious., fur the shot were left

in his held, producing roflamtnntien of the inner car, deafness,

and fa: tl paralysis an one :4c It is suggested that hereby

his mental troubles nere complicat'd by hallucinations of bear-

ing. However that may he, having again been pm under

Observation in an asylum, he was finally dismissed from the

army on account of “mental troubles.’ Up to this point there

is tto question as to Vacker's insanity. Lacassagne, however,

and the officially appointed expert# who reported on the case,

believe that be left the asylum sane, and that he was fully

responsible fnr the subsequent act*. This conclusion is attacked

with much point and vigour by LabOcde, while M&nouvrier

wisely remarks that the question is insoluble.

Now began the series of crimes—at feast eleven in number

—

with which Vadim's name is associated, They all have the

same stereotyped character, and ate marked by premeditation

and SjStem. He sele-tted a young shepherd or shepherdess

(sex apparently made little 01 r.o difference, ia an isolated spot,

and strangled the victim, then cutting the throat; next he pro-

ceeded ta disembowelling, and to removal o( breasts or lestc;

finally he struck the victim at random, and violated the corpse.

He would bring with him a change nf clothe;, and putting them
on he would leave the spot with much rapidity and go to long

a distance (be had a powerful muscular system) that identifica-
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lion became impossible, He maintained that he was “emitting

the ordert of Cod, who had sent him on earth to punish men

for their crime** He aUo asserted that he was moved by a

sudden and irresistible impulse, a rage for blood. Finally,

having been caught, and the official experts declaim# that he

was completely responsible fot hi» action*,Vacher was executed

His brain came into the hands of Dr. Toulouse, ubo cut up

the right hemisphere for histological purposes, and the left

into a powerful preservative solution, then inviting Protestor

Manouvrier to examine it. According to the teonrt of the

latter, It wai no longer possible to form an exact estimate of

:he weight of tbe beam, but this was dearly over the average,

and the fissures were also deep; it must be remembered,

however, that Vacher was well developed i>ci*«r*!ly. Thee©

were no signs of adherence of the pia mater. A few vanairons

in the fissure* and convolutions were noted, but not of an

excessively rare character; it would t* quite fanciful, Man-

ouvrier declares to icgard them as rtlgmata of degenertKCfKC.

It is of interest to compare with Vacher another criminal

iadiM who was of different temperament bet noz less typicAl of

a group Tbi* it Riedel, who «ts very thoroughly studied by

Lacossagne, Roussel, and Papillon. (“L'Aftaie Riedel”.

AnMm <?Anikr*pol*git CrimineU^ Oct. Xov. 1907.) RMd
was a congenital tanguinary sadist of eighteen, a semmanst
who killed another boy and wo* finally sent to an asylum.

Freer tbe age of foil, he had bad voluptuous sensation*

connected with kitas of blood and of killing, and liked to play

game* of killing with other children. Unlike Vacher, he was

infantile in physical development, vjth a pleiwn:, childlike

expression of face. He was very timid, modest, and delicate,

strongly religious in temperament. anO he hated obscenity and

immorality. But the love of blood and of murder was an irre-

sistible obtewiom and its gratification produced immense
emotional relief.

There is *mne difference of opn.on as to whether $fcdi$tic

and similar crime* involve insanity and legal irresponsibility.

This is illustrated by the various v.ews maintained in regard to

Vacher. The genera* question U discussed by Dr Harold

Moyer. “Is Sexual Perrcrsicn Insanity?” {AUtmii and Nw
rvlfigit/, 1908) and he decider that it is cot. The *3me view

is maintained by 0 / J. G. Xieman its an interesting paper,

bringing tccether many CAW*, on " Psychological Aspects of

tbe Sexual Appetite” (Atiatiit and Ncurttytsi, Apnl 1891k

It seems to be unQUCat>ouab!e that sexual pcivcrsxm in ltscd

by no mean* involves insanity, though it may often involve

constitutional degeneration. When, however, such perversion

is manifested in a violently anti-social manner the queition of

insanity mull always come up for consideration.
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Pago :S?. Kratptlin on Moral Imbrdlilf—U should be
added that Kraepehn 00 longer denies the identity of moral
imbecility and innate criminality. Thu* in hit Elnfukrung in

dir Psjdiatritdu Klinik (190s, Lecture nix}, alter demonstrat
ing with liis usual shill an admnnbly typical case of moral
imbecility, he proceeds: "The moral incapacity of the patient,

appearing in youth, Hands in a certain opposition to his mental
endowment. It is alto sufficiently clear in daily life that

morality and intelligence are largely independent of each other.

It :s therefore usual to describe the condition in such cases as

moral imbecility or moral feeble-mindednest. Such persons

are boro criminal natures
;
they are distinguishable from

ordinary criminals only by the extent of their moral incapacity

or the complete inadequacy of tbeir "ill for the restraining

experiences of life, that is by their fundamental incorrigibility.
11

Page 345. 7hr Probation Sgitem.—This system is now
recognised as of the greatest value and imporUr.ee ir. dealing

with young criminals. Like the indeterminate sentence, it lias

been developed in the United States, where it has existed for

half a Century in Boston, and it is now extended to twenty-
five of the largest cities in the States. It is already being

adopted in England, and it has taken root in Italy. In idea,

however, it is by no meins modern Its principle «as embodied
in Romm jurisprudence and in canon law, as well as in the old
English system of recognisance*. “ Probation is, however, 1 ns

Mr. T. R. Bridgwater well says in an instructive pamphlet on
the subject (Origin and Prograi of(hr Probation Syttrr.

1,
ipoa)

•‘a now term in its application to judicial penal procedure It

is a test, a trial of tbe character of a convicted ofleader under
suspension of judgment, in order that tbe Court may determine
if the probationer Be fit to retain his or her place as a helpful

member of society, or being unfit, must be deprived of his or her
liberty as a menace to society. It is established for the purpose

of correction and Oversight It is a conditional freedom. It

recognises that the surer and better nay to govern the law-
breaker i* not through the eipiiing system of the cell and the
lash, but rather thrutigh the mind and hear!.1

’ The Probation
system is ccc.cen.ed with the offender and not with the offence,

and its object Is to protect society by reforming rather than by
repressing. In these directions, as Mr. Bridgwater remarks,
the Probation System creates a new era in penology.

In England the Children Act (1908)—which largely repeals
the First Offenders' Act and prev ious statutes relating to Refor-
matory and Industrial Schools—enables a Court to deal with
all cases of children (under 14) and young persons (between
14 and 16) by (a) dismissing the charge, or j#> discharging the
offender on hi* entering into a recogcisance, or (r) discharging
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offender and placing li m under Hie rnperruion of a Probaiico
Officer, or 'jft committing offender 10 the care of a relstivc or
lit person

;
it also provide" for a child liable la he reel to an

Indufttial School being placed >:nder a Probation officer. The
previous Probation o( Offender*’ Act < 1907) drab with adults,

and for nil cases and in all Criminal Cotuts permits iclense of
offenders; il is not linited In fiiK oflenderi, nor it anv perod
fixed for probation. The precise duties of Probation Ofnccis
are not iixed by statute, but officers may be either men or
women. There can be no doubt that the sy-tem will be farther

developed.

Page 375. Tht SMHsoixm tfli. Unfit. In the Preface I

have briefly refereed to the growth of the movement in favour
of the sterilisation of the unlit, and to the steps which have
been taken in Switzerland to adopt it in practice, following on
examples already set in some of <Wc United States. The carna-
tions in question leak place in the Swiss Cantonal Asylum at
V'il. and are reported in the sixteenth Annual Report (for 1907)
of toe Asylum. There were four cases, two in women aad two
in men. The two women, of whom one oas epileptic find the
other weak-minded, were both liable to attacks of excessive
Ktunl excitement, and bath had several illegitimate children
which had been a burden on the community, so that the loral
authorities were opposed to their liberation from the asylum.
One of the men wxs psychically abnormal and with a tendency
la satyriasis

; the tulet 'was of good intelligence but had homo,
teiuul impulses and was unaole to resist the temptation to com-
mit offences with mimics. All four of there petSoas uere able

to earn their own living, but their texual tendencies rendered
them a danger to others and a burden to the community. It

was thus on social, nnd rot on medical, grounds that their

ciMiatiou became desirable. They themselves uere willing,

and in one case anxious, to undergo the operation
;
the ronter.t

of the rebuions and the authorities was also obtained. The
result was in all four cases, at the date of the Report, highly
satisfactory; they were ail living In freedom and able to earn
their living without risks to others. (These cases are quoted
with approval in the Piy ,Aia/t/tci-JViurafegtjth< Wcthmsckritl,
NO. o. iw; and are also summarised and commented on by
Dr. Nacke m the Mturoicnidui Ctntralllatt, i*t March 19x1)
Professor Niche has tong teen a distinguished advocate of the
sterilisation of the degenerate classes in the interests 0/ society

and the race. (See r.f. P. Nttcke, “ Die KaMralion be. gcwitxn
KlasMO xor Decenerirten air ein wirkramer soewler Schutr,"
Anktv fti' Kriminatanthropolojfir, nd. I!!. 1B99.)

There are serious objections to actual ca. ’.ration, or trmovil
of the sexual giinds, whether in man or woman, for there is
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now good reason to believe that tbe secretions of these gland*

play an important part in the system. It is, however. quite

simple to elect sterilisation without castration, by sect on and
ligature of the tat dtftrtm in men (vasectomy), and of the

Fallopian tubes in women
;
the operation is easy anti harmless

in both sexes. Sterilisation (mostly in the form of castration)

has often been advocated in a highly injudicious manner and
foi cases in which it is quite unsuited, more especially In the
United States It should never be Inflicted as a pun ihment,

for in that foitn it cannot fail to have a degrading influence on

the person subjected to it It is a measure which must be

regarded as a protection to the individual, to society, and to

future generations, and should only be carried out with the

consent of the man ot woroiin concerned. I have discussed this

question in the sixth volume of my Sluditi In the Ptyckoioey

ofSt*. “Sex la Relation to Society," Chap. XU.

Page 369 Hr .Ve/ion of " RtSpOnilbUily. Tno noticeable

hooks have been published in Engl-ivd on this question during

recent years, both able, though both refrain from accepting live

modern conception of social protection as the fundamental
basis of all defence again*! anti social action : Dr. Charles

binder's Criminal RafondhihIf (1905) and Dr. H. Oppen.
heimers Criminal RtifiontitiXtY of i-unaha {>909). Dr.

Merclcr, approaching the problem from the medical and
psychological Standpoint, and regarding retribution as the

nuir. aim o: punahmert, means by “responsible * “rightly

liable to punishment.-' and advocates a legal standard of re-

sponsibility adjusted to Iris conception. Dr. Oppcnheimer,
11ho, though a doctor of medicine, IS a lauyer nnd mainly

place* himself at the legal paint of new, considers that Meicier

suffered shipwreck at the very outset by inscribing ‘ triminal
responsiblity" on his title-page, lot his uoik deal* not with

criminal but with moral responsibility. (Dr. Metcier’s hook has

been vigorously criticised from another point of view in the
Brttith MedialJournal, 24th February 190b, p. <45 > Criminal

responsibility, Oppcnheimet insists --quite justly according to

the standpoint taken in the ptesent wo-k— is a putely legal

conceptso 11. It ia to be approached, he cottsideri, r.ot by the

study of psychology or of psychiatry, but by the effort to master
the elementary notions ofjurisprudence set forth by Austin. To
hod all madness to bo equivalent to Irresponsibility, and to

leave the decision in medical hands (as is done in France) is,

Opoenheiuier considers, to encourage unchecked licence. ‘-The
really effective aspect of the sanctions provided by the penal

law," Oppenhe.mer thinks (p. tig), ‘ is not their application, but

the threat which they contain; and if their genuine function is

the prevention of crime, they fulfil that function essentially by
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determent
;
and they supply la every would-be offender, nt initio,

a motive tending to counteract all those motives and desires

which urge him an to the commission oi the crime." It is easy
to •ce that Opprnheimer’s conception is a* open to criticism as

he finds Meroer's to be It attempts to set up a bander against
the influence of psychology, which in Germany and other
countries lawyers ate welcoming, ar.d by regarding the applica-

tion at Uws as of minor consequence it tends to encourage
iniustce.and is thus opposed to thevboie tendency of progress.
Tne object of law must be regarded as not mainly retribution,

which can never I* acoirately estimated, nor determent, which
is too narrow an aim and risks injustice, hut social protection,

which involves no excess of punishment and renders necessary
the effort to make crime unnecessary and to reform the offender.

Penality is <i rtattion of diftnt

t

and also a method of pro-

phylaxis; it is a preservative and has nothing to do with any
theological or metaphysical conceptions. (This point is elabor-
ated hy F. Carle n a Paris then-, Enni tor Q$u/guai Pointt
dr Crimino/egit, 1909.J
Thote who wish to understand the conception of punishment,

its origin and derelopmcnt, would do well to study the recent
masterly nark of Professor Westermarck. Origin nad Det/tiof.-

mttt! 0/ tit Moral Idtat (
1
po6-£,\ especially Chapter III. While

act placing himselfdefinitely at the standpoint of social defence
(considering that the doctrine of social defence, like all other
doctrines, csiinot be carried to Its full length!, Westensiarck
points out that the doctrine of punislmen: as tetribation (advo-
cated by Merocr) is now almost universally condemned, and
the doctnne of punishment as determent (advocated by Oppen-
heimer) would lead to wild excesses and injustices. Reconsiders
it surprising that these doctrines should have survived so long.

Ancient views persist, however, for a long time, and, as the
Spanish Criminologist, C. Bet-naldo de QuiiOe, hi- pointed out
in his admirable work, L> 11 Nuclei Ttoriai dr In Crimina/idad
(190$), it is possible to trace three streams of tendency in

medern theories of penality: (l) traditional, (j> reformist, (3}
radical. The traditional tendency is to combat crime by punish-

meet alone, and to regard that punishment as a reipbutioa.

This conception in its complete form Bemaldo de Quirls (who
has evidently not heard of Merrier) regards as no longer eiisting;

"like extinct faunas and floras t lias no place in our modem
world.'' He finds vestiges of it, however, in various criminolo-

gists, such as Maturewici, and in some of the Italian school,

like Lotnbroso and Garofalo, who from this point of view arc
reactionaries. The reformist school induces many distin-

guished names like Von Lisrt, Fcrri, Prins, Von Hamel, etc.,

and it; activities are represented by the International Union of

Penal Law founded in 1SB5. This school is by far the largest.
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and is eclectic in its methods, foi without breaking entire!/ with

the old repressive method* it seeks to assimilate the retails of

recent anthropological and sociological studies. It thus in-

cludes thinkers whose general outlook is very varied, from

Hegelians to potitiviits. The radical school is small, though
it will doubtless gain influence in the future. It occupies itself

exclusively with prevention, and thus transfers to criminology

a tendency which has already become marked in medicine. It

admits the necessity of social defence, hut, though it recognises

that severity is sometimes required, it refutes 10 accept the idea

of punishment! its severity is not for the sake of punishment,

but solely a method called for by soci»l protection. Vnrgha is

in Italy* representative of this school, and, in Spain. Dorado,
the most distinguished of Spanish criminologists. Kropotkin
belongs to the same school. Its tendency may he said to be to

apply to criminals somewhat similar methods to those applied

for a century past to the Insane, who are no longer punished,

but arc, so tar as possible, rendered innocuous. To.stoy may
be regarded as the representative of the ultra-radical extreme,

for, as it has been said, the moral of hi* Jtnumc/lon may be

summed up in the words: " crime is a punishment, and punish-

raent is a crime * It may be added that the Profcction System
of dealing irith offenders now becoming *o thoroughly developed

and so extensively adopted, shows, inasmuch as it dispenses

with punishment, the growing influence of ideas identical with

those that are advocated by the so-called “ radical " school of

penologists.
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OTOE* writings

LISSiNG'3 NATHAN THE
WISE

LEW 1^8. G. II.. PRINCIPLES
OP SUoatSH IN LTYBRA-
TUBI

LONGFELLOW* PROSE
DOWELL'S ESSAYS ON ENG-
UStl 1*0E?S

LOWELLS BIOLOW PAPERS
LOWELL'S MY STUDY
WINDOWS

MAWTOUNCK. PLAYS OP
MALORY'S KING ARTHUR
MALORrS MARVELLOUS AD
VENTURES

MARCUS AURELIUS, MKDl-
yations op

MAIZlNrS ESSAYS-POLITT
CAL, Krc.

MILL'S LIBERTY
MILTON, most or
MXTFORDS OUR VILLAGE
MONTAIGNE, ESSAYS OP
MODE'S UTOPIA AND
EDWARD V.

MORRIS’S VOlSWGH AND
NIBLCNG8

NEWMAN'S 8EDX7T EffiAYS
NEWMAN'S UNIVERSITY
SKETCH13

OXPORD MOVEMENT, THE
PASCAL BLAISR. SELECT
THOUGHTS OE

PETRONlUS Cl’KJMALCHIO*
BANQUirn

PLATO, SF.L*CnON3 PROM
PLAIO'3 REPUBLIC
PLUTARCH* LIV ES

PUNTS LKTTER3—8HRXB5 L
PLUfYBLETTERS— SEK1£SIL
POB3 TALR3 AND B3SA.YS

POLITICAL ECONOMY 3KUC-
T10NS

POLITICAL ORATIONS

REPLECTIONS ON THE REVO-
LUTION IN HUNCH

RENANS LIVE OP JESUS
RENAN'S ANTICHRIST
RENAN’SMAJICU SAUR1ZJUB
RENAN'S POETRY OT CELTIC
RACES. Etc

RBYNOLW^ SIR JOSHUA.
MSCDURSfc

RYDBERG* BIXGOaLLA
SADIr GULISTAN; OH

r:/>WXR GARDEN
SAINTB-BWm ESSAYS OP
SCHILLER'S MAID Of OR-
LEANS

SCHIIIMRW WILLIAM TELL
SCHOPENHAUER
SCOTS ESSAYISTS
SHNANC0UR3 0HERMANN
SENECA'S UOUUk SELEC-
TIONS PROM

SUMMIT* ESSAYS AND
LETTERS

SliKlUDAN S PLAYS
SMITH. SYDNEY, PAPERS BY
§,s^r Afii>

8TKEJ.R AND ADDISON,

8\virrs PftOftl WRITINGS
TACITUS* THE ANNAU* OP
THACKERAY* BARKY LYN-
DON

TriOREAU'3 133AYR AND
other writings

TH0RZAV3 WALDEN
THOUEaUN WKBK ON TDB
CONCORD

TOLSTOYS WHAT IS Altf

?

VASARI* LIVES OP ITALIAN
PAINTERS

WALTON'S COMPLETE
ANGLE?.

WALTON'S UVW
wnrrrs natural history
OP 8«LK>RNB

WHITMAN'S DEMOCRATIC
VISTAS

WHITMAN'S SPECIMEN DAYS
W0LL8T0NTYIRAFT8 RIGUTS
OF WOMAN

WORDSWORTH* PaoSE

Tu« Walt**. Scon Pou.isicing Comtaky, Limiibu,
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The Canterbury Poets.

Co:b, Cot sn& Uncrt F^c«», it.; Rnl Rcw, C:a ^ 6£.;

?»•!. Mxocco, Cik I'tgci, 5*.

/ $nf*>ftr Srttuu £#imc 1/9 Art tncnt, v*fh ow# Fnt\tUfic<t
l
25.

i Christian yeah *j IIOCG

2 COLERIDGE r6 GOLDSMITH

3 LONGFELLOW 27 love letters. u&

4 CAMPBELL 25 SPENSER

5 SHELLEY 39 CHILDREN OF TUE ?OET3

6 WORDSWORTH 30 J0N50N

7 BLAKE jx BYRON. Mhcrlbn.nt

1 WH 1TTXEH 3J BYRON. Dio Jam

* TOS 33 THE SONNETS OF EURCrS

10 CHATTERTON 3 ! RAMSAY

it BURKS. S>uj* 35 DOBELL

is BURNS. toot 36 !*OfB

tj HARLOWS J7 HEINE

14 KEATS 33 BEAUMONT ft H CTCHCK

15 Herbert y) BOWLES. LAUD, *u

16 HUGO 40 SEA MUSIC

17 COTVTER. 4 t EARLY ENGLISH POETRY

|j SHAKESPEARE'S POF.MS.etc. HERRICK

ig EMERSON 43 BALLADES AtffD RONDEAC73

so SONNETS OF TUB NINE- I* IRISH WINSTRELSV

TEENTH CENTURY 45 MILTONS PARADISE LOST

21 WHITMAN ^5 JACOBITE BALLADS

ai SCOTT. Ufy out* l>Vf, «'.c- 47 DAYS OF THE YEAR

33 SCOIT. «t& 48 AUSTRALIAN BALLADS

•t PRARD ! 49 MOORS

THE WALTER SCOTT FUSUSIOKG CO.. LTD.

LOUDON AXD mUKGOS WMI
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The Canterbury Pods -vvt/r.v.VfY.

EORDttU BALLADS
£^>nu nor
Of>£S OF HORACE
OHStAS
FAUV 1IUSIC

SOUTHEY
CHAUCER
COI.DEM TREASURY
*01*1$ or WILD LIFE

PARADISE REGAINED
crabie
DORA GRBEtfWELL
FAUST
AMZ&ICAX f.ONXI.T.5

LANDOR'8 POEMS
GREEK ANTHOLOGY
II

I ‘XT ANO HOOD
humorous roots

l«VITON'S N>W
OR8AT <»0E$

MEREDITHS 70EMS

IMITATION Or CKRtgr

NAVAL SONGS
Painter poets
WOMEN rorcTS

LOVT. LYRICS
AMERICAN HUMOROUS
VHKST

SCOTTISH MINOR lOEIS

CAVALIER LYRISTS

w hONGS OF FREEDOM
Hj CANADIAN rOEM:<
Eft BCOTTt$lI VHttSi;

!
B5 POEMS OP XATURtt

I to CRADLE SONGS
St BALLADS OF SPORT
« UATiTlZW ARNOLD
K) HOUGH* nOTHIK

0» NKOWRCGS FORMS
Volf.

91 PROWNIXl.N I’OPMS
A Fii? In

Vd. a.

W RRO\VXING*$ FORMS
• •

. 93 HAOCAYS LOVER'S MIS
SAL

* HENRY KIRRK Willi*

vs tv«A NrcoiuSlA
1* AURORA LCIUH
07 TENNYSON S POGMS

0* YFAXVSOVS TV>F-V$
Iht mvwv el*

i <» WAR SOXGS
• itf THOMSON
IUI ALEXANDER SMITH
m, RUC&XR UK HAMILTON
;oj PAVL VERLAINE
204 BAUDELAIRE
105 HEW ZEALAND VXXS3
icG CONTEMPORARY GERMAN

POETRY
ice CONTEMPORARY BELGIAN

POETRY
GU1HAK MULAD5

f* THX ANGEL A7TH* LOOM I

SONGS OP IttRANOtk
,<» CONTEMPORARY TRENCH

RODEN NOIL'S FOKMI POETRY J

Tin Waiiih K'VJC.mtmi) Commay. Limuku.

LOSXCff AM) PULU*>OK*TVXR.
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Crown Srx>. *b>*t 350 pfv eacb, CT*H C>*«r. a/6'pft I

H&lM>ollsfeed Morocco* Gilt Top. 5*.

Count Tolstoy's Works.
The blowing Volume: .iu .lindy

A RUSSIAN PROPRIETOR. WHAT TO DO?
THIt COSSACKS. TKK LONG EXILE, EIC.

IVAN ILYITCM, AND OTHER SEVASTOPOL
310111EH. THE KRBUTET? SONATA. AND

MV RELIGION. TAMIL? HAPPINESS.

USE. nir. KINGDOM OR COD IS

-V CONFESSION. WITHIN YOU.

CHILDHOOD* ROYHOOD, WORK WHILE YE HAVE Tilt

YOUTH. LIGHT.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF WAR. THE GOSPEL IS BRIftr.

Unifofm u-.lh llm ihove

IMPRESSIONS OF RUSSIA. By Di. Gao*; Baamiir*.

In the "World* Great Novels" Series.

I .iti» Crewn &.o, Cab. Giit Top, TlUrti.ied, Piice sA> pa voL

WAR AND PEACE (» vols.)

anxa karrnina. Alio dteap edilion, : net.

I/- Booklets by Count Tolstoy.
Bond in White Gninet frails will' Gilt LrHer;*.

WIIERi: LOVE IS, THERE GOD 'THE GODSON.
15 ALSO 1 ir VOD NCCLECT THE rlUR

THE TWO PII.ORIMS.
|

YOU DON'T PUT IT OUT.

WHAT MM! LIVE BY.
,

WHAT SHALL IT PROFIT A MAN?

2/- Booklets by Count Tolstoy.
nrw tuiriONs, utivwha

Snail i2mo, CI0U1, wiib Kataaed Dci^n or Ccn«r, tuzh containing

Tvo Storai Ly Cttd.it Tolstoy. *r.d Tw: Dfttwlc£S by

It It Millar. In Ika. LVx-c at. cjch.

Volume l. contain*— Volume III. contama—
WHLKR to vi*. lUEJUl cod raft iVVO PIUHUUS.

is ALSO. ir YOU KfOUCT THC FIRE,

THB GODSON. YOU DON’T PUT IT OUT.

Volume 11. contain*— Volume IV. contain*-

-

WHAT MEN LIVE IV.
«*«» AND MAN.

_

WHAT SHALL IT PRcrrr a Volume V. contmr.s-

MAN /
TOLSTOY'S PARABLES

Tmb Wait** Scott Pu*LDH(NG Covi-ant, LiaerifcD,

LOMDOW A5CD rttLLtHO-OH-tTKIt



COMPACT AND PRACTICAL.

Ju Limp Cloth
; for the Pocket. Price One Shilling.

The European

Conversation Books.

FRENCH ITALIAN

SPANISH GERMAN
NORWEGIAN.

CONTENTS.

Hints to Travellers—Everjday E\-p>uttou—Arriving at

and Leavinga Railway Station—Custom House Enquiries—

in a Train -Ata BuffitandRestaurant—AIan Hotel—Pay-

ing an l/oul BiU—Enquiries in a Town—On Scar,/ Skip—

Embarking anti Disembarking—Excursion by Carriage—
Enquiries as to Diligtstus—Enquiries as to Boats—Engag-

ing Apartments— Washing IJst anti Days cf Week—
Restaurant Vocabulary— Telegram: anti Letters, etc., etc

Tlic council of these lliilc handbook) are »o arranged a. to

permit direct and immediateinference. All dialogues or inquiries not

considered ahsolatcly essential have beenpurposely excluded, nothin"

being introduced which might confuse the traveller rattier than ukeiu

him. A lew hints are given in the introduction which will Ik found

valuable to those otroccus'.o'ned to foreign travel.

THE WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO.. LTD.,

LONDON AND yRU.ING-ON-TY.VK.



Famous American Authors.
11NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY”

Gravure Edition.

PRINTED ON ANTIQUE PAPER, it fi PER VOL

£ea\ yptumt uM a Frontii/ircr in Photcgmun.

by NATHANIEL HAWTHORNR.

THE SCARLET LETTER.

THE HOUSE OP THE SEVEN CABLES.

THE BLITHE DALE ROMANCE.
TANGLEWOOD TALES.

TWICE-TOLD TALER
A WONDER-BOOK FOR GIRLS AND BOYS.

OUR OLD HOME.
MOSSES FROM AN OLD MANSE
THE SNOW IMAGE.

TRUE STORIES FROM HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

THE NEW ADAM AND EVE.

LEGENDS OF THE PROVINCE HOUSE.

By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE.

THE PROFESSOR AT THE BREAKFAST-TABLE.

THE POET AT THE BREAKFAST-TABI-E.

ELSIE VENNER.

By HENRY THOREAU.

ESSAYS AND OTHER WRITINGS.

WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS.

A WEEK ON THE CONCORD.

The >V*u»J Scott Puiujbiwo Comvaky, Limited,

icsro.' AND m-UNO-OS Tt*t



Every-Day Help Series

of Useful Handbooks.

Price 6d. each, or in Roan Binding. Price Is.

Cbntiibuiixs—J. Lanodon DOWN, M.D, F.R C.F.; Henry
Povrgn, M.B.. F.K.C.S.; J.

MorUVCT-CraNYILLE, M.D.

;

T. Crichton Browne, M.D., LL.D.; Ronxur Farqcjiarson,

M.D., Edin.; W. S. GhUKSJiEU), M.D,, F.R.C.F.; and other*.

X.

3.

4.

fi

e.

v.

I. Thu Secret of n Good Memory.
I. Youth: It" Caro and Culture.

J. The Heart and lta Function

ThT Haute*iir?(nta *Surroundings.*

How to Do Buslnerai. A Grid* to Siwwu in Lite

How to Behave. Manual o' HUqwue uM Pasonu lib jus.

How to WrttO. A Manual of Chapou ico and Le:tn

How to Debate. Whk Kta« hUk Speu.fi*.

Don’t: DireTic** fc* itoi C«nm:-a Ettca of speech.

Tho Parental Don t : WmiiIm fc> Pu»i
Why Smoko and DrJjilc. By Ji»*s Par ton.

Elocution. By T. K- W F*ar*m« >UV, oX Sl Cttniilors

College *T>d F. W. WAlUionn, LKtucr* ca

Eiccc:ioo.

9. The Socrot of a Clear Head.
10. Common Mind Troubloa
M.
12 .

!1; Porr.otiai'AnDearaneo* In Health and Dinr

16. Tho
16. Alcohol : lta One and

S
Kxerciio and Training.
Batha and Bathing.

1U. Health In School*
20. The Skin and iw Troubles
21. How to mako the Boat of Life.

22

Nerves and Norvc-Troublea.

23

The Sight, nnd How to Breaervo it.

24

Premature Death: ».» Pn«n>*lcr ir/i lxcvcntion.

25

Change, fid a Mental Restorative
%

20. The uentle Art of Nursing the Sicic.

27. The Caro of Intents and Yoiin^ Children
23 Invalid Feeding with Hiatt; on Diet

Bvery-day Ah monk;, and How to Treat Them.
30. Thrifty Hou-iokcepLn£.

11 Culture.
33. Sleep and SloonloaBnesH.
34. Tho Story of Ufa.
36. Household Nursing.
86. The Bar, and Bar Troubloa

THE WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO.. LTD.,

LONDON AND fELUNC ON TYNE



The Music Story Series..

A SERIES OI- UTEEARYMUSJCAL MONOGRAMS.

ILtUica by FREDERICK J. CROWEST.
AbHuu o! '•'IheGiwI Tor* "Me^iuV Wit aud Huinm. * rt*.

LtizratcJ olDi 1^ :«£fiirrt tn.l Gc«Ldt?i* rc#u*i!i, TUlfcot* 10I Line

Pfiut r*. FarsiTtlo. ec.

Square Crono 8vo. doth, Ja;. <k/. n?f.

VOLUMES NOW READY.

THE STORY OF ORATORIO. By ANNIE W. RATTER-
SON. ». A., Mil Doe.

THE STORY OF NOTATION. By C. r. AHOY WILLIAMS.
M.A., Nut

THE STORY OF THE ORGAN. By C F. ABDY
WILLIAMS, M.A.

THE STORY OF CHAMBER MUSIC. By II KILBURN,
Mu* Bac. fcnUfo}

THE STORY OF THE VIOLIN. By PAUL 5T0F.VIXG,
Profcaao* cf the Violin, ttiUdhtll S:ho:* ot I/mdoi.

THE STORY OF THE HARP. By WILLIAM H. GRATTAN
FLOOD, M«x Pr*:.

THE STORY OF ORGAN MUSIC. Py C F. APDY
WILLIAMS, M.A, Mi.v IUa

THE STORY OF ENGLISH MUSIC 1904J: 'win* the

WoitMpful Cunijuny of Muii:i&:V I.cc.mi.

THE STORY OF MINSTRELSY. By EDMONDST0 U NK
DUNCAN.

THE STORY OF MUSICAL FORM. By CLARENCE
LUCAS.

TIIE STORY OF OPERA. By F. MARKHAM LEE, Mu.
Doc.

LATE8T ADDITION8.

THE STORY OF THE CAROL By EDMONDSTOUNE
DUNCAN.

THE STORY OK THE BAGPIPE By WILLIAM H
GRATTAN TLQOD, Mu I>3C

TM Walt** Scon Peril I'M I KG COMfAXT. LtlflTCP

LOKDOX kMTi OS TtM.



Musicians’ Wit, Humour, and

Anecdote

:

BEING ON DITS OF COMPOSERS, SINGERS, AND
INSTRUMENTALISTS OF ALL TIMES.

By FREDERICK J. CROWEST,

Anlhra of '• The Cri!.! T-.ec l'osu," •'The Slorj of Biiliiii Mow,"

Edr.oi ct" The MiOtr Moilo*,." Se.lt., eft. etc

Profusely Illustrated wllh Quaint Drawing* by

J. !• DONNR.

Cmn 8m, Cloth, Rich!) Gill, Price 3/6.

"U i, me ol those deBthiful m.dt.y. of a.t.doU of all iimo, icons
and jerioii, in t*fiy piRt 'I »v-*-h lh"- ii * nn» ipeOcen of humoa.

adnnture, and laying.“—T. P. OCnnoi In T.P’t
WuV.f.

"A TenaikaW. enllmlim of givnt .lc.lt. hkh Mil tla.e taken jnu.

of pennrtUU* In gr' Itg.'-U..'-Vcr-.cj

"A biok wXcfc ihtnU prate icapUtic to l-o larg. -aka. of ll.t

pihlic—tbise who am iulnrittil la tnilcain in! th:*e «l.o have as

•depute mm 0! the modt."—G,W«.

Tolstoy: His Life and Works,

By JOHN C KENWORTHY,
Ax limiun Frikxd or ihi Gb*at Ri»mak Wirrxi.

Crmn Svo, J56 fagu, Richly Bourn/, containing Portraits,

Facsimile Letter, View/, etc.

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.
Twt Wil.TRK Scon Pu*U*HtXG COMFAKY, LIMITCD*

LO!»IK>» AMD FlLUIfS-OK-TTN'C.
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THE WORLD’S GREAT NOVELS.

si stria of a/k«fairdgid misltrfUttl ty .4/ moil e«ineni wrlUr,

9/ folio*. Erufiiat four. !>r,r lyfit, iimtomtfy and Hren-ty

iotoidin Konia EtdCloth, ihoio hohi admiralty:mtii r.lair for

friualalint or tar a ftnauuHl fixer in /it Ulran, v/ftiU tie Itto

frie, irin£! tiro: *dMI ruth ofrvtry tinti ftnadir:.

I»n;o Croon fcvo. Hun6r»di of Fkjm. Numerois Illmriti/is

3. 6c' per Vel.

Adam Bede. By George HUot. With Six FUltpage llhuira

Uaw b. a 11. Verier and J. J.lli™
Anna Karenina. By Count Tobtoy. With Ten Illustrat-;

bj Pad Fi&mny, nd > Fieolliffece Porlnli of©w»t Tolstoy.

David Copccrlield. By Charles Dickens. With Forty Ulus-

inters by Httic* X. (
4, Fhi* r).

Ivanhoc. By Sir Walter Soott. With E*ht Fullpigc IlltiKtft-

tea* br lim M. Eaton.

fane Eyre. B7 Charlotte BrontC. With Eight I'VJ.pigo

]l|:i9ra!urxA. inti ’Tufty-lvc tll'JlirofCCi in <b« Ti*\ *r*l rbctagrMturt

y.utnr. rf Chtrtate BretHto-

lohn Halifax, Gentleman. By Mjl. Ctiil:. With Ef$h: Fu3I-

pjge DHvtratioat by Alice Bi/lxt

Miserable, Les. By Victor Hoga With Twcta Full-page
HltKffjricaii

Notre Dame. By Victor Hugo. With many Hluitrutfon*.

Three Musketeers, The. By Alejandro Dumaa. With
Tori™ FoII-p»j» BWitMixo liy T. Hire Wo:lli -

Twenty Years After. By Alcur.D'C ihtmns. With nomcrotsi
ntuMtioe

Vieomte de Bragelonne, The. By Aieiundre Djmaa. With
Fall p»fft Tilurjolicm by Trank T. MaiflL

Louise dc la Valliere. By Alexandre Dumas. With Eight
»«i|.j*ge tIUiitrUKfli by Frisk T. Merrill

The Man In the Iron Mask. By Aloandre Dumas. With
Fijht r.» pM!. IlturtWioml* Frank T. Merrill

Count of Monte Cristo. The. ByAleaodte Danas. With
Shteen Filling lllisiruim by frank T. Merrill.

Chicot, the Jester <U Dame dc Monsoreau>. By Aicxnndre
I>.™i Nc. ltd Coupler. TratefatSoi. With Kite Kullptc ISlis-

union by Fnak T. Merrill.

Marguerite de Valois. By Alexandre Damis. New Slid
CrW.te Tnailuka. With Nm nhatialieu by Trank T. Marill.

Forty*Five Guardsmen, The. Br Aleaandre Drnaas. Net*
.116 Coraj/ etc Tnndrtior. With Nine lUustnileos byFrankT. Kerri! l

War and Peace. By Count Tolstoy. Two Volumes. With
Fire FiiU-fage lUuruuito. by 11 II. GraOI.

LATEST ADDITION

Crime and Punishment. By Fedor DosloYcfliky. With
FJjVi r.l.pit. Illtwn'jren ty Vasw fret.

Tin Warns Scorr Pmainxc Company, Livitsd,
LOXXttX AS3 r*LUNC*0S-7VXtL




